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^EEFATORY NOTICE to the SECOND VOLUME.

Vt E cannot allow the Number which completes the

secbnd volume, of the Madras Journal of Litera»

tURE AND Science, to issue from the press, without re-

turning our most cordial thanks, to the several friends,

and others who have afforded us their kind aid and as-

sistance in the prosecution of the work.

In the introductory notice to the first number, we re-

presented that, the success of the Journal, must mainly

depend upon the number and nature of the contribu-

tions, with which we should be favored ; and we cannot

but feel that the manner in which the call we then

made, has been responded to, reflects the greatest credit

upon the literary taste and spirit of the community of

this Presidency.

We have reason to believe that, the Journal, has

fully answered the main purpose for which it was esta-

blished, by proving a ready medium of communication

to the public of such papers relating to the several

branches of literature and science, as it may have suited

the inclinations or interests of parties to draw up ; and

we can with pride assert that it has been the means of

eliciting some few articles on interesting topics, which

would not otherwise have met the public eye.

In making our acknowledgments for past favors, we
cannot refrain from soliciting a continuance of the dis-

tinguished support we have hitherto received ; and we

beg to assure our numerous subscribers that, no exer-

tions on our part shall be wanting to make the work
deserving of their patronage.



PREFACE.

The heavy pressure of official dulies, has hitherto pre*-

vented ourselves from doing little more than stimulate

our friends to exertion ; and arrange for and superin-

tend the progress of the work through the press. We
look for no praise ; and the only reward we seek, is to

see our little volume prosper, and that the labours, of its^

several contributors, may be duly appreciated.

Editor.-

MADRAS, 2Sth JSeptember IS35,.
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4 Sketch of the History of the Ramoossies residing
in the Sattarah Territory and in the Poona and Ahmed-
nuggur districts—By Captain Alexander Mackintosh of
the 21th Regt. M, JY. I. Commanding Ahmednuggur
Local Corps

^

CHAPTER VIII.

Oomiah bora in A. D. 1799, at the village of Bhewndy.—His father dies.

—

, Ooiniah's personal appearance.—He resides with his mother when the Ra-
moossies were expelled from Poorundur fort.—Proceeds to the vicinity of
Parinda with his cousin.—Is taken prisoner by the Nizam's troops, andafter-

wards set at liberty, returns to Poorundur.—Dispenses with his turban and
ties a kerchief on his head.—When in a state of intoxication, he received a
blow from a cousin of his own, the effect of which produced a great chan ge
in his habits.—Concerned in a robbery at Ing, is seized; difficulty of con-

victing him.—He, and his brother learn to read and write while in confine -

ment.—Suttoo's Bund.—Oomiah and his brothers go to Jejoory.—Annajee
Naik desperately wounded.—The brothers join Suttoo's party, April 1824.

—

A skirmish betv/een the Bund and a Detachment from Sassoor.—Oomiah and
his brother wounded in a skirmish near Sassoor.—Suttoo dies, and Oomiah.

becomes the chief of the Bund.

Oomiah, or Oomajee, as he was frequently called, was

born in the year A. D. 1791, at the small village of Bhewn-

dy, two miles north east from the Poorundur hill, and about

sixteen south east from Poona. His father, Dadjee Naik,

died at an advanced age on the hill fort of Poorundur, dur-

ing the rains of 1802, a few weeks before the arrival of

Holkur's army at Poona. Dadjee was the father of a large
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family, having been twice married, and the subject of our

present memoir was the third child by the second wife.

PTe was a slight made man, about five feet four inches in

height, with large dark searching and expressive eyes, a

large nose deeply set under the brow ; his features, upon

the whole, were mild and rather pleasing; he had a very

fine throat, and his skin was of an unburnished copper

colour. Oomiah lived with his mother after the Ramoos-

sies v/ere expelled from Poorundur and deprived of their

lands, pay, and emoluments, by order of the FeshwahBajee

Row, in consequence of having obstinately refused to de-

liver up the fort to his authority, upon his return to Poona

from Bassein, in May 1803.

In the course of a few years after the above mentioned

period, a number of Ramoossies, who had been engaged in

various disturbances and outrages, fled with their families

to the eastward, to evade the Peshwah's troops, and ob-

tained shelter in the villages of the Nizam's dominions^

around Perinda, and in those belonging to some Jageer-

dars within the limits of the Peshwah's authority in that

quarter. I'hese having eventually obtained service, other

Ramoossies from the neighbourhood of Poona joined them.

In the beginning of the year 1814, Oomiah accompanied
his cousin Raggooh, (who had deposited his turban before

the shrine of the god kedary, on the hill fort of Poorundur,

as before related,) and three other friends, who proceeded

to the vicinity of Maunkessur. The Ramoossies in the

service of a Mahommedan Fakeer, (a religious) th^
Enamdar of Raie Mhow, &c., near Beer, &c., son of one
of Mhadajee Sindiah's spiritual guides, had gained the
favour of the Fakeer's elder wife, and as she was ex-
tremely jealous of her rival, the Fakeer's youngest lady,

who was a favourite with the husband, and very popular
with her acquaintances, she resolved on getting rid of her
young and handsome rival, by violent means. She consult-
ed the Chief Ramoossy Naik,* and offered to pay him nine
hundred rupees in cash, provided they complied with her
wishes ; but the Ramoossy replied, that his kinsmen would
be always ready and happy to perform the most difficult

* Bappoo Chowan of Selsey, near the Kaniatty ky Ghaut, was a connec-
tion, and a very staunch friend of Oom lah'a. Kis own restless habits and lat-
terly, a most unreubonabie deuuad on the ^rd oi a Bifiuxiiu olilcial at Sa-
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task she would impose on them, but they were not in the

habit of committing dehberate murder—that the caste of

Mangs, were the persons employed for such purposes. The
i'efusal however, on the part of the Ramoossies, to conform

to this wicked woman's desire, led to their being discharg-

ed from the Fakeer's service. But as some of the people

from the vicinity of the Poorundur hills joined the gang,

(that ultimately destroyed the unfortunate young woman,)

and as several of these were subsequently seized, when
making off with the rich booty, which they found after they

committed the murder, it was immediately rumoured, that

the crime had been perpetrated by the Ramoossies, and
shortly afterwards a communication was received from the

Nizam's deputy at Aurungabad, requesting that the accus-

ed men might be apprehended. This proceeding spread

alarm and consternation among all the Ramoossy emi-

grants, and they prepared to return to their native country.

A party consisting of from fifty to sixty men, women, and

children, with their flocks and herds, had proceeded some

distance on their way back to the Poorundur hills, when

they were pursued by some of the Nizam's troops that had

been moving about in search of them. The Ramoossies

instantly made for some strong ground near them, and di-

rected their women and children to drive their cattle, sheep,

and goats, into the jungle, and to conceal themselves as well

as they could. The grown up men of the party were in number

twenty-two, and were partly armed with matchlocks and

swords. They determined to make a stand against the

horsemen advancing towards them, to give sufficient time

to their females to reach a place of security. Although

there were upwards of a hundred horsemen, they had not

sufficient confidence in their own prowess to charge the

Ramoossies, but contented themselves with riding round them

at a distance, as if waiting for a reinforcement. Present-

tara forced Bappoo to the commission of acts, for which he was ultimately ob-

lio-ed to seek for protection from Oomiah. He was seized at the same time,

and both terminated their earthly career on the same day.
. . a ^

About nine years ago Aieyla, the sister of Bappoo, lost her husband, to

whom she was greatly attached. She wished much to ascend the funeral pyre

with the dead body of her husband, but after much entreaty on the part ot her

only daughter, and her friends, she was dissuaded from going Suttee at the

time Ilowever, as her grief was unceasing, and impossible to be allayed, at

the expiration of a year from her husband's death, she announced it to be her

determination to follow him; and after the necessary m-eparations were made

6ke was buried alive at the village of Borei, south of the Neera.
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ly, about onehundred and fifty Sibundies joined the horse-

men, and the Ramoossies were called on to surrender them-

selves up as prisoners, to prevent all of them being killed ;

but simple threats did not intimidate them and they pre-

sented a bold face to their numerous opponents. This en-

raged the latter party, and they attacked the Ramoossies,

who had ten men killed and eight desperately wounded in

a few seconds, the other four surrendered. Among the

latter was the subject of this memoir, Oomiah, who was

taken to Perinda with the wounded prisoners. His cousin,

Raggooh, and a son of his, died of their wounds a few days

afterwards, and at the end of three months all the survivors

were set at liberty, and permitted to return to their country

having expended what property they had, in bribing differ-

ent officers to obtain their freedom.

Some time after Oomiah returned to his home, and af-

ter this most unfortunate first essay in arms, he suffered much
from a severe attack of sickness. Several of his friends,

persuaded him that his illness arose from his having neg-

lected to set up the moorut or effigy of his deceased cousin

Raggooh, and from his having omitted to fasten on it the

kerchief. At the recommendation of his friends, Oomiah
dispensed with his turban,* replacing it with a kerchief,

and resolved to await till fortune should restore it through

the intercession of the tutelary spirit of the hill fort.

Oomiah returned to Poorundur about a year before hos-

tilities commenced between the Mharata states and the Bri-

tish Government. At this period, and for several subse-

quent years, (with tlie exception of the incident before al-

luded to of Oomiah's resolution of devoting himself for

the fulfilment of his cousin's vow,) he attracted no parti-

cular attention and was merely considered as an active man
of his tribe. He associated chiefly with several of his

kinsmen, who were noted drunkards. He continued to

indulge deeply in his devotions to Bacchus, when one day
in a state of intoxication he abused and maltreated a cousin

of his own, (a brother to the deceased Raggooh.) This
man being enraged, took up a stone, which he flung at

Oomiah, and struck him on the forehead, and he instantly

* The turban is according to lue uolious of the uatives, typical of their ho-
UoUA' Aucl lew^ectttbiiity.
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dropped down senseless. He soon however, revived, but

did not recover for some weeks from the effects of the blow.

This accident produced a complete change in Oomiah's

habits ; he discontinued from that day to indulge in drink-

ing spirits to excess and latterly he abstained entirely.

About six months after the British took possession of

the Poona territory, a banker in Poona (Clianggee Maniah)

dispatched some property for Bombay. The Sakoordy

and Sassoor Ramoossies under Suttoo Naik, (the same

man who three years afterwards accidentally killed the

Pokur Mahreen,) accompanied by Oomiah, proceeded with

the required rapidity to Kallapoor, eighteen miles from

Panwell, where they awaited the approach of the party which

they attacked, and carried off the property. The collector

received some hints respecting the persons supposed to

have committed the robbery; and Oomiah and three others

were apprehended.

They were tried and proved guilty of having been en-

gaged in the robbery, and were sentenced to receive a

certain number of stripes, and to be imprisoned for one

year. After he was set at liberty, he still occasionally

joined some of his acquaintances, on their plundering ex-

cursions. A part of a gang of Ramoossies, which had

plundered the house of the koolkurny of Ing near Bhore,

were seized, and they gave in Oomiah's name, as being

one of the most active of their party, on the occasion ; he

was seized, but he defended himself so ingeniously

that he was detained till further proof of his guilt could

be brought forward. Oomiah's younger brother Krisna-

jee, was in jail at the time, being convicted of having been

engaged in a robbery, and sentenced in consequence, to se-

ven years hard labour in irons.* During the time Oomiah
was in confinement, in his leisure hours, he learned the Bal-

bud character and could read easy simple stories. His
brother Kristnajee, before he had effected his escape, had
also learnt to write in the Mharata character. This might

be considered as an indication of the ambitious and aspir-

ing spirit of both of these men ; since it is very seldom,

that a Ramoossy is to be found, who can either write or

* Kristnajee effected his escape from jail, about this time, he had been con-
demned to seven years imprisonment and hard labour.
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read ; and the three, or four, known to be so qualified, were

instructed when mere boys, but here we find two grown up
men, (Oomiah was nearly thirty and Kristnajee about

twenty five years of age at the time,) who, under cir-

cumstances of a very unfavorable nature, availed them-

selves of their spare time to acquire some little instruction.

About a year after Oomiah's return to his village from

Poona, his friend Suttoo Naik of Sassoor, went to a village

some miles distant to fetch some grain.* Suttoo having

given his load of grain to a Mharrcen proceeded on his re-

turn to Sassoor. Upon his approaching the very small vil-

lage of Pokur close to Poorunder, he called to a woman^
(the wife of one Dhyah Mhar,) to send him a person to re-

lieve the Begary from the last village. f This woman re-

plied by saying that there was no person present in the vil-

lage, so that she could not send any body to him, and that

he had better go away. Some abusive language took place

between them, when at length, Suttoo became enraged,

and took olF one of his shoes and threw it with considerable

force at the woman ; it struck her in the abdomen, and as

she was in an advanced stage of pregnancy, upon receiving

the blow, she instantly fell down and fainted, and in about

half an hour afterwards expired. Suttoo became extreme-

ly alarmed at what had happened, and instead of returning

to his home,he directed his course to the neighbouring hills,

(pursued by the husband of the deceased woman,) and was

caught and brought to Sassoor. From the latter place he

was forwarded under a weak escort late in the afternoon to

Poona, but the guard having halted for the night at the

village of Devy, some of the Garroolly and Sakoordy Ra-

moossies (among the latter was Oomiah) came and rescu-

ed him. This took place on the 1st of December 1821,

the night of the day on which the woman was killed. The
people of the district consider this unfortunate occurrence

the cause of all the disturbances, that have occurred in the

Poona district within these last ten years.

* The Ramoossises even employ Mhars of a village to convey their grain

from village to village.

f This is called Pend, or Begary, by the natives, as no hire is paid. It

was the ancient established usage of the country, for persons in the employ of

Government and those connected with them to transport their baggage fre-

quently in this manner. It is a cruelly oppressive systein, great and most
praiseworthy exertions have been made by the British Governmeat to check
it, but much still remains to be done.
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Snttoo to avoid being retaken resided with his relations

who lived in the villages near the hills, and defied by stra-

tagem all attempts to seize him. In the month of April

1823, Oomiah, with his brothers, Amrootah, Kristnajee,

and two or three friends, went to the Jutra (pilgrimage)

at Jejoory. All of these with the exception of Amrootah
had gone to the east side of the hill, to see some tumblers

that were exhibiting before the pilgrims. In the mean
time Amrootah who had observed a man place his turban

on the bank of the neighbouring tank, and afterwards de-

scend to bathe in it, approached the place as he thought

unperceived and carried olF the turban, but he was observed

by a person at some distance, who communicated the cir-

cumstance to Anajee Naik, in charge of the Police of the

district, (and lately in charge of the Police of the canton-

ment at Poona.) Annajee had Amrootah immediately se-

cured : no sooner did Oomiah hear of Amrootah being a

prisoner, than he repaired to the place occupied by Annajee

Naik, and begged and entreated him in the most earnest

manner to set his brother at liberty ; but finding Annajee
resolutely determined on taking him to Poona, Oomiah
quitted greatly chagrined and disappointed with the con-

duct of the Police Naik, and made up his mind to rescue,

his brother, whatever the consequence might be. In the
dusk of the evening, Oomiah repaired to the building occu-
pied by Annajee, and immediately advanced on him with
his drawn sword, and cut the Naik down, after he had
inflicted several severe wounds on him. A Mharata wo-
man, who had lived some years with the Naik, threw her-
self on his mangled and bleeding body. Oomiah told

me, that this act completely arrested his sword, for that
seeing the woman's distress, her determined and heroic
conduct melted his heart. * Amrootah was set at liberty,

and the party fled from Jejoory. Oomiah has mentioned
that his rage at the time was such, that he had determined
on putting Annajee to death. A Ramoossy belonging to
the Police who attempted to assist Annajee was also wound-
ed.

Oomiah and his brothers were now so alarm.ed at what
they had done, that after their return to Bhewndy, they

* Amrootah, having been deeply engaged in the late disturbance, 1^
been transported. '
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" turned out" to join Suttoo, and resolved to link their

fortune with his. They continued wandering among the

hills, &c. evading the parties of the Police sent in pursuit

of them. They occasionally committed robberies, and by

the end of the year 1823, their party consisted of nine or

ten Ramoossies. They gradually added to their number,

for they wished to strike at higher game than they hither-

to had ventured upon. For the purpose of effecting the

object they had in view^ they moved quietly to the Sing-

hur hill, and their emissaries having procured correct in-

formation of the amount of cash in the Government trea-

sury at Bamborrdy, (the village on the south side of the

I'iver and opposite to the town of Poona,) Suttoo Naik

detached the gang consisting of thirty men under chai-ge

of Oomiah, &c. on the night of the 24th of February 1824,

to carry off the prize. There was a strong guard of Sibuu'

dies over the treasury which was a square building with a

court, and on one side of the square had a wall 14 feet high.

The gateway had been fastened long ere the Ramoossies

arrived ; whilst in doubt as to what measures should be

adopted, Kristnajee and Wittoo Naik stepped forvv^ard and
scaled the wall. One of these descended into the court

and cutting down the sentry, opened the gateway for the

Test of the gang ; a skirmish ensued in which two sepoys

were wounded and one killed, the doors of the apartments

in which the other sepoys were sleeping, were fastened by
the gang. They then carried oif about six thousand, two

hundred rupees,—two of Essoo Neekary's (the Singhur

Naik's) men were wounded, and one of Oomiah's men re-

ceived a severe blow with a bludgeon from a Sibundy.

Oomiah mentioned all the particulars of their proceeding

on this occasion. The largest portion of this money fell

to the share of Oomiah, Kristnajee, &c. A considerable

sum was presented at the shrine of the god Khundobah,
on the Khurry Puthar near Jejoory ; and a sum of equal

amount placed before the goddess Blioany of Kondunpoor
near Singhur. Several of the persons who had joined the

gang for the occasion, and who subsequently fled to a
distance, were seized by the Poona Ramoossy Naiks, and
between seven and eight hundred rupees \vere recovered
from them.
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Information was obtained that Suttoo's gang was assem-

bled in the hills^ south of Sassoor, on the 24th April 1824.

A party of about forty irregulars, consisting of Sibundies,

Ramoossies, &c. and accompanied by a Havildar, and
twelve privates of the regular Infantry marched during the

night to surprise them if possible. At daylight they reach-

ed the place where they expected to find the gang, but not

seeing them, the detachment set out on their return to Sas=

soor. Essoo Mally, the Commandant of the Sibundies, di-

rected his trumpeter to wind his horn as he was passing along

near one of the hills, when most unexpectedly the gang show-

ed themselves on the hill, and called out to Essoo Mally to

state for what purpose he had come. The gang were only

seventy in number, and had but two matchlock guns. They

asked the Havildar to move to a distance with his men, and

that they would settle accounts with Essoo Mally in a very

short time. After they had been firing at each other for some

time, Suttoo Naik took his departure, dreading the conse-

quence ; for it was his object tomake peace, instead of acting

so as to incur more deeply the penalties of the law. After

some time the gang (as they invariably do) retreated, and

the Detachment returned to Sassoor, having had one Sibun-

dy killed, and another severely wounded. The Ramoossies

kept principally in the hills., plundering whenever favour-

able opportunities offered ; the Police making attempts

now and then to overtake them.

On the night of the 28th of April 1825, Suttoo Naik

being absent, Oomiah with the gang, in number about

thirty, came to Sassoor on a visit to his friends ; and

when they were occupied in eating their supper, ten men

of the Police Sibundies, supported by some of the Poo-

rundur Jageerdar's horsemen and Sibundies, proceeded

about 10 P. M. to the Tamny garden and attacked the

gang. Pandoo, :a brother of Bhojajee Naik's (a bold ac-

tive man) was killed,—Oomiah received a sabre cut on the

back, and his brother Kristnajee was wounded in the

shoulder,—the latter made a desperate effort to cut down

a Duffadar of Sibundies. The Ramoossies made for a

nulla in the vicinity, and although partially surrounded by

the horsemen, they contrived to reach the hills without in-
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curring further loss,~Bhojajee Naik covered their retreat,

the Ramoossies loading and supplying him with their

matchlocks. The Sibundies were more intent in search-

ing for such property as the Ramoossies left on the ground,

in the hurry of moving off, than in pursuing them after they

fled. Two of the Jageerdar's men were wounded. Oomi-

ah mentioned that Suttoo Naik was very angry with him,

and gave him a great deal of abuse for having approached

so near Sassoor. Suttoo Naik had been unwell for some
time and at length died from an attack of Cholera at a

small village south of the Neera, on the 27th August 1825,

when Oomiah became the principal leader of the gang.

In July 1825, the Magistrate of Poona, who was watch-

ing an opportunity of striking a blow at the Bund, gained

information of their being in the hills near the Hurally

ghaut, south of the Neera bridge ; he detached Captain

Mansfield to surprise them ; notwithstanding a long and
rapid march, the Ramoossies fled as the detachment was
approaching; however, a number of their families and
Amrootah, a brother of Oomiah's, were seized. Several
of the persons that were engaged in the Bamboordy rob-

bery had been previously apprehended; and Amrootah
was admitted as King's evidence on their trial, but he per-

jured himself, having denied his previous statements, and
was consequently detained in jail until the settlement of
the Bund affairs in 1828. Amrootah was always con-
sidered a most notorious liar among the Ramoossies.
Some time afterwards, the magistrate detached Lieute-
nant Carthew in charge of several detachments, to sur-
prise the gang posted near Sewry, but the attempt failed.

Several persons were subsequently taken, but they could
not be convicted from want of evidence, they were there-
fore set at liberty upon giving security.

CHAPTER IX.

Oomiah plunders the Putwurdun's agent-He plunders a banker of Punder.
poor.-Jowahir Smgh of Keekvy put in charge of the police.-The gang
commit many robberies.-The family of the Phultun Jageerdar plundered.^Ram Smgh seized and compelled to swear that he would refrain from mo-

f ih! f onnf^nir Commanding the Poona Horse, takes command
of the tzoops employed against the Bund.-Oomiah attacks aparty at Jejoo.
ry, three sepoys die of their wouads.^Aa attempt made to seize Bhoojajee
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Naik.—The Bund surprise Sew Naik ; more troops employed.—The Bund
enjoy the amusements of singing and dancing.—They descend into the Kon-
kan and plunder people passing with merchandize.—The Kolies of Bhyre
Waray attacked.—Oomiah has a skirmish with the inhabitants of Pureenchy.

—He is dangerously ill,—The Bund shelter themselves in the old hill forts,

in Waiedesh, during the monsoon.—Rewards offered for the apprehension of

the Naiks.—They communicate with the Rajah ofKoilapoor.—BulwuntRow
Koley has a skirmish with the Bund.—Oomiah levies large sums of money,
from the inhabitants, and forbids them to pay revenue to the English.

Shortly after Oomiah attained the chiefship, he plun-

dered the agent of one of the Putwurdan Jageerdars in

the hills south east of Jejoory, when passing from Me-
ritch to Poona, to which place he was proceeding to nego-

ciate the marriage of his son. The gang threatened to

attack the Vakeel's followers ; but he directed his people

to offer no resistance, they being comparatively few in

number, and made them move to one side, and the Ra-
moossies were told to take what they wanted. It is said

they carried off property worth about two thousand rupees.

In the month of April 1826, the gang plundered a

Brahmun banker of Punderpoor of a considerable sum o£

money, when passing to the east of Jejoory on his way
to Poona. About this time, some alterations were

made in the Police of the Poorundur district, Suttoo

Naik's father, and uncle, &c. and others had had succes-

sively charge of the Police. A Hindoostany Brahmun,
named Jowahir Singh, settled at Keekvy, and many years

employed in the hill fort of Poorundur, was now nominat-

ed to the charge of the Police. The gang had added

considerably to their numbers ; but those who latterly

joined them returned frequently to their homes. The
Police appear to have occasionally exerted themselves to

surprise the Ramoossies, but without success. The gang

continued to plunder, it may be said, with impunity, and

this induced many other idlers and evil disposed persons,

to follow their example, who frequently to avert suspicion

from themselves, circulated reports that particular robbe-

ries had been perpetrated by Oomiah's Ramoossies,

The family of Byjoba Naik, Jageerdar of Phultun, was

plundered on the 16th July 1826, in the hills between

Dound and Jejoory on their way to Poona. The princi-

pal female of the family was detained for some time by
the gang, but subsequently set at liberty ; Oomiah obtain-

ed property on the occasion valued at about eight thou-
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sand rupees. As Jowahir Singh, and his son Ram Singh

were active in pursuing the gang, and pressed them even

to the south of the Neera, Oomiah resolved to check their

zeal, and accordingly on the 26th July 1826, he proceeded

to the small village near Keekvy, where the Jumadar resid-

ed. He made his followers seize the son, Ram Singh ;

and then they plundered the house of all descriptions of

arms ; after which they retired to the Poorundur hill,

with their prisoner. The greater part of the gang now
voted for putting Ram Singh to death ; but after keeping

him for some time in a most dreadful^ and distressing

state of suspense, they compelled him to bind himself by

a most solemn oath, that for the future he would not annoy

or interfere with them in any manner, and then gave him
permission to return to his home.

The Officer commanding the Poona horse, was now
directed to assume the command of the troops employed to

suppress the Ramoossy Bund or gang. In October, Oomi-

ah found that a small party of the Police were posted in

the hills between Jejoory and Wallah for the general pro-

tection of travellers, and for the purpose of watching his

movements and preventing his predatory excursions. He
accordingly attacked them in a house in which they usu-

ally slept at Jejoory. Three Sepoys were wounded and

two unfortunate brahmuns. The Sepoys subsequently

died of their wounds. Oomiah armed his followers with

their matchlocks and swords.

Several weeks previous to this, a Mhar of the name of

Sew Naik, of Sakoordy, had presented himself to Captain

Robertson the collector, and stated that he wished to make
himself useful to Government by seizing the leaders of the

gang; and he was taken into employ, with ten men whom
he was permitted to select. About the middle of Novem-
ber he gained intelligence of Bhojajee Naik being with his

family at the small village of Solsey, near the Kamatty ky
Ghaut, and proceeded thence to capture this active and
daring man. Notwithstanding the house which Bhojajee

occupied was surrounded, he effected his escape ; his fami-

ly, however, were secured. Sew Naik had made a march

on the following day towards Poona, with his charge, when
he was overtaken by the Ramoossy, which caused great
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alarm to his followers, who were well acquainted with

Bhojajee's violent and vindictive temper. The Mhar ob-

serving that Bhojajee wished to communicate with him^

approached him, to hear what he had to say. In a short

space of time Bhojajee, by threats and persuasion, induced

the Mhar to set his family at liberty ; and for this act of

kindness he engaged to bring Oomiah, Kristnajee, and
Wittoo to him in four days. Each having pledged him-

self by a solemn oath to the performance of his promise, they

separated. The Mhar, with his men, proceeded accord-

ing to their arrangement toPureenchy, in the full expecta-

tion that an opportunity would be given him to apprehend

the before mentioned Naiks, and not suspecting the trick

Bhojajee intended to play him; Bhojajee immediately

communicated to Oomiah what had occurred, and it was

soon settled between them that they should attack the

party at Pureenchy, The Collector had given orders to

the Police officers, &c. to support Sew Naik should he call

pn them for aid at any time ; but unfortunately owing to a

want of unanimity among them, his demand for assistance

on this occasion was disregarded. On the night of the 22d

of November, when two or three of Sew Naik's men were

absent in the bazaar, and others were engaged in cooking,

&c. the Ramoossies dashed in amongst them ; the Mhar
himself was terribly mangled, being shot in the knee, se-

verely cut across the nose, nearly half his cheek being cut

away, and his legs and arms covered with wounds. These

were inflicted chiefly by Kristnajee Naik, Oomiah's young-

est brother. Of the Mhar's party, one man was killed and

five severely wounded.

In addition to the Poona horse, and Police of the dis-

trict, two detachments of regular Infantry, of a hundred

men each, were now employed against the Ramoossies.

Oomiah and his friends generally concealed themselves

in the Poorundur hills, occassionally crossing over to the

Salpie range, and the hills near Bhore. The members of

the gang were in the habit of amusing themselves at night

with singing and dancing; they had a lad with them from

Waiedesh who danced, and several among themselves

were esteemed good ballad singers.

The gang, after having plundered a Brahnmn traveller
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south of the Neera, in the beginning of March 1827, of

property to the vahie of three thousand rupees, proceeded

to the western Ghauts, and remained in the small vallies

in the Syadry range. Oomiah had with him about sixty

men, and in the month of May they descended into the

Konkan, near the bottom of the Bhore Ghaut, on the

Bombay road, where they fell in with some people convey-

ing to Poona a great quantity of silks and satins, of consi-

derable value, which the Ramoossies immediately seized.

Several rolls of silk fell to the lot of each man. Again,

on the 10th of June, in the vicinity of the same place,

they stopped some people employed by the bankers at

Poona, and carried off 3,100 rupees. Partly to dispose of

their plunder and also to visit their families, as the rainy

season was approaching, they returned to the Poorundur

hills. Finding that the Poorundur Kolies in the pay of

Government were disposed to act zealously against the

gang, a portion of the Ramoossies attacked the Kolies in

their village of Bhyr Warry, on the night of the 6th of

June. The Kolies defended themselves resolutely
; they

had one man killed and four wounded. For the conveni-

ence of obtaining food, &c. the gang now separated into

several small parties. On the ist of July Oomiah with

thirteen of his followers were discovered in a small ravine

near Pureenchy ; and some horsemen stationed there, ac-

companied by the inhabitants of several small villages, pro-

ceeded to attack the gang. Oomiah with his men cau-

tiously kept along the hills, so that neither the horsemen
nor villagers could make any impression on the party. Yet
Oomiah's men contrived to be more active, for they killed

one of the villagers. This disposition on the part of the
inhabitants to aid the troops, by acting against the gang,
caused some uneasiness to the Ramoossies. Oomiah how-
ever soon determined on what he should do in conse-
quence. Aware that the people of the country would prefer
remaining neuter, to incurring the risk of having their

property destroyed during the time he was playing his game,
he therefore proceeded on the same night to Pureenchy,
and burnt the houses of those persons who had made
themselves obnoxious to him by their conduct.
About ten days after the above mentioned occurrence, Oo-
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miah with ten of his followers being in the deep ravine

near Khamrah northwest of Poorundur, was suddenly taken

extremely ill. In the course of the day, a small Detach-

ment of horse and foot approached close to the spot where

he lay concealed among the bushes. When these had

retired to some distance, the Ramoossies moved to Khet

Koullah, Oomiah having been transported thence in

a blanket. He was now in such agony, that he was con-

vinced that death must immediately ensue. He
gave directions that the Brahmun Mookassdar of the vil-

lage should be sent for ; and upon the arrival of this man,

a decoction of some leaves was prepared and administered

to him. The medicine gave him great and immediate re-

lief ; he did not however recover his usual health and
strength for upwards of two months. The gang passed se-

veral weeks during the rains in the caves of some of the

dilapidated hill forts in Waiedesh ; and as they frequently

issued forth from their hiding places to plunder, a proclama-

tion was issued offering rewards for the apprehension of the

following Naiks :

Upon the termination of the monsoon, Oomiah determin-

ed on following up with greater vigour the system he had
been so long pursuing, in the hope that Government would

deem it the best plan to conciliate the Ramoossies and give

them employment, as at this time many of the discharged

and discontented soldiery were moving about the country

seeking for service, and might be induced to join the insur-

gents. Khristnajee and Witto Naik proceeded to Kolapoor

early in September, as the Rajah at the time was in arms,

and resolved on opposing the British authority. The Ra-

moossies were well received at Kolapoor, and each presented

with an honorary dress. They suggested to the Rajah his

holding out against the troops advancing to Kolapoor, and
that the Ramoossies would endeavour to cause a diversion

in his favour by striking a blow at Poona, and otherwise

harassing the Government, so as to compel them ultimately

to grant better terms to all parties.

On the 9th of October the Koley Naik, Bulwunt Row^

Oomiah, Rs. 1,200

Kristnajee, „ 1,000

Pandoo, „ 800

Pudoojee, Rs. 500
Bhoany, „ 200
Bliojajee, „ 200
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having received intelligence of the gang heing in the hills

near Sakoordy, detached a party of Sebundies to Pureenchy

to act in concert with the party immediately under his own
direction about to advance from Sa$soor. When Bulwunt
Row reached Sakoordy, a quarrel arose between one of his

men and some of the inhabitants; the latter were determined

to lodge a complaint before the Kamavisdur of Sassoor

against the sepoy. They had proceeded about two miles

when Bulwunt Row persuaded them to sit down^ in the hope
of being able to pacify them

;
just at this moment, a body

of armed men w-ere observed emerging from the hills about
a mile distant. The Koley concluded that they must be his

own men, who had been directed to move by Pureenchy
; they

were not however kept long in suspense. Greatly to

Bulwunt Row's terror, (for he had not above fifteen men
with him, the others having gone to an adjoining village,) he
heard the Ramoossy Naiks calling out to him to halt till

they should come up with him ; the people of Sakoordy
immediately fled to their village. The Koley Naik took

the route of Belsur, making all possible speed to enable

him to save himself and men, by taking possession of a

flat-roofed temple well calculated for a place of defence

:

two oftheir party were however cut down by the Ramoossies

before they could gain the temple. The gang now called on
the inhabitants of Belsur to deliver up to them the rascally

Kolies ; and it was after much entreaty that they succeeded

in getting the Ramoossies to quit the place. The latter re^

turned to Sakoordy, and demanded a contribution of two

hundred rupees from the Patell, telling him that he should be

cruelly punished, unless the demand was complied with.

Some horsemen sent from Sassoor to support Bulwunt Row,
proceeded from Belsur to Sakoordy late in the afternoon,

where they found the Ramoossies in a position so strong that

no hope was entertained that an attack upon them would be
successful. The gang a few days afterwards compelled the

Sakoordy Patell^ &c. to pay them the contribution of two
hundred rupees. The Ramoossy Naiks at this time, com-
menced issuing orders to the head men of the surrounding

villages to pay them a certain portion of the revenue of their

respective villages. I have in my possession copies of several

of these orders. They tell the people that should they not
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forward the money, that stones* will be placed on their

loins that neither pity or remorse will prevent their taking

the money ; that no respect or consideration will be shown
to them who refuse it, and that every one making an outcry

about the matter shall be put to death, and their houses burnt
to ashes and dust.

Sassoor was the head village of that district, and a detach-

ment was stationed there. Notwithstanding this, the chiefs

of the gang had the effrontery to send an order to the place.

It was of course disregarded, yet they repeated it three times.

The following is a copy of this document.
" From the camp of the respectable Oomiah Naik and

Bhojajee Naik of the Fort of Poorundur. To the heads of

departments of the town of Sassoor, the principal town of the

district Soor Sun, 1236, (the Arabic year.) The aforesaid

town, on account of a contribution of six thousand rupees, is

quickly to collect and keep in deposit this amount. You are

not to permit the Soobah (the Mumletdar) to collect any

part, (money.) If you will allow one pyse (a copper coin)

to be given to the English, make sure of the inhabitants

being punished by us. We shall fire the town and reduce

it to ashes and dust. Make certain of this : therefore be

quick and keep the money ready in deposit. Be this known
to you."

In this manner did they demand payment from all the

villages in the southern quarter of the Poona collectorate,

to the amount of 13,784 rupees : they did not however rea-

lize much above 5,000 rupees. They levied contributions

likewise in the northern boundary of the Satara territory^

and in the Punt Suchew's districts.

Although many of the Patells and farmers received occa-

sionally rough treatment at the hands of the members of the

gang, when collecting this money, yet it gave many opportu-

nities to the Koolkurnies and Patells to falsify the village re-

cords, by inserting larger sums than they actually paid to the

gang ; the latter also in general acted on th e principle of

* Not unfrequently, when a poor man (especially such as were reckoned
troublesome) declined paying his share of revenue, he was placed in charge of

a peon, who took him into the open air, and made him bend himself nearly

double, and a stone was placed on his back. He was kept in this position till he
agreed to the terms required of him. This vile system has now been abolished

under the British rule, although I have seen it had recourse to, not many
years ago. Sometimes aative bankers exercised this power in recovering their

often unjust debts.
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granting receipts occasionally for greater sums than they re-

ceived. This undoubtedly was intended as a stimulus, to in-

duce the Patells the more readily to comply with their de-

mands. By the continuation of such a system of mis-rule, the

heads of villagers expected to be gainers. It recalled to the

recollection of many the period of former disturbances, which

produced a favourable harvest to the subordinates employed

in the fiscal departments.

CHAPTER X.

Oomiah, determined to punislji the Kolies, proceeds to Bhyre "Waray, burn*
the village to the ground, and prohibits any assistance being aftordod to th«
miserable families.—Oomiah's endeavours to get the people to salute him by
title of Rajah.—Skirmish, with a detail of the Extra Battalion and a sepoy
killed near Garaday.—A detachment from Jejoory surprise the gang in the
hills near Sakoordy, but the detachment retires to Jejoory.—The gang pro-
ceed to the Syadry range of mountams.—They plunder some sepoys.— The

fang have a fight with a detachment near Sonapoor, and two Ramoossies are
illed.—Bulv/untRow Koley tries to surprise Bhojajee Naik.—Some account of

Bhojajee.—He rejoins Oomiah after having exchanged a few shots with the
detachment at Keekvy.—Captain Davies follows the Bund to Koary.—They
proceed westward and descend into the Konkan.—They seize a Havildar
and four sepoys and murder three of the latter.—They have a skirmish with
the troops at Oomardy.

As the Poorundur Kolies continued staunch in the dis-

charge of their duty, and Oomiah had failed in every attempt

to win them over to his cause, he paid them another visit

at Bhyrewara, early in November, and burned the village to

the ground. He on this occasion addressed a proclamation

to the inhabitants of the district, calling on them at their

peril, not to afford any protection to the wives and children

of such persons as joined the Kolies, (to act against the

Ramoossies ;) and that all who should be found to have dis-

obeyed his orders should be put to death.

A considerable force was employed at this period in the

Kolapoor country ; without doubt Oomiah's ultimate object
in thus plundering and levying contributions, and in pro-
moting the Rajah's cause, was to render his own character

and reputation more prominent, and to attract more general

attention on himself. He made an effort about this time to

exact from the inhabitants some of the respect and atten-

tions they are accustomed to exhibit in paying homage to

their Rajahs ; and he endeavoured to induce his followers

and the lower orders to salute him by that title.

On the morning of the 9th ofNovember, the gang were
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seen near a small village in the hills west of Garaday, and
seven miles from Sassoor. Upon this intelligence reaching

the latter place, a Naik's party of Captain Davies' Extra

Battalion stationed there, marched with a few horsemen in

search of them. When passing the village of Garaday the

Patell and some of the inhabitants joined the detachment.

About sunset, just as they had approached close to the

hamlet in the hills, the gang showed themselves on a
neighbouring hill

;
they called out to the detachment ; asking

them where they were going, and what they wanted, at the

same time blowing their horns ;
they afterwards began shout-

ing and giving utterance to the most abusive language, and
then commenced advancing rapidly towards the detachment.

The latter and the villagers put to the right about, and
made for the villages of Garaday, fighting as they retreated.

The gang separated into two divisions and exerted them-
selves, but unsuccessfully, to cut off the retreating detach-

ment. The old Patell, completely exhausted from fatigue

and fright, threw himself down in a field of corn, and the

gang passed him unperceived, but a sepoy of the Extra,

Battalion, who had taken post behind a tree close to a wall

was not so fortunate, Bhojajee Naik and Essoo Neekary

observed hira and cut him to pieces. The sepoys proceeded

rapidly to the Pateil's house,where there was much grief and

confusion, when it was discovered that the Patell himself

was missing. The Ramoossies being of opinion that ifc

would not be judicious on their part to approach the detach-

ment now under cover, they took up therefore a position

in a mangoe grove south of the village ; yet being anxious

to alarm and annoy the parties as much as possible, they

presently moved round the place, and approaching the house

occupied by the detachment, (which was a large building

two stories high,) they set fire to it ; with the exception of

the Pateil's daughter-in-law, who was most unfortunately

burnt in the flames, the sepoys and the rest of the inmates

effected their escape into an adjoining dwelling.

The gang continued to move about the Foorunder hills,

apparently caring little for the numerous detachments posted

over the country for the purpose of opposing and subduing

them. On the 18th November, a Jumadar stationed at

Jejoory with a strong detachment of Infantry and ten horse-
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men, obtained information of Oomiah being in the bills near
Sakoordy. The detachment marched, accompanied by a
number of the inhabitants, to attack the gang. The latter

were completely taken by surprise ; for when the detachment
ascended the hill, many of the Ramoossies were sleeping,

and others bathing. No sooner however had they discovered

the sepoys than they blew their horns, got ready their arms,

and sent forth shouts of defiance to the detachment. The
gang consisted of eighty men on this day. They now form-

ed three divisions, one remaining in front of the detachment,

and the other two divisions made a demonstration (by a

flank movement) of surrounding it. With horrid yells,

shouting, and screaming their usual war cry of Ell kote, Ell

kote,* they advanced at a quick pace on the detachment,

which by this time having expended much of their ammuni-
tion, deemed it most prudent to retire towards Jejoory.

When they had descended into the plain, and continued

fighting as they retreated, Kristnajee Naik, and Wittoo
Naik, with twenty men, made a vain effort by a flank move-
ment to cut off" their retreat to Jejoory, while the main body
under Oomiah, kept pressing on their rear. It is very sin-

gular that notwithstanding the length of time they continued

skirmishing with each other, that no individual on either side

was hurt. On the evening of this day, Oomiah despatched

his friend Bhojajee Naik, and two other Ramoossies, in the

direction of Baramutty and into Phultan desh, to collect

more followers, that they might be enabled to carry on ope-

rations on a more extended scale than they hitherto had
done ; whilst the gang moved westward in the direction of

Singhur, and afterwards to the Syadry mountains, where
they met and plundered some sepoys going to Hincloostan on
leave, and then returned to Sonapoor. They were in the

vicinity of this place on the 3d December, when a party of

25 Infantry and the same number of horsemen reached the

village in search of them. One of the Ramoossies of the

village came to Oomiah and informed him of the arrival of

the detachment, and of their pressing the villagers to inform

them where the gang was to be found. Oomiah told to the

Ramoossy to say that his people were busy eating their

* Ell kote is a term applied to Khundobah, signifying seventy millions, the
supposed mnnber of the army of the demon Munny^Muil^ when he wus vancjiuished
by Martinda alias Khundoba.
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breakfast, which they would soon finish, and that the villag--

ers could then point them out to the sepoys. The detach-

ment accordingly moved towards the hills, where the Bund
was said to be, and here they were seen strongly posted. The
detachment having divided into several parties, approach-

ed the Ramoossy position, and shortly afterwards they com-

menced firing on each other, and although they continued

skirmishing for several hours, not a man was wounded on

either side. The detachment finding that they could not

force the gang to quit the ground they occupied, the Duffa-

dar commanding the horsemen suggested to the Havildar

commanding the Infantry, that he should make a hurried

movement to the rear, as if the sepoys were tired of the work,

and had determined on retreating, and the horse should make
a similar movement with the view of inducing the gang to

quit their position to pursue them. The scheme partly suc-

ceeded; the Ramoossies instantly commenced shouting and

Oomiah with five of the boldest and most active of his friends,

advanced along a low shoulder of the hill and descended into

the plain, in the hope of overtaking some of the sepoys. The
horsemen observing the Ramoossies, and considering them

to be within their grasp, wheeled round and advanced as

rapidly against them as the nature of the ground would

admit of. The gang, who still kept on the shoulder of the

hill, seeing the horsemen advancing to charge their friends,

called out to them to make for the hill, but the horsemen

succeeded in spearing two of the Ramoossies. A horseman

pressed Oomiah very closely, (he was not aware at the time

it was Oomiah he was pursuing,) when the latter turned

round, andthrew a stone, which hit him (Bhadur Khan) in

the chest and precipated him to the ground. One of the

two men that was killed was a nephew of Oomiah's ; both of

them were bold and active men, and not only Oomiah, but

every member of the gang bewailed their death, and the

poignancy of their feelings was increased, by their seeing the

horsemen cut off the heads of the two lifeless bodies, which

they were anxious to exhibit to the commanding Officer, as

a proof of their success. They had not the means of carry-

ing away the entire bodies, and as night was approaching,

they feared the gang would remove them, for they were still

near them on the hilL
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The gang subsequently removed the bodies, and buried

them a few koss from the place, and then Oomiah marched
into the Mawils, levying contributions from all the villages

he approached, whether belonging to the British or the Punt
Suchew.

Bhojajee* Naik having in the meantime collected about

sixty men, of various tribes, was advancing to rejoin Oomiah
with this new levy. Bulwanta Koley, had been latterly re-

inforced with a Havildar's party of Infantry, and having

gained information of Bhojajee Naik's movements, he was

anxious to intercept him if possible, and take his revenge

for the rough treatment he had experienced from this Naik

on former occasions. Bulwunta Koley, being aware that

* Bhojajee is an extremely active, bold, rash, and sanguinary character, but
is not a person well calculated to become the successful leader of a gang. He
does not possess the firmness, patience, prudence, and conciliatory qualifications

requisite for such a situation, and is in other respects deficient in capacity He
was married to a cousin of Oomiah's, but being of an amorous disposition, and
being enamoured of a Ramoosseen the wife of an acquaintance, he assassinated

the liusband. This woman has shown great attachment to Bhojajee. She and
other female friends have frequently aliorded him timely aid, when he has been
in imminent danger. After he joined Oomiah in his plundering excursions, he
became so turbulent and violent in his conduct, that Oomiah had great difficulty

in controlling him. He appears however to have been sensible of his want of
capacity for acting independently, and submitted quietly to Oomiah's directions;

he subsequently became devotedly attached to him, Bhojajee being so active and
daring in the skirmishes in which the Bund were engaged with troops or Police,

many persons, and even some of the sepoys, have supposed that he possessed
some magical powers, as they could not hit him when thev fired at a distance of
from forty to eighty paces. 'He during this time continued jumping about waving
his large sword before him, and abusing the sepoys, and challenging them to

advance nearer. At the period Oomiah was employed in the Police at Sakoordy,
and when he paid a visit to the Magistrate at Poona, Bhojajee used always to

accorapany him, with a select party of their followers within a short distance of
the place, and remained prepared to make a dash to rescue, his chief, in case it

miffht be considered necessary to put him under restraint. Since the first dis-

turbance was settled in 1828, Bhojajee has neyer slept in his house, apprehensive
of some act of trsachery. He was in the habit of taking his morning and even-
ing meals vv'ith his family, but invariably slept in the Sakoordy hills, always
keeping ten or fifteen men with him. He is a capital marksman with his matcli-
loctc, and esteemed an expert swordsman

; he is particularly fond of att;ickin<^

tigers, whenever opportunity offers. His father was shot whilst engaged in kilt-

ing a tiger. The tiger, when hunted, is very apt to take refuge from his pur-
suers in any small dense thicket in his vicinity, and is not at times easily driven
from such shelter. The matchlock men in general surround the spot, and make
a hideous noise, shoutiag and firing their matchlocks to force the animal to quit
his retreat; and should ho dash out furiously amongst them, (as I have seen
some tigers do,) all of them level their guns, and in the confusion that takes
place, the chances are, that they shoot some one of themselves instead of the
tiger. Bhojajee has always declared that he will never surrender himself or
suljmit to be taken aliv?, and ihdt if he saw there was a prospect of his being over-
powered and seized, that he vfouid teriniu'ite his own existence.

Since writing this, Bhojajee, with his five friends the remnants of the Bund,
hiis been surprised by Kim Singh, (who on one occasion surprised and nearly
captured Oomiah,) with his party'ox Sibundies, and a few horsemen of the Hin-
doost-m iiijisaiuih. Bh ijajee and one of his followers were overtaken and
wounded by tho horsemen, and they died daring tho niglit. Tlie Ramoosies
having previously boL^u called on to iUirrender aud give up their arms, their reply-

was, Only with our lives,"
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Bhojajee was somewhere in his neig]i])ourhood, was in hopes

tliat he would attempt to surprise him ; and to give the

Ramoossy greater expectations of success, the Koley direct-

ed his men to affect a more than usual degree of relaxation

and negligence, and to pretend they were listening to

some musicians, and much busied in cooking their victuals,

as they had killed some sheep for an entertainment. A select

party of men, were concealed in a house close to them,

prepared to rush on the Ramoossies, should they advance to

the attack. Bhojajee, however, moved off to the westward,

and Bulwunta Koley came up with him in the NouUaie

Koorun, and from thence to the Kurry Puthar
; they kept

up a kind of running fight ; this was on the 1st December.
Bhojajee moved round, by the south side of the Poorundur
hill, on the afternoon of the 3d ; and when he was passing

along the hills above Keekvy, he fired off several of his

matchlocks by way of bravado, merely to let the detachment

of the Extra Battalion, stationed at Keekvy know that he

had arrived. The detachment, immediately upon discover-

ing the Ramoossies, advanced towards them, and after a

few shot had been exchanged between the parties, and the

sepoys began to ascend the hill, Bhojajee and his men quick-

ened their pace, and were soon lost sight of by the sepoys.

It Vv'ill be observed, that the skirmish at Sonapoor and at

Keekvy took place on the same day. In the course of six

days afterwards Bhojajee joined Oomiah, and they moved
in a north westerly direction towards the hill fort of Koarry.

Oomiah has mentioned, that while he remained in the Poo-

rundur district, the inhabitants used to convey to him the

earliest intelligence respecting the movements of the troops^

but that when he was at a distance from Poorunder, he was

in the habit of employing, four or five active men of the

Bund to procure such necessary information.

His spies now communicated that Captain Davies was

approaching from the eastward in search of him. This in-

duced Oomiah to halt, till Captain Davies came within one

short march of him, and then he plunged into the jungles of

the Ghauts, and descended into the Konkan, where he de-

manded contributions from the villages which he visited.

Captain Davies, commanding the Extra Battalion, who is

an active and extremely zealous ofiicer, with the detachment
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ofmen of his own corps that was with him, was unceasing

in his labours to overtake Oomiah and his gang ; but unfor-

tunately the Ramoossies were too successful in misleading

him, by means of the false information which they circulated.

This was the case with the other detachments commanded
by the European Officers, for they could never approach the

Bund to strike a blow at them.

The gang were about one hundred and forty in number
on the 20th December, when near the small village of Wa-
soonda, about three koss from Jambool Para, in the Konkan,
they seized a Havildar and four sepoys, who had come to this

hamlet to obtain some information respecting them. They
barbarously put to death three of the sepoys, as an act of

retaliation for the loss of two of their body who were

killed and beheaded by the horsemen three weeks before,

at Sonapoor, although it must be recollected that the two

men of the gang fell during a skirmish, and in the latter

case the sepoys had surrendered themselves without making

the least resistance, or acting in any manner to excite any

angry feeling on the part of the Ramoossies.

I received the following statement of this cruel proceed-

ing, from several men who were present in the gang at the

time ; and Oomiah himself acknowledged that it was a true

account of the affair.

The Bund were close to the small village of Wasoonda,

and the following Naiks were present with the gang under

Oomiah, viz. Kristnajee, Bhojajee Pandoo, Wittoojee, Mha-
deo, Essoo Neckary, Bhoany, Chota Pandoo, &c. About
four o'clock when they had finished their dinner, one of their

party, who had proceeded for some purpose to the village,

came running back to his friends to tell them that there was

a detachment in the village. Upon receiving this informa-

tion, the Bund immediately got ready, advanced and sur-

rounded the hamlet, and perceiving a few sepoys only, they

approached them and called on them to surrender them-

selves. The Havildar and four sepoys being of opinion that

it would be useless to attempt to defend themselves against

an attack from so large a body judged it most prudent to

deliver up their arms without making any opposition. They
were then seized, and the gang retired to some short distance

from the place^ driving the prisoners before them. The
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Patell of the village, not only from motives of humanity but
from a dread of the consequences should the gang lay
violent hands on their prisoners, interested himself much in
their behalf. He entreated Oomiah and the Naiks not to

injure the sepoys, because they had surrendered themselves
without the least resistance, and delivered up their arms as

they had been directed ; and urged, that if any violence

should be offered to them, it would involve the villagers in
much trouble, as Government would call them to account.

The Ramoossies turned a deaf ear to the entreaties of the
Patell, and he was seized and dragged along with the sepoys.

The members of the gang now sat down to determine
how they should dispose of their prisoners. During this

trying period the sepoys, who had every reason to suppose
that the Ramoossies intended to murder them, or to tor,

ture them in some horrid manner, begged them in the
most earnest manner to spare their lives and to set them
at liberty. With the view of exciting the sympathy of the

gang, and making a greater impression on their feelings,

all the prisoners laid hold of the different Naiks' shoes with
their teeth, and put grass into their mouths, indicating that

they were on a footing with the beasts of the field, and de-

void of the power of making any exertions to save them-i

selves. The Havildar and a sepoy contrived to reach Oo-
miah

;
they threw their arms round him, and clinging to him,

prayed of him, in the name of every thing dear to him
in this world, to have mercy on them, and not to put
them to death. These men most fortunately, by attaching

themselves in such a determined manner to Oomiah, at last

succeeded in prevailing on him to preserve their lives, while

the others were doomed to suffer death. Two of these were
handed over to two men of the Mang caste, from the Ni-

zam's territories, who had been some time with the Bund ;

these men, cut the sepoys down, and afterwards behead-

ed them, but some of the Ramoossies did not scru-

ple to lend an assisting hand on the occasion. Du-
ring this interval the third sepoy endeavoured to excite

the pity of the Naiks, but they forced him from them ; when
the Mangs were approaching to take him away for execu-

tion, the sepoy observed the Naiks fall back to avoid his

clinging to them; this he considered a favourable opportu-
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nity to make his escape to the jungles, and which he at»

tempted to accomplish. Ten or twelve Ramoossies follow-

ed him. All eyes were now directed to the sepoy and his

pursuers ; but Bhojajee Naik, uttering some abusive language

remarked that they were not gaining on him, and he con-

sequently sprung on his legs and followed them. By the time

they had reached to the distance of five hundred yards, Bho-

jajee had headed the Ramoossies, and in a short time

came up with the sepoy, whom he cut down, and the Manga
were sent to cut his head off.

The Ramoossies having thus with the ferocity of a tiger

glutted their revenge, Oomiah sent for a Brahmun, and or-

dered him to address a letter to the Governor, in which it

was stated that he had fallen in with some sepoys, who had

afterwards been killed fin action,) and that he had cut off

their heads and forwarded them, knowing that heads would

be acceptable, and that he therefore meant to send some

more. He added a postscript to his letter, addressed to

the different villages on the route to Sassoor, cautioning

the inhabitants to be particular in transmitting the baskets

to their destination, and that he woidd burn the village

where they should be detained, and punish the inhabitants

;

the note was dated the 20th December, 1827.

The commission of this murderous act on the part of the

Bund could scarcely have been expected, even from this

licentious gang ; for the Ramoossies, although the most
determined robbers, are not in general considered a blood-

thirsty race, except under circumstances of peculiar excite-

ment, and resistance to the attainment of the object of their

desires. Probably their proceedings in this instance may
be chiefly ascribed to the mistaken notions of the principles

of honor and justice ; it should however be remembered,
that there were with Oomiah several persons of influence,

viz. Bhojajee, Kristnajee, Wittoojee, Bhoany, and Mhadeo
Naiks, men of bold, impetuous, and vindictive dispositions.

It is quite evident that these men fell victims to unpitying

revenge ; the Havildar and other sepoys were set at liberty

two days afterwards.

The gang now moved southward, along the western

face of the Ghauts. When in the jungles near the village

of Oomurdy, they were seen by a man who com.
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municated the information to the Havildar's party post-

ed in this village. The intelligence was made known to

two other parties of the same strength, only two or three

koss distant. These three parties being assembled at Oo*
murdy, advanced late in the afternoon to the spot where
the Bund were said to be posted; they were soon

discovered, and a skirmish commenced which lasted till

feome time after sunset, when the detachment retired to the

village ; no injury was sustained by either party. The Ra-
inoossies called out, that the villagers must supply them
with food. Upon this the Havildar directed all the inha-

bitants to withhold supplies from the gang ; but after it

became dark Oomiah with half of his followers advanced

close to the place, and declared that unless food was sent

to them, they would not only set fire to the large building

occupied by the sepoys, but that they would burn every

house in the village to the ground. The people becoming
alarmed by their threats, let all their cattle loose to prevent

them being destroyed by the fire, and great confusion conse-

quently prevailed in the place; the detachment retired

from the village^ and the Ramoossies obtained all they wanted,

CHAPTER XL

jthe amount of the rewards for the seizure of the Naiks increased.—The chiefs

of the Bund accuse persons high in the service of Government of having urged
them to plunder.—They think it desirable to secure terms for themselves.

—

Alarmed at the idea of being betrayed by their followers, the Naiks consider
it advisable to return to Poorundur, to disperse their followers, and to employ
Kristnajee, &c. to obtain terms for them.—They ascend the Ghauts; are sur-

prised by the Rajah's troops.—They encounter a detachment of the extra
Battalion,—The gang disperse —The agents commence their negotiations.—
Anecdote of some gentlemen hog hunting, surprising Oomiah.—His narrow
escape from the Satara horsemen.—Effects an accommodation with Govern-
ment,—A pardon proclaimed, and after meeting the Officer commanding the
detachment, he proceeds to reside at Sakoordy.

It SO happened, that the very day on which the sepoys had
been killed (the 20th December,) a proclamation had been

issued by Government, calling on the members of the gang
to disperse, and offering a reward of five thousand rupees

for the apprehension of Oomiah, and a sum of the same
Amount for the seizure of each of the Naiks Bhojajee, Essoo

Neekary, and Pandoo.

For many months previous to this, the friends of the Ra-
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moossy Naiks had been spreading reports, in a secret man-

ner, that the chiefs of the gang were not to blame so much
as their conduct and proceedings would imply; that the

principal instigators of the disturbance were residents in

Poona ; and moreover, that they were in the pay of Govern-

ment, and that although the Ramoossies were driven to fight

for their rights, that it was at the suggestion of others, (and

these the confidential servants of Government,) thatthey had
committed such excesses.

Oomiah and his friends were aware that Government would

not willingly listen to the nature of the claims they were set-

ting forth ; and in order to obtain a hearing, it would be

necessary for them to exert themselves more than usual

;

therefore, on this principle, they had been acting for the last

two or three months.

The Naiks and their friends were satisfied in their own
minds that Government had been teazed and harassed so

much by their proceedings for several years past, besides the

expense of keeping in the field the various corps that were
now employed against them, that they would feel disposed

to grant them the rights and dues they had been claiming ;

and further, that Government must be fully persuaded that

all their efforts to apprehend Oomiah must prove unavail-

ing, as the greatest exertions had already been made to put

the Bund down, and these had not been attended with any
success.

Under this impression, and as the disturbance in the Ko-
lapoor district had been settled for the time, Oomiah
thought the occasion favourable to try to obtain terms for

himselfby means of negociation, and that ifhe could effect this,

it would add to the celebrity of his name, but on the con-

trary, if his scheme failed, it would be advisable \jO allow

his followers to disperse, and for himself to remain quiet for

a few months, at the expiration of which time he could, if

he deemed it necessary, press his cause with more pertinacity

on the notice of Government ; and he proposed to assemble
a select and more trustworthy body of followers, since at

present the gang consisted in a great measure of persons
unknown to him and his friends. This circumstance caus-

ed them much serious consideration, for fear some of their

followers might be tempted to seize any of them to obtain
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the reward, or communicate information to one of the de-

tachments to effect the same purpose.

After weighing all these matters well, it was determined

that the gang should return to the Poorundur hills, when
Oomiah meant to disperse his followers and to employ Krist-

najee Naikand Wittoojee with his friends Naikoo of Man-
dur and Bhongoly, to arrange matters, if possible, with the

Government, and he could not have made abetter selection.

They are all cunning and intelligent persons, and understood

perfectly the nature of the duty they had to perform.

The gang nowascendedthe Ghauts (28th December.) The
day on which they came up, they saw several detachments

scouring the jungles in search of them ; in fact, the hill they

occupied was at one time surrounded by different parties of

sepoys, but these were not aware of course thatthe gang Vv^ere

concealed in the jungles on the summit of the hill. Oomiah
moved from hence towards the Hurdis Mawill, and a few

days afterwards to the village of Mussoor. While the gang

were cooking their victuals late in the afternoon at this

place, they were surprised by a party of the Rajah's troops.

The members of the gang picking up their arms and clothes^

retired to a rising ground a few hundred yards distant,

and when they had buckled on their armour, they advanced

and skh'mished some time with the Rajah's people, who
subsequently retired^ carrying away some copper pots that

fell into their hands.

The gang proceeded from thence in a south east direction,

and on the evening of the 8th January they encountered

Moorarjee Naik and his Sibunclies with a detachment of the

extra Battalion under Ambojee Havildar. As it was get-

ting late, the Ramoossies called out to the detachment that

they had no wish to fight them, so that it would be better

for both parties not to engage. Two muskets were fired

by the men of the detachment, and the gang continued

their march.

When they reached the Poorunder hills, Bhojajee Naik
went with the main body of the gang to the banks of the

Neera, and directed them to go to the Mhadoe hills, south

east of Phultun. Those who were inhabitants of the vil-

lages near Poorundur, concealed themselves in the country

east and north of Jejoory. Oomiah kept Bhojajee, a
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Wasrsriah named Kundoo, and two Ramoossies with himself.

Kristnajee and Wittoojee proceededto open acommunication

through their friends with a flissaldar of the Poona Horse.

It may be stated, that before the gang were dispersed, they

were informed that in the event of Government not com-

plying with the demands of Oomiah, he would require them

to re-assemble in the hills near Bhongoly at the expiration

of three months. Many of these would have been glad to

-rejoin him again, for they had realized forty or fifty rupees

each in the course of a few months, whilst others of them

were much alarmed at the connection they had formed, ow-

ing to the criminality attached to the party from having

put the sepoys to death.* Oomiah now received communica-

tion from Kristnajee Naik to the effect that they had every

prospect of bringing matters to an amicable termination

;

that the obstacles they anticipated of course stood in their

way, but they had hopes of overcoming them all in the

course of a few weeks. Oomiah resolved on proceeding-

more to the eastward and along the banks of the Neera,

thinking that he would incur less risk of being disturbed in

that direction. He was greatly deceived in the opinion he

had thus formed, for one day when in a koorun (a meadow)

in theneighbourhood of the village of Sonegaum, he narrow-

ly escaped being seized by a body of the Rajah's horsemen,

who had searched a large portion of the koorun, when the

* Early in the month of February, Oomiah moved to the Allundy hills to pass

some time there. One morning when he vi^as concealed with two of his friends

in a small thicket of prickly pear bushes, (Coctus Tuna Indiea,) the other two
having gone on some business to the adjoining village, he observed at the dis*

tance of a mile and a half a crowd of people with several horsemen. He was an-
xious that his two absent fi'iends should join him, suspecting that the crowd he
saw was a detachment that might have obtained some infonuation conc(-rniug

him, and that they meant to search the hills, and try to surround him, f(j); they
appeared to be moving towards him, and as he was at the bottom of the hills, he
began to look out for the best way by which to retire to the summit. The horse-

men on a sudden were in rapid motion, and seemingly making for the hills, so

that Oomiah and his friends were on the point of quitting their present hiding
place to ascend and cross to the opposite side of the range, when he louk;>d again
to see what progress they wore making; he remarked that the horsemen were,

riding at speed in all directions^ as if for amusement. Three appeared to be rid-

ing towards him, and the Raviioossics were just on the point of escaping under
cover of an adjoining ravine, when Ooiniah told his friends he had discovered
that the reason of the horsemen riding at such speed was, that they were pursuing-

a wild hog, and that th'>y mu^t be some of the gentlemen come from Poona on a
hunting excursion, and that consequently there was no further occasion for their

alarni, as these gentlemen would not trouble themselvt^s about them, Oomiah
remained quiet vv'here he v/as, and he declared that one of the genflenicu ;:)pearc(i

the hog within si:';ty yard^ of the bush iu which he was sitting.
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majority of the party wished to return to the viilagej as it

was becoming warm, and they were in want of refreshment.

Some of them wished to prosecute the search, while others

remarked, that wherever there was any grass and bushes

they had explored all ; and that every body might see that

no suspicious looking ground remained to be examined.

Fortunately for Oomiah and his friends, the horsemen

wheeled round and quitted the place ;
during this time the

Ramoossies were within a few hundred yards of the party,

lying in some grass not above eight or ten inches in height,

so that they must have been discovered had the horsemen

advanced only a few paces further—and as all around was

a bare plain, they could not possibly have effected their

escape.

Towards the middle of May, some arrangements were

made, although Govt, in the first instance was much dis-

inclined to enter into measures of accommodation with the

Naiks. Upon being made acquainted with the nature of the

communications made by them, a pardon was proclaimed

ultimately to Oomiah and all his followers for their past of-

fences, with the exception of the murder of the sepoys on the

20th December, 1827. This affair was to be fully investigat-

ed, and the persons who committed the act, or by whose

directions it had been committed, were to be punished in the

event of their being proved guilty. Oomiah and all his friends

now prepared themselves for the interview that was to take

place with the Officer commanding the detachment. The
Ramoossies adopted all necessary precautions to guard

against treachery which they affected to apprehend. A num-
ber of Zumeendars (Patells, &c.) were employed to remove

all cause of suspicions on the part of Oomiah, and he having

assembled about one hundred and fifty men (Koonbies,

Ramoossies &c. &c.) and procured the Aftabgeers be-

longing to the temple of the God Khundobah on the Khurry

Puthar, horns, (or trumpets,) and other insignias of state,

posted himself and followers on the hills two miles

«outh of Sassoor. On the 21st of May, the Officer

commanding the Horse, accompanied by his Rissall-

dar and two horsemen, proceeded to meet the Ra-

moossy chief, who descended from the hill, surround-

ed by a number of his friends, and advanced a short way to
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meet tliem, when the orders of Government respecting his

pardon were communicated. After hearing the substance

of the proclamation, Oomiah ascended the hill to join his

followers, and Bhojajee Naik proceeded to Sakoordy with

about 70 men where he was joined by Oomiah in the

course of four or five days. They seemed still to dread

some act of treachery on the part of Government, as they

were not satisfied with the conditional pardon which was offer-

ed. Oomiah's good fortune however still attended him
throughout, for in the course of time he even succeeded in

overcoming this last difficulty.

CHAPTER XII.

Observations respecting the proceedings that resulted from Oomiah and the
Naiks accusing Dboondoo Punt of having shared plundered property with
them.—The Ramoossy Naiks employed to seize some robbers in the Ma-
wills,—Government present Oomiah with a chour of land (120 begahs) iu
enam.—The number of men he is to employ is fixed, and their pay,—He
^ains confidence, and is disposed to indulge in his predatory habits.—Many
idle and needy persons resort to Sakoordy,—Oomiah supplies them with
grain.—He begins to investigate and decide complaints, and finding the per-
sons concerned, adopts measures to prevent his proceedings becoming known.
—Places those who object to his proceedings under restraint.—He pays a
visit to the Rajah of Satara, who presents him with a turban and dress.—
The Kykaries.- -They commit a robbery and are seized ; Oomiah employs
them at Sakoordy,—Tney plunder a house at Pinggory ; the robbery traced

;

proceedings in consequence.—A Goassyne merchant plundered at Lonud,

—

The Kykaries proceed to Moreshwur and plunder two houses,—They plunder
a house at Belsur,—Oomiah pays the Magistrate of Poona a visit,—The pay
of his establishment increased.—The Ramoossies plunder a banker at Kal-
lian.—They plunder a bankei-'s property near Chouk.—They plunder a rich
native going to Kolapoor,

Regarding the measures that were pursued in relation to

the terms and pardon that were granted to Oomiah and his

followers on this occasion, it is not my intention to say

much, being unacquainted with the particulars. Although

I have heard much from the natives on the subject, I shall

only observe, that the trial of Dhoondoo Punt, the principal

Brahmun in the office of the Collector and Magistrate of

Poona, whom the Ramoossy Naiks accused of exciting and

urging them to continue the late disturbance, and of sharing

with them the profits arising from the contributions the y
levied from the inhabitants, led to the most violent disputes

between the different gentlemen who conceived themselves

more or less connected with the proceedings that had ta-

ken place, the one party positively asserting, that the Brah-

mun was guilty, and clearly proved to be so ; while the

opposite party as stoutly affirmed his innocence, and that
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his condemnation was brought about by suborned testi-

mony.*
Some robberies having been committed in the Mawills^

Kristnajee and Wittoo Naik with some other Ramoossies were

sont by Oomiah into that part of the district to seize the plun-

derers. The Naiks succeeded in seizing several of them^

and after this service they returned to Sakoordy, and Oomiah
had a chour (120 beghas) of land bestowed on him by Go-
vernment in enam, and on the 1 7th January 1829, his pay

was settled as follows, by Mr. Mills, the acting collector of

Poona : Oomiah was to receive thirty rupees, Bhojajee twen-

ty-five, five Naiks at twelve rupees, one Karkoon at ten, and

s«venty-two men at five rupees per month.

Oomiah (until about this time) had considerable suspicion

with respect to the proceedings ofGovernment towards him,

still fearing that some treacherous measures were contemplat-

ed, and that he should be treated in the same manner that

many of his tribe had been before him, by the former rulers

of the country. He however gained confidence now that the

pay of his Police establishment was settled, and was satisfied

reliance might be placed with perfect safety in the faith of

the British Government. He accordingly resolved on

mancBUvering so as to keep clear of all imminent danger, but

at the same time to indulge in his old habits.

It is to be recollected he had been intrusted with the peace

of the district, and with the lives and property of the inhabi-

tants, but we shall presently see what was the flagitious line

of conduct which he chose to follow, and the distress and in-

jury he caused to many of the inhabitants from having been

armed with authority as he now was at Sakoordy.

A considerable number of the unemployed and discharged

soldiery of the country, and other needy persons, resorted

now to Sakoordy, and Oomiah supplied them with grain for

their subsistence. Many of these remained with him not

only for days, but weeks and months, in the hope of getting

employment through his favor. About the same time, Oomiah
began to listen to and investigate complaints made to him

* I understand that Dhoondoo Punt, who was tried before the Session Judge of
Poena, was sentenced to suffer death, but Government commuted the punishment
to imprisonment for life, and he died in confinement about the time it had been
finally resolved to employ the troops to disperse the large body of armed men Oo-
nais^h was assembling at Sakoordy, near Jejoory, in the month of January, 1831.
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"by some of the mliabitants, it mattered not what the subject

of complaint was, whether on account of property stolen, or

connected with quarrels of a domestic nature. All these

matters he, with the assistance of some unprincipled persons

who found it profitable to reside near him, settled in a

summary manner. Koonbies, Ramoossies, Mhars, Mangs,

and other persons of low caste, appeared before his tribunal

for the i-edress of their grievances, and when they did not

present themselves, on the circumstance of their complaint

becoming known to him, they were in general summoned to

Sakoordy : these people frequently came from the distance of

fifteen, twenty-five, and thirty miles.

The complainants almost invariably paid a small bribe to

Oomiah, or to those around him, to insure a speedy and favor-

able decision of their case ; and after the trial was over, he

was accustomed to fine the defendants a rupee or two, ac-

cording to their means ofpayment. Sometimes he has levied

five and ten rupees, and on several occasions as many ag

thirty and even sixty, and invariably exacted payment in

grain. A decree was then granted to the parties ; but the
precaution was adopted, of taking a paper from the defendant,

in which he declared that he was satisfied with the decision,

and that he would never appeal to any of the Government
authorities against the mode in which the business had been
arranged. Oomiah moreover informed the parties, that if

they acted contrary to their promise, they must abide by
the consequence, for that they might rest assured ofhaving
their houses burnt, or some severe punishment inflicted
on them.

It was customary foT him to place under restraint such
persons as resisted, or even evinced a disinclination, to abide

by his judgment. In this way they were detained for several

days, sometimes for a fortnight and even longer ; and ifdeem-
ed necessary, they were prevented going beyond the limits

of the guard to eat their meals. In fact it may be said that
the magisterial duties of the district around Jejoory, and
part of the Indapoor Pergunna, were thus usurped by Oo-
miah.

The Rajah of KSatara visited the fort of Singhur about the
middle of the month of February 1829 ; on his return from
thence he halte d at the village of Nussrapoor, a few miles
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from Poomnder. Oomiali proceeded to Nussrapoor, and
having been admitted to an interview with the Rajah, he
submitted some of his sunnuds* for His Highness's inspec-

tion
; upon which Oomiah was informed, that if he had any

claims within the Satara ten'itory, they should be investi-

gated, and should be restored ta him, provided they were

satisfactorily estabhshed. The Rajah happened to observe

that Oomiah did not wear a turban, but merely had a ker»

chief on his head. He now mentioned to His Highness
the circumstance of the vow of his cousin Raggoo (as before

explained.) The Rajah seemed pleased with his explana-

tion, and presented him with a turban and dress*

On the 2d of April a gang of Kykaries f plundered a
coppersmith's house at Shikrapoor, a village twenty miles

north of Poona. The following morning the Shikrapoor

Ramoossies traced the gang to Loony, and succeeded in.

seizing one of them, with some of the stolen property. Oo-
miah's brother Kristnajee, was in the neighbourhood ; he
came and took charge of the prisoner, and proceeded with
him to Shikrapoor, where the property was identified, and
the necessary depositions taken, upon which Kristnajee pro-

ceeded with him to Sakoordy. Oomiah obtained informa-

tion from this prisoner which led to the apprehension of all

the rest of the party. He placed them all in confinement

and after some days extorted a fine of four hundred rupees

from them. Oomiah was accustomed to tell the owner of

the property, that he was preparing the case in order to hand
the robbers over to the Magistrate at Poona ; he evidently

however had no intention of acting up to his promise, for

it appeared to him that these were a description of active,

daring, and cunnings rogues, whose services he could
turn in a very advantageous manner to his own account.

He therefore prevailed on them to reside at Sakoordy; osten-

* Credentials, deeds, grants, diplomas.

t These Kykaries had'gone to Shikrapoor to eapture, if possible, forty thou-
sand rupees which some bankers at Ahmednuggur had forwarded to Pooiia; but
they found the escort on the alert, and strong

;
they consequently retired, and pro-

ceeded to a copper smith's house, which they plundered.
The Kykaries are of a low taste, their profession is basket making, they lead a

nomadic life, and frequently commit robberies. A few of them have become per-
manent residents both at Poona and Satara, To judge from their language,
i aril incliiied to think, they must have come origiaaily from the Karnatik or
Mysore.
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sibly for the purpose of following their trade of basket mak-
ing. Oomiah kept the stolen articles for his own use which

they had plundered at Shikrapoor, the owners not daring to

make any representation to the Magistrate on the subject.

On the 28th of June, Oomiah sent these Kykaries to

plunder the houses of two Brahmuns at the small village of

Pinggory in the hills south of Sakoordy. They secured

gold and silver ornaments, with some clothes, altogether

worth upwards of one thousand seven hundred rupees. The
footsteps of the gang were traced the next morning into the

boundary of the village of Sakoordy, and the Patell of Sa-

koordy was called on to deliver up the robbers, if he could

not prove that they had passed beyond the limits of his vil-

lage. The Patell consulted Oomiah as to what he should

do : the latter demurred, consequently the Brahmuns went

to Poona and stated the whole alfair to the Magistrate.

The inhabitants of Sakoordy were now informed, that

unless they could prove that the robbers had quitted the

boundary of their village, they must according to the long

established usage of the country, become responsible to the

owners of the property for the value of the same ; and Oo-

miah, whose duty it was to apprehend such delinquents^

was directed to set diligently to work to seize them, or to

recover the property. The villagers of Sakoordy entered

into an agreement to make good the loss within the space

of fifteen days, or to seize the robbers, and all returned

from Poona to their village.

After a few days had elapsed, Oomiah seat a sepoy for

the two Brahmuns and the Patell of Pinggory ; and as they

had been detained all day, they represented that in conse-

quence of fasting so long they wished to return to their

houses, which they were permitted to do. Being frequent-

ly annoyed and harassed in this manner, and obliged to feed

the sepoys who came to summons them, they began to think

it was hopeless to expect to recieve anything from Oomiah,

and they listened the more readily to his proposals in order

to get rid of the trouble he unceasingly caused them. They
therefore granted a receipt in full of all demands against

the villagers of Sakoordy, and they were then permitted to

rest at peace : they had however been previously warned

against making any complaint to the Magistrate, and threats
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were held out that their families would have cause to regret

it all the days of their lives if they did so.

A Goossyne merchant was proceeding from Poona to the

Karnatik with a large quantity of valuable cloths, and two

days after he had passed Jejoory (the 14th of July, 1829)

Oomiah detached fifteen Hetkurries and twenty Ramoos-
sies in pursuit of him. This gang reached Lonud, south

of the Neera bridge, at midnight ; they instantly plundered

the merchant of his property ; cloths to the value of three

thousand rupees were carried off. When the gang had

teached the banks of the Neera on their return, they sat

down to refresh themselves ; as they were about to recom-

mence their journey, some one of the party struck his foot

against something that sounded like metal, and which on

examination was found to be a small brass box, but empty.

No one however would acknowledge having ever seen it be-

fore, although it was conjectured that it was part of the

Goossyne's property, and that some one of the party must
have helped himself to its contents. They carried the box
with them, thinking that upon their reaching Sakoordy, the

thief whoever he was, would be detected when they arrived.

Oomiah and Bhojajee proceeded to a ravine in the hills,

and the whole party were searched. To the astonishment

of all, each of them took a solemn oath that he had never

seen the brass box before, nor did he know anything regard-

ing its contents. A piece of cloth was now presented to

each of the party, and in the evening the rest was taken to

Oomiah's house.

The gang were tracked to near Walla by the Lonud peo-

ple,* but no further : in fact the Ramoossies of this place

were afraid to carry forward the footsteps to Oomiah's vil-

lage. The Goossyne, however, repaired to Sakoordy and

called on Oomiah to apprehend the robbers. He mention-

ed that the brass box that he had lost contained a few gold

ornaments, some pearls, and a small diamond worth seven

hundred rupees. The merchant's appeal to Oomiah was in

vain.

Oomiah detached his Kykaries to Moregown or Moresli-

wur, on the night of the 31st July ; they plundered two

Brahmun's houses in that village, carrying off gold and sil-

* Three of the Ramoossies of Lonud were v/ounded iu deleadiag tiui proj^crty-
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ver ornaments from one house worth nine hundred and
seventy three-rupees, and from the other, articles of the

same description vahied at two hundred and forty-six

rupees.

Again, on the night of the 4th August, the Kykaries plun-

dered a merchant's house of Belsur, near Sakoordy, of

cloths valued at three hundred and forty-six rupees^ which

they handed over to their master.

On the 22d of August, Oomiah was sent for hy the col-

lector and he proceeded to Poona to pay his first visit to

Captain Robertson, who had been absent a considerable

length of time on sick certificate.

Oomiah was informed that his pay and that of his follow-

ers were increased, and their number augmented from the

31st of August, 1829. He was to receive forty rupees a

month, Bhojajee thirty, ten Naiks at twenty rupees each, a

Karkoon at ten, and one hundred and twenty-two Sibundies
at six rupees each. Oomiah and his Naiks were on this

occasion presented with cloths to the value of two hundred
rupees. He expressed at the time, a great desire to have
some copper-plate deeds restored to him which had been
taken from him.

In the month of October, Oujy Naik of Oondry (a small

village about four miles south east of Poona) having gained
intelligence that a native banker of Kulhan in the Konkan,
distant seventy miles from Poona, kept a large sum ofmoney
in his house, started with a Bund of Ramoossies for KuUian,
and on the evening of the 27th carried olF twenty-nine thou-
sand one hundred and fifty-four rupees. A few days after

his return to Oondry, Oujy and several of his relations rode
to Sakoordy and presented Oomiah with two thousand ru-

pees, being the share he was entitled to of the plunder.
This money was taken by Kristnajee to Bhewndy ; the man
who carried it groaning under the weight. I mention this,

as Oujy was seized last year, tried at Tanna near Bombay
for being concerned in the KuUian robbery, but was acquit-
ted and sent back to Poona.
A Ramoossy brought information communicated by a

Brahmun to Oomiah, that a considera1)le sum ofmoney was
about to be sent by a Poona banker to his agents in Bom-
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bay, and that an escort of ten or twelve men would accom-

pany the treasure.

. Oomiah expressed a great anxiety to get this money into

his possession, and prepared a detachment for the purpose

of capturing it.

Suggun Bhow Hetkurry, with twelve of his men and a

party of Ramoossies from Sakoordy, being joined by ten from
Raak and ten from Oondry, proceeded with all secrecy and
rapidity to a place beyond Chouk, ten miles from Panweli

;

and about nine o'clock in the morning of the 29th of No-
vember, 1829, when the treasure party arrived at the spot

near which the gang were lying concealed, the latter rushed

on the escort and cut several of them down. The Ramoos-
sies instantly unloaded the tattoos, and moved off with th«

booty ; they proceeded to a hill only a few miles distant,

and halted to rest themselves in a well-sheltered ravine, at

a short distance from a cowherd's house. This cowherd

had observed the Ramoossies, and w^ent to Chouk and gave

information to a Subadar of the 17th Regiment, who was

posted there with a small detachment. The Ramoossiei

not suspecting any danger, and being fatigued, remained in

the ravine without fear ; and as the money was packed in

large bags, they determined before proceeding on their

march to make an equal division of it, that they might carry

it home with greater facility ; on this account, they had
emptied out a considerable portion of it on a kumly, and were

busy counting the amount by giving five rupees at a time

to each man, when very unexpectedly they were assailed by
a round of musketry from the detachment. Several of the

most active Ramoossies seized the rmopened bags and fled^

pursued by the sepoys. The jungle was so dense, and they

were so much below the sepoys, that none of them were in-

jured by the fire of the detachment. The Subadar found

about four thousand seven hundred rupees, w^hich the Ra-
moossies were constrained to leave behind them when they

were surprised. The gang upon reaching Sakoordy, deli-

vered over upwards of six thousand rupees to Oomiah.

To Suggun Bhow and another Hetkurry he gave twenty

rupees each, besides a silver ornamental chain to wear on

their ancle. To the Raak Ramoossies he gave five hun-

dred rupees^ and an equal sum was declared to belong to the
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Oondry Ramoossies ; Oomiah however said, that as the lat-

ter still owed him five hundred rupees on account of the ba-

lance of his share of the Kullian plunder, he should retain

the five hundred rupees allotted now to them. In the hurry

of their flight six of the Hetkurries left their muskets rest-

ing against some trees ; Oomiah consequently gave to each

of these men six rupees, giving strict injunctions to them

not to mention the loss of their arms, as he feared they

might be recognized.

A banker named Baboodeo Tokykur on his way from Poe-

na on a pilgrimage to Kolapoor, having all his family with

him, and an escort of ten Sibundies, halted at the village of

Tambah a few miles from Salpie. Oomiah having had pre-

vious notice of this man's movements, had prepared a de-

tachment of his men to plunder him when he had crossed

the Neera. Accordingly on the night of the 24th January,

1830, the gang, composed of twelve Hetkarries, and near-

ly thirty Ramoossies, advanced to Tambah, attacked and

forced the merchant's people to seek safety in flight. The
women of the family were plundered of their gold and silvei^

ornaments and clothes ; a number of copper pots were also

carried off. When the gang returned to Sakoordy, both

Oomiah and Bhojajee were much disappointed at their want

of success, and became angry on the occasion with the

whole party, telling them that they must have concealed the

articles of value. Oomiah made them take a solemn oath

on the Bell Bhundar, that their statement was true ; and
then showed to some of them a list of the articles which the

banker had with him, mentioning the quality and value of

each. Oomiah observed*that they were particularly unfortun-

ate, at all events that they ought to have secured five or six

hundred rupees worth of ornaments, whereas they only

brought some copper pots and cloths, that might be valued

at nearly three hundred rupees. The Naiks employed had
concealed the gold ornaments. The banker's loss, and that

of his women, amounted to three thousand rupees, and his

followers lost property to the value of three hundred rupees.

( To be CQfitinued.J
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II,—Description of Meteorological Instruments, and In-

structions for making Meteorological Observations. By
the late Dr. Alex. Turnbull Christie.

Meteorology is the science which treats of the phenomena

of the atmosphere, and the theory of climate. It inves-

tigates the constantly varying conditions of the medium, in

which we live and breathe, the causes of the great varieties

of climate from the poles to the equator—^from the level of

the sea to the summits of the loftiest mountains.—It enables

the physician to detect the causes of many of the diseases

with which we are afflicted, and thereby to guard against

them. It points out to the botanist and zoologist the

theory of the distribution of vegetable and animal species ;

iind it teaches the horticulturist to raise the vegetable pro-

ductions of distant countries, by means of an artificial cli-

mate, or gradually to acclimatize them under his own sky.

Independent of these applications to useful purposes, this

dielightful department of science possesses sufficient attrac-

tions, to be studied on its own account. It contemplates

some of the sublimest phenomena in nature, and it will be

found to display the same harmony, and the same proofs of

divine wisdom, that pervade all the works of the creator.

It has accordingly excited much interest in all ages and

countries ; but it is only since the end of the last century

that it has been treated of in a philosophical and exact

manner. Much has already been done by Saussure, De Lus,

Humboldt, Leslie, Daniel, Dalton, and Anderson, yet^

notwithstanding the labours of these distinguished meny

the science may be said to be still in its infancy. Like

other branches of natural history, it cannot be successfully

cultivated by a single person ; but requires the united ex-

ertions of numerous individuals, in distant and different

climates, to make observations upon the same plan, and
^ith nice Meteorological Instruments. To promote so de-

sirable an object, I have drawn up the following instructions,

which I trust may be the means of exciting an interest in

the subject, and of inducing many to prosecute these

Studies.

The phenomena of the atmosphere are very numerous,

ind may be arranged under the following heads, viz. tem-

perature, pressure, radiation of heat from the earth, light.
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electricity^ wind, moisture, and dryness of the air, rain,

evaporation. To detect, and to measure these, the follow-

ing instruments are employed : the thermometer, barometer,

CEthrioscope, photometer, electroscope, hygrometer, ombro-

meter or rain gage, atmometer. These I shall now de-

scribe; but must premise that all of them, with the excep-

tion of the oethrioscope, photometer, and ombrometer, ought

to be placed in a situation where they will be completely

shaded from direct, or reflected light, or heat, while, at the

same time, they are thoroughly exposed to the wind. The
best situation, therefore, would be the centre of a room hav-

ing a thatched roof, surrounded, on all sides, with Venetian

Minds. It is not uncommon to place a thermometer against

a wall, which, I need scarcely remark, is very objectionable,

for the temperature of the wall, rather than that of the air,

is thereby indicated.

Thermometer.—The construction of this simple and well

known instrument requires no description, but as its scale

is not always graduaded in the same way, it will be neces-

sary to explain the divisions most generally in use. The
scale usually employed in England is that of Fahrenheit,

upon which, the space between the freezing and boiling

points of water consists of 180 degrees, and zero is placed

32 degrees below the former ; so that the freezing point of

water is 32° and the boiling point 21 2<^. The scale best

adapted for philosophical purposes is the centigrade, on

which the freezing point is marked 0, and the boiling

point 100; and all temperatures below the freezing point

have therefore the sign minus. This will be found most
convenient for meteorological observations, and I have

therefore adopted it in the accompanying register and ta-

bles. The degrees of the centigrade scale may be con-

verted into those of Fahrenheit, by the following simple

rule. Double the degrees of the centigrade, subtract one

fifth and add 32, Thus 20 of the centigrade is equivalent

to 68 of Fahrenheit, for twice 20=40, subtract one fifth

or 4=36-1-32=68. To reduce the degrees of Fahrenheit to

those of the centigrade, subtract 32, multiply by 5, and
divide by 9. Thus 68—32=36, which multiplied by 5=
180, divided by 9=20. To facilitate these reductions

table No. 1 will be found useful.
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One of the most interesting questions in Meteorology is

to ascertain the mean temperature of a place. The most

accurate method would be to take a great many observa-

tions—one every hour or half hour, and to find the average

of these ; but it would be quite impossible to carry this to

any extent ; and various plans have been proposed to obtain

the average temperature of the 24 hours, by means of one

or two observations.—Humboldt says that between the

latitudes of 46° and 48° the temperature at sunset corres-

ponds very nearly to the mean of the 24 hours. Leslie

supposes that the average may be reckoned from 8 o'Clock

in the morning ; but almost all Meteorologists agree that

the nearest approximation to the true daily average heat, is

the mean of the maximum and minimum.

The author of the article Meteorology in the Edinburgh

Encyclopasdia, found from a great many observations, that

the mean of the temperatures at 10 a. m. and 10 p. m.

corresponded very nearly to that of the extremes, and con-

sequently to that of the whole 24 hours. To ascertain

whether this held good in other climates, as well as in that

of Britain, I have made numerous observations at Malta, at

Alexandria, at Cairo, at Thebes, at Darwar in the Southern

Mahratta Country, and at Madras, and have invariably

found that the mean of the two observations, at 10 in the

morning and evening corresponded within a few tenths, and

sometimes within a few hundredths of a degree, to the

exact daily average, and was generally, much more accurate

even than the mean of the extremes. In these instances

I ascertained the daily average from hourly observations,

and sometimes by taking the mean of tlie maximum and
minimum ofevery hour. I find that the true daily average

temperature determined at the Madras Observatory by
Mr. Goldingham, by means of hourly observations, on 36

different days, in the year 1823, differs only from the mean
temperature of 10 a. m. and 10 p. m. of the same days,

by little more than 5 tenths of a degree, of Fahrenheit, or

3 tenths of a degree of the centigrade. Such being the

case, I think we may reasonably expect that this law will

be found to be universally applicable, and I have accord-

ingly adopted these two hours for the observations of the

thermometer, in the accompanying register.
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In addition to these, the maximum and minimum ought
always to be noted ; which are most easily obtained by
means of the self registering thennometer. lliis consistis

of two thermometers, one filled with mercury, the other
with spirits of wine. The former has a small index of steel,

which is pushed forward by the mercury, and is left at the

highest point—the latter contains a small index of glass,

which floats in the spirits, is dragged back by them, when
they contract, and is left at the lowest point. The Instru-

ment is set, merely by inverting it slightly. It may be

observed and set every morning at 10 o'Clock, and the

mean of the extremes noted, for the purpose of being com-
pared with the mean of 10 a. m. and 10 p. m.

The Barometer measures the weight or pressure of the.

superincumbent atmosphere.

If a glass tube a. h. (Fig. 1.) closed at one end, and
about 40 inches in length, be filled with mercury, and then
inverted perpendicularly in a basin of mercury c, so that

the open end may be under the surface, the mercury will

sink down from the upper extremity and stand at a

certain point d, which will vary with every alteration in the
pressure of the atmosphere. This is a simple form of th«

barometer. The mercury in the tube being supported by
the weight of the atmosphere pressing upon the mercury
m the basin, must evidently rise or fall, according as the

pressure of the air increases or diminishes. The weight

of the atmosphere, at the level of the sea, is generally equal

to that of a column of mercury of the same base, and of

the height of about 30 inches. It constantly varies, how-
ever, and to a much greater extent in cold and temperate

regions, than within the tropics. Variations in the baro-

meter are often connected with changes of weather ; and
persons who have been accustomed to observe it carefully,

in certain situations, are often enabled, by means of its in-

dications, to predict an approaching stomi. But this is

seldom the casein intertropical countries, where the rise

or fall of the mercury scarcely ever amounts to more than

a few hundredths of an inch, in the course of a day.

To measure the variations of the barometer a scale of

inches and tenths, with a vernier, is placed parallel to the

tube, and is reckoned from the surface of the mercury in
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the basin ; but instead of being divided throughout its

whole length, a few inches near the top are only markedir

except in mountain barometers which require a scale of a

xnuch greater range.

To render the instrument portable, and at the same time

delicate, various contrivances have been adopted. One of

its most simple forms is that recommended by Delus, coia-

sisting of a bent glass tube a 5.,(Fig. 2.) closed at both ends,

and with a small hole at d to admit the air. When in-

verted, the whole of the mercury occupies the long limb of

the tube ; but when in the position represented in the figure,

the mercury descends, and part of it flows into the short

limb, until the column, between the upper surface e,, and
the lower surface exactly equals the pressure of the at-

mosphere. The length of this column is very easily mea-
sured by means of two scales on the brass case which in-,

closes the tube, one of them being placed along the upper,

the other along the lov/er limb, and the figures on which,

run in opposite directions, and require to be added together.

This barometer is very portable, and (with the improve-

ments that have been made by M. Bunten of Paris) is

well adapted for the measurement of heights,* but it i^..

scarcely delicate enough for meteorological purposes.

Another form of the barometer is that in which the lower

end of a straight tube, like that in the first figure, dips into

the mercury included in a small cistern attached to it. In

this case, it is evident that when the mercury descends in

the tube it must rise in the cistern, and vice versa ; and ac-

cordingly, if the scale be fixed, the mercury will, in the former

instance, stand at a higher point, in the latter, at a lower

point, than it ought to do. In order to prevent this inac-

curacy, most barometers are so constructed, that by means^

of a screw, the surface of the mercury in the cistern may
be raised or depressed to the commencement of the scale.

As the mercury in the barometer expands by heat, a

slight inaccuracy would arise in observations made at dif-

ferent temperatures, if not corrected. In order to exclude

such irregularities, every observation might be reduced to

what it would be at the freezing point of water (32"^ Fah-

* It may be procured, With its latest improvemeiits from Mr. Robiuson, Opti-

ciaa, 38, Devonshire Street, London.
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renheit).—This might be very easily done with the assis-

tance of Table 2,* which shows the alongation of the

mercurial column caused by different degrees of heat from

32«. to 112^ of Fahrenheit.! In the first column of the

table is the temperature ; in the line along the top is the

height of the mercury in inches, and where these two in-

tersect will be found the amount of expansion to be sub-

tracted. For example, suppose the barometer to be 28.235

and the attached thermometer 70.5.—Look in the top of

the table for 2S, and in the first column for 70, and where

these two intersect will be found the number 091, which

subtracted from 28.235 leaves 28.144 the height at which

the mercury would have stood at the reduced temperature

of 32^
In addition to the sudden variations to which the baro-

meter is liable, it also undergoes regular periodical fluc-

tuations, in all countries, but especially within the tropics.

—It rises and fails twice in the 24 hours ; and it has been

ascertained, from a great many observations, that its two

highest points occur in India very nearly at the hours of

10 in the morning and evening and its two lowest at about

4 o'clock in the morning, and 5 o'Clock in the afternoon.

—As so early an hour as four o'Clock in the morning would

probably be inconvenient for most observers, I have substi-

tuted 5 o'clock in the accompanying form for a register,

which can hardly produce the slightest inaccuracy. The mean
of the four observations will be very nearly the true mean
of the whole day.

CEthrioscope.—In clear and calm nights, the ground, if

freely exposed to the sky^ is always colder than the super-

incumbent air, owing to the radiation of heat constantly

going on from the surface of the earth, towards the heavens

;

which may be easily demonstrated by placing a thermome-
ter on the ground, and suspending another several feet

above it, when it will be found that the former indicates

a lower temperature than the latter. If we now screen the

ground by a thin awning of cloth, we check the radiation,

and its temperature rises. It is to this terrestrial radiation

* I am indebted for this table to Mr. J. G. Taylor, Astronomer to Gk>^^
meat.

t As ail English barometers have the scale of Fahronhiet to their attached
thermometers, i have adopted it lu this instance, in preference to the centigrade
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that many important meteorological phenomena are owing.

It is the cause of hoare-frost^ and of dew, and even within

the torrid zone, it sometimes causes a reduction of tem-

perature sufficient for the formation of ice.—It is thus that

ice is produced in Bengal, and not by evaporation as fre-

quently supposed.

To measure this radiation, Sir John Leslie invented an

instrument, to which he gave the name of (Ethrioscope.

(Fig.3.) It consists of a differential thermometer having one

of its balls in the lower focus of a polished metallic cup of

an oblong spheroidal shape ; while the section of a horizon-

tal plane passes through the upper focus, and defines the

orifice.—Having found this instrument exceedingly liable

to derangement upon being moved about, I have contrived

the following modification of it, which possesses the great

advantage of being perfectly portable, and is equally accu-

rate.—The metallic cup* of Professor Leslie, is adapted to a

delicate thermometer of the annexed form,(Fig. 4.) with the

millesimal scale, and filled with colourless spirits of wine, so

as to render it insensible to the rays of light. When this

instrument is exposed to the open air, it will at all times

Indicate more or less diminution of temperature from radia-

tion, which will be measured in millesimal degrees, by the

difference between it and another thermometer shaded

from the sky. It may be observed along with the ther-

mometer at 10 A. M. and 10 p. m; but, at the former

hour, it will be necessary to shade it completely from the

rays of the sun. The greatest degree of radiation, or the

lowest depression of temperature caused by it, may be

also easily ascertained, by having the CEthrioscope furnished

with a small glass index, like that of the minimum regis-

tering thermometer, to indicate the greatest cold. Those

who cannot procure the instrument I have just described,

may substitute for it a common thermometer with a naked
ball, placed on some cotton or wool on the ground, and
freely exposed to the sky. When compared with a shaded

thermometer it will indicate the diminution of temperature

due to radiation, and if a minimum registering thermometer
be employed in the same way, it will give the greatest de-

* This is generally made of brass ; but silver is preferable, from being less lia-

ble to tarnish.
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pression caused by radiation during the niglit. I need

scarcely remark that this will not give such exact results aS

the more perfect instrument described above.

Photometer.—Of the various contrivances, for mea*

suring the intensity of the solar rays, none are equal, in

accuracy to the photometer of Leslie.—This is a modification

of his differential thermometer, one of the balls of which is

blown of black glass, while the other is formed quite pellu-

cid. The rays of light, which fall upon the clear ball,

therefore, pass through it, without suffering obstruction ; but

those which strike the dark ball are absorbed at its surface,

and excite or communicate heat. This heat must hence

accumulate, till its subsequent dispersion through the air

comes to balance exactly its constant accession. The
space through which the coloured liquid sinks in the stem will

thus measure the momentary impressions of light, or its ac-

tual intensity.—To prevent any extraneous agitation of the

air from accelerating the discharge of heat at the surface of

the black ball, and thereby diminishing the full effect, the

instrument is always sheltered, more especially out of doors^

by a thin glass case."

The same objection being applicable to this elegant in-

strument as the CEthrioscope of Leslie, I have been induced
to substitute for it the following contrivance, which, al-

though not so sensible to small impressions of light will be
found to be fully as accurate. A thermometer, (Fig. 5.) with

a millesimal scale, has a black opaque ball, over which is

placed a glass cover fixed on by means of a screw. The
difference between this instrument, when exposed to the

sun, and one placed in the shade, will be the measure of the
heat due to the rays of light.

Few accurate observations have hitherto been made, to

ascertain the intensity of the solar rays, in different seasons
of the year, and in different climates.*—This is a branch
©four subject, which presents a wide field for interesting
research; and much curious information respecting the
difference in the intensity of the solar rays, in the plains,
and on the mountains of India, will probably be obtained by
the employment of the instrument I have just described.

* Consult Daniel's Meteorological Essays.
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Hygrometer. Atmospheric air always contains a certain

quantity of moisture in the" state of vapour, whiqh varies

under different circumstances. It is capable of holding a
much larger quantity at a high, than at a low temperature

;

and this power increases in a more rapid ratio than
the temperature. Thus at 0 of the centigrade scale, a cubic

mass of air 40 inches every way can hold 100 grains of
moisture ; at 5 of the same scale it can hold 126 grains;

at 10, 158.7 grains; at 15,200 grains; at 20,252.0
grains, and so forth. It follows that if air charged with
moisture have its temperature reduced, part of this mois-

ture must be precipitated ; and this, in fact, is one of the

most frequent causes of clouds and of rain. By the accom-
panying table. No. 3, we find that air at the temperature

of 25'* centigrade is capable of holding 317.5 grains of humi -

dity in the state of vapour, and at 15^ centigrade, that it

Can retain only 200 grains. Accordingly, if air at the tem-

perature of 25o and having its maximum of humidity cooled

down to 15, it will discharge 117.5 grains of w^ater, which

will appear under the form of dew, fog, rain, or clouds, ac-

cording to the situation and circumstances in which it may
be placed. Again, if two currents of air having different

temperatures, and both fully charged with aqueous vapour,

meet and be mixed, a quantity of their moisture must be

precipitated ; for, since thehumidity increases in a more rapid

ratio than the temperature, the mean of the former must

be greater than that of the latter. For example, let us sup-

pose that a current of air of the temperature of 25«, meet

another current of the temperature of 15° and that both are

fully charged with moisture—when mixed their mean tem-

perature will be 20°. Now, if we consult the table, we shall

find that air at 25° can hold 317.5 grains of moisture, and

at 20°, 200 grains, the mean of which is 258.75 ; but at the

mean temperature of the two currents, viz. at 20°, air can

only contain 252 grains ; therefore 6.75 grains must be

precipitated ; and it is in this way that clouds and ram are

frequently formed. .

It may be remarked that there are two ways m which

air may be rendered absolutely humid, viz. either by adding
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tnore moisture to it until it receives the maximum it can

hold at its actual temperature, or, by reducing its tempe-

rature to that point which corresponds to the moisture il

already contains. The latter is called the point of satu-

ration, or the dew point.—Suppose, for example, that a

cubic mass of air 40 inches every way at the temperature of

17^ contains 200 grains of moisture ; in order to render it

absolutely damp, it would be necessary either to add 19.4

grains of humidity, or to reduce its temperature to 15^

The following then, are the problems that immediatel|r

present themselves to us, in this branch of meteorology ;

1st, to ascertain the actual quantity of moisture in the air;

2d, the point of deposition or dew point ; and 3d, th<^

dryness of the air that is to say, the additional quantity of

moisture that would be required to render it perfectly

humid.

Various methods have been proposed for estimating the

dryness, and of consequence the opposite humidity of the

air. I shall only take notice of the two which are in most

general use, viz. those of Daniel and of Leslie*.—Mr.

Daniel employs the evaporation of ether to produce a cold

sufficient to cause the deposition of moisture from the air,

and thus to detect the dew point. His hygrometer, or dew
point instrument, constructed on this principle, acts tolera-

bly well in the colder parts of Europe ; but many serious

objections apply to it, which render it totally useless in hot

and dry climates. Under all circumstances it is difficult to

ascertain the exact point of deposition ; and even when
this is done, with all the accuracy the instrument admits of,

it will generally be found to be too high, owing to an origi-

nal defect in its construction. In the hot climate of India,

there is always a great waste of ether by evaporation, and
it is impossible to procure it pure, unless from Europe.

But the most serious objection remains to be stated;

it frequently happens that the air is so excessively dry,

that the very best ether is not capable of reducing the

* The different organic substances, such as hair, whale bone, ivory, &c. that
have been used as hygroscopes, being incapable of affording those exact indica-
tions, which the advanced state of the science now demands, have, 1 believe, been
universally discarded, except by a few Bleteorologipt^; od the continent ol Eu-
Tope.
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temperature sufficiently law to reach the dew point. This
I have repeatedly found to be the case in Egypt^ and the
same thing has been remarked in India.

Sir John Leslie's method consists in determining the
difference of temperature between a dry thermometer, and
one having its ball moistened with pure water ; and by
means of the law of atmospheric solution discovered by
%im, and the formula he has founded thereupon, all the
parts of the problem I have proposed above, may be easily
and exactly determined.* He has constructed a hygrometer
upon this principle, by applying it to his differential ther-
mometer ; but this has nothing to recommend it, in pre-
ference to the arrangement of the two thermometers, which
possess, the great advantages of being easily procurable,
cheapness, and portability. By this method nothing more is

l-equired than two delicate thermometers, with centigrade
pr millesimal scales, and one of them having its ball covered
with muslin or silk, which being wetted with distilled water^

the depression below the other is noted. The form of the

thermometer I have recommended for the cethrioscope and
photometer, willbe found most convenient for the hygrome-
ter, for when placed upon a table, the covered ball, when
once wetted, may be kept constantly moist by means of

some loose cotton threads, passing over it from a small bot-

tle filled with water, f
Leslie's table of the quantities of moisture in the

state of vapour, contained in atmospheric air at different

temperatures, is calculated for the centigrade scale. To ren-

der it more useful, I have enterpolated it for every tenth part

* Vide Leslie on boat and moisture, and the article meteorology in the sup-
plement to the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
The accuracy of Leslie's formula has been called in question:; and I have no

doubt it requires revision. I feel confident, however, from;, some experiments
I have made in reference to this subject, but which it would be out of place to

detail here, that it affords results, which are seldom far from the truth, and are
always capable of comparison. Moreover, the great facility of its applicatioa
gives it a decided advantage over other methods that have been proposed.

I do not pretend to pronounce any opinion upon the theoretical views of Leslie
regarding the nature of heat, or the manner in which water is maintained in the
state of vapour in the air.

. t All these thermometers might have the same screw under the ball so that in

the event of one ofthem being broken, its place might be easily supplied. Thus
ahjgrometer might be converted into a photometer by removing the muslin or

silk, and sere vinjj on a small glass cover over iU bail previously biackeiiedj aud
"vice versa.
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of a centigrade degree, that is, for the degrees of the mille-

simal scale. This table enables us, by a simple observation

of the dry and wet bulb themometers, to ascertain the

dew point, the dryness, and the actual quantity of moisture

in the air ; and the nfiode ofusing it will be readily understood

from the following examples. Suppose the wet bulb thermo-

ineter to mark 15.1, and the dry thermometer, at the same
time, to stand at 19.0, the difference will be 3.9, which must
be considered as a whole number. Look in the table for

temperature 15.1, and opposite to it in the column of mois-

ture will be found 200.9, from which subtract the above

number 3.9, the remainder 161.9 is the exact quantity of

moisture in grains in a cubic mass of air 40 inches everyway.

Look now in the column moisture for the nearest number to

161.9, and it will be found to be 161.7, and opposite to it is

the temperature 10.4, which is the dew point. Now to find

the dryness,search the table for temperature 19.0, and itwill

be seen to correspond to the number 240.6, in the adjoining

column, from which subtract 161.9, and the remainder 78.7,

will be the dryness, or the number of grains of moisture it

would be necessary to add, to render the air prefectly damp.

Let us take another example.

Dry thermometer 24.0

Wet bulb thermometer. . 19.5 difference 45.

19.5 in table 246.9

Subtract 45
2(i\,9 quantity of moisture

201.9 in table. 15.2 dew point

24.0in table. .. ....303.1

Subtract 201.9

101.2 dryness.

Since the condition ofthe air, in relation to moisture, must
be always regulated, in a certain measure, by the temperature,

it is not improbable that we may obtain an approximation to

the average of the dew point, moisture, and dryness of the

air for the whole 24 hours^ by taking the mean of 10 .A m.
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and 10 p. M. as in the case ofthe thermometer. Having found

^

this opinion borne out by some experiments I made in Egypt,
and at Madras I have adopted these two hours for the observa-

tions of the hygrometer, as well as of the other instruments ;

and even should this method be found, hereafter, not to cor-

respond with perfect accuracy to the true average, it will, at

all events, in the mean time, ensure uniformity.

The Rain Gage or Ombrometer, for measuring the quan-

tity of rain that falls on any spot, is a well known instru-

ment in this country,'and requires no description.

The Atmometer, or Evaporometer, is an instrument for

measuring the quantity of water evaporated in any given

time. Its most simple form is that of a round or square

vessel of tin, of uniform dimensions, from top to bottom ;

the depth of water, evaporated from which, may be easily

measured. But a more convenient and more accurate ins-

trument is the Atmometer of Leslie, which I shall describe

in his own words. " This instrument is an useful auxiliary,

and might with «ome attention, serve as a substitute for the

hygrometer. It does not mark the dryness of the air, but it

measures, (as its name denotes) the quantity of moisture ex-

haled from a humid surface in a given time. The Atmome-
ter consists of a thin ball of porous earthenware, two or three

inches in diameter, with a small neck, to which is firmly ce-

mented a long and rather wide glass tube, bearing divisions

each of them corresponding to an internal annular section,

equal to a film of liquid, that would cover the outer surface

of the ball to the thickness of the thousandth part ofan inch.

The divisions are ascertained by a simple calculation, and

numbered downwards to the extent of 100 to 200 ; to the

top of the tube is fitted a brass cap, having a collar of lea-

ther, and which, after the cavity has been filled with dis-

tilled water, is screwed tight. The outside of the ball being

now wiped dry, the instrument is suspended out of doors, and

exposed to the free access of the air. In this state of action

the humidity transudes through the porous substance just as

fast as it evaporates from the external surface, and this waste

is measured by the corresponding descent of the water in the

stem.'*

" The dissipation of moisture is much accelerated by the

agency of sweeping winds^ the effect being sometimes aug-
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mented 5 or even 10 times.--In general this augmentation is

proportional, as in the case of cooling, to the swiftness of

the wind, the action of still air itself, being reckoned equal

to that produced by a celerity of 8 miles each hour. Hence
the velocity of winds is easily computed, from a comparison

of the indications of a hygrometer with an atmometer, or of

a sheltered, with those of an exposed, atmometer. Thus sup*

pose the hygrometer to mark 40 degrees, or the column of

water in a sheltered atmometer to subside at the rate of 2

divisions in an hour, while in one exposed to the current^

the descent is 12 divisions ; then as 2 is to 10, the superadd-

ed effect of the wind, so is 8 to 40 miles, the distance

through which it has travelled in that time,
^' The atmometer is an instrument evidently of extensive

application, and of great utility in practice. To ascertain

with accuracy and readiness the quantity of evaporation from

any surface in a given time, is an important acquisition, not

only in meteorology, but in agriculture and the various arts and

manufactures.^—The rate of exhalation from the surface of

the ground is scarcely of less consequence than the fall of

"rain, and a knowledge of it might often direct the farmer

advantageously in his operations

I may add, that from the experience I have had with

this instrument,* I am satisfied that it is liable to few or

no objections ; it affords most delicate and accurate infor-

mation, is portable, and is not liable to derangement. It

is only necessary to be very careful not to let the porous ball

be soiled, which would be apt to clog up its pores. It ought

therefore never to be touched even with thehand, and the in-

strument must therefore be lifted or carried by its glass

tube. When not used it ought to be kept in a box, with

its ball naked, for if wrapped in paper, part of the paper is

apt to adhere to it.

Being acquainted with no method of ascertaining, with

the slightest degree of accuracy , the electric condition of the

atmosphere, I have not considered it necessary to leave any

column for registering it in the meteorological table. The

* I carried one with me from Eugland through the whole of Egypt, and a
great part of the south of India, aud it coatiaues as perfect aad acts as weii as

on the iirst day I used it.
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occurrence of thunder or lightning may he noticed amongst
the general remarks.

In constructing the accompanying form ofa meteorological

register, I had the valuable assistance of my friend Dr.

Walker of the Bombay Medical Service.

All the instruments I have described may be procured

from Mr. Robinson, Optician, 38, Devonshire Street, Port-

land Place ; and I am happy to add that the Government
of Fort St. George, have already recommended to the Court

of Directors that from 20 to 30 complete sets should be

furnished to this Presidency.
Bladras Ath September, 1832.



TABLE L

Correspondence of the Thermometers of Fahrenheit and
the Centigrade,

Fdhr.
j

Centi, Fahr, Centi.
j

Fahr. Centi.

212 100. 171 77.2 130, 54.4

211 99.-^ 170 76.6 129 53.b

210 98.8 169 76.1 128 53.a

209 98.3 168 75.5 127
1

52.7

208 97.7 167 7.5. 126 52.ii

207 97.^» 166 74A 125 51.6

206 96.6 16^ 73.8 124' 51.1

205 96.1 16^ 73.3 123 50.5

204 95.,^ 72.7 122/ 50.

203 95. 162 72.2 121 49.4

202 94.4 161 71.6 120 48.8

201 93.8 160 71.1 1 19 48.3

200 93.3 1.59 70.5 118 47.7

199 92.7 158 70. 117 47.2

198 92.2 157 69.4 116 46.6

197 91.6 1.56 68.8 115 46.1

196 91.1 15.5 68.3 114 45.5

195 90.5 154 67.7 113 45.

194 90. 1.53 67.2 112 44.4

193 89.^ 1.52 66.6 111 43.8

192 88.8 151 66.1 110 43.3

191 88.3 150 65.5 109 42.7

190 87.7 149 6.5. 108 42.2

189 87.2 148 64.4 107 41.6

188 86.6 147 63.8 106 41.1

187 86.1 146 63.3 105 40.5

186 85.5 145 62.7 104 40.

185 85. 144 62.2 103 39.4

184 84.4 143 61.6 102 38.8

183 83.8 142 61.1 101 38.3

182 83.3 141 60.5 100 37.7

181 82.7 140 60. 99 37.2

180 82.2 139 59.4 98 36.6

179 8L6 138 58.8 97 36.1

178 81.1 137 58.3 96 35.5

177 80.5 136 57.7 95 35.

176 80. 135 57.2 94 34.4

175 79.4 134 56.6 93 33.8

174 78.8 133 56.1 92 33.3

173 78.3 132 55.5 91 32.7

172 77.7 131 55. 90 32.2
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i''.
1

Centi. 1
Jt^aar.

1

Ce/ici. Cenci. 1

Si 31. 7.2 J

- 1

) 3 4.^ I 17.2

8^] 31. 1 44 6.6 () 17.7

8/ 30.,5 4? 6.1
. L 18.3

Si 30. 42 5.5 AI 18.8

St) 29.^1 41 5. 5 19.4

84[ 2S.i^ 40 4.4 I
I 20.

8Sy 2S.C5 39 3.8j 5 20.5

8S'1
- 27.^ 38 3.3'

i) 21.1

81 27.^) 37 2.7| r 21.6

8G 26.6; 36 2.2| ^ 22.2

79 26.1 35 l.( 1 22.7

78 25..^'y 34 1.]
1

IC1 23.3

77 25. 33 O.t 1 1 23.8

76 24.4 32 0. 12 24.4

75 23,8 31 0.^ 13 25.

74 2.33 30 1.1 14 25.5

73 22.71 29 i.e 15 26.1

72 22.2 28 2.S 16 26.6

71 21.6 27 2.7 17 27.2

70 21.1 26 3.3 18 27.7

69 20.5 25 3.8 19 28.3

68 20. 24 4.4 20 28.8

67 19.4 23 5. 21 29.4

66 18.8 22 5.5 22 30.

65 18.3 21 6.1 23 30.5

64 17.7 20 6.6 24 31.1

63 17.2 19 7.2 25 31.6

62 16.6 18 7.7 26 32.2

61 16.1 17 8.3 27 32!7

60 15.5

\i
8.8 28 33.3

5) \5. 9.4 29 33.8

53 14.4 14 10. 30 34.4

57 13.8 13 10.5 31 35.

53 13.3 12 11.1 32 35.5

55; 12.7 11 11.6 33 36.1,

54i 12.2 10 12.2 o4 36.6

53| 11.6 9 12. 7 35 37.2

52 11.1 8 13.3 or*oO 37.7,

51 10.5 7 13.8 37 38.3

59 10. 6 14.4 38 38.8

49 9.4 5 15. 39 39.4

4S 8.8 4 1.5. 5 40 40.

47 8.3 3 16.1

46i 7.7 o 16,6
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TABLE IL

Corrections fa be si(htructed frcm the olserrcd height

of the Barcweier to reduce it to tiiC ttn.]:erature of
S2d Fahrenheit.

t Inch. Inch. Lich. Inch} Lwh.\lnch.

23,00 24,00' 25,00 26,00 27,00 128,00

I?ich. Inch. \Inch,

29,00 30,00 31,00

32 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 jo,ooo

34 ,004 ,004 ,004 ,004 1 ,004'
""^^

36 ,0081 ,0081 ,008 ,009

38 ,012' ,012
j
,013 ; ,013

40 016
i

,016 i ,0171 ,018

,009

,014

,018

420,019 0,020 0,021 0,022 0,023
,026 ,027

,028 ,030 ,031 ,032

,032 ,034 ,035 ,036

,037 ,039 ,040 ,041

,004 ,005 i ,005

44 ,0231 ,0241 ,025

46 ,027'

48; ,031
50, ,035

520,039
54 ,043
56
58
60

,009

,014

,019

0,024
,028

,033

,038

,043

,010 ,010

0,041 0,043 0,044 0,046 0,048

62
64
66
68
70

72
74
76
78
80

82
84
86
88
SO

,047

,051

,055

0,059

,063

,067

,071

,075

,045

,049

,053

,057

0,061

,065

,069

,073

,078

,047

,052

,056

,060

,048 ,050 ,052

,053 ,055; ,057

,057

,062

0,064 0,066

0,079 0,082

,083 1
,086

,087' ,090

,091 ,094

,095 ,099

,068

,072

,077

,081

0,085
,089

,094

,098

,102

0,099 0,103 0,107

,103 ,107

,107; ,111

,111; ,115

,115= ,120

,111

,116

,120

;124

,070

,075

,079

,084

0,088

,092

,097

,102

,106

0,111

,115

,120

,124

,129

,059 , ,062

,064 1
,067

0,069 0,072

,073, ,076

078 ,081

,086

,091

,082

,087

,015

,020

00,25
,030

,035

,040

,045

0,050
,055

,060

,065

,070

0,075
,079

,084

,089

,094

0,092 0,096

,096

,101

,105

,110

,100

,105
.110

,115

0,115 0,120

,119

,124

,128

J33

,124

,129

,133

,138

,015

,020

0,025

,030

,035

,041

,046

0,051

,056

,061

.067

,072

0,077

,082

,087

,092

,098

,005

,010

,015

,021

0,026
,031

,037

,042

,048

0,053
,058

,063

,068

,074

0,080

,085

,091

,096

,101

0,099 0,103

,104

,109

,114

,119

0,124

,129

,134

,139

,144

,108

,113

,118

,123

0,106

,111

,117

,122

,128

0,128 0,133
,133

,139

,144

,150

,138

,144

,149

;154
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Inch.

24.00

0J24
,128

,132

,136

,140

0,144

,148

,152

,157

,161

0,166

Inch.

25.00

0,129

,133

,137

,141

,146

0,150

,154

,159

,163

,168

Inch.

26.00

0,134

,138

,142

,146

,151

0,155

,159

,164

,169

,174

,0172 0,178

Inch \ Inch.

27.00 28,00

0,138 0,143

,147

,152

,142

,147

,152

,157

0,161

,165

,170

,175

,180

0,185

Inch.

29.00

0.149
'153

,158

,156 ,163

,161 ,168

0,166

,171

,176

,181

,187

0,192

0,173

,178

,183

,189

,194

0,199

Inch.

30.00

0,155
,1.59

,164

,169

,174

0,179
,184

,190

,195

,201

0.206
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TABLE III.

S/iewmg the iveight of moisture held i?i the State of va-

pour in atmospheric air at different temperatures by thr.

Millesimal Scale.

Tnfiive
Moisture

Tempe-
rature

Moisture
7^/>im'ip -J. 0//f'//0""

Tfil u rp
Moisture

— lo.U 50.U — 11.0 60.1 T A

— 14.

y

50. /5 — 10.9 60.4 o n— o.y 72. i

1 /I o— 14.

o

50.5 — 10.8; 60.7 -— O.f" 73.1
— 14.7 50.7 — 10.7i 61.0

— 10.6: 61.3

— o. /

— 14.

u

CI A51.U — O.O 7-3.8

— 14.0 1Dl.Z — 10.5 61.5 a c
74.

1

1/1/1— 14.4 r 1 A — 10.4' 61.8 p. A ^ A A
/4.4

^ 14.

o

51.7 — 10.3' 62.1 (I Q— b.6

— 14./^
ci n51.y — 10.2 : 62.4 p. o

/5,1
1/11— 14.1 52.^ —

^ 10.1 62.7 D. 1
c clb.5

— 14.0 ^ro /I
52.^ — 10.0] 63.0 C\ AD.U <^ c o

Ion— 13.

y

52.

c

— 9.9 63.3 ib.Z

.— i3.o 52.

y

-— 9.8 63.6 ib.5
Tot— 13./ 53.1 — 9.7 63.9 c— b. i

^ A7D.y
=— 13.0 5SA — 9.6

1

64.2 — o.b il .2

— 13.0 53.

D

— 9.51 64.5 / i .b

— 13.4 53.9 — 9.4 64.8 C A
7(^.0

— 13.3
C A 154.1 — 9.3 6.5.1 5. .3 78.3

— 13.2 54.4 — 9.2 65.4 c o— 0.2 Pro H*'

T o 1— 13.1 54.0 — 9.1| 65.7 C 1— 0.

1

*TA A
/y.O

— 13.0
/"/I A54.9 — 9.0' 66.0 C A— o.O /y.4

'— 12.

y

55. 1 8.9 66.3 — 4.9

— 12.0
CCA55A — 8.8 66.6 OA t

oO. I

12.7
C C f
55.

b

— 8.7 66.9 A 1— 4. /
OA f

— 12.

b

cc o55.y - 8.6 67.2 • 'i.O OA Abu.y

— I2.0 5o. 1 -~ 8.5 67.5 A iX— 4.0 Of c\
8] .2

~~ 12.4
c A55.4 — 8.4 67.9' A A— 4.4 O 1

81.6
— 12.3 oo.b — 8.3' 68.2i A 'i OO A82.0
— 12.2 55.

y

— 8.2 68.5 A O 04~» /I

o2.4

— 12.1 5/. I
— 8.1 68.8|

A 1— 4.

1

82.7
— 12.0

/{ — 8.0 69.1] — 4.0, 83.1

1 1 9 57.7 — 7.9 69.4' -— 3.9 83.5
_ ll.S 57.9 — 7.8 69.8 — 3.8 83!9
~ 11.7 5S.^' - 7.7j 70.1 3.7 84.3
— 11.6 5.S..^ — 7.6 70.4 — 3.6; 84.7
— 11.5 5S.7 - 7.5 70.7 ~ 3.5, 85.1

- 11.4 59.0 -— 7.4! 71.1 ~ 3.4' 85.5
~ 11.3! 59.3 71.4 3.3| 85.9

-11.3, 59.6 = ?ij 71.7 - 3.2 86.-3

-ll.ll 59.8 - 7.1! 72. iJ ^ :u 86.T
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JL C//iL/o
Moisture

n^pm iip-

rat iiYP
Moisture

Teijipe-

ratuve
Moisture

— 3.0 oi A] 1.0 1 A'^ OiU/ .J
Ab.U 1 oo c\lo2.u

-— 2.9 o7.5, l.D 1 A^ "7
b. 1

1 oo clo2.b
.— 2.8 O*^ A

o7.y| 1.7
1 AQ O Cl o 1 oo oloo.

2

— 2.7 oy.3,
1 ol.o 1 AQ ^7iUO. 7 b.o 1 oo oloo.o

'— 2.6 QO a'oo.yj 1 AI.y 1 AO O b.4 1 0/1 e134.

o

— 2.5 OA 1oy.i O A2.U 1 AO Tluy. i b..l) loo.U
•— 2.4 OA O 12.1 1 1 A O

1 lU.J b.b loo.o
AA a'yu.O| o o 1 1 A T

1 lU. / b.7 1 0£! Olob.2
—

• v<:.2
AA A '

yO.4: 2.0 I 1 1 QI I l.o ex ob.o 1 O/^ olob.o
— 2.1

AA O
yo.o;

O A2.4 I 1 1 QI I l.o A Qb.y 1 OTlo7.b

2.0 yi.2 2.0 1 1 O Q1 U.o 7 A
7 .U 1 OO o

— i.y yi.b Ô.D 1 l-^.O
' 7 1 1 OQ Oloo.o

— l.o y2.i O T 1 1 Q Qi lo.o 7 O 1 OO ^loy.o
1 »^— 1.7 y2.o.

O Q 1 1 Q Qi lo.y 7 Q
7 .o 1 /lA 114U.1

1 a
'— l.D Oo Ay2.y o o

1 14.0 7 A7.4 1 AC\ Q14U.O
1 r:— 1..5

Oo Qyj.o Q Ao.U 1 1 /I o
1 14.

y

7 /=C7.0 1/11 A141.4
'— 1.4 Oo Q

y.i.o O. I 1 10.4 7
/ .b

1 /I O 114J.1

— 1 .O
OA Oy4.2 Q O

1 Ib.U 7 7
7 .

7

1 /I O 1^
14J.7

1 o— l.Z OA CIy4.b Q Qo.o llb.O 7 Q
7 .o 1 AO A14o.4— 1.1 yo. i

Q /I0.4 1 17.1 7 Q
7 .y 1 A A 1144.1

1 n— l.U yo.o o.o 117.

b

AO.U 1 /I /I144.7— u.y O Ayo.y O.D 1 lo.l Q 1O.l 1 A A140.4
0/3 /IyD.4 o 7

1 1 Q T
1 lo.7 fi oO.J 1 Aix n14b.U

'— U.7 yb.o Q Qo.o 1 1 A O Q QO.O ^ Aix o14b.o
A C y7.2 Q Oo.y 1 1 A O

1 ly.o Q A0.4 147.4
A ^— U.O y / .7 4.U 1 OA QUU.O O.O 1 /I Q 114o.l— U.4 A 14.1 1 OA QUU,o IQ ex.o.b 1 AQ O

A Q yo.o A O 1 Ol -1

1/^1.4 Q 7o. 7
1 /I A Ki4y.o

A O— v.

2

yy. 1 4.0 1 oo A Q CO.O 1 KCi oloU,2
. A 1— U.l QO Kyy.o A A4.4 1 oo p. Q QO.y 1 Kr\ Alou.y

A A 1 AA AIw.U A4.0 1 OQ 1 Q Ay.u 1 y^l £1lol.b
A 1— 0.1 1 AAlUU.O 4.D 1 OQ T Q 1y. 1

1 KO o
loJ.o

A O'— V.Z 1 nn oluu.y A 74. /
1 O/l Q 0 9 1 KQ AlOo.U

A Q 1<J1 .o
A Q 1 O/l Q y.o 1 7loo. 7

A A— U.4 1 ni olui.y /I Q4.y 1 or: /IUo.4 Q zl lo4.4
A K K AO.U 1 O^^ AUb.U Q ^y.o 1 PiK. 1loo.l
A a 1 no T1UJ.7 1O.l 1 O^J12b.

b

y.D 1 C^Pi o

A T— U.7
1 AO O oO.J 1 07 o127.J Q 7y. 7 lob.o

A Q
'—

• U.O 1 HQ QlUo.o O.O 1-^7.0 Q fty.o 1 ;!^7 Ol07.J
A n— U.y

1 A/I O1U4.2 0,4 1 OQ A12o.4 Q Qy.y loo.U
1 A— l.U

1 A/i1U4.7 0..L)
1 OQ Ai.^y.u 1 A AlU.U 1 ^Q Tloo.

7

1 1
1.1 lUO.^ O.D 1 OQ C\ijy.b 1 A 1lU. 1

1 ^^O Aioy.4
— 1.2 105.7 5.7 130.2 10.2 160.2— 1.3 106.2 5.8 130.8 10.3 160.9

1.4 106.7 5.9 131.4 10.4 161.7
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2 eriipe-
Moisture

Tempe

-

Moisture
nn
1 empe-

Moisture
Tat lire roture rat fire

10..'j 162.4 15.0 200.C ) 246.9

lO.t{ 163.2 15.1 200.9 191) 247.4

10.7 164.C 15,2 201.9 19.7 248.6
164.7 15.3 202.H 19.^^ 249.7

lo.i: 165.4 15.4 203.9 19S) 250.8
ll.C) 166.2 15.5 204.7 20X) 252.0

167.0 15.C 205.8I 20.1 253.2
11.^» 167.G 15.7 206.C 254.3
11.3 168.5 15.8 207.C 20.3 255.5
] 1.4 169.3 15.9 208.6> 20.4 256.7
11.5 170.1 16.0 209.5 20.5 257.9
11.6 170.9 16.1 210.4 20.6 259.1

11.7 171.7 16.2 211.5 20.7 260.3

11.8 172.5 16.3 212.5 20.^ 261.5

11.9 173.0 16.4 213.5 20.9 262.7

12.0 174J 16.5 214.4 21.0 263.9

12.1 174.8 16.6 215.4 21.1 265.

1

12.2 175.6 16.7 216.4 21.2 266.4

12.3 176.5 16.8 217.4 21.3 267.6

12.4 177.3 16.9 218.4 21.4 269.0

12.5 178.1 17.0 219.4 21.5 270.1

12.6 178.9 17.1 220.4 21.6 27 L4
12.7 179.8 17.2 221.4 21.7 272.6
12.8 180.6 17.3 222.4 2L8 273.9

12.9 181.5 17.4 223.5 2L9 275.1

13.0 182.3 17.5 224.5 22.0 276.4

13.1 183.1 17.6 225.6 22.1 277.7
13.2 184.0 17.7 226.6 22.2 279.0
13.3 184.9 17.8 227.6 22.3 280.3
13.4 185.8 17.9 228.7 22,4 281.6
13.5 186.6 18.0 229.7 22.5 282.9
13.6 187.5 18.1 230.8 22.6 284.2
13.7 188.4 18.2 231.9 22.7 285.6
13.8 189.3 18.3 232.9 22.8 286.8
13.9 190.1 18.4 234.0 22.9 288.2
14.0 191.0 18.5 235.1 23.0 289.5
14.l| 191.9 18.6 236.2 23.1 290.8
14.2; 192.8 18.7 237.3 23.2 292.2
14.3 193.7 18.8 238.4 23.3 293.5
14.4 194.6 18.9 239.5 23.4 294.9
14.5 195.5 19.0 240.6 23.5 296.3

1 1 VJ. 1 23.6 29/ .(>

14.7 197.3 19.2 242.9 23.7 299.0
14.8 19S.2 19.3 244.0 23.8 300.4
14.9, 199.1 19.4 245.1 23.9 30L7I
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Tempe
ratare

Moistun
1
m--— ~

1 etiipe

7'atun
" Moisture

i empe
rature

Moisture

24. 0 303. 1 28. 5 373. 31 33.0 459.5
24. 1 304. 5 28. S 375.(3 33. 1 461.7
24..2 306. 0 28. 7 376.'1 33.2 463.8
24.:3 307.'1 28..^ 378.^1 33.3 466.0
24.^1 303.^B 28.1) 380.^I 33. 4 468.2
24.^5 310.:3 29.() 381.1) 33. 5 470.3
24. () 311."r 29.][ 383. '3

' 33.<3 472.5
24.^^ 313.-I 29.^I 385.,'\ 33.'7 474.7
24.^I 314.() 29.,} 387.E 33.^B 476.9
24.C

) 316.1 29A 389.1 33.() 479.0
25.C 317.,^> 29.5 390.9 34.() 481.2
2.5.1 319.C 29.6 392.7 34.] 483.5
25.2 320.5 29.7 394.6 34.S) 485.8
25.3 322.0 29.8 396.4 34.2; 488.0
25.4 323.5 29.9 398.2 34.4 490.3
25.5 325.0 30.0 400.0 34.5 492.6
25.6 326.5 30.1 401.9 34.6 494.9
25.7 328.5 30.2 403.7 34.7 497.1
25.8 329.0 30.3 405.7 34.8 499.4
25.9 330.5 30.4 406.7 34.9 501.7
26.0 332.5 30.5 409.4 35.0 504.0
26.1 334.0 30.6 411.3 35.1 506.4
26.2 335.6 30.7 413.2 35.2 508.7
26.3 337.2 30.8 415.1 35.3 511.1
26.4 338.7 30.9 417.0 35.4 513.5
26.5 340.3 31.0 418.9 35.5 515.9
26.6 341.9 31.1 420.8 35.6 518.3
26.7 343.5 31.2 422.9 35.7 520.6
26.8 345.0 31.3 424.8 35.8 523.0
26.9 346.6 31.4 426.8 35.9 525.4
27.0 348.2 31.5 428.8 36.0 527.8
27.1 349.8 31.6 430.8 36.1 530.3
27.2 351.5 31.7 432.8 36.2 532.8
27.3 353.1 31.

8

434.7 36.3 535.3
27.4 354.8 31.9 436.7 36.4 537.8
27.5 3.56.4 32.0 438.7 36.5 540.3
27.6 358.1 32.1 440.8 36.6 542.8

27.7 359.7 32.2 442.9 36.7 545.3
27.8 361.4 32.3 444.9 36.8 547.8
27.9 363.0 32.4 447.0 36.9 550.3
2S.0 364.7 32.5 449.1 37.0 552.8
28.1 366.4 32.6 451.2 37.] 555.4

368.1 32.7 453.0 3/.

2

558.0
28.3 369.8 32.8 455.3 37.3 560.6
28.4 371.6 32.9 457.4 37.4 563.2
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Te7upe-

Tatlire
Moisture

1 euipe-

ratiire
Moisture

' l^eiii'pe-

ratlire
Moisture

6i ..J obo.c QQ 7oy. /
Air41 .V oyo.o

o7.o Dbo.D QQ Qoy.o o^y.^ uyD.4
'7

o7. /
1 1 QQ Qoy.y ^^QO 1 4^. 1

^^QQ nbyy. /

o/.o o/o. /
AQA n zl9 9 TOQ n

o / .y 0/ U.O /in 1 OOO.U 4 9 Q 7HA Q

ooX O/o.b D41.U /1 9 /I 7AO
QC 1OO. 1 OOl .D

-194^.0 / i^.y
QQ O 4n /I Dl / .U 4 9 A

QOO.O Oo/ . 1
<^a:A aDOU.U 4 9 T4^. / / ly.a

QQ /I Ai^Q A 49 Q 709 Q

QQ ^OO.O ^Q9 "iU. /
^^^^ Q 49 Q 79A 1

QQoo.r: AC), ft Doy .u 4Q n4o.U 790 A

QQ "7OO. /
AQQ 1 Q ^^^^9 A 4Q 14o. 1 / CtZ.O

QQ COO.C C\f\C\ QDUU.o '±1 .u ^^r^^ AuUo.U 4Q 9 /OO.O
QQ Ooo.b dUo.u 4:1 .

1

DUO. 1
4Q Q4o.O / oy. /

QQ r» oUd.o r.Ti Qu ^ 1 .o 4Q A4o.4 T'/IQ 9

QQ 1 A^ 'A 4 Q A /4o.b
41.4 677 5 7^0 1

39.3 614.9 4L£ 680.7 43.7 753.5
39.4 617.8 41.6 683.8 43.8 757.0
39..5 620.e 41.7 687.0 43.9 760.41

39.6 623.^ 41.8 690.1 44.0 763.9

k
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Moisture. Rain. Evaporation

10 A. M. JO P. M. Mean.

1

Night. Day. Total

Atmo meter.

t

5 ^
'o

.1^

1

Dryness.

1
Dew

point.

1

i

Hygrometer.

j

Difference.

Quantity

of

moisture.

1??
Dew

Point

I

1

Quantity

of

moisture.

\

CO

5

'0

0
Q

10PM
to

lOAM

lOAM.
to

10 P.M. Tcta'

\

(3

'S
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Day. Ddi/ij ObscrvcitioHS.

1

2

3

4
5

6

7
8

9
10
11

12

13

14

15

16

17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31

Month J\j Observations.
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Temperature Pressure

Mmiai
Maxim

10

A.

M.

o

Barometer corrected to 32'^.. Faht.

10

A.

M.

o
Mean

Maxim

5
P.

M.
Mean

Minin Mean

of

Observa-

tions.

1

Monthly

mean.

1

-
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Radiation

10 A. M. lOP. M. Maxim

Light Winds

10 A.M. Noon 5 P.M.
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To the Editor of the Madras
Literary and Scientific JournaL

Sir,

I send you along witli tMs, some observations on a plant,

which has of late years justly claimed for itself,a considerable

share of attention among the medical profession.—If such

-(Communications are in accordance with theplanof the Madras
Journal, I trust you will give it a place in an early number,

as I am anxious to make known to the medical establish-

ment, the important discovery that the true Mudar is

a native of the Peninsula ; in the hope that some of those

favourably situated for such enquiries, may put its qualities

to the test of experience, and favour their brethren who
take an interest in it, with the result.

To the observations on Mudar, I have added a few others

on several species of the family of Asclepiadeee ; showing

that we have still much to learn respecting the properties of

this curious family of plants, and that w^e may expect from

it, when better known, some very valuable additions to the

Materia Medica ; and I may here add, to the commercial

resources of India. Some information of the latter descrip-

tion we already possess, in the works of that indefatigable

naturalist Dr. Roxburgh, but we have still much to learn

;

which is only to be obtained from the united efforts ofmany,
as no man, however diligent, can accomplish every thing,

particularly at a time like the present, when even to keep
pace with the stream of discovery, requires application of no
ordinary kind. It has been my wish in that part of my
essay, to endeavour to direct that stream into new chan-

nels, by collecting what is knov/n into one view, and re-

questing others to come forward with their discoveries

and observations on a subject so deeply interesting to us all,

as the alleviation of hunian suffering.

I take this opportunity of mentioning, that the present

essay may be viewed as an imperfect specimen, of a larger

work, which I have long contemplated, and for which I am
now collecting materials, as rapidly as my other avocations

will permit,—An Indian medical Botany.

The plan and object of this work is to give figures and
descriptions of Indian medical; and otherwise useful plants.
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grouped according to their natural affinities i embracing un-

der each order, a succinct accounct of the properties forwhich

it is remarkable, and under each species those which have

been discovered as belonging to it individually ; thus teach-

ing, if I may so express myself, both the theory and

practice of medical Botany, by reducing to a systematic

arrangement, the numerous detached facts which during

a long series of years have been accumulating
;
many of which

are now nearly lost, from the multiplicity of works through

which they are scattered. I am well aware that to complete

such a w^ork, requires leisure, and opportunities of consult-

ing rare and costly volumes, that do not fall to my lot

;

but to form the ground work by reducing to system all

that is easily accessible, is to lay the foundation of an edi-

fice which others can easily complete.

Trusting that the example of Dr. Wallich of Calcutta,

and of Mr. Malcolmson, both of whom have liberally offer-

ed their assistance, will be followed by my medical brethren

generally, I shall cheerfully continue the labours I have

commenced, in the hope of seeing them at no very distant

period^ crowned with success.

I remain, Sir,

yours &c.

Rob. Wight.
Bellary, 15th Nov. 1834.

///. Observations on Madar f CalotropisproceraJ, with

some remarks on the medical properties ofthe natural order

Asclepiadece. By Rob, Wight M. D. Surgeon Regt.

jy. L
The attention of the profession was directed some years

ago to the medical properties of the mudar plant, by seve-

ral papers on the subject published in Bengal, and in

part republished in the medical periodicals of Europe. The
writers of these papers, gave such favorable accounts of its

virtues in the cure of disease, that many others w^ere induc-
ed to try it, both in this country and in Europe. The trials

made in the Carnatic, with the Mudar of the country, did
not tend to confirm the favourable accounts given of it by
the Bengal medical officers, nor did the effects produced,
correspond with their accounts, or with those published in
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Europe by medical men who had employed it there, from

specimens of the medicine sent from Bengal. These very

unexpected results, gave rise to a suspicion that the Ben-
gal and Carnatic plants were different species, which was

afterwards proved to be the case ; first, I believe, by the

late Dr. Buchanan Hamilton, who called the one Calotropis

(asclepiasJ gigantea, the other C. procera—(the true Mu-
dar of Bengal). It now only remained to determine, whe-
ther the C. procera was a native of the peninsula, and if

so, the marks by which it might be distinguished from the

other, which it so much resembles in general appearance^

as to have been long confounded with it.—It is the object

of this communication to determine these points.

The Calotropis procera abounds in the ceded districts to

the almost entire exclusion of the gigantea, and is found

here in all soils, while the other is equally abundant on the

coast. It is not improbable I think, that the procera will

be found in every district where Trap formations are

indicated by the presence of black cotton soil, and that it

will be found in such situations in the Carnatic

if not prevented by an unfavourable climate. This

point however can only be determined by future obser-

vations, which will require to be made with some

care, as the two plants are so much alike in their ge-

neral aspect, that they cannot with certainty be distin-

guished unless in flower ; and then they canbe distinguish-

ed at a glance, even before the flowers are full blown.

Previous to detailing the characters of the genus and of

these two species, it appears advisable to give some account

of the natural order to which they belong.

The AsclepiaderB rank in the Linnean Natural Order
Contortce, and in Jussieus' eleventh class, characterised by
having a monopetalous inferior corolla with distinct an-

thers. In the sexual system they were arranged by Linnaeus

in the class Pentandria, order Digijnia, an arrangement

that has been followed by most authors, though objected to

by some, who thought that they would be better placed^ in

Monadelphia or G tjnandria. The characters of this order

first established by Mr. Brown, are : Calyx 5 cleft, corolla of

one petal, variously cleft. Stainens 5, filaaients usually flat.
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snrrouRcling the styles and ovaries. Anthers often ending in

a niemhranous pointy, resting on the stigma, each edge ex-

tended into a projecting angle or wing, (very conspicuous in

calotropis,) furnished within, with two pollen cells, opening

laterally. Pollen, with a few exceptions, composed of ll>

waxy looking masses, which when arrived at maturity are

attached either by their base or apex, (pendulous or erect)

in pairs, to 5 small, dark shining glands, pfoced on the

angles of the stigma, opposite to as many furrows (sulci)

between the wings of the anthers, (these furrows perform an

important function in the impregnation of the asclepiadese).

Ovaries two, superior, one celled, with numerous ovules, styles

united at the apex, into a single large stigma. Stigma

usually flattened or slightly convex, rarely terminating in a

lengthened beak. Fruit a follicle, or one ceiled capsule

opening on one side only. Seeds numerous, imbricated,

compressed, often bound by a membranous margin, and

with one or two exceptions, furnished with a tuft of down
at the apex. Plants milky, herhacious or shnibby, twining

or erect, leaves opposite, entire ; peduncles lateral (from
between the insertio7is of the leavesJ, flowers usually

'umbelled.

In addition to these more constant characters, the

staminal column is often furnished with 5 variously shaped

leaves. Nectaries Lin.

—

Htar.iinal crown Brown. They are

sometimes wanting on the stamens, and are then generally

found on the corolla, alternating with its lobes. When
present on the stamens, they are attached to the filaments.

They vary much in their form and mode of attachment

in diiierent genera, and afford good generic eharacters when

taken in connexion with the erect transverse or pendulous

position of the pollen masses, and often the best specific

distinctions.

Such are the usual characters of tlie true ascle-

liiadecE. They differ from the Apocynece., with which Jus-

sieu united them, principally in the form and structure of

their stamens and pollen, but approach them by a sub-order

FeriplocecB Brown, in which the pollen is granular, enclosed

n 5 membranous sacks opening outwards, and not attached

to the stigma by glands.
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The g'eniis Calotropis (Brown) ranges in the section with
pendulous pollen masses, and is readily known by having its

coronal leaves r^volute at the base, adhering by the edge
their whole length to the filaments, and by its short thick
inflated smooth follicles. The plants shrubby, very rarely her-
barious, erect, clothed with white pulverulent down.

C. gigantea. Corolla deeply 5 cleft, segments reflexed,

revolute on the margin ; crown leaves shorter than the
staminal column, flattened and obtusely 3 lobed at the apex

;

flower bud before expansion, ovate, obtuse.

C. procera. Corolla somewhat bell shaped, 5 cleft, segments
pointed, crov/n leaves equaling the staminal column, truncat-

ed at the apex ; flower bud before expansion globular.

The corolla in this species does not become reflexed, nor

the segments revolute on the margin as in the former.

These characters will always, I believe, distinguish the

plants separately ; when seen together, they cannot be mis-

taken. The much larger, pale coloured, reflexed corolla

of the former, with its coronal leaflets shorter than the

column, broader in the middle and gradually narrowing

tov/ards the flattened apex when compared with the smaller,

bright coloured, bell shaped corolla of the latter, with its co-

ronal leaflets nearly the same breadth throughout andappear-

ing as if cut off square with the apex of the stigma, marks

at once the difference. When the flowers are in bud only, the

lengthened form of the buds of the former, compared with

the globose form of the latter, is equally characteristic. In

addition to these more certain marks, the leaves of the latter

are broader at the base, having more the true heart shape

than the former, in which they sometimes even approach to

cuniate, but this is a very uncertain m^ark.

In the above descriptions, I have not adopted the con-

densed style of botanical writings, from a desire to present

the subject in a form so familiar as to be readily understood

by those who have not made Botany their study, and the

accompanying figures will I trust render any further descrip-

tion of the plants unnecessary.

The medical virtues assigned to these plants are very

various, and the benefits said to be drived from their use more

numerous, than, I fear, we will find it easy to substantiate
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Roxburgh says, in his Flora Indica, the natives apply

the milky juice to various medical purposes, besides which,

they employ the plant itself, and the preparations thereof, to

cure all kinds of fits ; epilepsy, hysterics, convulsions,

spasmodic disorders, such as locked jaw, convulsions in

children, paralytic complaints cold sweats, poisonous bites,

and venereal complaints." Dr. Ainslie says of his P^ullerkoo

(pale asclepias gigantea), " the bark is warmish, and when
powdered and mixed with a certain portion of margosa oil,

is used as an external application in rheumatic affections ;

that the milky juice is considered alterative and aperient.

Of his Yercmn vayer (the root of the darker coloured kind)

that, this pale coloured bark is bitter and somewhat warm to

the taste ; a decoction of it is given occasionally as a gentle

stimulant in fevers, and in dyspeptic complaints. The
milky juice called Yerciim paul, the Tamul practitioners

reckon among their purges." As the Yercum is the darker

flowered variety of the Calotropis gigantea, corresponding

in that respect with C. procera, part of the virtues assigned

to it may perhaps properly belong to the Procera.

The following remarks on the medical uses of Mudar, I

copied several years ago from a review in Johnson's Medico
Chirurgical Journal, of a paper on Elephantiasis by Mr.
Robinson of the Bengal medical service. Mr. R. in-

forms us, that Mr. Playfair of the Bengal medical

service, in speaking ofthe Mudar, emphatically describes

it as a vegetable mercury, specific in the cure of lues, le-

prosy, and cutaneous eruptions in general, the most power-

ful alterative perhaps known, an excellent deobstruent. In

all affections of the skin says he, * I have found it very effec-

tual, and in the Jagara or Leprosy of the joints, I have

never failed to heal up all the sores and often have produced

a perfect cure. In Elephantiasis, Mr. Robinson agrees with

Mr. Playfair that the Mudar is possessed of great virtues, he

can also bear witness to its powerful effects as a deobstru-

ent, and sudorific in almost all cutaneous eruptions arising

from obstructed perspiration, and in apathy of the extreme

vessels. It causes a sense of heat in the stomach, which

rapidly pervades every part of the system, and prodiices a

titillating feel upon the skin, from the renewed circulation
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through the extreme vessels. It is inadmissible where the

affection is inflammatory or the eruption pustular. He
cannot recommend it as a substitute for mercury in the other

complaints for which Mr. Playfair recommends it, but he

considers it an admirable ally. Where mercury has been

used, but cannot be pushed further, the Mudar rapidly re-

cruits the constitution, heals the ulcers, removes the botch-

es from the skin, and perfects the cure. The Bark
of the root is the only part used in medicine, and

should be gathered in March, April, and May. When well

dried it is easily reduced to powder, ofwhich the dose is from

three to ten grains." Since these remarks were published

several additions to our stock of information regarding this

plant have been made, to which I have not access at pre-

sent.* I more particularly refer to a paper on the sub-

ject by the late Dr. Duncan junior in the Edinburgh Medi-
cal and Surgical Journal for the year 1829-30, detailing the

result of trials made by him in the royal infirmary of that

place with remarks on its chemical analysis.

The native Doctors in this part of the country inform me,

that the juice of the root causes violent vomiting and purging

when taken in considerable doses ; that they are in the

habit of using the milky juice of the stem as an embroca-

tion to discuss swellings caused by sprains and bruises, and

also for relieving rheumatic pains. A more mischievous

use of it is to induce abortion ; it is said to produce the ef-

fect in the course of a few hours. The fact of this criminal

employment of local stimulant applications by the natives

I have long known, but did not know before that the Mudar
was so applied. Poultices of the boiled leaves are applied to

discuss glandular swellings, particularly about the neck,

caused by cold. It is evident from this account that

they have a very imperfect knowledge of its most valuable

medical properties. This is not to be wondered at, consi-

dering their love of polypharmacy, which induces them to

combine into a single prescription the most heterogeneous in-

gredients. Of the compound forms in what they use the milk,

the simplest I could discover, was a liniment composed of

equal parts of it and Margosa oil boiled together. The juice

* S<je note at the end of this paper. Ed.
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coagulates and comes to the top, and is removed : the clear

oil which remains is supposed to be a powerful remedy against

paralysis of the limbs. Perhaps the friction required in its

application is of m.ore use than the medicine. In some of

the other combinations in which it is supposed to act a pro-

minent part ; it seems next to impossible to recognize its

presence, being previously exposed to the action of fire two

or three diiferent times, so that unless it contains a notable

quantity of saline matter, which is brought into a state of

activity by the process, there is every reason to believe it

altogether lost. It certainly does contain an alcaline ingre-

dient, which has received the name of Mudarine, butv/hether

it can be separated by such rude processes, I am unable to

determine. If there is any reliance to be placed on the infor-

mation above quoted from Roxburgh ; it affords an interest-

ing confirmation of a doctrine, becoming daily more firmly

established ; that spasmodic actions are produced by local

congestions on the nerves supplying the affected muscles,

which are removed by the powerful action of the medicine on

the extreme vessels as particularly pointed outby Mr. Robin-

son. To the testimonies now adduced I have only to add, that

I many years ago prescribed the C gigantea in a case of

Elephantiasis, but without producing any effect on the dis-

ease. After a few days use, it caused an intense itching

anddrawing sensation on the skin, butnoother effectsofar at

least as I can recollect, and I have not now my notes of the

case to consult.

x\s my object in this paper is rather to make known the

plants, for the sake of others who may wish to investigate

their properties, than to attempt to write a medical history

of them myself; I shall here leave the subject in the hands

of those w^ho have better opportunities of following it out,

to supply what I have left defective, and proceed to make a

few observations on the properties of the order generally, sofar

as they are yet known, particularly of those species, natives

of this country, with which we are more immediately interest-

ed. I do this as affording an example of the truth of a re-

mark, in the review of Mr. Royle's work in your last number,
that plants of the same natural order are generally found
to possess properties similar in kind. This rule, I think T
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shall be able to show, though true in the main^ has^ like all

other general rules^ its exceptions.

Milky plants, generally, are viewed with suspicion, so great

a proportion of them being endowed with acrid properties,

and the asclepiadeas, more particularly the roots, are suppos-

ed to possess these in an eminent degree, from so many of

them acting as emetics, purgatives, sudorifics, &c. Professor

DeCanclolIe states, that the Asclepias decumbent of America,
has the singular property of exciting general perspiration

without increasing in any perceptible degree the heat of the

body, and is on that account constantly employed in Virginia

for the cure of pleurisy. In this country, we have several

species, besides the mudar, the roots of which possess emetic

and diaphoretic properties, and may at all times be used as

substitutes for ipecacuana in either capacity, particularly in

the cure of dysenteric affections, and also in many others

for which that well known medicine is in daily use. The
following list extracted from the works of Ainslie and

Roxburgh contains a few of the principal of these, and no

doubt there are many more in India, though unknown to us.

Our ignorance of them is, perhaps^ partly owing to the dif-

ficulty of distinguishing the plants, on account of their

structure, till explained by Mr. Brown, being so little

understood, that it was almost impossible to give an

intelligible generic character ; which will be apparent

from the synonyms which I have added, from these

authors, to the present names, and from the fact that Rox-
burgh has only described 31 species of the order found in

India, out ofnearly 150 species that actually exist. Now, that

that difficulty is removed, it is to be hoped we will soon receive

great accessions to our knowledge of the medicinal properties

and uses of this very curious order.

Present names. Ainslie^s, Roxhiirgh^s.

Calotropis Asclepias Asclepias

gigantea

procera

gigantea gigantea

Tylophora
teneuissima

asthmatica

Asclepias

prolifera

Asclepias,

volubilis

Asclepias

tenuissima

Asclepias

asthmatica
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Present names, Ainslie's. Roxburgh's,

Hoya Asclepias Asclepias

veridiflora vomitoria volubilis

DfEinia Cynanchiim Asclepias

extensa extensum echenata

Gymnema Periploca Asclepias ^

sylvestris sylvestris gemenata

Secamone Periploca I
this plant is not mentioned

^
,

^ ^. Tirr.-i 1 y by either Hoxburgh or

emetica emetica VViid. <^ Ainsiie.

Hemidismus Periploca Aselepias

indica indica pseudo sarsa.

I shall add a few remarks on each of these species except

the two first, extracting as I go along the remarks of Ainsiie

and Roxburgh.

Tylophora tenuissima and asthmatica : of these two spe-

cies the last is by far the most common, and I believe the

most valuable. It is found in every part of India that I have

yet visited, growing in all soils, but most abundant in sandy

soil near the coast. It is a twining plant with rather small

pale purplish flowers, usually coming off in tufts of three or

four together from a common flower stalk, but, except in old

clusters, all so near the apex, that this arrangement is not

easily observed unless closely looked for. I believe the leaves

are the palla kuray (asclepias volubilis) of Ainsiie, but of that

I am not quite certain. If so, it is rather remarkable that the

leaves should be used as greens, while the root affords such
an active medicine as this does. It is the true Asclepias vo-
mitoria of Koinig, which I ascertained by the examination of

his own specimens so named.—The plant so named by Ains-
iie differs v/iclely in appearance, though possessed of some-
v/hat similar properties. Roxburgh in his Flora Indica ob-
serves regarding this plant, that " on the coast of Coromandel,
the roots have often been used as a substitute for ipecacuana^

I have also often prescribed it myself and always found it

answer as well as I could expect ipecacuana to do ; I have al-

go often had very favourable reports of its effects from others.

It was a very useful medicine with our Europeans who were
unfortunately prisoners with Hyder Ali, during the war of
1780—81—82 and 83. In a pretty large dose it answered as
an emetic ; in smaller doses often repeated, as a cathartic

;

and in both ways very effectually." He adds, " that owing to
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the loss of his notes made when in large practice at the

general hospital at Madras in ] 776, 77 and 78, he cannot

be so full on the virtues of this valuable and much neg-

lected root as he could wish ; but has no doubt that it

would answer every purpose of ipecacuana." The natives

also employ it as an emetic ; the bark of about three or four

inches of the fresh root they rub on a stone and mix with a

little water for a dose ; it generally purges at the same time."

To this is added a note from Dr. Russel who informs Rox-
burgh, that Dr. Anderson, Physician General at Madras^

had for many years before known it used both by European

and Native troops in the d3^sentery w^hich at that time hap-

pened to be epidemic in the camp. The store of ipecacuana

had, it seems, been wholly expended, and Dr. A. finding the

practice of the black doctors much more successful than his

own, acknowledged that he was not ashamed to take in-

struction from them; which he pursued with success!" As
it is certainly an article of the Hindoo materia medica

highly deserving of attention," I shall endeavour to make it

better known by sending a drawing for insertion in a future

number.

The Tylophora tenuissima is a smaller and much rarer

plant ; it is the Nanjarapanjan of Ainslie ; the powdered

roots of it are used as an emetic^

Hoya veridifiora (cooringa, Ainslie), This like the true

asclepias vomitoria. is a very common and widely distribut-

ed plant. Ainslie informs us that the ''root is prized for

its expectorant and diaphoretic qualities—an infusion of the

root is prescribed as an emetic to children who are troubled

with phlegm, and also in fiux cases in which it would appear

to prove beneficial by possessing virtues similar to our

ipecacuana :" a decoction of the leaves is given in cases of

indigestion and is said to act as a mild aperient.

Deemia extensa (vaylie partie, Ainslie). This like the

preceding is a widely distributed plant easily known from all

the asclepiadea) of India, by its follicles being covered with

soft fieshy inoffensive prickles, ''hedge-hogged" Uoxb. whence

his name echinata.—The juice of the leaves of this plant is

said to possess both emetic and purgative qualities, and to
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be particularly useful in jaundice ;—nothing more seems
known concerning it.

Gymnema Sylvestris (f?erroo canchorie vayer, x^inslie).

This twining plant tho' less abundant than the preceding is

not uncommon. It is known by its dense clusters of small

yellow flowers. The root is bitter and supposed by the na-

tives to possess virtues against snake bite. It is given in

decoction and the powder is applied to the bitten part. It

is supposed by the Cyngalese to possess virtues similar to

ipecacuana. (Ainslie.)

Secamone emetica : this plant was altogether unknown to

Roxburgh, though not uncommon in the southern provinces

of the peninsula in jungles near the foot of the hills. He sup^

posed that it might be a narrow leaved variety of the next

from w^hich it is most distinct, neither is it mentianed by
Ainslie, which surprises me. The natives, in the districtg

where it grows, seem to be generally aware that its roots are

powerfully emetic ; their information on that head, communi-
cated to Dr. Koinig and myself at a long interval being

the same, I consider satisfactory evidence of the fact.

Hemidismus indica (Nunnari vayer, Ainslie). A very com-
mon plant, now well known from being in general use in

our hospitals under the name of country sarsaparilla. The
root has a thin dry outside, and a thick mucilaginous in-

side bark, and does not seem to possess any of the emetic or

purgative properties of the preceding species and is con-

sequently, apparently at least, an exception to the rule ; I say

apparently, for the difference may be in degree only, not in

kind.

I have now I think adduced sufficient evidence to prove,

both the similarity and the value ofthe medicinal virtues resid-

ing in the roots of a large proportion of the plants of this order

:

Yv^e have less information concerning the parts exposed to the

action of air and light, but we do know that Ceropegia bubosa

is eat by the natives both raw and dressed, that C. juncea
is made into pickles and generally used in that form, as well

as eat raw ; and that the young shoots of Sarcostemma
(^C3manchum) vim,male,{Kr\dL\c\i\YiQ., Ainslie) Ascleplas acicta

Ro.rb. is eat by the natives. Roxburgh remarks of it, that it

aiTords; a larger quantity of very fine milky juice than any other
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plant he knows ; that it is of a mild nature and acid taste,

and that native travellers often suck the tender shoots to al-

lay thirst. It is a twiner scarcely distinguishable from the

milk hedge, except by its twining habit and clusters of white

flowers on the ends of the branches.—To these examples from

the continental flora, we may add, that the milky juice of

GymnemafAsclepiasJ /ac^i/erwrn, a Ceylon plant very closely

resembling our G. sylvestris, is said to be so abundant and

mild that the Cyngalese constantly use it in place of milk.

If it be allowable in such a case to draw extended conclusi-

ons from a few facts, I think we may fairly infer, that two sets

of properties reside in these plants : that the roots contain

those of an acrid character, while the stem and leaves pos-

sess those of a mild or tonic description ; these differences de-

pending, perhaps, on the juicesof the stem beingmore perfectly

elaborated by exposure to air andlight than those ofthe root.

' I shall now conclude these remarks, which greatly exceed

the limits originally intended, by expressing a hope that

some of your readers whose tastes and talents qualify them
for such enquiries, may take up the subject and communicate
the result. There is a' wide but little cultivated field before

them, from which we may expect a rich harvest of valuable

discoveries, towards the securing of which, I shall cheerfully

lend my aid in naming, when necessary, the plants that

have been subjects of experiment and observation.

Bellary, 1 5th JS^ovemher, 1834.

P. S. For the purpose of affording a practical illustra-

tion of the statement with which I have concluded the fore-

going observations, I shall add one fact, known I believe

to few Europeans, namely ; that the Hindoos of the Carnatic,

almost invariably give to their infants when only a few days

old, a considerable quantity, in doses of tw^o or three drops,

of the juice of the milk-hedge, as a charm or prophylactic

against the attack of a disease they call chowa or Tchuva,

apparently, judging from their description, <)f an imaginary

nature. To deprive the juice of its acrid corrosive properties,

and fit it for this delicate application, the young shoots are

slightly roasted, which opens the pores, and allow^s a clear

watery juice to be wrung through them. What renders it

various that infants so young, should survive such treatment.
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is, that tlie juice still retains so much of its acrid properties,

that about aii ounce of it,proves adrastic cathartic for a strong

man, and mixed with a few grains of black pepper, one often

used. The juice procured is slightly mucilagenous, of a green-

ish colour, and perfectly transparent. To the taste it is first

insipid and then saline and acidulous. It eiFervesces with

alcalies, and on being treated with a solution of nitrate of

silver throws down a very copious white precipitate which

soon turns black on exposure to the light ; muriate of copper

immediately changes it to green. The acid is therefore

muriatic. The salt v/hich imparts the taste, I have not yet

ascertained, but from some rude chemical experiments

which I m.ade on the juice, I believe the subject well worthy

the attention of your chemical readers : and think some

interesting additions to our knowledge of vegetable chemis-

try, might be obtained from a careful analysis of the juices

of the milky plants which abound in this country. Under

this conviction I would strongly recommend those w^ho have

made chemistry their study, to devote some portion of their

leisure to this investigation, as important medical as well

as otherwise useful discoveries may result from the enquiry.

W. R.

NOTE.
Mr. Robinson's paper above referred to, is to be found in the Medico

CbirurgicalTransactions of London vol. X. page 27. Mr. Robinson^
considers " the world at large deeply indeblei to Mr. Playfair for

the discovery of the most valuable medicine hitherto derived from
the vegetable kingdom," although he does concur with him, in as-

cribing to it ail the virtues that gentleman supposed it to possess.

There is a very elaborate paper on the virtues of Mudar by Mr.
Playfair, in the Ist volume of the Tranactions of the Medical and
I'hysical Society of Calcutta, detailing a variety of cases treated
with it by himself and other practitioners during a long series of years.

It is remarkable that in the botanical description in that paper, fur-

nished by Dr. Buchanan Hamilton, the Asclepias ;;ro<-era and Asclepias
gigmitea occur as synonyms, but with the mark ? after each.

i3r. Cumin in the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal for

October 1827, in detailing five cases which were treated with Mudar
in the Lock Hospital, Glasgow, says "In two it produced no benefit,

in two it seemed lo contribute to a successful result, and in one I am
inclined to ascribe to it tlie completion of the cure. Being in its

nature an alterative, though one of a highly concentrated character,
many trials must be made, anda/ow./^- period must €lcq)>-:e before its

virtues- can be ^atiyfactorib/ aHcertoinedr He continues, ''Let us
therefore not tlirow ;i>ide the Mudar with n(?glecr, but be encouraged
to make trial of iliis drug, which is productive of no dcleteriouts el-
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fects and promises to be a valuable acquisition in many unmanageable
forms of disease." It should be particularly observed that he
never prescribed more than three or five grains, as in larger doses
it acts as an emetic and its alterative effects are not obtained.

There is an interesting paper in the same journal for July 1829, by
Br." Duncan junior, on the chemical com^position and properties of
Mudar. Dr. D. in that paper arrives at the conclusion, that in every
respect the action of the Mudar is similar to those of ipecacuan. The
peculiar proximate principle contained in it,possesses the singular pro-
perty of being soluble in cold water and gelatinising when heated to
80o or 90o Farh. It excites speedy and abundant vomi ling in the dose
of one grain repeated to the third time.

There are two cases given in the 6th volume of the Medical and
Physical Transactions of Calcutta—one an ulcer of twelve months
standing, and upwards of sixteen inches in circumference in which
all the former treatment had failed but yielded to two drachms and a
half of the Mudar, given by Mr. L. Geddes of the Madras service.

The other treated by Dr. H. Mackenzie was " a native boy aged 13

who had been ill twelve months with inveterate ulcers—the bones of
the left forearm were bare and in a state of caries, there were numer-
ous ulcers affording a very profuse discharge and sinuses about the
forearm and elbow ; the patient was miserably reduced and unable to

stand. He had tried all the ordinary resources of the district without
benefit." The Mudar was given in small doses, and at the end of

five weeks from the time he had begun to take it, all the sores

had healed and the boy was able to walk about.

In a paper read May 182S by Mr. Twining before the Medical and
Physical Society of Calcutta, of which an abstract is given in the so-

ciety's circular for that month, he says " Mudar has been found very
serviceable where the constitution has been injured by the improper
exhibition of mercury or other violent remedies, and it has cured
where Sarsaparilla has failed; at the same time it is observed, that it

has happened in two or three cases out of near fifty, that Mudar has,

after a time, ceased to act favourably." '* In other cases, where mer-
cury had been often used, but its employment omitted for many months,
the patient remaining in misery, with severe pains and open ulcers-—
the Mudar has alone effected a cure."

The paper does not appear to have been published in this country :

the following extract from the address of the Earl of Stanhope, as
president of the Medico Botanical Society of London, at the Anniver-
sary Meeting in January 1 830, perhaps,affords an explanation of its

not being inserted in the Calcutta Transactions. " It remains for me
to speak of an admirable paper of Mr. Twining at Calcutta, of which
the first part was read at a Meeting of this Society, and will be found,
from its merits and importance, to be eminently entitled to the Gold
Medal, unless it should already have been published, a point upon
which we are not at present informed. It relates to a species of
asclepias, which is common in Hindoostan, where it is known by the
name of il/wrfar, and is an active, valuable, and safe Medicine, that
may be employed in many cases of chronic disease. The milky juice
of the plant operates as a violent cathartic, but is used externally to
promote suppuration, and for the cure of the herpes serpigo, as the

I
leaves are also in cases of rheumatism. The dried flowers, and the

I

inner bark of the root, in powder, are considered of service in anasar-

I
ca and the ascites of mere debility ; and its root, in powder is also

1; administered in eruptions and other complaints. It thus appears

I
that several parts of the plant are medicinal, but Mr. Twining
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employed only the inner bark of the root, in powder ; and the com-
plaints in which it was attended with success (though in many in-

stances they had long remained intractable and had resisted other
medicines) were ulcers, even such as were attended with caries of the
bones, cutaneous eruptions, and nodes or a thickened state of the
periosteum. It was given in small doses, sometimes of one or two
grains, and was most etFectualwhen the patient had no febrile tendency
was not ofa plethoric habit, and adopted a proper regimen. The author
relates, with a minuteness and accuracy which are as honorable to

himself as they are satisfactory to others, the symptoms and treat-

ment of nine cases in which Mudar was administered alone, and of
seven in which it was combined with sarsaparilla, which ' assists,

modifies, and directs,' its effects, and promotes the cure by preventing
or diminivshing the irritability of the constitution. It had been tried

with success in thirty-five cases by Mr. Egerton, Surgeon to the Eye
Infirmary at Calcutta ; and the ten cases, in which it was given by the
former without benefit, were of patients who were plethoric, inclined
to fever, or of an irritable habit. The author gives, also, the analysis

of the Madar powder, which can be procured from Mr. Mackenzie,
No. 78, Cornhill."

Dr. Duncan observes, that " by almost all the writers on the sub-
ject, it is said to be the root of the Asclepias gigantea. But this is

a mistake. Dr. Francis Hamilton has, in his learned commentary on
the Second part of the Hortus Malabaricus, described the species of
the genus Asclepias; L. (CalotropiSjBrown), which he found in India.

They are three in number."
" Calotropis gigantea is the Erica of the Hortus Malabaricus, the

Madorius of Rumphius, the Akhund of the Hindoos."
" To the second he gives doubtfully the trivial name of procera, as

if uncertain whether it were the very species described by Welldenow,
which is indigenous in Persia. It would appear that he afterwards
considered them as distinct species, and gave to the Indian plant the
name of Calotropis mudarii. It is the Madar of the Hindoos. The
more detailed description inserted in Mr. Playfair's paper is also by
Dr. Hamilton."

" But the most accurate botanical information concerning the plant
w^hich furnishes the Madar, as to its diagnosis from C. gigantea, is

contained in the printed circular notice of the proceedings of the Cal-
cutta Medical and Physical Society for March 1824. For a series of
these very interesting papers, I am indebted to the kind attention of
Dr. Adam, secretary to the society." The following extract from the
circular corresponds accurately with Dr. Wight's descriptions, and
although it may be still doubtful, whether the Mudar is the same
species as that to which the specific name of procera was originally

given, no ditficulty can hereafter be experienced, in ascertaining the
plants to which medicinal virtues have been ascribed. " Dr. Wallich
exhibited specimens, in full flower, of the varieties of Asclepias term-
ed by the Natives Mudar and Akhund^ and explained to the meeting
the characters which distinguish each. The former is the genuine
one described by Mr. Playfair, as useful in elephantiasis and other
cutaneous affections. It is a small plant, having a perennial root, but
an annual stem, while the ahkund, (both the purple and white flower-

ed,) attains comparatively a great height, and is altogether perennial.

The flowers of the Mudar form a cuplike corolla, while those of the
Akhu7id are reflected on themselves. The Mudar is not found indi-

genous below the Province of Bahar, and affects chiefly dry sandy
soils

i
while the other variety is common all over the country, and
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flourishes in great perfection in Bengal Proper^ Tliey have been
lately termed, (by Hamilton,) Ca/o^ropz^ mudari, diUd. Calotropis gi-

gantea. Dr. W. concluded by observing, that nothing can be more ais-

tract in habit, duration, and tiowcra, than these two plants : in medi-
cinal virtues, they are probably still more different."

" The confusion in which the subject illustrated by Dr. Wight is still

involved, appears from the fact, that Dr. "Whitelaw Ainsiie in the

last edition of his Indian Materia Medica represents the asciepias gi-

gantca as the true Mudar ; and in a paper on Elephantiasis published
in the tirst volume of the Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society,

which has been much admired for the accurate research displayed by
its author, the same mistake is repeated. As the transactions of the

parent Society are not generally accessible, and for the sake of Mr,
Colebrooke's notes,the following extract from the first volume is here
inserted. It is singular that the transactions of the Calcutta Medical
and Physical Society are twice referred founder the name of the
* Edinburgh Medical Transactions," a mistake which could not possi-

bly have originated with the author. " But of all the alterative and
deobstruent remedies employed by the native practitioners of India

in this complaint, none is of equal repute with the concrete milky
juice of the plant called by the Tamools Fercant (Asciepias gigmitea) \

it exudes from the leaves and tender shoots on being pricked, and
has at first somewhat the appearance of cream; but on drying be-

comes a little darker coloured, and has a rather nauseous and acrid

taste : the dose is about a quarter of a gold pagoda weight, given
twice daily, together with a little sulphur, and, continued, for some
weeks. The plant is termed, in Sanscrit, ^rc«, also Vdnuca, and
Pratdpasa.^ In the Canarese language it is Vecddd ; in Hindustani
it is named ikra(i«r;t in Dukhini, .^/rr.? ; in Javanese, fFdduri ; and
in Ai-abic, U'sher, according to Avicenna (2H3), though it would
appear that in Arabia Felix, the Asciepias giganteaX has got
the appellation of Oschar, which, however, may be a corruptioii

cf the same word. In the Materia Medica of Hindustan, above
cited, wdiich I published at Madras in 181 3, will be found (page TiS)

some account of the yercam plant [Asciepias gigantea), and its use
amongst the Hindu doctors; also some notice of what has been by
some considered as a variety of the same plant, and termed in Tamooi
Vallerkd ; but I have since had reason to believe that this last is of a
different genus altogether, and what was named by the late excellent

Dr. Klein, of Tranquebar, Exacum hijssopifolium, and is in ail pro-
bability that which is said to be often confounded with the true A.sclc-

pias gigantea, in the upper provinces of India, and there called

Aka?id.^ I have said, that the dried milky juice of the ^^'c/epja-s' ^^e-

gantea was considered in southern India as powerfully alterative ; and
late accounts, which I have recived from that country, tend the more,

to convince me of it : I should therefore venture a query, whether,
as snrb, it might not be tried in cancer, that most intractable of all

* 'i'iie Area or k a^uca, is cue rusy variety
; the Pratapasa ox Alarca, is the

TNhite sort.—H. T. C."
" t Jj'rom the Sanscrit, Manddra.—H. T. C."

I The reader wiii tiud farther notice of th^s plant in Spvingel's "Rei Herbari^s'
vol. "i. 25ii, 253 ; also in " Abu Hamfa abud Strap" cap. 5L> ; also in " Atpinus*

"
^ In the Hortus Bengalensis, published by Dr. Carey, from Dr. lioxburgh's

M.S, Akaiid is given as the Hindi uaiue ot Aaciepias i/t(/antea,"
*
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inaladieSo The baric of the root of the Asckpias gigayttea, as it appears
in the bazars of lower India, is of a pale colour, and has a bitter, and
somewhat nauseous and pungent taste the natives consider it as al-

terative; also as a gentle stimulant, taken in decoction to the quantity
of two table-spoonfuls twice daily : and Rheede, in his Hortus Mala-
bariciis* where the plant is mentioned under the appellation of Ericu,
says, that a decoction of its root is given in intermittent fever, and i.ii

those swellings of the limbs which women sometimes have after con-
finement. The powder of the bark of the root of the asckpias gigan-
I'eff, called in Bengal ffi«c/ar powder, has been highly extolled of late

as a valuable remedy in lues venerea, leprosy, and cutaneous diseasets

in general. Mr. Playfair, in a paper ah'cady mentioned, and which
may be seen in the first volume of the Edinburgh Medical Transacti-
ons, goes so far as to say that it is one of the most useful medicines
hitherto derived from the vegetable kingdom ; and it would seem, by
an excellent paper on Ekphantiasis as it appears in Hindustv.n,^''

by Mr. Robinson, that he also bears witness to its powerful eliects as
a deobstruent and sudorific, in almost all cutaneous eruptions ; the
dose of this powder is from three grains to ten."t

IV.

—

4 description ofa setofBalances madefor thefvrpose of
delicate weighing; illustrated by drawings. By Lieut. J.

Braddock.

Editor of the Madras Journal of Literature & Science,

Sir,

I have the pleasure to send you a description and draw-

ings of a set of balances which I made a few years ago for

the purpose of delicate weighing. My object in constiuct-

ing them being efficiency with simplicity of parts they are

not so elaborately finished as delicate balances usually are,

but they are fully adequate to all the purposes of the private

experimentalist, who is not supposed to have his finer ba-

lances in continual daily use.

2. The mechanical principles of the balance are too well

understood to require a detail of them. I shall therefore sim-

ply mention that the knife edge of the fulcrum and the points

suspending the scale pans must lie in a right hne ; and that

the centre of gravity of the beam must not be above this

line or the beam will overset, nor must it be too much below

the line, or the vibrations of the beam will be too rapid, and

the delicacy of the balance will be diminished and impaired.

3. I have four balances for weighing all quantities from

* See Hortus Malabancus part ii. page 55^

t Trans.ictions ot the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Ent^in, Vol. \

Page 300.
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one grain to ten thousand. They have one support and one
glass case in common to them ail : the beams not required

are kept in a box fitting in at the back of the glass case, so

that they are always at hand. Fig. 12 is a perspective sketch

of the case with one of the balances mounted. The figure

jSpeaks for itself.—=It has a glass slide to close the front,

and the usual contrivances of an assay balance for reli eving

the beam and scale pans, and for adjusting the level.

4. The most delicate balance that I have is used for

weights not exceeding 10 or 20 grains. It is made simply

of a piece of well seasoned, clean, straight grained fir ; and

figure 1 is a representation of it. The knife edge works on

a plane of agate ; it is made of steel and was tempered as a

workman would say " dead hard," being afterwards very

carefully sharpened on a hone, and examined by a micros-

cope. The edge is a perfectly straight line, smooth, well

defined, not wiry, not a sharp cutting edge but rather slight-

ly round, so that it may be firm enough to withstand the

wear and tear that may be required of it, and yet be nothing

more than a line, presenting no resistance, but acted on

when in the beam by the slightest weight. Figure 2 repre-

sents the fulcrum and the centre part of the beam of the

real size : the brass a, is screwed down by the screws b, b

having a plate of brass c, under them to prevent the heads

penetrating the wood. The beam d, is notched out for the

fulcrum e, to lay in, and the brass a, very securely fixes it in

its position, care being taken that the notch is made at a right

angle, and that it is not too deep. The fulcrum should por-

ject a little above the beam so that the securing brass a, may
press firmly upon it. The points a, a, fig. 1 were put in at

as nearly equal distances from the centre as could be mea-

sured by a pair of compasses ; for I did not intend the beam
to be a balance of perfect equipoise, knowing the extreme

difnculty of adjustment to quantities so minute as y oVot^

or -3 oVoth part of a grain.

5. Fig. 3, shews one end of this balance of the real size.

The point a, is a piece of hardened steel wire with a screw on

it, screwing up tight through the wood of the beam b, and

being further secured by the tightening nut c. The point is

exiremely firie and sharp, but carefully made, and proved or
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tested by pressing it upon a piece of wood to ascertain that

it neither bent, nor broke
; being afterwards examined by

the microscope.—The wire d, is the pointer, the point of it

being a continuation of the right line of the fulcrum and the

points of suspension for the scale pans. The end of this

wire entering the beam was hammered fiat, a slit was cut

down the end of the beam, and the wire thrust in and tied

securely with a piece of waxed silk thread as at g.

6. The scale pans of this balance are supported in the

simplest manner I could devise. The crank piece e, fig. 3.

is a piece of common brass wire flattened on the top, hammer
hardened and polished underneath where it rests on the beam
point a. This crank piece has a hook or hole at the bottom

i. e.at f, and another piece of brass wire fig. 4. hooks on it,

the lov/er end of this wire fig. 4. being bent at right angles

into a triangular shape for the purpose of supporting the scale

pans, which are small thin dishes one inch in diameter.

—

The ball over the fulcrum f, Fig. 2. is common to all the

balances, i. e. each balance has one ; it is for the purpose of

raising or lowering the centre of gravity, and the wire g, is

for the purpose of adjusting the equilibrium of the balance

before it is used.

7. The sensibility of this balance is very great, in fact so

much so, that it is extremely difficult and tiresome to w^eigh

with it. Vvhen 20 grains are in each scale the odth part

of a grain occasions the pointer to move over 3 divisions of

the index, which is graduated in lOths of an inch ; suppos-

ing with 20 grains in each scale the index points at nonius,

or nothing, the addition of YoWt^^th of a grain causes the

pointer to move over a space of -jo^ths of an inch, so that

the balance indicates decisively to -g-^oo P^^^ ^ grain

which causes the pointer to move over J a division or

of an inch, a quantity quite large enough to produce an in-

dication that may be depended on. Tn fact half that quanti-

ty or Y2-%-o odth part of a grain may be estimated, but all

who know the difficulties of such minute weighing are avv^are

that such statements appear much finer and more scientific

on paper than they are to be depended on in practice.

8. A balance like this must be used with the utmost possi-

ble care, not as I once saw a gentleman use an assay balance^
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giving it a good hearty shake because its indications were

sluggish." The least accident deranges so delicate an

instrument ; the slightest breath of air^ a particle of dust^ or

unskilful management. The difficulty in delicate weighing

is to make a balance always agree with itself, which it will

not do unless it is in perfect order, and unless it is under

the sole care of one who is completely master of its peculi-

arities. Few practical men who have a good balance like

another to use it.

9. I must add that the way to use this balance is this :

-suppose you wish to ascertain the accuracy of a given weight,

^^lace a known accurate weight in the right hand scale, and
quipoise it by counterweights in the other. When perfectly

quipoised, take it out and put in the v/eight you wish to

^rify^ then if on the second trial an equipoise is produced,

two weights are equal. Or if you wish to ascertain the

, -ct weight of any small substance, place it in one scale

f ^ balance it by counterpoise weights in the other: remove

J^S.cl by real weights produce an equipoise and the true

at results. This is in fact the only accurate method of

^^??|hing^ for the best balances are seldom perfectly correct^

^^kicularly after they have been in use for some time.-—It is

very difficult to adjust delicate balances so as to be perfect

equipoises, though the adjustment may be made so very

near the truth as to be a matter of no consequence for any

ordinary practical purpose.

10. My second balance weighs any quantity not exceeding

200 grains and indicates to the ToVath part of a grain. Figs.

5^ and 6, represent the central portion, and the index end

of this balance of the full size. The length of the beam is

the same as in Fig. 1.—The general construction is the same

in principle as the balance just described, but being design,

ed for more frequent use the beam is made of steel, which

by means of linseed oil put on it and burned off over a fire

was blackened and covered with a sort of varnish that pre-

vents its rusting. The fulcrum is a piece of square steel vare

made dead hard by heating it cherry red,and plunging it into

cold water. Then as in the former case working it to a

^proper edge on the hone. In fig. 5, a, is a piece of brass
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screwed down upon the beam securing the fulcrum c,

which is further fastened by the bottom end of the upright

wire d, entering a hole made to receive it on the upper part

of the fulcrum. This prevents side motion, the wire being

screwed through the brass a.-—The ends of the beam
fig. 65 are tipped with brass, and the point a, slides in

a small groove made to receive it, and is secured by

the tightening nut b. The thick end of the pointer c is

screwed through the end of the brass d, and abuts against

the point a^affording the means of adjustment by thrusting

the point a, towards the centre of the beam :—e is a tighten-

ing nut to make the pointer c, secure.-—A plain piece ofwiri

with a screw on it, is used also at the other end of the beaJ^

for the same purpose.—I shall presently state the methoi?

I used for adjusting the beam to make it an equipoise.

11. The scale pans of this balance are suspended by^l®

loop, figure 7, where a, is a small steel screw passing throi-

—

the top of the loop, having a shallow cup or dishing at the

bottom to prevent its sliding off the point, which with e of

end of the beam is shewn inside the loop. This small g, is

cavity is finely polished, and is intended by being contPce

simply to secure the loop from wandering, or slipping off i

point but it does not at all interfere with the delicacy or

sensibility of the balance, which it might do were it not

carefully formed, and made as shallow as possible with re-

ference to the use required. The wire bent into the figure

of an 8 v/ith the three lines attached to it represent the man-

ner in which the scale pans are secured, the lines being

merely silk thread.—This balance is a very good instrument,

and its indications are satisfactory and may be depended on

with from 100 to 200 grains in each scale to the too% oo^th
part of the weight.

12. To make this balance an equipoise I proceeded thus.

I adjusted the points in the beam as nearly as I possibly

could to equidistances from the fulcrum, and then made the

beam balance, or point to nonius on the index.—The scale

pans with the loops complete were then made perfectly equal

in weight. They were then attached to the beam and two

perfectly equal v/eights of 100 grains each were put into the

pans, one in each pan, and the balance tried. The end that
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! was the heaviest was adjusted by thrusting the point bj'

means of the before mentioned screws nearer to the centre

of the beam. When it was correct or very nearly correct

I took off the scale pans and reversed them by placing them
on the opposite ends of the beam, and on trying them in

1

this position I found they gave the same indication, which
was a proof that the two scale pans and weights were equal^

and one not heavier than the other. After a whole day's

trial however I found I could not adjust to perfect accuracy

and so I left the balance out of equipoise about YoW^h of

a grain in 100 grains. This error is equal to the 50,000th

part of the weight which is quite accurate enough for even

delicate purposes, but the error being known it is obvious

that subtraction or addition is all that is required in order

to arrive at a perfectly correct result should a greater degree

of accuracy be required.

13. Figure 8 represents my third balance which is

adapted to weighing quantities from 100 to 2000 grains

o

Though not so sensible in its indications as the last describ-

ed balance, it is fully adequate to most experimented pur-

poses falling within the weights just specified. Its sensi-

bility at first was very great but having been in considera-

ble use its delicacy of indication has become considerably

diminished; ^^odths or the 50th part of a grain however,

still gives a decided result with 2,000 grains in each scale

which is equal to the TooWodth part of the weight. Sir

M. Farraday in his chemical manipulation tells us that a

balance is an exceedingly good one if it indicates to the 50
or 60 thousandth part of the weight.

14. It will be perceived by Fig. 8, that the central por-

tion of this balance which is represented of the real size, is

exactly similar to the last. It requires therefore no descrip-

tion, the former description in Para. 10, will answer for both.

The means of adjustment, hov/ever, and the bearing points

are different. The balance is equipoised before using it, not

by a small moveable wire as g, figure 2, but by means of a

small ball a, screwing along the wire b, b, figures 9 and

10 :-=-and the bearing or suspending points at each end of

the beam are double. Fig. 9, is a plan, and figure 10

a front view of the manner in which the points are fix-
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ed: these views are sketches of the left hand end of the
beam, or the end opposite to the pointer end. In both
figures c, and d, are pieces of brass, the piece d, being firm-

ly and securely fixed in the end of the beam, and the piece

c, sliding in a groove and having liberty to move a small space

to and fi'o as shewn in fig. 10. Small screws e, e, pass through

the brass d, and thrust the brass c, which carries the points,

towards the fulcrum ; the wire b^ fig, 9, has a shoulder

abutting against the end of the beam, and passing into the

beam is screvv ed and tapped into the brass c, so that when
the screws e, e, are loosened this screw acts in the opposite

direction or pulls back the points away from the fulcrum, the

brass c, having liberty as before stated to move to and fro in

the groove ; it is evident therefore that this contrivance is

competent to the adjustment of the balance, although the brass

carrying the points at the other or pointer end is permanent-

ly fastened in the beam. I have only to add that f, in figs.

9, and 10, is a tightening screw, to fix more securely the

brass c, after the adjustment has been effected. The adjust-

ment was made as before, only with 1000 instead of 100 grains

lin each scale.

15. The scale pans are supported in the manner exhibit-

ed by figure 1 1 ; the points enter small polished concavities

in the screws a, a, as described in figure 7, Para 11. (which

see.)—I have adopted double points because the weights foj.

w^liich this balance is used are heavier, and because they are

more convenient in practice, there being no wandering, or

twisting of the scale pans. My fourth balance is precisely

similar to the 3rd only stronger and calculated to weigh from

1000, to 10,000 grains. J. B.

V.—* Astronomical Tables and Observations. By Godaij

Vencat-Jiiggarow

,

To the Editor of the Madras Journal

of Literature and Science.

Sir,

I have often heard it remarked, that this is an age of im-

provement in every department of knowledge ; whatever may

* have much pleasure in giving insertion to the following let-

ter and its accompanying tables, tiie calculation of which would have
reiiected credit, on the talents and industry of a member of an Eu-





1
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be the case with respect to other countries, I am sure that
this observation is pecuUarly applicable to India ; it was from
the general desire for information which has lately actuated
my countrymen, that about 18 months ago 1 selected the
divine science of Astronomy as the study and pursuit most
congenial to my disposition and best calculated fully to oc-
cupy my attention : as it had fortunately fallen under my
notice that many persons very imperfectly acquainted with
the mathematics appeared (notwithstanding their persual of

the v/orks of many eminent writers on Astronomy) to be un-

able to comprehend even the leading principles on which it

is founded, I next resolved to aspire abov e a mere general

idea, and to obtain a more than superficial knowledge of the

sublime mysteries of the science ; for this purpose I com-
menced a regular study of Euclid, Algebra, &c. and lately

have acquired a considerable degree of practical as well as

theoretical knowledge, and in proportion as I have increas-

ed my stock of knowledge, in the same degree has my desire

for further improvement and making myself useful increas-

ed ; it was from this feeling that on a late occasion v/hen my
friend the Hon'ble Company's Astronomer was so obliging

as to explain to me the means adopted by Astronomers for

predicting the Eclipses of the Sun, and Occultation of the

fixed Stars, that the possibility of constructing a table to

facilitate the computation occurred to me, the result of a

little reflection and some labour has produced what I desir-

ed, which I have taken the liberty to beg you to insert in the

Madras Journal of Literature and Science ; this table with

the assistance of the Nautical Almanac will afford a ready

means of discovering when occultations will happen, and

persons possessed of a Telescope and Regulator will be en-

abled to determine the longitude to a very great degree of

ropean university, and which are deserving of particular admiration

and praise, when considered as the production of a native of this coun-

try, who must have laboured under peculiar disadvantages in studying

the diiticult though interesting science of astronomy in a foreign lan-

guage.—We trust that the distinguished success, which has attended

the labours of Goday Vencat Jaggarow, may serve to encourage his

countrymen in the prosecution of the study of this, and the other

branches of science, and we hail this display of talent as a bright spe-

cimen of "the march of mind" among the members of the native com-
munity of Southern India,—En,
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accuracy—1 am far from attacliing any particular importance
to this trifle, but as an Astronomical table formed upon
modern research, it is I believe the first ever constructed by
any of my countrymen in this part of the peninsula, and as

such will, I hope, meet with your protection and favour, lu
order to she V/ the principle and utility of the table I have
thought it necessarv here to give an example of an occrdati-

on and of an eclipse of the sun as follows. On consulting

the Nautical Almanac it appears that on the (Sth of Novem-
ber 1834 X Capricorni will be occulted by the Moon at some
part of the Earth and probaMu will be visible at Madras at

about 2h. SO/??. Greenwich mean time; to discover if it loill

be visible I proceed as follows.

h m s

Greenwich Mean Time 2 30 0
Longitude of Madras 5 D

Madras Mean Thne 7 51 9

at which moment the angle from the meridian is '^l'^ 1 5m. computing
from tile I\autical Almanac.

Rigiit Ascension, Declination.

h m s- o '
"

The Moon's Mean 34 7,79 19 13 28 S.

Correction from the

table — 1 24 , 75 +• 29 20

The Moon's apparent 2i 32 43,04 19 47 43
The star's from Kau-

ticai Almanac, 21 33 24 , 53 19 36 59

Difference. 0 41 , 49 10 49

Moon's Declination, 19 47 4o Secant
Difference Right As-

cension of l\ioon

and Star. TO 22 A. R. Log
Diiierence declination 10 49 Log.

Angle at Moon, 47 31 00 tangent.
^

Co sect.)

DiiTerence Declination. 10 49 Log,

Distance of Moon's cen- > 14 40 Log.
tre from tlie Star. s

Log. ], 0-j42'^f

The moon's semidiameter being 15' 24" shews that the

star is already occulted ;
repeating the computation for 7 h.

4] ni. 9 s. or 10 minutes before the above time, 1 find tha
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distance 17' 10" shewing that the occultation will not then

have taken place^ and hy interpolation I find that it Vt' ill take

place at 7h. 48m. 13s.*

Coniputation of the eclipse of the sun for November
19th 20th 1835. From the Nautical Almanac it appears that

the above eclipse of the sun will be visible at Madras^ and
by a rough approximation, with the assistance of the table^

I find it will commence at 19d. 23h. 7m. Greenwich
Mean Time, or November 20d. 4h. 28m. 9s. Madras
Mean Time : for this moment the horary angle 70^ 12' and

Right ascension
h. m. s.

The Moons Mean 15 42 19. 9

Correction from the table — 3 59, 6

0

19

\) P f h n a f1 r»n

o6 4/ Oo

19 49

ISIoons apparent. 1 5

Suns app>^.rent. 15

3^
40

20, 3 19
41. 2 19

53 36
36 35

2 20. 9 17. 1

0

Moon's declination 19

Difference in space
BilTerence of Declination

33
35
17

47 secant.

12 A. R. Log.
1 Log.

0, 0 2 6 2 8 4
8, 4 5 3 2 1 1

1,2 3 09 08

Angle at theMoon 27 10 ?5
^
tangent. 9, 7 1 0 4 0 3

DiiTerence of Declination 17
) Co-Sce.

1 Log.
0, 3 4 0 3 6 0
1,230 9 OS

Dist. of centres of 8un & moon. 37 16 Log. 1 , 5 7 1 2 6 B

Now the sum of the semidiameters of the Sun and Moon
being 32' 57" it appears that the eclipse has not commenced
at 4-h. 2%m 9-5 ; if we therefore repeat the computation for

10 minutes later^ the distance of the centers of the Sun and

Moon is 33' 28" shewing that the eclipse has not yet com-

menced, and by interpolation it appears that the time of

commencement is at 4h. 39m. 53. Madras Mean Timie.

Hoping the above will fully explain the utility of the table,

I beg to be

Your most obedient

and humble servant

GoDAY Vencat Juggarow..

* S'ir.ce writing the al)ove the occultation of ^ Capricomi li^s been olsciyed at

the iioiiorable Coiajjany'd Observatory at7h. 4£iii. 43.
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METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER kept at the MADRAS

Septr

22 20,942 29,986

Mean,

Standard Barometer No. 3 by Gilbert.

ft

CO

Ins. Ins. Ins. Ins.

898 29,958 29,934 29,878 29,864 29,908
In s

29,

,938

,890

,890

,920

,946

,92;)

,838

,842

,850

,928

,893

,896
,916

,950

,964

,916

,946

30,016

,942

,944

,942

,942

,904

,906

Ins.

,976

,960

,952

,964

,994

,988

,950

,888

,866

,936

,978

,958

,970

,990

,994

,954

,966

,962

,954

,930

,932

980 30,013 30,012

,950

,968

,998

,976

,974
,970

950 30,000

956 29,996

,940

,936

,950

,958

,954

,910

,870

,850

,908

,954

,900

,938

,956

030 29,990
,950

,914

,942

,950

,940

,936

,936
,^68

,974

924
902
870
916

,930

910
872
838
820

858
916
858

905
912

922
904
890
918
976

938
890
894
884
904

880
897
888

918
914

,908

,854

,854

,902

,918

,916

,862

,828

,830

,862

,864

,862

,862

,900

,916

,900

,890

,936

,972

,932

,888

,876

j900

,872

,872

,894
,904

,934

932
892
884
918

956
932
880
848 84,2 85,0
860 29,868 8o,9 84,0 87,0 89,0 84,9 80,3 S2j

912
916
932
936

922
926

968
966

Standard Therm, by Troughton.

Ins.

80,0

82,4
81,6

81,8
81

81,0

80,8

81,0

926
904
904
896
930

936
924
924
956 ,976 83,5

996 30,016 83,1

83,5

84,0

,1

84,7 86,1

82,3

9 84

82,0 82,0

80.8 81,3

80.9 82,0

81,0 84,2 86
80,9 83,5

80,8 84,6 86,4 88,0 85,9 84,0

81,8 84,9 87,0 87,5
946 83,2 85,9 87,4 88,0

81,7 86,4 88,7 88,1

,3 87;
87,3

940 84,5

29,923129,969 29,940129,898 29,889 29,924|29,959 82,2 85,0186,9187,3 85,1 83,9 84,r

83,6 84,e

82,4 84,2 86,

84,8 86,3 86,2 86,0

84,<

86,

942 82,0 86,2

,950 83,0 86,0

,952 84,1 87,1 88,7 88,.

,966 83,0 87,2 87,9 87,1

29,992 84,0 88,9 89,7 89,6

82,4 85,2 87,9 88,1

83,0

86,9

84,

85,2 85,2 85

86,

86,8

86,2 88,0

88,1

8 82

0 83

84,2 84,J

83,^

,4 87,J

85,8 85,4

86,6 87,0 84,1

6 86,

9 87,

958 29,968 83,0 86,0 87,0 87,9 85,3 84,

85,

85,0 84,5

946 83,9 87,0 90,0 89,0 86,4 85,4
978 30,004 84,5 87,9 89,0 88,9 87,3 84,9 84,7

,3 80,6 81,9

4 84,0 82,7

85,0 84,0
84,8

,3 83,3

84.7 83,8
85.8 84,0

0 84

2 84,0

88,7 89,9 88,0 85,2 84,0

88,8 88,6 85,4
0

,9 84,8

,4 85,

8 85,

87,6 88,2 88,6 86,2 84,8 83,9

83,7

82,5

82,0

82,6

82,5

85,0

83,1

86,2 84,9 84,0

85,5 84,2
"

,6 83,9 82,8

85,2 84,3 82,7

87,0 86,0 86,0 i

86,0 85,2

84,2 83,8

84,1 1
i

84^9

i
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99

Dep. of wet bulb Thermometer.
Rain.

s
.2 Win!. Remarks.

to

(2
o

s
o
o

00

ft

© CO

o

>

1

2
3

4
5

0

3,0

2,9

2,6

3,B

2,8

0

5,7

3,1

3,7

6,0

5,9

0

6,2

5,5

7,2

6,8

0

5,5

3,7

5,5

8,5

8,1

0

3,2

3,3

3,5

4,0

0

2,2

2,5

3,3

3,6

3,5

0 Ins.

1,354

Ins. Ins.

1,799

SW. W-. NW.
W. NW. SW.
W. NW. SW.
SW. N W. SW.
SW. W.

f Cloudy and

^ Lightning.

Mo. cl. 1. 1. & h. r.

Do. do. sm. rn.

6
7

8

9
10

2,5

2,8

3,6

3,7

3,8

3,0

1,^

3,7

5,1

5,1

3,7

3,8

7,2

7,4

5,0

5,0

3,9

7,0

9,0

2,3

3,0

2,7

2,8

3,3

2,1

2,2

2,4

1,3

1,3 2,7

0,083
0,021

0,049 1,528

SW. W. SK. S.

W. NW. S.

SW. W. E.

W. NW.
W. NW. E. SE.

) Mo. cl. & Ltg.

\ Do. do. s. r.

} Do. do.

S Do. do. h. r.

1 H
1
12
33
14
15

3,6

2,9

1,0

2,3

3,2

4,7

3,9

5,0

4,7

7,4

6,1

5,3

6,4

8,0

6,5

5,4

4,6

6,5

7,4

5,1

2,5

3,9

4,4

4,3

1,9

1,7

2,0

3,4

3,1

0,687

1.479

0,271

0,424

0,333 W. SW. NW.
W. SW. & s.

W. NW. SW.
SW. w.
W. NW. S.

Heavy Rain.

M. cl. L, & Th.

1
Do. do. Rain.

16
ir
18
19
20

2,6

4,2

4,2

3,5

2,2

6,9

6,9

6,9

4,5

5,7

7,4

8,5

4,6

5,5

5,5

7,6

4,8

5,0

5,3

4,9

5,4

3,7

3,1

4,2

3,2

4,1

2,7

3,0

3,5

4,0

2,8

2,7

0,167
1,944

W. NW,
NW. S. SE.

SW, W. SE. S.

W. SW. S. SE.

SW, SE.

>Do. do. Thunr.

21

22
23
24
25

2,3

3,0

2,4

2,6

2,5

5,0

5,7

5,1

7,5

5,2

6,0

8,0

7,8

7,5

4,9

6,9

8,7

4,9

7,0

4,3

5,1

4,5

5,4

4,4

4,4

3,8

3,0

4,1

4,0

3,1

3,7

2,0

3,7

3,3

2,6

W. E. SR.

W. SW. NW. N.

SW.W. NW.SE.
W. SW. S. SE.

SE. S. SW.

>

J

Mo. clr. & Ltg.

26
27
28
29
30

2,5

2,9

2,5

4.1

6,5

5,2

5,7

8,0

4,2

5,9

9,0

5,4

6,5

5,9

5,7

5,0

5,4

5,6

4,5

4,2

4,4

5,0

4,9

4,0

3,2

3,5

3,2

3,1

4,2

2,3

2,9

2,7

3,2

W. S. SR.

f^W. W. NW.SE.
SE. S. SW.
N.E.N E.

W. E. N.

vDo. do. Thunr.

i

J

Mo. cl. Ltg. & Sb.

can 3,0 5,1 6,4 5,9 4,0 2,9 3,0 1
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METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER kept at the MADRAS

Standard Barometer No 3. by Gilbert. Standard Therm, by Troughton,

Octr. Ins.

,912

,876

,874

,894

,86 J

,882

,918

,890

Ins.

29,928 29,986 29,946 29,910 29,920 29,936 29,952 82,8 83,0 84,0
,938

,869

,930

,942

,902

,924

,962

,930 30,006

,968 ,026
936 29,968

,954

,994
,984

,876

,908

,940

20 30,016

,898

,876

,928 30

,996

29,986

,978

,980

,994

30,012

26 29,986

,994

10,042

,058

,053

,048

Ins.

,908
,870

,898

,910

,866

,900

,924

,932

,952

,998

,924

,918

,950

,960

,914

,900
,968

,952

,924

,0081

,058 30,028

,056i ,008

022 29,973
,996

,984

,988

,994

,092

Ins.

,032

,020

,032

,046

,032 ,978

,056 30,018

,092

,099
,080

,050

,042

,844

,826
,856

,830

,850

,878

,902

,928

,960

,872

,860

,886

,908

,868

,850

,912

,984

,940

,944

,940

,946

,940

Ins. Ins.

,852

,834

,860

,850

,832

,864

,900

,902
',928

,926

,872

,878

,912

,884

,854

,856

,930

,930

,982
054 30,002

29,992

,986

,036 30,002

Mean 29,950130,000 29,961 29,915 29,918

,946

,950

,952

,942

,944

,984

,990

,978
30,000

,032

,868

,862

,894

,888

,874

,894

,924

,940

,976

,964

,910

,910

,958

,926

,912

,908

,984
980 30,022

,958 ,012

,976

,970

,990

Ins.

,924

898 89,9 84,7 87,3

,920

82,8 82,5 84,0

79,5|78,0 79,7 81,8

80,0

888 80,5

81,4 85,

79,0

81,5

81,2

81,0

81,4

81,9 82,9

84,5 85,8 S5,7 83,5

6 87,4 84,9

88,6 78,3

83,0

78,7

9 82,0 82,4 31,6 81,0
F3,9 83,0

78,8 82,9

,918 79,0 83,7 85
79,8

938 29,972 29,980182,5

,976 79,7

,988 80,1

30,008 80,7

976 29,938 81,8 S6,0

,980

30,026

,042

,022

,052

,072

8G,l

88y
87,1

86
82

0 88,0

80

83,0

80,0 78,0 78
85,

(

78,

84,

0 86,0 83

6 87,

0 0

86,6 84,1 82,3 82,3
84,4 82,3,81,6

80,0,79,7 „
82,8 81,9 81,8 80,3

83,0 82,983,8

83,2 83,2

83,082,6
83,8183,7
81,5'

77,2 77,0

0 83,9 81,9 81,9

83,2 81,0 82,6 79,0 80,0

0 86,8 84,

86,4 85,9 83,^

2 83

84,3

30,010 80,9 83,9
( 32 80,9 84,7 86,4:88,8 86,2 84,3

018 82,0 -
' '

86,0 86,8

86,0 87,5

84,0 86,0
•<4,0

85,3

30,008 79,0 83,4 85,8

,054 77,3.83,6 85,0

,066 80,0 85,6 87,0
30 81,6 85,6 87,6 87,0

87,0

87,4

87,7

85,0

8S,0'8{),0 87,0 84,0 82,0

87,0

88,6

,0 82,6

84,0 83,2

8 83

88,9 84,7 83,9 85,0

90,4

B8,0 82,6 81

87,5

87,0 88,0 84,3 83

84,2

,050I81,3|86,1 87,0 87,0 84,0

78,2 80,3 83,8

29,956 29,985 80,0 83,2 85,3 85,9 83,2 82,2 82,

84,2 81,5 80,7

83,2

84,7

82,8

83,5

82,8 81,7

83,7 82,2 80,6

84,2 82,9 81,8

80,0
7

80,4

80,2

80, :

81, :

83,1 82,1

83,3 83,7

i
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101

Dep. of wet bulb Thermometer.

c5
1^ %

<
%

(M 80 <X)

0 0 0 0 0 0

2,8 5,1 4,8 4,6 4,0 2,5

3,0 3,0 6,0 5,5 4,5 2,4
1 7 0.0 1 7 1 8 1 1 0 6
2 0 2/8 3 2 2 3 1 4 I's

J 2 3,8 6,9 3,6 2 8

3,5 4,5 5,1 5,7 3,7 3,0

1,4 3,5 6,6 3,4 3,1 2,0

3,0 6,6 5 I 2.3 1.5

1.7 3,2 5 2 6,5 2.4 2 6
2 0 2,1 2 5 6,5 4 3 3,3

2,2 2,9 2,3 4,8 1,8 1,3

1,5 3,0 5,9 8,6 3,9 2,2

0,6 1,7 0,0 0 5 0 2 0,0

0,9 2.7 4 0 1 9 0 7

0,9 3,3 3 4 1 4 1 0 0 2

1,0 3,7 5,0 5,3 3,2 3,0

2,0 4,4 6,4 5,9 3,8 2,4
4,9 6,1 8 0 7 9 5 0 4,4

2,7 4,2 8 4 9,8 4 2 2 6

2,0 5,1 10,0 3,0 5,0 3 2

2,7 5,8 9,2 5,2 3,7

1,9 6,0 11,0 11,4 9,2 7,0

3,7 6,2 12,8 11,8 5,5 4,8

1,7 7,5 9,9 13,4 4.7 4,1

2,1 8,1 13^7 15,4 5,5 3,2

1,5 8,8 1 0,3 10,5 4,2 2,3

2,8 11,1 11,0 13,5 5,7 2,6

2,2 9,0 6,8 4,8 3,8

3,6 5,7 7,6 6,0 4,6 3,1

2,3 5,8 5,0 6,3 3,5 3,1

1,2 1,3 3,8 2,6 2,9 1,9

2,2 4,6 6,6 6,5 3,7 2,6

0

2,3

Rain.

Ins.

1,2 0,083

2,9

2,6

2,0

0,104

2,3

3,6

3,3

2,0

2,7

4,8

3,4

4,0

2,2

2,8

2,8

2,1

0,486 0,118

0,187

Ins.

C3

O

>

278 0,500

1,069

1,125 0,021

0,027

1,528

0,377

Ins

2,667

1,514

0,?61

Wind.

2,500

N. NE. E.

N. W. N\V. N.

N. NW. N.

SW.W.NW.NE.
W. SW.S.E. SE.

S. W. SE. S.

S. SW. SE. E.

N . W. N.W. SE
W ENWSW NE
W. NW. NE. E.

N. NE. NW. E
SW. W. NW.}W.
N. W. N. W.
NW. N. NE. N.

N. E. SE. S.

SW. W. SK. S.

W. SW. SE. S.

SW. W. SE.

SW. E.

NW. W.

NW. N. NE
NW. N. SE.

NW. SW.S.B.S.

W. NW. SE.

N. NE. NW.

NW. N. NE. E.

N. NW. E. SW.
SW. S. W. E.

NW. SE. SW.
SW. SE. S.

NW. W. SW.

CI. da. Itg. & shr.

CI. da. rain:

Do. do. some rn.

S

I
Mo, clr. d. &

i cl, n. h. r. th. It.

Remarki.

Do. Lightg.

Mostly clr da.
Rain.

Clo. da. Itg. & thr.

^
Cl. da. hy. rn.

Do. do. rain,

1

y Cl da. Ltg;

J

j>
Mostly clear,

> Mo. clr. Ltg.

) [Th. Lt^. hy. r.

Mo. clr. d. cl. atn.

Mo. cl. some rain.
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Novr.
1

2
3

4

5

6
7

8

9
10

11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

Ins

30,060 30,132 30,084 30,042 30

,182 ,152 ,102 ,070

,138 ,199 ,153 ,094

,120 ,160 ,100 ,050

,078 ,130 ,088 ,030

Standard Barometer No. 3 by Gilbert.

*f5

C <
3 o

Ins. Ins. Ins.

,070

,084

,092

,104

,088

,082

,115

,130

,149

,142

,152

,138

,100
,J16

,102

,112

,094

,036

,014

,036

26 ,076
27 ,076

,050

,058

,076

,122

,152

,162

,170

,170

,140

,178

,220

,222

,226

,226

,212

,176

,172

,152

,140

,140

,082

,064

,098

,150

,128

,120

,132

,124

,086

,120

,124

,110

,12)

,092

,146

,192

,188

,202

,204

,184

,154

,136

,122

,108

,090

,022

,060 30,

,010

,090

,060

,096

,098

,034

,084

,080

,072

,058

,056
.098

,100

,120

,126

,138

,114

,086

,100

,086

,072
,050

040 29,996
996
,014

,038

,030

,022

,050

,044

=3

en

Ins.

,094

,134

,082

,038

,034

,082

,070

^086

,078

,086

,110

,116

,106

,130

,132

,102

,108

,122

,09©

,088

,058

,028

,002

,022

,050

,042

,022

,056

,062

CO

Ins.

,140

,182

,130

,080

,074

,122

,116

,116

,126

,130

,152

,164

,148

,176

,184

,160

,156

,170

,142

,144

,098

,060

,01

,102

Ins

,1(

150

0

108 81,0 81,2 80,0 81,5 81,7 81,2 80,4

,133

,080

,080 74

,140

,134

,114

,128

,172

,158 72

Standard Therm, by Troughton*

79,7 82,5

79,0 S2,2

77,2181,7

74,7|79,0

83,7 83,7

78,0
S3,0

80,9 82,2

81,7

82,0

,6 •2,0 81,8

72,8181,4 83,0

73,9 81,3

75,3 81,0

74,0

74,7 80,3

160 74,9 79,6 80,ol81,3

172 72,4 80,4 81,8|81,072,4

8

186 73,8

83,0

81,9

83,^

83,8

82,9 82,7

82,5

82,0

80,0180,8 78,5

81,9 81,7 80,3
80,9'

80,3

80,0

6 80,8
80
80',0

H0,4

79,7

77,2

77,9

2 78,4

78,2

78,0

80,8

9,2 77,0

75,1

75,2

76,0

77,2

77,7

79,5 75,0

77,5

79,7 78,7

79,2 77,9 78,0

77,7

79,2 80,1 80,5 79,3 78,8

9,8 81,0 81,8 79,3

,190 75,0

,146 75,5

73,5

80,2j81,5 81,8 79,6 79,2 78,7

81,3 82,3 83,0

80,3 81,4 82,6 79,0 78,5

75,8 77,4 78,0 77,6 78,7 79,0

156 76,9 80,9 82,2 81,7 79,5 79,2 78,7

f8,8 80

78,2

78,3
76

77,0

,104

,102 30,100 76,9 78

,084

,098

,140

Moan 30,093 30,155 30,113 30,066 30,070 30,124 30,125175,5 80,0 80,8 81,1 79,3 71,4 70^,7

,100

8

80,7

80,4

0 77

80,8

81

81,5

4 78,

78,8 79,,

3

78,2

77,5

71,6

71,5

74,2 77,0 78,0 79,

79,1

0

0 80,8

2 79
9 78,0 78^

8 79,7 78

6 78.

7 79.

80,0

78,4 78,0

80,0

80,7 78,8 78,8

80,

80,

78,0

77,3

3 77,0

,3 78,0

78,4

4 80,0 77,9 76,8 75,7

76,3

77,3 76,9

,77,4 77,0

77,5:

78,0

79,3

75,0

i
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Dep. of wet bulb Thermometer.

i
CO

© pC 0
c« 00

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1,2 2,2

3,3

2,0 1,5 1,7 1,2 0,9

1,5 3,9 2,7 2,6 0,8
ft 7 o o O 9 9 ft Q ft

o,o /I A4,0 ft0,U 5,5 1 fto,u
fl 70,7 A ft4,0 0 0

0,6 10,0 8,3 8,6 7,8 4,9 3,2

2,6 9,4 10,6 9,3 6,6 4,4 3,0
9 1 y,u Q Qy,y 0,0 5,2 *t 9

7 ft7,0 inn 6 5 0,4 4,5 3 5
9 9 4,5 Qo,y 7 f« 9 D,0 ft H

2,7 4,3 5,2 4,6 2,7 1,8 —

—

1,9 3,8 4,0 7,3 5,7 1,9 4,2
9 1 0,0 7 ft 0,0 7 0 75,7 K ft

2 8 A 10,1 5 3 0,0 '1 9

2 8 0,0 7 ft 7 8 0,0 4,5 4 6

1,8 5,9 7,5 7,8 6,8 6,2 6,6

3,3 7,0 8,3 7,8 6,2 5,8 5,7

6,4 A ft4,8 5,4 9 ft

1,4 1 ft1,0 1,0 <i 7d,7 A ft4,U >,

9 Q D,0 5,1 4,5 5,4 4 7

2,8 4,6 4,0 3,7 1,6 1,8

1,7 2,7 1,6 1,8 1,4 1,0
0 8 ft Q 1,5 9 n „
0^1 0,2 1,3 0,6 0,8 0,5 J,

0,8 0,6 1,0 1,7 1,1 0,8

0,8 2,0 1,4 1,8 2,7 2,4 ,,

2,9 3,5 6,4 5,0 4,9 3,3 3,2

1,1 6,2 4,6 6,7 5,8 5,7 5,0

1,5 5,1 4,7 4,5 3,5 3,1

1,6 2,0 2,8 3,6 3,4 1,4 ,,

1 1,8 4,5 5,0 5,0 4,2 3,3 3,5

Rain.

Ins.

0,451 0,125

Ins

0,639

0,097

A
Ins.

1,771

2,598

0,333 0,146 2,681

0,215

,451

,306

0,361

1,

0,

0,714 0,014

,424 2,

,486 0

0,111

1

0,041 1,299

Wind.

SW, W. NW.
SW. N. NW.
NW. N. SW.
N. NW. > E. E.

N. NW, NE.

N. NE.
N. NE.
N. NE.
N. NE.
N. NE.

N. NE.
N. NE.
N. NE.
N. NE.
N. NE. E.

N. E.

N. NE. B.

E. NE.
E. NE. N.

N. NE. E.

NE. N. E.

NE. N. B.

E. NE. S.

N. NE.
E. SE.

E. NE.
N. E. NE.
N. NE.
N. NE,
N, Nfi.

Remarks,

[& Ltg.
Mo. CIo. Rn. Th.

I
Do. do.

i Lightning.

1

y Mo. Clr. Dw.

I Mo. CI, some
>Rain, CIr. night

,
and I)ew.

Mo. Clr. and
Dew.

Cloudy at night.

Do. do. [nt.

Mo. cl. & sm, r. at
Mo. clr.

Mo, cl. & some rn.

f CI. & Hvy. rn.

iTh. Lightning.

^ Clo. day and
^drizzling Rain.

Cl. da. Clr. night.

Mostly clear.

Mo. cl. &c sm. rn.

Do. do.



The instruments with which the foregoing observations have been made,

are placed upon a table about 4 feet above the ground in the western veran-

dah of the Honourable Company's Observatory ; which is situated in Longi-

tude 5h. 21' 9" E : Latitude 13" 4' 9" N ; at about two miles from the Sea

and about 27 feet above the low water mark.

T. G. TAYLOR,
H. C. Astronomer,
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SKETCH OP THE LIFE OF THE RAMOOSSY CHIEF
OOMIAH NAIK, KHOMNEY OP POORUNDUR.

Continued from JYumber 6.

I.

—

A Sketch of the History of the Ramoossies residing

in the Sattarah Territory and in the Poona and Ahmed-
nuggur districts—By Captain Alexander Mackintosh of
the 21th Regt, M. jY. I. Commanding^ Ahmedniiggur
Local Corps,

CHAPTER XIII.
Ooraiah begins to claim rights in the Punt Suchew's country.—He has an inter-

view with the Rajah ofSatara; proposes that the Rajah should decide the
matter by throwing the Punt and himself into the Neera river.—He asks the
Rajah to employ him.—The collector is directed by Government to inform
Oomiah to continue quiet, and to submit his claims to Government.—Mr.
Giberne reports to Government the difficulty of managing Oomiah.—The
copper-plate deeds, and old grants.—Oomiah's pretended discontent.— States
that he has little or no property.—His ambitious sentiments.—He employs
the Kykaries to plunder at Arabah.—The Ramoossies plunder the Patell of
Dhurumpoory.—The collector sends a Karkoon to reside at Sakoordy.—The
Koulkurny of Ekutpoor plundered, and the collector interferes.—Two par-
tie^ are dispatched from .Sakoordy to plunder in opposite directions.—

A

Brahmin at Wurgawn killed,—The Kykaries commit several robberies.—
The Ramoossies plunder a house at AUundy, and commit several robberies
in Phultundesh,

It becomes necessary to state here, that Oomiah had
latterly began to revive his claims against the Punt Su-

chew. He, in his usual summary mannersent some sepoys to

attack the revenue of the village of the Kheirbary, belong-

ing to the Punt, and from which the Ramoossies asserted

they were entitled to receive certain dues. I shall allude

more fully to this transaction hereafter, and mention it at

present, partly on account of explaining the nature of Oo-
miah's interview with the Rajah of Satara when he visited

Bholee on the banks of the Neera, a few koss south of

Poorundur.

Some of Oomiah's people had been lately engaged in a

plundering excursion in the Sa,taxa country, and upon Iiia
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preparing to visit the Rajah, he thought it advisable to put

forth exaggerated statements of the number of his follow-

ers, in the expectation that the Rajah might be impressed

with a greater idea cf his importance and power, and that

His Highness's bearing to him, would be of a correspond-

ing nature. On the 18th of February 1830, he presented

himself before His Highness who was attended by all his

Jageerdars, as well as by a number of Mankurries,

The Rajah alluded to the disturbances caused by the

Ramoossies in the Satara territory, and observed that they

made use of his (Oomiah's) name. Oomiah said that he

hoped His Highness would punish such persons in a most
exemplary manner when they were apprehended.

With the Rajah's permission Oomiah now submitted

some old sunnuds in his possession to the Punt Suchew,

stating at the same time, " that if these papers establish

any claims to certain rights and dues in your country, I hope
you will let me enjoy them—if not I shall be ruined;" ad-

ding that, " you had better at once tie me in a mouth (the

leather bag used in raising up water from wells when irri-

gating fields) and throw me into the Neera river." The
Rajah observed, that if his claims could be established in

the Punt's country, they would be restored to him ; and
that if he would come to Satara, any rights which he might
have in that territory, should also be restored to him. Oo-
miah still addressing himself to the Punt, said, I am
not afraid of you, His Highness is present, so do not

attempt to depress me, nor deprive me of my rights."

The Rajah told the Punt Suchew to inquire into the claims,

and he was directed to bring his papers to Satara. Oomiah
communicated this to me, but I. have been informed, that

he suggested to the Rajah, that he should tie the Punt
Suchew in one mouth, and himself in another, and then

that His Highness should order both mouths to be thrown
into the river, by which means he would have an oppor-

tunity of seeing which had justice on his side.

The Rajah of Satara mentioned to me lately, that

Oomiah had been trying to obtain employment from him,
and that he wished to have charge of the district south

of the Neera river. That he had desired Oomiah to go to
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Satara, that the claims against the Punt Suchew might be

investigated^ but that he would not venture to go there.

About a month after this, one of Oomiah's followers, and

a great friend of his who had been plundering in the

Satara territory, was apprehended and executed by the

Rajah's orders.

In the month of January, the collector had directed

Oomiah to withdraw the sepoys he sent into the Punt Su-

chew's villages, which he accordingly did. Orders were

subsequently received by Mr. Giberne from Government,
directing him to inform Oomiah, that he ought to remem-
ber the kindness and mercy that had been shown towards

him, and that he should conduct himself in a more be-

coming manner, and await the decision of Government

;

and to order the Naik to produce all the papers and docu-

ments which he had in possession, that a full and fair in-

vestigation of the rights which he claimed might be madeo.

When the collector was in the Poorundur district on.

revenue duty, Oomiah and his brother waited on him, and
laid before him twenty-four papers, on which they appear-

ed to place high value, as establishing their claims to manj
rights and privileges as the owners of Poorundur fort.

These documents were grants, orders> and letters, given to

the Kolies, Mhars, and Ramoossies of the fort of Poorun-
dur, by former princes of the country, by Governors and
Mamlutdars. Mr. Giberne made an abstract translation

of these papers, and transmitted a long and full report on
the subject to Government on the 30th April, 1830.

Mr. Giberne in his report, alludes to the circumstance
of any Rajah or Government granting to such persons

lands and other rights for service, with the reservation of

right of withholding, or resuming such grants on the failure

of service, or in committing acts against the welfare of

the state ; he remarks also, v/ith vrhat affection and
reverence these people look upon such old torn papers^

which they consider to confer a right withheld, and that

they are fully impressed with the idea of their being un-

justly deprived of their wuttuns. He thinks no threats

will prevent them from availing themselves of the first op-

portunity to obtain their rights^ and that by hints they have
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vaguely thrown out, that they mean to claim the bukshisli

granted by the Padshaw.

He further remarks, that if the claims should be inves-

tigated in a regular court, they would fall to the ground

as unsubstantiated by enjoyment for so many years ; and

consequently that it is a question which requires great con-

sideration ; for it is apprehended that the Koley and Mhar
Naiks might set up claims, and that unless Oomiah's de-

mands are complied with, he will be induced to offer resist-

ance to Government. His power and capabilities in this

respect are explained, his having maintained a protracted

struggle during the first disturbance, and at length obtain-

ed terms from the Government.

I shall endeavour to give a close translation of the paper

said to be a copy of the tambur putturs, (the copper-plate

deeds,) and it will be found in the Appendix ; but how
Oomiah contrived to have a copy taken of it, I know not.

A Brahmun to whom I have shewn it (the copy) express-

ed great surprise, and immediately observed, that it could

be merely the traditionary tale of what was supposed to be

engraved on the copper-plates, and not a copy of the origin-

al deed. This Brahmun, who is an intelligent man, fur-

ther told me, that Captain H. D. Robertson, the collector

of Poona, put the copper-plates in his hands, and direct-

ed him to endeavour to discover the nature of the grant;

but that although he kept it for three months, all he

could discover was that, it purported that he had shaken off

his allegiance to the Emperor, and established an inde-

pendent kingdom in the Dekhan, making Kulburga his

capital, and after the dismemberment of this extensive

state, his descendants, about A. D. 1528, established

themselves at Beder, retaining possession of the surrounding

districts.

It might also be remarked, that the Mhars of Poorun-
dur (Bhyre Naak, &c. &c.) are clearly entitled to share in

the grant bestowed by this King, (whoever he might have
been,) according to the tenor of the first terms of the

grant ; but when the copper-plate deeds are to be prepar-

ed, they are entirely excluded, whilst no allusion whatever
is made to the Ramoossies in them.
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The dociiment on which Oomiah pretended to found

his claims to the Mookassa rights of the Kheirbary, (thir-

teen villages belonging to the Punt Suchew,) was granted

by one Dewan Ally to the Koley Naiks of Poorundur, and

no mention whatever is made of the Ramoossies in the pa-

per. This grant was written about one hundred and four

years ago, and they do not appear to have enjoyed it above

seventy or eighty years ; for about that time the chief Ko-
ley Naik, named Chandjee, was discovered to be concert-

ing some schemes for delivering up some of the forts to the

Mahomedan authorities that had been previously dis-

placed ; and on account of his intended treachery, Chand-

jee was seized and executed, and his head was sent round

to the different hill forts to be exhibited to the troops

forming the different garrisons, as a warning to them not

to forget their duty. This took place about one hundred
and twenty-seven years ago. The Punt Suchew resumed
the Mookassa of the Kheirbary at the time, and no Koley
has enjoyed it since then.

Although Oomiah (supported by his brothers and a few

others) had been so persevering in trying to recover these

Mookassa dues, many Ramoossies, and the inhabitants of

the district, were well aware that his putting forth such

claims was absurd ; for they were neither founded on any

principles of justice or of right.

There could not be a clearer proof than that which Oo-

miah gave in this instance of his restless and ambitious

character ;* indeed T have been informed, that he asked

the collector at this time to be discharged from the Bri-

tish pay, unless Government restored the claimed rights,

* It beinsf supposed by many persons that Oomiah possessed considerable

wealth, 1 rnentioned the circumstance to him one day. He said he had little

or no money, probably property worth about two thousand rupees ; that he had
expended ail he had collected, and given it to his followers and other persons.

This is also the opinion of vaiious men who w^ere well acquainted with him. I

observed that the report was, that he had treasure concealed in the Poorundur
hill. His answer was, that there might be treasure concealed in the hill, but

that his wealth consisted in the copper-plate deeds; for that being owner of these

he was master of lacks of rupees; adding that they (the Ramoossies) were the

proprietors of twenty-six forts, repeating the names of several. I instanced,

however, Purtaubgur, south of Mhabelleshwur, belonging to the Rajah of -Sa-

tara, as one he certainly could not claim, for that Seevajee resided there, when
he killed Abdullkhan, the Bejapoor general. Oomiah said, " Purtaubgur be-

longs to me, for my ance,5tors captured it, and then pJaced it in Seevajee's

hands."
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and that his object in making such a request was, that he
hoped to disconcert the collector, and make him suppose

he intended to take to the jungles again.

There is certainly every reason to suppose, that had the

claims he preferred against the Punt Suchew been yielded

to him, he would immediately have put forth claims of a

more extensive nature.

It is nov/ time to think of casting a glance towards Sa-

koordy, to see this man whose moral turpitude was such

that he was apparently never happy except when he was

plunging some of the inhabitants into misery and distress^

by forcibly seizing their little property whenever he could

manage to lay his hands on it.

On the 21st April, 1830, the Kykaries proceeded to the

small village of Ambay, five miles northeast of Jejoory,

and carried ofi property from an indigent Bunniah worth

two hundred and thirty-two rupees.

Two or three days previous to this, some Ramoossles

employed by Oomiah proceeded to Dhurumpoory, east of

Phultun and upwards of fifty miles from Sakoordy, where

on the night of the 21st April they plundered the Patell's

house of gold and silver ornaments, and some rich clothes,

altogether valued at two thousand rupees. Of this Oomiah
received seven hundred rupees in gold ornaments, &c, and

five hundred rupees in clothes ; and he also seized the

horse belonging to the Ramoossy who headed the ga-ng ;

declaring he was a rogue, that he must have secreted part of

the valuables, and threatened to hand him over to the ma-
gistrate of Poona to be punished. This speech was made
no doubt to justify the retention of the horse. Subse-

quently, when Oomiah was pressed by the troops, the

Ramoossy discovered where his horse was concealed, and

recovered him.

It is necessary to state here, that it is but seldom indeed

that so much property as this is to be found in the house of

a Patell in this part of the country. But this man had

been twelve years a confidential servant in the Peshwah's

employ, and was intrusted with the money bags from which

Bajee Row disbursed small sums in charity to the poor and

others^ when he visited the temples at Poona or elsewhere.
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Although no regular complaints had been made against

Oomiah by the persons whose causes he still was in the

habit of deciding at Sakoordy, yet the collector having

become acquainted with his nefarious proceedings^ deter-

mined at once to check him ; accordingly he directed him
to expel forthwith from Sakoordy the two notoriously bad
characters whom he employed as Karkoons or secretaries^

and a Karkoon was sent from Poona to succeed them. This

put a stop to his interference in the complaints of the

inhabitants.

In the end of April, it was known at Sakoordy that the

Koolkurney of Ekutpoor, four miles north, had made pre-

parations for celebrating the marriage of his daughter. On
the night of the 1st May, the Kykaries and some Mhars
plundered this Brahmun's house of gold and silver orna-

ments and clothes valued at one thousand four hundred

and fifty rupees. Some of these ornaments had been mere-

ly borrowed for the approaching nuptials. The villagers

reported the robbery to the Mamlutdar the following morn-
ing ; and as Oomiah was so near them, and it being his

duty to apprehend the robbers, they wrote to him, en-

treating him to seize the depredators or to recover the

property.

Although rumours were in circulation that Oomiah was
the instigator of many robberies, (and it was well known
to many that these reports were founded on truth,) yet no
one dared openly to accuse him. But as several of the in-

habitants of villages within a few miles of Sakoordy had
been plundered, the Naiks resolved on pursuing measures

to remove suspicion from themselves. Three days after

the robbery was perpetrated, they therefore sent to tell the

Koolkurney that they had seized one or two of the persons

that robbed his house, and had recovered a considerable

portion of the property. A Mhar and an old Kykary were

seized and sent to Poona to be tried for the robbery. The
property (clothes) to the value of nearly seven hundred ru-

pees was restored to the owner, whilst Oomiah made the

Koolkurney give him a receipt in full, and promised that

he would recover the rest of the property in eight days.

The.Naik never intended to act up to this promise. After
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some time had elapsed, Mr. Giberne was informed of the

particulars of this transaction. He therefore compelled

Oomiah to deliver up the receipt to him, which he very

properly destroyed.

The handing over to justice these two men, might be

reckoned one of those cases where the interest and charac-

ter of a person of an overbearing disposition, and possess-

ing authority, is concerned ; and the commission of an un-

just act, however cruel will cost little or no consideration.

The unlucky Brahmun's daughter has not yet been

married, and his friends are constantly caUing on him to

repay them the value of the ornaments borrowed, and

which were lost on the above occasion. Again, on the

night of the 16th May, the Kykaries proceeded to the

small village of Naiegawn, and plundered a poor Bunniah

of articles worth only about forty-six rupees.

About the same time two gangs started from Sakoor-

dy, one to plunder a house in Waidesh, and the other

went to Wurgawn Bhandy in Bheemthery : the latter

party attacked a Brahmun's house in Wurgawn on the

19th of May. This gang was headed by Sukkia Ra-

moossy of Sassoor, and Rowjee Naik, subsequently shot

at Walla. The Brahmun with a large stick stoutly defend-

ed his property against the Ramoossies, till the Naiks

who were armed engaged him, and Sukkia inflicted a

desperate wound of which he died in a few minutes ; his

servant was also badly wounded. The gang secured pro-

perty here to the value of three thousand rupees. But as

the inhabitants assembled to attack them,* they were

consequently compelled to make a rapid retreat. On their

return to Sakoordy, they only produced articles worth about

six hundred rupees, saying that they had been prevented

searching the house, owing to the approach of the villagers.

Notwithstanding this, Oomiah made them take an oath

that they had not concealed any part of the property. It is

well known that the leaders did conceal the greater part of

it, and as Sukkia in effecting his escape from a party that

went to seize him some months afterwards, broke his arm,

* A Ramoossy was wounded by one of the villagers on this occasion, aad
Oomitih expressed his disapprobation of their haying killed the Brahmun.
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and died in the course of a week from a mortification that

took place, and as Rowjee Naik was killed, the Ramoos-

sies looked upon this as a just judgment on them, and

attributed the death of these two men to their having

perjured themselves in the above instance in the presence

of their chief.

The Kykaries, accompanied by a few Ramoossies, start-

ed on the night of the 15th June for Pargawn, and plun-

dered the Koolkurney's house of gold ornaments, cloth,

and copper pots, altogether valued at six hundred and

twenty-four rupees.

Again this band of Kykaries set out for Dorlychawary

near Baramutty, where and on the night of the 10th of

August, they plundered two houses. From a Brahmun's

they carried off gold and silver ornaments, worth three

hundred and sixty-two rupees, and from a merchant's

house, gold ornaments valued at four hundred and six ru-

pees. Two days subsequently they returned to Sakoordy,

and were traced to the village by the Rukwalldar* of

Dorlychawary. These men pressed Oomiah to restore

the property, and offered bribes to some persons at Sakoor-

dy to aid them in recovering the gold ornaments, but in

vain. The Rukwalldars accordingly returned to their vil-

lage, and informed the parties concerned of their having

traced the robbers to Sakoordy. The Brahmun and the

merchant repaired to that village, but succeeded no better

than the watchmen in their application for the restoration

of their property ; and from hints which they received, they

thought it would be most advisable for their own future

safety to remain quiet, and to say nothing more on the

subject.

On the night of the 23d of August, a party of the Poo-

rundur Ramoossies, employed by Oomiah, plundered the

house of the Despandia of Allundy, near Keekvy. This

party secured gold and silver ornaments, and some pearls,

&c. valued at one thousand seven hundred and ninety-six

rupees, which they conveyed to Sakoordy.

With the exception of a party of Ramoossies sent into

* This Ruckwaildar was a bi-bther of Bhojajee Naik's; he is a quiet and
rather well disposed maa, axid rendered cousiderabie service tome.
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Phultundesli in the end of September, where they perpe-
trated two or three durrorrahs, Oomiah during his stay at

Sakoordy engaged in no more robberies.

CHAPTER XIV.
Oomiah's plundering career checked.—He persecutes a Ramoossy and his asso-

ciates who committed a robbery in Poona.—This Kamoossy, named Hun-
muntoo, informs against Oomiah.—After having secured, a pardon for himself,

Huinnuntoo is active in taking his levenge.
—

'I'he oilioer commanuiug a de^
tachment advances to Sakoordy.—Oomiah's foiiovvers assault Kannoo Ra-
moossy that accompanied him.—Rannoo detained a prisoner.—The magis-
trate directs Oomiah to set Rannoo at liberty.—Oomiah's loiiowers retire to

the adjoining hills.—Oomiah compelled to quit Sakoordy and to reside at

Poona.—Several Patells give security for his good behaviour.—Reliectionts

respecting Oomiah's detention at Poona.—He quits that town.—Remarks
regarding his conduct while he was employed at bakoordy.^—His connexion
with the notorious Kakajee.—Their proceedings,—The anxiety of some Sir-

dars to obtain some treasm-e belonging to Bajee Row, Ex-Peshwa.—They
employ Oomiah to accomplish their object.—He fails in the attempt he makes,
and his people taken to Satara.—Oomiah endeavours to be revenged on the
bankers in whose possession the money was said to be.

To understand, however, what eventually led to the

check given to Oomiah in the plundering career he had

been pursuing, and to his being subsequently obliged to re»

move to Poona to reside, it is necessary to revert to a rob-

bery that was committed on a Shastry's house at Poona,

near the Veer Oha Kazzeena, on the night of the 22d of

September, 1829.

A Ramoossy named Hunmuntoo, of the small village of

Panoury, close to the Poorundur fort, with several of his

tribe and some notorious Kolies of a neighbouring hamlet;,

plundered the house of Mungul Shastry on the before-

mentioned night, of property worth about one thousand

rupees. A few days afterwards, Hunmuntoo wishing to

propitiate Oomiah's good will, sent him by a friend two
pieces of cloth worth about thirty-five rupees.

This was not a style of proceeding likely to meet witli

Oomiah's approval ; a Poorundur Ramoossy heading a

gang and committing a durrorrah without his sanction,

and after having perpetrated the act, to have the effrontery

to tender such a trifle as an offering.

The Naik indeed evinced much dissatisfaction on this

occasion, and sent to require Hunmuntoo's presence to dis-

cuss the affair ; but the latter having taken the alarm, avoid-

ed the messenger, who forced a younger brother of his to
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accompany him to Sakoordy. Oomiah threatened to seiza

©very one of the party, and to send them to Poona to be

tried for the robbery they had committed. He succeeded

in extorting a sum of five hundred rupees in cash, and a

promissory note for one hundred more, from Hunmuntoo^
who compelled his associates to pay a portion of the de-

mand. Oomiah no doubt wished to convince the people

of his supremacy, and now - seized Hunmuntoo's brother

and several of the party, and actually forwarded them to

Poona, where they were tried and condemned to hard la-

bour. A few days after Hunmuntoo paid the money,
which he effected with great difficulty, Amrootah, an elder

brother of Oomiah 's, proceeded to Panoury and plundered

his house and maltreated his family.

Having still a hundred rupees to pay of the fine, and
being completely disgusted with Oomiah's conduct, and
by the distress and misery which he had caused, not only

to himself, but to several of his friends, Hunmuntoo at

length resolved to quit his village, and to be revenged on
Oomiah in return for the ill-treatment he had experienced

at his hands.

A detachment of the 11th Regiment was employed un-

der the collector's orders to apprehend some Ramoossies

who had committed robberies in the vicinity of Poona ;

with this detachment there was a Ramoossy named Rannoo
of Yewut, well known at Poona during Mr. Elphinstone's

residence in that city. Hunmuntoo having communicated

with Rannoo, under a promise of a pardon being extended

to him, (for his participation in the robbery committed in

September 1829, at Poona,) engaged to make known some
important particulars respecting the robbery which took

place at Wurgaun Bhandy in May 1830, when the Brah-

mun was killed. Matters being thus far settled, the de-

tachment in the course of a short time seized several of the

Ramoossies who had been engaged in this robbery ; but on

the representation of Hunmuntoo, that two men of this

party were living under the protection of Oomiah, the offi-

cer commanding the detachment sent a note to him, call-

ing on him to deliver up the two men in question ; but as

Oomiah detained the messenger, the officer seiit his de-
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tacliment forward to Sassoor, and accompanied by the

Ramoossy Rannoo of Yewut, he proceeded himself direct

to Sakoordy. This was on the morning of the 12th Octo-

ber. He approached the village, and was instantly sur-

rounded by Oomiah's armed followers. His attention was

presently directed to Rannoo's situation ; several of Oomi-
ah's men having disarmed him, were beating him so un-

mercifully that he fell down senseless from their blows.

The officer remonstrated with these ruffians for treating

one of his followers in so cruel a manner, when they recom-

mended him to quit the place immediately if he regarded

his own safety. It is stated that they used abusive lan-

guage, and added, Rannoo of Yewut had no right to come
into their district to usurp the authority which had been

intrusted to them.

When the officer commanding the detachment reached

Sassoor, the assistant collector stationed there, immedi-

ately dispatched some horsemen to Sakoordy with a mes-

sage to Oomiah, directing him to set the Ramoossy Ran-
noo at liberty. Oomiah paid no attention to this order.

He intimated merely, that he wished that Hunmuntoo,
who was under Rannoo's protection, should be seized and
sent to Sakoordy, as he possessed sufficient evidence to

convict him of having been concerned in several robberies.

Oomiah was anxious to avoid the consequences of his rash

and violent conduct, by accusing Rannoo of protecting Hun-
muntoo, who had been guilty of various robberies ; but a

peremptory order from the collector reaching Sakoordy
the next day, to release Rannoo, w^as complied with,, and
Rannoo proceeded from Sakoordy to Poona.

The day on which this encounter with Rannoo occur-

red, Oomiah with all his followers quitted the village of

Sakoordy, and took up their residence on the adjoining

hills. They never afterwards returned to sleep in the village

even during Oomiah's stay at Poona, when all differences

appeared to be settled.

As Oomiah's conduct was considered highly reprehensi-
ble, and his proceeding on the 12th October too violent

and insolent to be overlooked. Government came to the
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determination of displacing him from the situation he held

in the police of the Poorundur district.

I may be allowed to state, that I received a letter from

the Secretary to Government on the afternoon of the 1 7th

October, by which I was directed to proceed immediately

from Ahmednuggur to the Mhabelleshwur hills to wait

upon the Governor, where I learned that it had been final-

ly determined that Oomiah should for the future reside at

Poona ; that his pay of forty rupees a month should be

continued, and that his brother Kristnajee should be plac-

ed in charge of the men at Sakoordy. Oomiah was to be in-

formed that he would be allowed eight days to prepare for

his removal to Poona, and at the expiration of that period,

should he not conform to the orders of Government, that

the troops would be employed against him to compel him
to submit.

I was called on to furnish a memorandum of such mea-
sures as it might be considered advisable to adopt, in case

of its being necessary to commence operations against this

troublesome character ; and at the same time a detachment

from the force stationed at Poona was ordered to hold it-

self in readiness to march on the shortest notice. Oomiah
however deemed it prudent to obey the order, and he re-

paired to Poona v/ith his family on the 5th November, be-

ing the last day of the period allowed to him.

The Patells of five villages in the Poorundur district en-

tered into security that Oomiah should remain at Poona,

and not quit the place without the permission of the ma-
gistrate ; and Government advanced two hundred rupees

for the purpose of building a house for him.

Hopes were entertained that he would now become gra-

dually reconciled to a quiet and peaceable life ; and that

he v/ould submit to the restraints to which he had been

subjected, yet an indulgence in such expectations evinc-

ed a want of knowledge of Oomiah's real character.

It was natural for him to long for the society of the

friends he had left in his native hills, where he was a per-

son of consequence ; and the recollections of the bustling,

and to him interesting, scenes he was in the habit of enjoy-

ing at Sakoordy^ mu.^t have rendered his residence at Poo-
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na particularly irksome to him, where he met with Httle

or no consideration.

When traversing the large town of Poona, he no douht

encountered many discontented and evil disposed persons,

(as he himself has said) who urged him to fly to the jun-

gles. There was a commixture of circumstances which

induced him to resolve on extricating himself from the un-

pleasant situation in which he was now placed. He there-

fore wished to put his fortune to the hazard once more,

under the sanguine hope of triumphing overall the obsta-

cles that might be thrown in his way, to prevent his resum-

ing authority at Sakoordy. He had remained about five

weeks at Poona, being satisfied that Sir J. Malcolm had

quitted Bombay, and that he might with safety take his

departure, he one evening quitted the place. He remained

concealed with his friends till the middle of January, 1831,

when they proceeded towards Bhore_, as shall be hereafter

related.

A few days after Oomiah had left his followers, and pro-

ceeded to Poona to reside, a party of Ramoossies march-

ed for Waiedesh and plundered the house of a Shastry at

Dhome, near Waie, on the night of the 9th November.

They secured gold and silver ornaments valued at eight

hundred and ninety rupees.

As it may appear somewhat singular, that suchaminute ac-

count should have been obtained of Oomiah's proceedings

while he remained at Sakoordy, and that the magistrate of

Poona should have permitted such villany with his jurisdic-

tion, it need only be observed, that I received the infor-

mation from several of the persons who were most actively

engaged in the transactions related, and that many of the

particulars were communicated by the sufferers them-

selves.

The commission of several of these atrocious acts came

to the knowledge of the magistrate by public rumour ; for

in the few instances that the sufferers ventured to brave

Oomiah's power, the magistrate exerted himself to do

justice to the complainants.

The precautions that were adopted by this crafty Ra^

Hioossy to prevent any complaints against himself reaching
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the magistrate's ear, have been already explained^ viz. his

taking a paper to that effect from those he oppressed, and
then his shamefully handing over to justice the persons he

j

occasionally employed as the instruments of his tyranny

;

—again his profound dissimulation and constant profes-

sions of innocence, when he was charged with committing

I

or conniving at these outrages, and the ease and ingenuity

with which he could prepare his defence, by procuring as

many persons as he might require to give evidence on oath

I

on any points which might suit his views ;—moreover, the

anxious wish of the inhabitants to stand aloof from any

cause in which they would be required to give testimony

; against him. All these circumstances operated against

the magistrate's becoming fully informed respecting the

proceedings which have been described.

The notorious Brahmun Kakajee, who was executed at

Ahmednuggur in March, 1830, and who stopped Lieute-

nant C , 3d Regiment Native Infantry, on his march

from Ahmednuggur to Poona, and plundered him of his

horse and watch, &c. passed the rains of the preceding

season with Oomiah at Sakoordy. This Brahmun kept

his few followers well mounted. He and Oomiah bound
themselves by an oath in the temple at Jejoory, to support

each other in the plundering system which they engaged

to carry on. Kakajee persuaded Oomiah to call on several

Patells of villages on the banks of the Neera river, to con-

sult them about furnishing him with a body of horse.

When the Patells learnt that it was Kakajee's intention to

employ them in committing depredations in various parts

of the country, they refused to listen to Oomiah's propo-

sitions, aware of the difficulties and dangers in which a

j

compliance would ultimately involve them. After this

disappointment, Kakajee continued to act with his small

mounted gang v/ith as much secrecy as possible, till they

were apprehended near Ahmednuggur.
Oomiah mentioned that Kakajee gave out that his name

was Goclajee Danglia, a relation of the famous Trimbukjee

Danglia's ; and that he had come from Bhajee Row, the

Ex-Peshwah ; that he was determined to destroy and ex-

tirpate the English, Oomiah mentioned other particulars
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said to have been communicated by Kakajee : lie stated that

the Brahmun had sent him a hoondy (bill of exchange)

for two and a half lacks rupees, on Sahookars at Phultun,

which proved to be forgeries ; and that he afterwards re-

ported the circumstance to the collector at Poona. This

was a story made for the occasion, for Oomiah knew well

that Kakajee had not been near Bhajee Row, nor had he

any authority from him to act as he proposed. I have seen

a man noted for his moral and religious character, who
was well acquainted with the proceedings of these robbers,

and was present when they pledged their faith to each

other, but when interrogated on the subject, he denied it

altogether, but subsequently evinced much sorrow for hav-

ing been guilty of such a falsehood, and added, that it was

the dread he entertained of Oomiah, which induced him to

withhold the truth.

It may be considered that I have entered too particularly

and circumstantially into the history of Oomiah's irregular

proceedings when in charge of the police of the Poorundur

district; but my object in doing so, has been to represent

to the reader the busy, tyrannical, and dangerous character

of the Ramoossy. I shall however close this long chapter

of his adventures with the following account of his failure

in obtaining possession of one of the largest prizes on

which he had fixed his attention.

During the period that Trimbukjee Danglia was conceal-

ing himself in the Mhadeo hills, after he had escaped from

Thanna, the Peshwah Bajee Row kept his favourite v^rell

supplied with money, although His Highness publicly de-

nied all knowledge of his place of retreat. A sum of money,

to a large amount, having been deposited with some Sahoo-

kars in the town of Phultun, for Trimbukjee's use, remain-

ed it is said in their hands v/hen hostilities commenced
between the British and Mharrattas, in the year 1817;

and in consequence of the confusion that ensued, the

Peshwah having proceeded to Plindoostan, and Trimbuk-
jee having been apprehended the money remained still un-

cleimed. If this was really the case, or what afterwards

became of it, I do not pretend to say, but only relate what
has been communicated to me as fact.
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At the time of the first disturbance in which Oomiali

was engaged, it is said that two Jageerdars, who were Sir-

dars (officers) of the Poona Court, and v/ho were acquainted

with the circumstance, became anxious to get this money
or part of it into their possession, and the plan they adopt-

ed to try to secure the prize, and to remove all suspicion

from the Sahookars, was as follows.

They prepared the usual bills of exchange with a list

specifying the different descriptions of coins, (chiefly gold

mohurs,) to which they affixed the Peshwah's seal, which
they had in their possession. They then engaged a Goos-
syne who had lately come from Hindoostan, and partly

communicated to this man their scheme, and the part they

wished him to act in the plot. Having intrusted him with

these documents, he was instructed to give out, that he had
come from Bindrabund, (Bhajee Row's place of exile on
the banks of the Jumna,) on a confidential mission to some
of his friends in the Dekhan. He was now directed to

proceed in search of Oomiah, and to impart to him the

plot. The papers were to be placed in Oomiah's hands,

who was to negotiate the business with the Sahookars.

Oomiah was to inform them that the disturbance he had
created, and the annoyance he had caused to the British

Government, ^vas highly approved of by the Peshwah Bhajee

Row, and that His Highness was anxious to furnish him
with funds to carry on operations on a more extended

scale.

This Goossyne proceeded to Jejoory, but after a consider-

able lapse of time he did not succeed in meeting the Ra-

moossy Naik. A short time after this Oomiali v/as pardon-

ed; he and Kristnajee Naik had an interview^ with these Sir-

dars, (one of them is since dead,) and they told him that

he should have a large portion of the money, if he succeed-

ed in getting it out of the Sahookar's hands.

Oomiah sent on one of his brothers to make some in-

quiries : and he then gave the papers to the Patell of

Bhewndy, who proceeded with an escort to Phultun to de-

mand the money ; but as the Sahookars started some ob-

jections, the party returned to Sakoordy, and afterwards

proceeded a second time to Phultun. It k stated, lliat
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the Saliookar was on the point of handing over the money
to Ooniiah's people^ when something took place which ex-

cited his suspicion ; and in consequence he went to the

Mamhatdar and reported the circumstance, and eventually

denied having any money in his hands belonging to the

Peshwah. The allair being referred to the Rajah of Sa~

tara^ he directed that Oomiah's people should be sent to

him. A few days after the party reached Satara^ they all

absconded, with the exception of the Patell ; and after

some detention he was also set free. The failure of this

scheme was a grievous disappointment to Oomiah. The
Sahookar states now, that he informed Oomiah's people

and the Rajah's ofEcers that he had no money belonging

to Bhajee Row^—that he would pay double the amount

demanded if such could be proved.

About eight months after this, the Phultun Sahookar came

to Baramutty to settle some private affairs, which circum-

stance no sooner came to Oomiah's knowledge, than he

dispatched a dozen Ramoossics, who arrested him, and

brought him a prisoner to Sakoordy. This took place in

the beginning of 1830. When the Saliookar had been

eleven days in the Hetkurries guard at Sakoordy, after

many threats and intimidations he agreed to give Oomiah

nine hundred rupees ; and upon giving security for the

payment of this sum he was permitted to return to his

home. In the mean time his family had represented the

circumstance to the Rajah, and a communication was conse-

quently made to the magistrate of Poona. The Sahookar

was subsequently sent for by the magistrate who repaid

him the nine hundred rupees, the amount having been

deducted from Oomiah's pay.

CHAPTER XV„

When Oomiah ahsconded from Poona the collector called on the "Ramoossj

Naiks, &c. to seize him and to bring him back to the capital.—The Naiks

deny all knowledge of his place of "retreat,—Discussions with the Naiks.

—

Thev are warned of the consequences, in case of their disobeying the orders

of (Government. —Some horsemen wounded.—The Eamoossies disposed to

beo-in to plunder.—A detachment from Poona marches to Sassoor, and from

Satara to the Sample Gh^utt—Detachment advancfs to Jej oory.—O-miah and

the Bund proceed to Bhoie, plunder Bazar warv, and seize two Brahmuns.
—Skirmish with Captain Bo\d at Mandurdeo.—The Bund separate; their

distress.—Oomiah retuin^ tu the Fooiundur hiils.—Seveiai of the g^.ng seiz-
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ed — Detachments frora .Shollapoor, and from the Kontan, to secure the
passps in the Syadry Ghauts.—An attempt to surprise Ooraiah failed.—Re-
v/ards off n-od f :r the apprehension of th ' Naiks.—Oomiah surprised near Goo-
iinchy.—He rejoins his brother and Bhoj=(jve Naik in the h ill south of the
Neera.—They address proclamations to all thi? Ramoossies, calling upon them
to join them at the fjrt of Pooruudur.—The Baud are surprised near Walla.
—The Kolies quit it„

The circumstance of Oomiali's having absconded from

Poona on the IGth of December, became no sooner known
to the collector^ Mr. Giberne, (who at the time was in the

district sixty miles east of Foona,) than he called on
the Ramoossy Naiks in the pay of Government, and the

Patells who were security for Oomiah, to seize him, and
take him back to the capital. These men replied, that they

were ignorant of Oomiah's place of retreat, but that they

would endeavour to discoverit, and that he (the collector)

might depend on their discharging their duty faithfully—

-

at the same time observing that Oomiah must have bean-

persuaded by some persons in the pay of Government to

fly from the place.

Some af the Naiks subsequently visited Poona; they

invariably pleaded ignorance of Oomiah's place of retreat,

stating that as no information could be gained respecting

him, it was evident he must have proceeded to a great dis-

tance, and most probably into the territory of some foreign

prince.

Towards the end of December, accounts from Sakoordy

stated that the men employed there (the Ramoossy Naiks

and their Sib undies) had quitted the village, and were re-

siding in the adjoining hills, and that a number of persons

were assembling from different parts of the country. The
Naiks showed considerable- backwardness now in visiting

Poona; and although they still boldly denied knowing any

thing concerning Oomiah, all the people of the district

who took an interest in the matter, were quite satisfied that

Oomiah had joined his friends at Sakoordy.

Government was well acquainted, from long experience,

with Oomiah's talent for carrying on v/ith singular success

a predatory system of warfare, and was anxious to avoid

the consequent trouble and expense that would necessarily

follow, if hostilities were commenced against bun ;
although,

at the same time, fully c&nvixivcJ cf iLe nccesoity of crusli^
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ing this trouhlesome character, who by his activity and
cunning had hitherto escaped with impunity, notwithstand-

ing the numerous crimes he had committed.

The collector with his usual zeal exerted himself to con-

ciliate the Naiks, and urged them to remain faithful to their

duty. But as no reliance could be placed on these men,
and as much activity and excitement existed at Sakoordy,

it was finally resolved to march a detachment into the

Poorundur district to act against the Ramoossies, should

they set the Government authority at defiance.

Previously to my quitting Poena for Poorundur, an or-

der was written by the magistrate, and several copies of it

given to the three Ramoossy Naiks, who had been at Poona
for some days. The order was dated lith January, 1831,

and addressed to the tvrelve Naiks, (including Oomiah's

name,) and their men in the pay of Government, directing

them to repair to Sassoor, (only six miles from Sakoordy)

on Friday the 14th January; and having reported their ar-

rival to the officer commanding the detachment, they were

directed to obey such orders as he might issue to them ;

and that in the event of their disobeying this order they

would be considered as rebels, and treated accordingly.

Much pains had been taken in explaining to the three

Naiks, the propriety of their exerting their utmost efforts

to dissuade the other Naiks from acting in opposition to the

orders of Government, and the inevitable ruin and dis-

tress they would entail on themselves and families, if they

disregarded the advice now given to them.

The three Naiks proceeded to Sakoordy, solemnly de-

claring that they would punctually repair to Sassoor on
the 1 4th, v/hether they were joined by the others or not

;

and that they were determined not to act so foolishly and
madly as to join men who would think of fighting against

the state.

Early in January there were reports in circulation, that

the Ramoossies intended to commence their depredations

immediately. On the night of the 8th January, two men
of the Pcona horse who halted at Wurky on their route

to join their detachment at Soopah, were attacked by a

body of armed men^ who wounded and then plundered
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tliem of several hundred rupee.s in cash which they had

charge of, besides other property. Two days afterwards

several persons were robbed south of Foona in the day-

time, and an attempt was made to seize some Sibimdies

conveying pay to the rnen employed on the hill fort of

Poorundur.

These occurrences indicated the designs of the Ramoos-
sies, and left no doubt that the Naiks were ready to bep-in

their operations, whilst it was evident that they wished to

induce the Government to adopt some d.ecided measure to-

wards them, in order that it might appear to the public, that

they (the Ramoossies) were not the aggressors. They there-

fore resolved for the present to carry on their schemes as

secretly as possible, and by such a line of conduct, they

expected to be always able to keep a door open to negotia-

tion, and to justify such outrageous acts as they might

commit.

No persons were better acquainted than these Naiks, with

the comparatively limited resources of Governmet at this

time, owing to the great reductions of the military establish-

ment. They were also aware that great reluctance ex-

isted to sending any troops into the field, but more especi-

ally against themselves ; for they (the Ramoossies) were

satisfied that the inhabitants of the late Feshwah's domini-

ons were convinced that Government had completely fail-

ed in putting down the Ramoossies during their former

disturbance, after carrying on operations against them for a

series of years ; and rather than continue such expensive

and fruitless measures, their demands w^ere fully complied

with. Besides, the Naiks were well aware of the feeling

of a great portion of the population tow^ards themselves.

They knew^ that they had the good wishes of the nume-.

rous discontented persons scattered over the country, and

many of the lower orders whom Oomiah had conciliated

by his liberal treatment.

It may be added, that these men aspired to the hope of

not only being able to prevail on Government to sanction

Oomiah's restoration to the charge of the police of the Poo-,

rundur district, but they also expected, that the Government

would compel the Punt Suchevv to restore to them allow-

ances which they claimed as their right.
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On the night of tlie lOili January, Oomiali, who had as

yet only shown himself to the Naiks and some of his rela-

tions, detached ahout twenty Hetkurries and fifteen Ra-

moossles to plunder a merchant who liv^ed in Andoory, a

small village two koos south of Walla. This party was un-

der the direction of his cousin Bappoo Soleseykur, and

Dhoondy Peessa (a Koonby who fled from Bhore and was
withOoniiah the evening he left Pcona.) The former gave

information that this merchant had some gold and silver or-

naments in pawn, which he was ahout to send to Waie.
The gang proceeded to the village, and returned the fol-

lowing morning, having secured the ornaments and carried

off such other articles as they could lay their hands on :

the value of the property taken was one thousand three

hundred and fourteen rupees.

The detachment from Poona, consisting of three hun-

dred men of the 1 7th Regiment under Captain Luyken,

reached Sassoor on the 13th January: several letters passed

between Mr. Giberne and the Naiks in the interval. They
still maintained that they were ignorant of Oomiah's place

of retreat, and they novv^ begged that the troops might not

be marched against them, and that they might be allov/ed

eight days to fulfil their promise of trying to apprehend him.

The Naiks now sensible that Government were resolved

on projecting some very active measures for apprehending

Oomiah, and probably curtailing eventually the Ramoossy

Ruckwalldarship, (police authority v»^hich had w^orked so

unfavourably, and proved to be such a bane to the district

v/here it existed,) commenced an evasive and temporizing

system of proceeding, evidently for the purpose of afford-

ing them time to prepare themselves, and to enable their

families (which they sent away from Sakoordy) to get to a

distance : this was their object in asking for eight days

more, under the pretence of searching for Oomiah. The
families* proceeded into the Nixam's country, near Ferin-

da, vnth orders to move towards the Soorapoore Rajah's

territories (who is a Berrdur; southeast of Beejapoor,

should they be pressed by any of the detachments ; and

* Of the three Naiks who made such strong pi-ofessious of fidelity before tliey

quitted Poona v/ith the order for SaVoord/, two moved oSl vvidi the fa:uiiic6,

aad th3 tha-d W.tioj -^zc a-iis X 0 j -uidE to B.iiar wary.
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to remain in Soorapoore till tlie}^ ftlie Naiks) had settled

their affairs at Pooriindur.

Of a detachment of three hundred men of the Grena-

dier Ivegiment, ordered from Satara to co-operate against

the Ramoossy Bund, unfortunately two hundred men only

could be spared till the Rajah had returned to his capital.

On the 14th January, a letter of instructions was address-

ed to the officer commanding the Satara detachment, who
had perviously been directed to march on Salpie. The
detachments were posted in particular positions, near hills,

ravines, and jungles, selected as being well known and
much frequented by the Ramoossies. These detachments

were to consist of forty men each, either under an Euro-

pean or Native officer ; and such suggestions as were con-

sidered necessary, were communicated to each party, par-

ticularly respecting the grounds they were to occupy, the

necessity of great and constant vigilance on their part at

all times, but especially during dark nights, to guard against

being surprised. They were directed to search constant-

ly the hills, ravines, and jungles within a certain distance

of their positions. They were instructed to communicate
frequently with each other, and how to act should the gang
pass them ; to conciliate the inhabitants ; to trust to each

other only, and to place no confidence in the village watch-

men. Captain Boyd, the officer commanding the detach-

ment, was requested to take up his position near Bhore,

as it was conjectured that Oomiah would, on quitting the

Poorundur hills, move in that direction. Under the ex-

pectation that the cliiFerent detachments above alluded to

w^ould reach the various positions allotted to them by the

1 7th and 18th, Captain Luyken with a detachment of

eighty men marched on the 16th to Jejoory, and another

detachment of forty men to Keekvy ; and the following

morning Lieutenant Knipe, 17th Regiment, proceeded to

Pureenchy with forty men, and Lieutenant Macan, 17th

Regiment, to Sevvry with a detachment of the same

strength.

When the gang proceeded from the Sakoordy hill to the

Khurry Puthar, where there is a temple sacred to Khon-
dobah, Oomiah showed himself to all his followers, and
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the Naiks and tlieir retainers took an oath of allegiance to

him on the occasion.

Several very wild schemes for cnnductinsj their plan of

operations, were suggested by various individuals of the

assemblage. Some of them wished to set fire to the se-

poy's huts in the cantonment of Poona : some spoke even

of burning tlse city; others proposed to attack and
plunder an oiiicer's family residing on the Poorundur hill,

w^hile some suggested an attack on the district treasuries
;

but Oomiah overruled all these propositions, insisting on

the propriety of carrying on their operations with secrecy
;

and pointed out the disadvantages likely to result from

acting precipitately. It was settled that they should in

the first instance proceed into the Punt Suchew's country,

and compel him to grant to them the rights and emolu-

ments which they had been claiming so long in vain.

At this time there were assembled on the Kurry Puthar

about three hundred and fifty men with Oomiah. Many
of them were most desperate characters, who had figured

in the former Bund. Among them also were several noto-

rious Ramoossy Naiks from the Satara territory and from
Bhore, all of whom had been proscribed by their own Go-
vernment for the numerous atrocities which they had com-

mitted.

But it was not Oomiah's intention to keep his followers

in one body for any length of time. He was aware of the

difl[iculty of being always able to procure food for any large

number of men, especially when forced to keep in the hills

at a distance from large villages ; and he well knew the

movements of any considerable number of men must at-

tract observation.

He proposed employing about two hundred Kolies in

the hills in the Joonere and Nassick districts, and an equal

number of Mangs in the direction of Shollapoor and the

Nizam frontier villages at the same time, to act in

concert with him. One of his Jemedars, a Mussulman,

has stated in his deposition, that a Patell of a village near

the Salpie Ghaut, offered to bring a body of horse from

the Nizman's country to act as Pindaries : but this was

not approved of at the time.
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It was Oomiah's decided wish to strike a blow should

ft favourable opportunity offer, in hope that it would give

encouragement to those who had espoused his cause, and

the numerous disaffected persons who were anticipating

advantages which might be desired, from the confusion

Yvrhich would thus be produced in the country. It was not

his plan to incur the risk of fighting our troops on fair or

equal terms, but to harass, distress, and fatigue them by

rapidity of movement, by means of false reports, and keep-

ing as much concealed as possible, never making a stand

when discovered, unless it was in strong ground, when he

could reckon on effecting a safe retreat. He well knew
that he must meet our troops at great disadvantage. It

was therefore his policy to avoid by every means meeting

with us, and above all to prevent the inhabitants from tak-

ing any active part against him.

It ought to have been noticed before, that nine of his

Sibundies quitted Oomiah on the 12th, and proceeded to

Poona, conformably to the collector's order sent the pre-

ceding day to Sakoordy ; so that of the men in the pay

of Government, ninety still remained with him. Of these,

thirty were Hetkurries,* and there were thirty more of

these men who lived at Sakoordy and Jejoory on Oomiah's

bounty, and who now joined his standard ; so that the

gang in the present instance, was much more formidable

than during the former Bund, for the Poorundur Kolies

had joined the Ramoossies on the present occasion.

The Ramoossy Naiks had profited by the experience

they had gained in the former Bund, and by the result of

the disturbance that had taken place during two succes-

sive years in the Ahmednuggur district, and the Kitore

country.

* These men were particularly well armed. Their pms were stocked after

the European mode, and had locks, the barrel being that of a matchlock gun
;

they carry a sword and dagger also, and provide themselves with powder of a
better description than is generally procurable in the bazars. It maybe fur-

ther observed, that those are the same description of men who proved of such
eminent service to Sewajee during his extraordinary and adventurous career,

when he wrested for himself a kingdom from the formidable but disunited M;i-
hommedan Princes of the Dukhan. They are of the aijriculturate class, and
ai-e considered able, good and extremely faithful soldiers. Tiie)- are inha-
bitants of a district called Hett, near S'awiiut wary in the Konkan,
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When Captain Luyken reached Jejoory, the gang were
visible "on the Khurry Puthar.* The inhabitants were
much disinchned to give any information respecting them,
and mentioned in the present instance, that the person
seen were some pilgrims.

The gang sounded their horns, and fired off a few mus-
kets by way of bravado, when they saw the detachment
reach Jejoory.

Captain Luyken ascended the Khurry Puthar hill

during the night. On reaching the summit after consider-

able labour, for the sides are steep, he learned that Oomi-
ah and his followers had moved off about sunset, but whe-
ther in an easterly, southerly, or westerly direction, no
one would inform him.

It appears from the statements of many members of the

Bund, that there was some intention at one time on their

part to surprise the detachment, by a night attack ; that

the Naik Essoo Neekary of Singhur had even advanced a
short distance with about fifty men for the purpose of pro-

ceeding to occupy some convenient position to co-operate

with the main body ; but on consideration, they thought it

most advisable to postpone their plan of acting on the of-

fensive.

The gang halted during the night and the following day
on the hills near Mhour and Mandur, and obtained food

from the inhabitants of the surrounding small villages,

many of whom were Oomiah's most intimate friends. Dur-
ing this night and the following, upwards of a hundred men
quitted the gang, some of them dreading the consequences

of remaining- with Oomiah when they found that active and
vigorous measures were commenced against them : it also

* The hill called the Khurry Puthar maybe about six hundred feet high,
and very nearly a mile south of J ejoory. 1 he top of the hill is level, and con-
sequently called Puthar, which is a term for any flat elevated district, or plain
on a hill. Khurry is the name of the small river which rises near Garady and
runs along the pretty little valley of Sassoor towards Baramutty, and joins the
Neera a few koss from thence.

There is a branch which runs off from the northeast extremity of the Khurry
Puthar, nearly in a northerly direction, gradually diminishing in size to the
village of Jejoory. On the extremity of this shoulder or branch from the main
range, is erected the principal temple of Jejoory, and dedicated to the god
Khundobah or Khundy Kow. The hill here may be about two hundred feet
high.
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having soon become known among tliem, that a consider-

able detachment of the Ahmednuggur Police Corps had
arrived at Sassoor to take a part in the operations against

them. It is to be observed, that the Ramoossies were well

aware of the success of this corps when employed in sup-

pressing similar disturbances in the Ahmednuggur district,

(particular allusion to this circumstance was made in the

depositions of some of the prisoners afterwards apprehend-

ed.) Oomiah crossed the Neera river with about two hun-

dred and fifty men on the evening of the 17th. Shortly af-

ter they had crossed the river, they discussed the propriety

of attacking Bhore, or setting fire to the town, but this in-

tention was relinquished, and they proceeded to the small

village of Bazar wary, which they plundered, and seized

two of the Punt Suchew's Brahmuns, whom they carried

off with them to the Mhandurdeo hills, southeast of Bhore.

Oomiah compelled these Brahmuns to write a letter to the

Punt Suchew, demanding of him to restore their rights to

them immediately, and threatening, in the event of his

refusal, to plunder and ruin his country.

About nine o'clock in the morning of the 18th January, a

party of the Punt Suchew's people who had been searching

for the men who had plundered Bazar wary, ascertained

that Oomiah was in the Mandurdeo hill with the gang.

This party proceeded towards the hill, and on perceiving

them sent intelligence of the circumstance to Bhore (ex-

aggerating the number to five hundred.) Captain Boyd
immediately proceeded to the spot with his detachment.

The Ramoossies had taken up a strong position on a high

and steep hill, covered with bushes of the prickly-pear, and
which the members of the gang knew well how to take

advantage of for the purpose of protecting themselves from
the fire of the detachment. The necessary disposition hav-
ing been made, the detachment advanced and engaged the

Bund, but as Captain Boyd ascended the hill, the Ra-
moossies retired, and fled upon the sepoys reaching the
summit. Three of the Ramoossies were afterwards taken

;

however none of the gang received the least injury from
the fire of the detachment, but a Naik and sepoy were
wounded of Captain Boyd's men. The Sibundies belong-
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ing to the Punt Suchew do not appear to have rendered

much assistance to Captain Boyd
;
indeed, he mentioned

that these men took their departure shortly after the

firing commenced.

The Bund much alarmed now separated upon retiring-

from the Mandurdeo hills. About fifty accompanied Oo-

miah to the neighbourhood of Pandoogur, and an equal

number went with Bhojajee to the southeast ; the rest fled

in various directions. Essoo Neekary, Kristnajee Naik,

and Witto, returned to the Poorundur hills for the purpose

of collecting more men ; but all their adherents were so

pressed in the vicinity of Poorundur, that they gave up
every intention of adding to the number of the gang. A
hundred men of the 1st Grenadier Regiment having arriv-

ed from Poona, Lieutenant Foulerton was posted with fifty

men at Bhongoly to guard the south side of the Poorun-

dur hill.

The two Naiks with their followers were now anxious to

reunite, but in consequence of being pressed by the several

detachments that were following them, they crossed each

others route unawares, Oomiah having gone to the Choun-

deshwur hills east of Waie, while Bhojajee went to the

mountains near and to the north of Mhabelleshwur, where

he remained for a week procuring food from the Jungums
(the priests of the Linggait caste) who reside on the top of

some of these hills, and from the Dhunggurs or cowherds

who live in those wilds.

Oomiah soon returned to the Poorundur hills with his

party; but the inhabitants were still greatl}^ afraid of com-
municating information respecting his movements, and

when they did give intelligence, it was always after the

Bund had moved off from the place, and too late to be of

any advantage. About this time Lieutenant Shaw, 9th

Regiment, from Shollapoor, took up a position at the Mah-
deo temple, southeast of Phultun, with seventy-five men ;

he was directed to post a Jemadar's detachment at a village

half way between his own position and the detachment at

Salpie, to keep up the chain of communication. Lieutenant

Forbes of the 13th Regiment, and Lieutenant Christopher

of the 11th Regiment, occupied the passes leading down
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from the Dekhan to the Konkan, and were in close com-
munication with the officers above the Ghauts.

Several prisoners v/ere no\Y seized, and information ob-

tained that Oomiah was to receive provisions at the small

village of Peerapry (nearly two miles south of Sassoor and
close to the hills) on the night of the 24th January. As
provisions are always placed in the vicinity of water, two

detachments moved from Sassoor early in the evening, in

opposite directions, with orders to approach a circuitous

route, a well and a pool of water, both being between the

village and the hills, and then to conceal themselves as well

as the ground would admit of. The night was beautifully

bright, and they returned at two o'clock in the morning,

without having seen any thing of the gang. It may how-
ever be mentioned, after Oomiah was seized, he one day

observed that he had been deprived of his food at Peempry^

for that as they were approaching the place, they saw the

detachment, and consequently proceeded to a village two

miles distant.

This portion of the gang having now moved into the

AUundy range of hills, rumours of large bodies of men
being seen during the night time in the villages east of

Poona, were in circulation. The gang concealed them-

selves in the day time, among the prickly-pear bushes on
the hills ; and, wrapped up in their black kumlies (blankets)

resembled so many wild hogs (as they have often themselves

described.) They were not permitted to move from the

spot they occupied, under any pretext whatever, unless

their concealed sentries announced the approach of some
danger.

For the purpose of procuring provisions, they usually

proceeded in the evening to the vicinity of some village,

and then they sent one or two men to announce to the

Patell that a supply of provisions was required for the

gang ; all of them afterwards entered the place, if it v/as

a small village, or if they had relations or friends among
the inhabitants, and provided there was no chance of their

being surprised. In the event of any danger being appre-

hended, two or three baskets containing a sufficient quan-

tity of bread to admit of each man having two or three
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cakes, with a small quantity of greens mixed up with salt

and a large proportion of chillies (red pepper,) were con-

veyed to some well in the vicinity. If there were any

persons of higher caste than Ramoossies, some flour, &c.

was supplied, and those for whom it was intended pre-

pared their own bread. The gang occasionally obtain-

ed a sheep from any flock that might be grazing

near them. Should the shepherd be clamorous for the

price, after threatening him, they would probably throw him
a few pyse. When the inhabitants of a small village objected

to furnish them with provisions, some of the members of the

gang used at times to beat such persons severely. In

November, 1827, they shot a man dead at Kandalla, near

theKamatyky Ghaut, who offered resistance, and they

took away his horse with them. When the Ramoossies

were pressed by the troops, they contented themselves

with a very scanty supply of provisions ; this they procur-

ed very irregularly, and by stealth, frequently paying for

it, in order to conceal their movements : and if they were

unacquainted with the localities of the place, they made
one of the inhabitants act as guide on the occasion—and
in general they vowed vengeance in case of his betraying

them.

As it w^as understood that Oomiah had procured food

from his friends at Sakoordy, and that he was in the hills

near that place, five detachments moved from opposite

directions into the hills, early in the morning of the 29th

January, but had not the good fortune of falling in with

any of the Ramoossies. They had quitted these hills the

preceding evening.

A proclamation was now published, explaining, that

notwithstanding the great lenity and kindness so often

shown to Oomiah, he had disregarded all the obligations

he was under to the Government, and had recommenced
plundering the country, and distressing the inhabitants.

A reward therefore of five thousand rupees in cash, and
two hundred beghas of land in enam (freehold,) was
offered for the apprehension of each of the four principal

Ramoossy ringleaders of the gang, viz. Oomiah, Krist-

najee^ Bhojajee, and Essoo Neekary,
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On the 31st January a detachment of two hundred men
of the 11th Regiment, under Lieutenant Lloyd, marched
into the hills west of Singhur,

It is necessary to state, that Government had now sanc-

tioned the enlistment of a certain number of Sibundies for

the Police of the district, to replace those who had moved
off with their chiefs. Not one however of the inhabitants

would enter our service, from the dread they had of Oo«
miah, although many acknowledged that they were almost

starving, and greatly in want of employment by which
they could earn a livelihood.

An intelligent man of the Ahmednuggur Police Corps,

named Ram Singh, was employed with five other Sibun-
dies to move about the country, to ascertain if possible

who were the most active persons in aiding the gang, sup-

plying them with food, conveying intelligence, and circu-

lating false reports. This man having persuaded six ac-

tive, stout koonbies (farmers) from the bank of the Neera
to accompany him, moved to the eastward ; and early on
the morning of the 2d February (it had been raining hea-

vily) he proceeded to a small wary (hamlet) a few miles

from Goolinchy, under the impression that he should find

a brother of Oomiah's and two or three men of the gang,

j

They surrounded the hamlet, and Ram Singh and another

I

man entered the principal house. He was immediately

beset by the men and women of the family, but observing

,
Oomiah, he rushed at him and laid hold of him ; but with

the assistance of the people of the house, and by his own
exertions, Oomiah extricated himself, and rushed past a

I

sepoy standing near the door. He then leaped over a

!

low wall in front of the house, and turned round and made
a cut at Ram Singh, but the latter luckily had his dhot-

j

tur (the cloth worn round the body) rolled up in his hand,

I

and received the blow on it : the cloth was cut entirely

I

through. Oomiah now with the six or eight friends who
[ had been with him in the wary, ran with all speed towards

a ravine a few hundred yards distant, pursued by the Si-

!
bundies, when all of a sudden about thirty men sprung up

I

trom the ravine. These were the rest of his followers, who
had taken shelter under the bushes from the rain. The
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Sibundies were now obliged to discontinue the cbase^ and

retired in the direction of the village of Moray. The gang

seemed greatly alarmed, and ascended some rising ground

near them, to discover if possible where the rest of the de-

tachment was^ for they concluded that these few men were

only part of a large force close to them.

They bent their course towards the Neera, and moved
rapidly into the Satara territory. Captain Luyken with a

light detachment, and Subedar Luchmungeer with a de-

tacliment of the Ahmednuggur Police Corps, being in the

vicinity, followed the gang, and pursued them into the hills

southeast of Salpie. Oomiah at length met his friends

Bhojajee, and Kristnajee here with about forty men. When
at Mole on the 4th February, they drew up three proclama-

tions, addressed to all the Ramoossy Naiks in the Satara

territory, stating that with the concurrence of Government
they, Oomiah Naik, and Bhojajee Naick Ramoossy, and
and the Kolies and Dheres of the fort of Poorundur, called

on them all to repair to the fort of Poorundur, &c.
;
stronf^-

iy recommending all of them to be of one mind, to act with

unanimity, especially if they regarded the rights and emo-
luments which they enjoyed, * &c. &c.

Oomiah with Kristnajee, Ram Row Koley, &c. concoct-

ed this production, and Ram Row acted as secretary on

the occasion. They found it now difficult to remain above

a day or two in the same place, owing to the activity of the

detachments ; and as they had latterly suffered much from
the w^ant of food, they determined to return among their

friends. A few hours, therefore, after they had dispatched

these proclamations, (dated 5th February, 1832,) they set

out for the Poorundur hills, halting near Walla, where they
remained concealed during the day, and in the evening

(of the 6th) they proceeded to W^alla, plundered the Bun-
nyah's house there, and wounded a Dherc. The gang
were in number about seventy at this time, (although re-

ported to be nearly twice as many.) As they entered

Yvalla, two men proceeded wiih all possible speed to

Dhound, tw^o miles distant, to give information to Jema-

* 111 the Ramoossy l<(ii<,nu'ge it was written, " Bo careful and keep all thuse
matters quite secret from tlio Euio^ cans audit ends with imprecaLiuus.
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dar Bheema of the 17th Regiment posted there. He in-

stantly prepared his men, and moved off with his guides.

The night v/as extremely dark and a high wind blowing.

The Ramoossies with their plunder had quitted Walla^

and were on their route to the Sakoordy hills when the

detachment moving along was challenged. The Jemadar

called out to know who they were, (with a view to ascer-

tain if they were peaceable villagers ;) in a few seconds two
shots were fired, the balls passing over the sepoys' heads.

All being satisfied that it must be the Bund, the detach-

ment instantly returned the fire. After a few rounds the

Jemadar wished to discover in v/hat direction the Ramoos-
sies had retired, as they had discontinued firing. The
ground was very uneven, and covered with large black

stones. As the men advanced they found the body of a

Ramoossy that had been shot dead, and from subsequent

information it appears that several others were wounded.

This unexpected encounter had a m.ost powerful eirect

in our favour. It greatly disheartened the whole gang,

and reduced their number to about thirty-five. The rest

fled and never rejoined, many of them having thrown their

arms into the prickly-pear bushes : several of them were

seized in a fcAV days after this. The Naik that was killed

was a relation of Oomiah's and one of his most active ad-

herents. * Ram Row Koley took his departure with his

Kolies. They proceeded north to Chamargoonday, and

from thence to Punderpoor, and then towards Kolapoor.

Captain Boyd was requested to move south in pursuit

of them, and he seized them about the middle of March.

After this blow it was supposed that Oomiah would re-

pair immediately to the jungles on the Poorundur hill ; in-

formation however could not be communicated to the di.e-

tachments to admit of their scouring the hills, till the

morning of the 8th. The gang much alarmed, and most

probably learning our intentions, only remained during the

day in the hill, having quitted on the evening of the 7th.

No troops could move from Sassoor, or indeed from any

other place, when the gang was in the vicinity, without th^^

circumstance being immediately announced to them by

some one of their numerous friends.

(To be Continued.)

* This Naik aud auotiier i'elaUon ofhis^ rccei7ed twenty rupees uiout'aly ^^^y.
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II-—On the Niith Grass of the Ceded Districts.—Bn
Robert Wight, M, D. Surgeon, 33d Regt. K 1.

To fjie Editor of the Mad. Lit. and Scientific Journal.

When leaving Madras my attention was directed by Mr.
Malcolmson to a particular kind of grass, known in the
Ceded Districts under the name Nuth, or Nuthoo as it is
often called by the natives, remarkable on account of theex-^
treme difficulty of eradicating it, when it has once got pos-
session of the soil. I have lately examined this grass, and,
much to my surprise, found it undescribed, though a very
common plant and one for the eradication of which, it ap-
pears probable, every successive government that has ruled
in those districts has from time immemorial been paying
large sums. This I hold to be one very strong proof,

among many others that might be adduced, of how little

the natural history of these very interesting provinces has
been investigated, as this plant is a most conspicuous ob-

ject, growing to the height of nearly four feet, and remark-
able for its peculiar, I had almost said showy spikes of

flowers ; clothed as they are with much pure white hair,

contrasting strongly with the very black ground in which

they grow, which is rendered still more striking, by the

foliage of the plant being of a pale whitish green colour^

altogether different from the other plants with which it

may happen to be associated.

So far as my acquaintance with the vegetation of that

ssoil yet extends, it differs from nearly ail the other her-

bacious plants found in it, in having very v/idely spreading

perennial roots, or rather underground stems ; all the

others having either fibrous annual roots, or very long,

tapering, perennial ones ; with the stems even when procum-

bent, generally annual and altogether above ground,—In

its creeping habit it resembles many of the plants found

with equal constancy in sandy soil, among which similar

creeping roots or under ground stems, form a valuable

provision for binding the loose material among which they

grow. Many such plants are found on the sand hills

along the coast, and in Europe the Triticum repens is sel-

dom w^anting in such situations, and is as difficult to era-

dicate there as the Kuth is here.
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This plant belongs to the genus Ischcemum of Linnens,
but forms a species altogether distinct from any of those

yet referred to that genus, at least in so far as I have been
able to ascertain from specific characters. It certainly

does not correspond with any of Roxburgh's descriptions

of the Indian species.

For the sake of presenting a more perfect description of

the whole plants I shall give an extended generic charac-

ter, but taken almost entirely from this species, and then

add a very general description of the rest of the plant

IschcEmum—Lin., Brown, Kunth,

Spikes paired or digitate, linear, rachis jointed. S pike-

lets two fiov/ered, two in each joint, one sessile the other

pedicelled. Glumes (calyx) two, exterior one flat, in-

terior boat shaped. Exterior sessile flower, male ; inte-

rior hermaphrodite ;—pedicelled spikelet the same. PaieiB

(corolla) of all the flowers hyaline, interior one of the

hermaphrodite florets, boat shaped, cleft at the apex,

awned. Squamuls two in each flower cuniate. Ovary

free, smooth. Styles two, terminal. Stigmas plumose

;

hairs (when highly magnified) crinate on the m.argin, un-

divided. Caryopsis (seed) oblong, smooth, free, exsulcate,

enclosed within the persistent glumes and palid.

Roots creeping, culms several from the same point,

erect, simple, smooth, spikes hairy, jointed, separatiiig at

thejoints: rachis and glumes ciliated and hairy.

/. pilosum, repent, culms erect, simple, glabrous, leaves

linear lanceolate, smooth on the edges, and on both sides

;

spikes several, rarely paired, erect; (4-6 inches long)

rachis jointed, joints concave on one side, ciliated ; glumes

hairy, awnless ;
hermaphrodite flowers with a short con-

torted awm, male awnless.

Nuth or Nuthoo of the inhabitants.

Habitat. Frequent about Bellary and the greater part

of the Ceded Districts in " black cotton soil."

Dssc^upTiON. Roots or underground stems diffuse,

branched, spreading extensively in all directions, round,

smooth, about the thickness of a goose quill, marked with

numerous rings (not half an inch apart,) bearing the re-

mains of scariose, sheathing leaves, from the axils of which,

new shootS; and the tru© fibrous wiry roots -spring. Pra.
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per culms rising from the points of the roots that approach

the surface, three or four together, and from two to four

feet high, jointed, sohd, about two thirds of the space be-

tween the joints^ enclosed in the sheaths of the leaves.

Leaves narrow, lanceolate, pointed, smooth, or slightly

hispid, coriacious, of a pale whitish green colour. Spikes

linear, erect, 4-G, rarely a single pair, five or six inches

long, clothed their whole length with white hair, but most
abundant at the insertion of the flowers, rachis jointedj

separating at the joints when ripe, with the persistent

glumes and seeds attached. Spiklets springing from the

joints, attachment lateral,glumes coriacious, hairy, av/nless^

longer than the paleae. Paleee hyaline, usually all perfect,

the interior ones of the fertile flow^ers somewhat boat

shaped, cleft at the apex, and furnished from the middle

of the bark, with a short awn scarcely exceeding the glume.

Seed cylindrical, tapering a little at the ends, glabrous^

free, enclosed v/ithin the persistent glumes and paieas.

The jointed fragile hairy rachis, and persistent spiklets,

give this plant unusual facilities of scattering its seeds,

which are so light as to be easily carried to considerable

distances by the v/ind.

I have already mentioned, that it is probable that the suc-

cessive rulers in these districts have, from time immemorial,

been paying considerable sums for the destruction of this

plant I less so perhaps now than formerly, from the long

continued quiet they have enjoyed under the British sway,

and the consequent high state of cultivation every where

apparent in them. I draw this inference from the follow-

ing document obligingly communicated by Mr. Lacon

collector at Cuddapah, who caused several queries to be

addressed to some of the neighbouring ryots, a translation

of the answers to which, he gave me. The evidence afford-

ed by that paper, seem.s clearly to prove the antiquity of

the usages now in force for clearing nuth-land, and the

amount of remission and cowle to be granted on that ac-

count ; as yet apparently to little purpose, as the grass

is still very abundant. Another circumstance leading to

the same conclusion, is the adoption of terms expressive

of the local extent of the evil, and indicating in a single

word, the measureg to be employed for its removal ; since
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it is well known^ that such words usually originate in casual
circumstances, or fanciful analogies, and require a long
time before they become established as part of the language
of the country in which they have originated.

Queries and Answers, ^c,

\st Query.'—1x1 what land does the Nuth or long rooted
grass grow ?

Ansiver,—There are two kinds of Nuth one called

Koondara in the raguda or black soil, the

other GmukoY fPanicum dactylon, Lin.) in

the muduh or mixed soil.

"^d Query,—What is the loss sustained by it in each kind

of soil ?

Even when the land can be ploughed between

the spots of Nuth, the produce is affected by
its presence. (The amount is not stated, pro-

bably is not known : no notice is taken of the

second sort^ vfliich was scarcely necessary^

as it is the common grass with long roots on

which horses are constantly fed in this coun-

try.)
^

Zd Query.—What measures are adopted for clearing it ?

Answer.—Nuth is styled pudava (ship) when the large

plough with 12 bullocks is required to eradi-

cate it. When in detached spots it is styled

gumpa (basket), and may be removed by

v/udas and other labourers with pick-axes.

4th Query.—What expense will it incur ?

Answer.—The charge for digging out Nuth is from I

to IJ rupee for a piece of ground 8 yards long,

2 broad and 4J deep. (This last dimension

indicates the great depth to which it extends,

and shows how difficult it must be to clear

the land from such an encumbrance.)

5th Query.—In what proportion is cowle or remission

granted?

Answer.—lf the Nuth does not exceed one tenth of

the land no cowle or remission is granted.

If one fourth, the assessment on the Nuth

t
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portion is remitted but no cowle granted.

From one quarter to one half, besides the

remission, a cowle is granted for clearing it ;

(see table).

6fJi Query. What remission has been made on the nuth ?

Answer, No cowle has been given on account of Nuth
of late years, but the remission granted on

account of waste from Nuth in fuzly 1242,

amounts to Rupees 163-7-2 ; viz. gumpa
nuth Rupees 97 „ 11 ,

pvdava nuth 66-6-3.

Obserratio?is.—If there is any other kind of waste land

belonging to a village, the ryots prefer bringing it into cul-

tivation to the trouble of clearing Nuth. If not, and there

is a demand for land the ryots will clear it without requir-

ing cowle, hence there is little occasion for granting cowle.

TABLE.
Shewing the amount of as-

sessment remitted on cowk
granted for clearing nuth-land.

If the 7}uth'land amounts
to from 25 to 50 ^ cent of^

the whole, the rent of nuth-

laiid is remitted, and cowle
granted if required, equal to'

half the rent remitted, from
the cultivated land.

If the Nuth amounts to from
50 to 75 W cent of the whole, i

file rent of the nuth-land is

remitted, and cowle granted ^

equal to half the rent of the \
cultivated land.

Should the nuth-land ex-

ceed 75 cent of the whole,
and there being no other
waste land attached to the^

village, the cowle of a large,

plough is required, the rent of
|

7-Sthof the ploughable land
is remitted as coAvle lor 5

=3 ^

P ^

c.
Fugs

16

16

16

16

3

II

O C

s ^

C.
Fags

tV 1 4

16

8

9

11

C.
Pag.

12

12

o

a .

S C/j

l.s

o

c.
Fags

2

C.
Fags

10

4

4
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In the preceding observations I have endeavoured to

make your readers acquainted with the existence of an evil

probably unknown to most of them, and have no doubt, the

sufferers will be most thankful for any hints for its remo-
val, which those who take an interest in agricultural mat-

ters may be able to communicate. It is however necessary

to add, that this grasshas one important redeeming quality ;

cattle eat it, and large quantities are daily exposed for

sale here, as food for them, and could it be raised in less

valuable soil, it would, perhaps, be thought a useful enough

plant : but growing as it does, in the finest land in the coun-

try, to the injury of every other, and possessing such facili-

ties of extending itself, its total destruction would perhaps

be an unalloyed benefit to the country. Before however

coming to this conclusion and commencing a war of exter-

mination, it would be necessary to ascertain its advantages

as well as its disadvantages ; whether on any occasion, it

has been the means of saving the cattle of the country dur-

ing dry seasons, by producing a regular crop when other

less deeply rooting grasses had failed. If this has happen-

ed, it will be requisite in the first instance to provide a sub-

stitute, and then the sooner it is totally destroyed the

better. Examining the matter in this way, we will perhaps

be led to the discovery,before it is too late, that so far from

b«ing an unalloyed evil, that it is in fact a boon compared on

these districts by the hand of a bountiful Providence,willing

and doing all things for our good : knowing much better than

we do, our real wants, and often conferring blessings, when

we in our short sighted wisdom and philosophy, are repin-

ing at them as curses. Let us always bear in mind the

well known example of the woodpeckers in the parks about

London, that were doomed to unspairing destruction, as

the destroyers of the trees, which, they were in truth, the

most indefatigable enemies of the real destroyer;
^

a cater-

pillar that was hatched in cracks and other decaying parts

of the trees, thence, carrying destruction in all directions.

A fact not discovered, until there was scarcely a wood-

pecker left, and then, only in consequence of the much

more rapid decay of the trees after than before that event.

These remarks are not intended to prejudge the question
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but are thrown out as hints^ to induce those who may
have the power, to weigh well in the first instance, the con-

Sequence of causing its total destruction, for there can be

little doubt, that even that might be nearly accomplished

in no very great number of years, if systematically attempt-

ed ; but once destroyed, it might be found even more difK-

cult to replace than the woodpeckers ; when it was discover-

ed that an injury in place of a benefit had resulted. Per-

haps the natives are aware of this, and do not claim cowle

so often as they might, lest they should be called upon ef-

fectually to destroy, what is to them a useful plants but to

the Government an expensive encumbrance.*

I remain, Sir,

Yours, &c.

Bellary, lOth November, 1834, Robert Wight.

* Particulars of the Cowle to be granted for the cultivation of lands

over grown with Nuth or long rooted grass (in the Bellary district)

according to the General Orders issued by Colonel Munro, col-

lector of the Ceded Districts in fuslj/ 1215.

" 1 . Particulars of the remission to be allowed for land which is

over grown with Nuth to the extent of from | to 1.

Example. Land.
Survey
assess-

ment. ,

Land.
Survey
assess-

ment.

Total amount of survey as- >

Deduct land overgrown with )

this grass from the survey^

1

i

C. P.

16

4

I

1

2

C. P.

16

8

Bemaining cultivated land >

and survey assessment. S
f 12 2 8

This is the amount which should be paid to the Circar ; for the

trouble of rooting out the grass, one half of the survey assessment

of the land overgrown with Nuths, is remitted in the same available

amount 2 4

Leaving the remainder to be paid to the Circar. .10 4

This indulgence should be continued for 4 years, and a full as-

sessment of 16 Pagoclas collected on the whole land from the 5tb,
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If the land overgrown with this grass is from | to | the re-

mission is to be granted as described in the following example.

Land,
Survey
assess-

ment.
Land,

j

1

Survey
assess-

ment.

I

TT

C. P.

16

9

C. P.
16

u

Remaining cultivated land. .

.

Deduct 1 assessment of the
^

cultivated land to be re-f

mitted for the trouble off
rooting out this grass.. . 3

Remaining amount to be
^

! ..

7

!

% 2|

In a case in which the extent overgrown with Nuths exceeds 1".

of the land, the remission to be granted is to be thus regulated.

Land.
Survey
assess°-

ment.

I
3
4

C. P,
16^

12:

J. 4

This amount should be paid to the Circar. But if there is no*

other waste land in the village and a ryot request cowle for using a

large plough to break down this grass, you will remit the said 4

pagodas, and collect at 5 C. fanams per plough, according to the;

condition of the cowlenamah for waste land,.

Should the extent of Nuth be so far as ^ or 777 the same rule
lb lb

is to be observed.

You will give this cowle for villages in which there is no waste

land, but you will not give itfor villages in which there is suchJ'

(A free translation of instructions to the native revenue ofiicers.)
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To the Editor of the Madras Journal of Lit, and Science,

Sir,

It having occured to me once on a time that a collec-

tion of the lives of several of our Burmese and Talain sub-

jects in the Tenasserim provinces taken down from vira,

voce relation might be one means of making us better

acquainted with their manners and habits, as well as the

peculiarities of the Government under which they formerly

served, I amused myself in noting down that of my
Burmese teacher, a man truly characteristic of his nation,

and whose name may be found quoted in the reports of the

American Baptist Mission in Ava.

As our present subject, who merely speaks for himself

through the medium of the English language, is well known
to many who have served at Rangoon, and in our newly

acquired province in Tenasserim, an account of the acci-

dents which befel him by field and flood during the course

of a long life, may not be uninteresting, and may perhaps

induce others to pursue the idea which first gave rise to

this production. In this spirit it is off'ered as a contribu-

tion to your Journal to occupy its pages in the absence of

more valuable matter.

I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

A. M'Cally, Capt,
Madras, Is^ Nov. 1834.

III.

—

Autobiography of Tsura Moung- Bo.— By Captain

Arthur M'Cally, A^th Regiment M. JV, L
I was born at Prome in the month of Gnayon, the fifth

day of the waxing of the moon, on Saturday about sunrise,

in the year *li34. My mother, whose name was Maihla,
was a Talain from the Pegue country. My father,

Moung-Biau, w^hose ancestors lived in Motzobo, the birth
place of Alompra was a Burman. He was in the service of
jNoung-daughee the eldest son of Alompra, and eventually
received the office of fToit-thooghee or Myothooghee of
Prome from him after he became king, on which occasion

* A. D. 1 773
t Chici" civil officer of a district.
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His Majesty gave him for a wife my mother, who with

her sister had been taken prisoners in the war against

Pegue carried on by Alompra, and had been presented to

Noung-daughee the heir apparent ; in whose palace they

remained as Kolouks* for two years.

My father was a clever man, and commenced teaching

me to read and write as soon as I had attained the age

of seven years. I continued my studies under him till I was

twelve years of age, when he died, leaving my mother, an

elder sister and myself. He had some property in slaves,

cattle, ground &c. but Government demands to the amount

of six thousand Tickalsf of silver were brought against

his estate. The property was sold to meet these demands^

and did not prove sufficient. The Myowon ordered me to

pay my father's debt, and to take upon myself his office.

I pleaded inability in consequence of my youth, and my
want of means. He sent me to Ava, to which place I was

accompanied by my half-brother Moung-O. I was there

presented to the ministers in the KlotdauJ who offered

me the situation left vacant by my father's death. 1

pleaded inability to fill it. The Ministers said, one of

my elder relations should do the duty for me during my
minority. They represented the circumstance to the King,

who agreed that I was too young for the office, and there-

fore directed that my half-brother Moung-O should per-

form the duty in my name, and that I should always be

seated in his lap when he was administering justice in the

Goum.§
I returned to Prome, and lived with my mother, enjoy-

ing the fruits of the newly bestowed office for about one

year. At this period my mother's younger sister who
had been presented to theToit-thooghee of Dalla, and had

gone on business to Ava with her husband, was on her way
back when she found her sister at Prome. After a most

affectionate meeting, my mother formed the determination

of quitting Prome, and retiring to her sister's house. No-
thing of this was mentioned to me, but one night I was

* Ladies of the palace.

t About li Rupee is equal to a Tickal of silve r

t Principal hall of justice where the ministers sit in council.

§ Court of justice.
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called away, hurried into a boat with many rowers, and carri-

ed with rapidity to Dalla. My mother left all her pro-

perty behind except a few ornaments.

I lived in the district of Dalla quietly for about one
year, at the expiration of which an insurrection broke out.

In the year 1145, Gna-kontau and Gnasat who were Ta-
lains* andthe Paineensf of two royalboats headed the insur=

gents, attacked and carried Rangoon and kept possession

of it for seven days. My aunt's husband the Toit-thoo-

ghee of Dalla joined the insurgents. The royal army at

last made its appearance, defeated the rebels, retook Ran-
goon, and apprehended a vast number of the insurgents of

whom about three tliousand were executed, and amongst
them my uncle. A great many were burnt to death after

the usual Burman custom. A house of bamboo trellis work,

with a floor of the same description was built, under which

a quantity of straw and gunpowder v/as placed ; the cri-

minals were bound hand and foot and put into this house.

Neither age nor sex was spared ;—it was sufficient to be

connected by blood or marriage with a rebel to be deemed
worthy of this cruel death. The guilty and innocent

suffered alike. A train was laid to the powder, and on

a signal given the whole were blown up.

In this insurrection I was accused of having had my share

from the circumstance of my living with my uncle; but on
explaining the manner in which I had been withdrawn
from my office at Prome, I was, with great difficulty excus-

ed, with the confiscation, however, of all the property I

possessed which left me in great distress. I repaired to

Rangoon with my mother, whilst my aunt was ordered up
to Ava.

My half-brother had been ordered down with a divisi-

on of the royal army against the rebels, and found me
out at Dalla. He wished me to return with him to Prome,

but my mother resolved not to go, and I staid with her.

My half-brother gave me fifty tickals of silver, and a

PutzoJ for my present necessities, and recommended me
to a friend of his in Rangoon who employed me as a clerk.

* A race of people inhabiting Fegue.

f Literally helmsmen, people of some consec[ueuce in the Royal warboats,

% A man's clotk or die,is

;
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From the emoluments of this office, I had to support my
mother and eldest sister, and continued to exercise it for

about one year, when my patron the Tsarai-daughee,* on
his being summoned to Ava, recommended me to Moungoin
the Myothooghee of Zwaithabon who lived in Rangoon.
My duty under this latter person was that of an agent. I

had to attend at the Yuom, and receive the orders ad-

dressed to my master for the levy of money, men or other

supplies. These orders T had to take to the Myotsarai,t

an officer under my master and demand the amount of

requisition from him. To give an example of the pecula-

tion which is prevalent amongst the Burmese officers of

Government, I will mention that were the order for the

levy of 100 tickals of silver from the district, the Myo-
tsarai would levy from the inhabitants 110, of the additional

10, he would keep 5 to himself and give the other 5 to the

Myothooghee. On my receiving the 100 tickals, I would
proceed to the Youm, and offer the first day 30 tickals as

the whole sum I had been able to collect up to that period^

promising to pay an equal sum the next day, on which

I would take 30 tickals more, and promise to pay 20 the

following day. The day after paying the 20 tickals, on
being asked for the remainder, I would declare the impos-

sibility of obtaining any more ; that much difficulty had
been experienced in collecting what I had given in. On
this I should be seized, tied by the arms and exposed in the

sun. I would then promise to produce the money the next

day, and should be released, but failure produced a similar

punishment ; at last if I could stand out for some days this

kind of treatment, it would be taken for granted that I could

not collect any more, and the sum to be levied would be

rated at 80 tickals. The 20 tickals which I had obtain-

ed in this way, I would divide with the Myothooghee.

This is a common practice, no shame is attached to it,

I had no salary, and w as obliged to pay myself in this

way.

I continued in office under the Zwaithabon Myothoo-

o-hee for about one year and a half, at which period I had

* Royal secretary,

t A district writer or secretary.
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amassed a little money and employing it advantageously

in the purchase of paddy at the rate of five tickals per hun-

dred baskets^, I was enabled when the royal army march*

ed to Martaban, and the price of paddy rose in conse«

quence to 30 tickals per 100 baskets,* to realize a hand-

some profit of about 1,000 tickals of silver.

I was now about seventeen years of age, and being anxi-

ous to commence my noviciate in a monastery, I proposed

it to my mother, and obtained her consent to my becom-

ing a S/ienpier.f I delivered the whole of my gains to my
mother for her support and was received after the usual

ceremony into the monastery of Kenghee Bouai. Here

I studied the following works, viz. the four $Feetza-wek-

kana, JKandaka, jTheekeea, ^Lointsaiba, JDantsaiba,

JPuraikee, Jfour Brama-sozas, &c. all connected with

my rank in the monastery. I afterwards studied $Zat-

tsaisoung. In this monastery I remained about one year,

and then proceeded to Prome to pursue my studies. There

I entered the monastery of Ruhan Tsaradaughee Gnawen,
and continued in it for six months during which time I

read Thada-sheet-soung." The Tsaradaughee was very

old, and I expressed myself desirous of quitting for fear

of giving him trouble, he kindly insisted on my going to

Oonanda one of his disciples who lived at Lettat-pyeen

about three D6ings§ from Prome. On arriving there I

found the village small, the number of Ruhans,|| proba-

tioners and other orders of the monastery numerous, and
provisions scarce. I continued my studies in Thuda-sheet-
soung, but I was so inquisitive, and my zeal for learning

»jausedme to make so many references to the Ruhan that

he complained of not being able to attend his other dis-

ciples and answer my questions too ; under these circum-

stances I thought it advisable to proceed elsewhere in

hopes of finding a teacher who had more leisure to attend to

* A basket contains from 30 to 32 Arcot seers.

t A noviciate. Youths generally enter the monasteries as such for their edu-
eati n, shave their heads, and wear the priest's cloth,

X Works on Ethics, Theology, Logic, &c.
§ A Doing is about 2 English miles»

fl
Kuhan is an order of priesthood.
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my wants. I returned to Prome^ where my half-brother

Moung-O was still exercismg the oilice of Toit-thoo-

ghee, he received me kindly, and recom.mended me to go to

Pandonghma Ponghee, who had his monastery in the vil-

lage of Poghan near Prome. With this person I so-

journed nearly six months. I found him, however, a man
of very limited acquirements, but with modesty suili-

cient to tell me that he was incapable of adding

to my stock of learning. I represented this circu-

cumstance to my half-brother and afterwards took

my departure for Amrapoora and entered the monastery of

Bhagya Tsaradau, a man of learning and staid there t'NO

years. With him I studied *Thuda-sheetsoung, *Weenee,

^Shengyo, *Bedeen, &c. At the end of this period I

renounced the priest's garb, and entered the service of

the King's son the Piemen or prince of Frome, as a Loo-

bioo-dau or personal follower. I was appointed to teach

the young princess Senbiumai to read and write.

This person had many young ladies as companions, all

of whom at the same time received instruction from me,

I proceeded to the ladies' apartments in the prince's

palace daily at eight o'clock in the morning, and was usher-

ed into an open verandah, where the princess and

her ladies were seated on carpets. Cushions raised some-

what higher than the rest in compliment to my ciiice of

tutor were placed for me. Here I had a difficult task to

perform. The young ladies who were from eight to fifteen

years of age, were full of spirit, careless of the arrangement

of their dress, and the postures in which they placed them-
selves. I was a young man, little more than twenty years of

age, and subject to all the temptations which surround that

age, but a word said, or a look conveyed to give rise to the

slightest suspicion that I had formed an attachment for

any one of these young ladies, or that I had taken any

liberty with them would have cost me my head. I was the

only male person in their society, and this circumstance

seemed to have banished from my fair pupils all restraint.

In this manner I was employed for more than a twelve-

month.

* Woiks on ethic and theoioav, SLc.
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The Piemen my master re-estal)lished me in my situation

of Toit-thooghee of Prome. My half-brother continued to

act for me, but I received the principal part of the emolu-

ments. The prince was some months afterwards called to

Amrapoora by the King, and I accompanied him.

In the year 1152, I took orders as a Ruhan in the monas-
tery of Moung-doung the Isaradaughee where I remained

for three years. At my solicitation, I was permitted by the

Isaradaughee to visit my mother at Rangoon. At this

time I commenced studying the Talain language in the dif«

ferent monasteries about Rangoon and Pegue. I was engaged

by the Dalla Myothooghee to superintend the building of a

monastery in his district, and after the completion of it

took orders as a *Poggo. In this new monastery I staid

one year. I afterwards repaired to a monastery at Syriani

where I remained some months and then went to Martaban,

At the end of about three months residence at this latter

place, I again renounced the priest's garb and betook my-
self to secular empl^)yment.

There was a friend of mine in Martaban a Tara-thooghee

or advocate with whom I lived. From him I borrowed two

hundred tickals of silver and turned merchant. I purchas-

ed merchandize of various descriptions, and proceeded to

the Thoung-yeen river which falls into the Salween. Here

I met with a Isaukai or chief of Kariens with whom I in-

tended to carry on my speculations, and we accordingly

performed the ceremony of " Tswaithouk" or drinking each

others blood. As this is a singular ceremony I will de-

scribe it.

It is a custom amongst certain tribes of Kariens, fin order

to assure themselves of the fidelity, and fair dealing of those

with whom they are about to transact business, that the

contracting parties, in the presence of the assembled villa-

gers, should each prick the fore-finger of his right hand

with a needle, so as to draw blood. The finger is then held

over a small vessel of water and the drop of blood is allow-

ed to fall into it. If the drop diffuses itself immediately in

* Poggo a high order of priesthood.

t Kanens a race supposed to be the aborigines of the country, chiefly reside
on hiiis aud woody tracts.
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the water, the faith of the person is irapeachecl: but if itre-

tains its globular form, it is a good omen, and the parties

drink the blood thus dropped^ each drinking the blood of

the other.

After performing this ceremony satisfactorily, I was en-

tertained and fed by the Kariens. I delivered all my mer-

chandize to the Isaukai to dispose of according to his dis-

cretion. This investment of merchandize was received as a

present, and divided by the chiefamongst his followers w ho
amounted to about live hundred and lived all in one house or

barrack. I was entertained by them for about twenty days,

when I expressed my intention of returning. The Isaukai

communicated this to his followers, and called on them to

return to me as a present some of the produce of their fo-

rests equal in value to what each had received. Some gave

a proportion of elephant's teeth, others bee's wax, &c. The
Kariens I allude to were subjects of the Zammai Tsaubwa^

and the penalty of visiting them was great. I was there-

fore obliged to return cautiously at night to prevent dis-

covery. I dared not enter Martaban wdth my boat, I conceal-

ed it in a creek near the town called Dawaikoun. 1 went

myself to Martaban, and communicated my success to my
friend. I found an opportunity soon of disposing of my goods

to a Chinese junk* which was in the river. I had only

taken up goods to the amount of two hundred tickals, and

my return cargo brought me fifteen hundred tickals of

silver.

In those days there Vv'ere numerous large and populous

villages in the province of Martaban. The Talains had not

yet rebelled. I made an advantageous speculation in pad-

dy. I purchased early in the season a large quantity at 7

tickals, per 100 baskets, and at the latter end of the season

when it became dearer, I sold it at 16 tickals per 100 baskets.

I went to Ye, where I built a large boat, brought it to Mar-
taban, and lading it with rice and glazed jars, despatched it

with a fleet of six other boats under charge of my nephew

to Penang for the purpose of trade. I accompanied the

fleet as far as Ye, where I stopped. On our way thither,

we encountered violent winds from the east, which obliged

* Junk, a Chinese tnidinnf vessel
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us to take shelter in the island of Callagouk. It was on this

island, that, at the suggestion of Moungshoeyai a rich per-

son who was with us, we set to work, and dug a well, and
planted it round with cocoanut and beetle-nut trees. This

well is the same which I visited in company with some
English officers a short time ago. I had not been there for

20 years, but recognized the spot, few of the trees we plant-

ed remained, and the sea had made great advances on the

island so as to threaten a speedy destruction of the well

which at present is in good ordeT and yields abundance of

good water. We staid here three days and then took our

depature for Ye. At Ye I remained and speculated in the

building of boats.

On the Teturn of my boat from Penang to Ye in the

month of Pyatho 1170, the Doinwon's* army had reach-

ed Martaban, and he had issued an order that no

boats should leave any of the poTts without his per-

mission, accordingly my boat was detained at ^e, until

the arrival of the Doinwon there, with an army con-

sisting, as was generally supposed of 30,000 men. I

petitioned him for the release of my boat, and
offered him a present of 15 tickals of gold which he would

not receive, but directed me to hold my boat in readiness

to convey some of the sick of the army to Tavoy, after

which, I was told, I might return. I conveyed forty sol-

diers in my boat to Tavoy where in common with many
others I was obliged to anchor in the harbour at the en-

trance of the river where I found several other boats full of

soldiers. Seven or eight days after reaching Tavoy, the

Doinwon arrived there with his army by land. We were

then ordered up the river, and the troops we had on
board were disembarked. An account of our cargoes was

demanded. On giving in mine, the Doinwon directed

me to land the articles and deliver them up to him, say-

ing, he w^ould purchase the whole ; this was done to all

the other boats also which had come from Penang. Af-

ter going through the formality of taking the account, and

the deliveiy of the articles, the Doinwon ordered the

crews of all the five boats to be seized and have the letoik

JDuiavvou the tiiie of the Burmese general ciitrusted with the expcdiiio u
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or neck stock applied to tliem,onthe plea that they had no
right to go to Penang to trade. I never afterwards re»

eeived any payment for my goods.

We remained in confinement for ahout one month,

when it was ordered^ that we should again be put in our

boats, our legs in irons and be sent to^ Mergui ; this was

done and the soldiers rowed the boats. On arriving:

there I obtained my personal liberty by making a pre-

sent to the officer on board the boat of a ring which- 1 had
caused to be purchased at Penang for 80 dollars.

The Doinwon's Tsikkai or Lieutenant was at Mergui.

He had been an acquaintance of mine at Amrapoora, and'

i remained under his protection- for about 15 days when
he directed me to proceed with my boat to Martaban to

make some purchases for him. The Tsikkai told me that

the Doinwon bad ordered that some one should be deput-

ed to demand the completion of the levies of troops from

Dalla, Rangoon, Pantano, Syream and Donabew and that

I must proceed under another officer on that duty. It

was now the rainy season, the month of Gnayoa. Nine

boats started from Mergui ; every one of which was

wrecked. I never heard of any part of their crews being

saved, except six men of my own boat which was wrecked

near the river Guv/ai in the neighbourkood of Bapain.

The boat struck on a sand about 4 o'clock in the morning

and we had just time to seize a few oars and other spars to

enable us to keep afloat. Two others and myself tied an

oar and one of the masts of the boat together, and by this

means after floating about all dciy, reached the shore just

before sunset ; we were almost exhausted and did not find

any others of our companions till the next morning, when

we discovered three more, as we were going along the shore.

We hadnothing to eat with us and had recourse to the fruit

of the Neepal palm to allay our hunger. Two of us had

saved our putzos which being torn up and divided amongst

us afforded just sufficient covering for decency. We spent

two days and nights, wandering along the uninhabited and

inhospitable coast, constantly annoyed by myriads of mus-

quitoes, which deprived us of all rest. We at length arriv-

ed at an encampment of motzos or hunters by whom we
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were treated kindly and fed for three days, after which

they took us to the residence of their famiUes in the jungle.

Their houses were built on trees
;
they inhabited the jun-

gle for years without going to any town or seeing any per-

son out of their own society, and were so desirous to con-

tinue this secluded life, that when we took our departure,

they made us swear that we would not disclose this place

of their abode. They gave us a boat, and information as

to the route we were to pursue towards the neighbouring

Kariens. We accordingly left them and after one day's

journey reached the Karien village, where there was a mo-
nastery into which we were received, well fed, and clothed.

TIere we remained about one month, after which I ac-

companied one of the Ponghees* tov/ards Rangoon, but

not daring to enter that town for fear of being apprehend-

ed as a deserter from the Doinwon's army, I went to Pan-

lang, and there remained till I thought it safe to return to

Rangoon whither I at length w^ent, and met my mother and

sister. My half brother was a Padazof in the service of

Xvlyedaimen or Prince of Meeaidai, and informed his mas-

ter of my arrival. I was summoned to his presence, and
having related my story, I was appointed by him to act

as Oukpanyai or writer to keep the roster of the night-

guard which mounted at the Prince's. With the Myaiclai-

men I remained a twelve month when I was deputed by
him to Amrapoora with presents to the king and other mem-
bers of the royal family. On delivermg the presents I saw
amongst others the Piemen who recog»ized me and asked

me what had become of me since I left the monastery, and
why I did not come to him. His Royal Highness ordered

me to stay at Amrapoora, and said he would write to the

Myeidaimen about me. I staid with the Prince about six

months, after which he ordered me to Rangoon to fill the

situation of J Atsoo-yai to his Royal Highness's men, about

800 in number.

About this time 1174, His Majesty Moungwoin hav-

ing consulted certain prophecies in some ancient books

and learning by them that his kingdom was to be overturn-

Priests.

t Padazo, a sort of butler or majordoffiO

X A sort of mueiter master.
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ed by rebellion, did for the purpose of ensuring the fidelity

of his subjects issue a royal edict, that all the twelve dif-

ferent orders of royal servants, viz. elephanteers, cavalry,

shieldrnen, golden spearsmen, silver spearsmen, mu-sketeers,

cultivators of royal land, kulabin or corps of foreigners,

Feringhee musketeers, Pwaabet-yan, &c= &c. should send

their male children from five to twelve years of age to the

capital to be organized in corps. Above 40,CQ0 of these

children were collected. They were each marked by

tattooing on the shoulders ; one shoulder bore the

efiigy of kyenthai, the other of the I'o (particular

animals). The preparation for tattooing was said to be

an antidote to bruises or blows. These children were

called kyagles (or young tigers) from the circumstance of

the King having been born on a monday and the kya or

tiger being the corresponding representation of the planet

moon. .1 was appointed to the charge of 1,500 of these

children of whom none were above the age of 12. They
received from the Royal granary each one basket of paddy

per month ; and every ten days three small copper coins

to buy other articles of food with. In consequence of the

tender age of these children which rendered it necessary to

hire people to beat out the paddy, there did not remain suf-

ficient for their sustenance, and they were reduced to a state

of starvation. On a representation to the King, his Majesty

ordered the supply of Paddy to be increased to two baskets

each monthly, and that they should each receive two tic-

kals of Dine silver per month for their bazar expenses ; this

money however was not entrusted to me or any body else

who might have taken care of it, but it was given to the

akiats the lowest rank of officers commanding parties of 10

boys. These akiats were themselves boys, the conse-

quence of which was that as soon as the money was paid

it was quickly dissipated in trash, and till the next pay-

ment the boys were obliged to resort to the tanks in the

neighbourhood and procure for food the shell fish wdth which

they abound. This had an injurious effect on their health,

and the Cholera morbus attacking them killed a vast num-
ber of them. Many hundreds died daily and of the 40,000

scarcely half that number survived.
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Not lildntT this state of things, T took an oppor-

tunity of absconding clandestinely to Rangoon, but

I was pursued and apprehended there, and brought

back to Anirapoora where I was imprisoned for one month.

From this state I was released through the intercession of

the Piemen^s son-in-law who employed me in purchasing

paddy for him in the lower provinces. On my return to

Ava, I solicited the appointment of Atsee-een to the Mee-
awaddee and Piemen's men at Rangoon which I obtained ;

but so many exclusive privileges were attached to the of-

fice and it gave such great offence to the Myaidemen
who was Myowon of Rangoon, that he used his influence

to have it cancelled, in which he succeeded.

Whilst this was taking place the present King's grand^

father who was on the throne was taken very ill, and the

heir to the throne, the present King took upon himself a

kind of Regency. He summoned the Piemen his uncle,

and the Toungoo-men and their principal officers to court

by order of the King, but when they arrived he demanded
of them to state their sentiments of loyalty to himself

They all represented that the king was still living, and to

him alone they owed allegiance. On this they were con-

fined in prison.

When the king died, the present king ascended the

throne, and one of his first acts was to have the Toun-
goomen's neck broken, his body put into a large jar, and
thrown into the Irrawaddy.

The Piemen was also murdered by a secret and different

process. The jailor was frequently questioned whether the

Prince was dead, and he was handsomely fee'd ; he took

the hint, and after strangling the unfortunate Prince re-

ported his death in prison as an ordinary occurrence.

The present king also caused twelve of his uncles to

have their necks broken, and murdered many more officers

suspected of being unloyal.

I was fortunate in not going to Amrapoora, for if I had,

I should certainly have lost my life along with the others>

About this time Shukeen-Moung-moo, a relation of

the present King's grandfather, w^as appointed Myo-
won* of Martaban. I went to him with some pre-

* Governor of a province
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sents, and he expressed his surprize at seeing
nie, and congratulated me on having escaped the
fate that seemed so unavoidable ; told me the fire was
not yet quenched/' and advised me to accompany him to

Martaban which I did, and was appointed by him to a'ct

for the Myo-ok,* of Dure in the island of Belew during
the absence of that officer at court. Thukeen Moung-moo
had been sent to Martaban to supersede Moung-tsat, or
Thumoin Broo, who had got into disgrace in consequence

of not proceeding to court when ordered to do so on the

death of the king. He was directed to be seized, but he
fled to Rangoon, where eventually he was apprehended.

At the end of five months I v/as relieved from my tem»

porary office of Myo-ok of Dure by the return of the

Myothooghee, and took up my residence again in Marta-
ban. Shortly after this an army of about 10,000 men with

the Sekkia-won as commander-in-chief, and Menghee
Oozina lieutenant general commanding the van arrived at

Martaban. The Sekkia-won made his head quarters there,

whilst Menghee Oozina was despatched with the advanced
division consisting of 3,500 men to Azimee up the Atraun
river. This took place in the year 1183 about the month
of Natdau. A stockade w^as erected at Azimee, and I

employed myself in carrying provisions to the army from

Martaban.

The object of this expedition was to seize and secure

any of the Siamese who might quit their country through

dread of the cholera morbus which was raging amongst
them. A very exaggerated account of this dreadful scourge

had been carried to the king of Ava from Tavoy, and it

was said that the king of Siam had lost two of his queens by
the disease, and W'as so terrified, that he had quitted his

palace, and became a wanderer from monastery to monas-

tery.

This force continued as an army of observation till

the month of Thudeergyot, and the only affair of arms
wdiich took place during its occupation of Azimee was the

attack on Kutoinzoin stockade, the advanced post of the

Siamese, by the troops of Menghee Oozina. The garrison

* Chief of a district.
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iied on the first assault, and after pillaging the place the

Burmese troops retired immediately to their position at

Azimee. Menghee Oozina was at this time about 65 years

of age, a tall thin man, about 6 feet high, fair complexion-

ed for a Burman—Greyhaired and nearly bald, and his

countenance flushed by the excessive use of spirituous

liquors. He was a great consumer of beetle-leaf and nut,

and from the great use of these stimulants the sensitiveness

of his palate had become so much injured that he was oblig-

ed to use the most stimulating food procurable. His cooks

could not suit his taste sufticiently in the dishes which they

prepared for him, and he took into his head the whim of

endeavouring to remedy the defect by dressing his own
victuals.

He used to put a most extraordinary quantity of chillies,

Gnapee,* and salt into his food, so as to render it

quite intolerable to the tastes of others. He v/as

a man of exceedingly cruel disposition. I once saw an

instance of it. He had ordered his cook to be flogged

with a rattan till he nearly died, because he had lost three

Marantheesf entrusted to his charge, fruit of no value at

the time. I had in my possession some very fine fruit of

the same description, and whilst the cook was undergoing

this cruel flagellation, I presented my fruit to Menghee
Oozina, and with great difficulty begged the cook ofr.

The advance under Oozina returned to Martaban in the

month of Thudeengyat, and the Sekkiawoon after esta-

blishing Oozina as Myowon of that place took his departure

for the capital.

On the breaking up of the army, I conveyed some of Ye-

won Mounkoing's soldiers in myboat to Rangoon, and con-

tinued my mercantile pursuits there, trading up the river Irra-

waddy as far as Prome, Myaide, and the neighbourhood.

In the year 1184 an army under command of Tsara-

wonghee Moungnai, v/ith Bundooia as Lieutenant Gene-
ral marched against Cussay to quell an insurrection

there, which object being eflected, the army was directed

against Assam in 1185 to quell a rebellion in that country.

*• A preparation oflish, sometimes cxtvcrneiy olFensive to the smeii.

f A fiuit of the man^oe t-pecies.
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Tsara-wonghee Moungnai is said to have died on his re-

turn towards Ava from the latter expedition. No levies

were drawn from the country below Prome for this army.

This same year Bundoola offering his services to the

King to conquer Ckittagong was despatched with an army
for that purpose. In the month of Taboung orders came

from Ava to prepare for an attack by the English. Bun-

doola, when the quarrel took place with the English on the

Chittagong frontier wrote to say that he had information

of an armament consisting of 47 sail of vessels having

been fitted out with the intention of making a descent

on Rangoon, Great activity prevailed in fitting Rangoon
for the attack. Defences were thrown up along the river

side. News had reached Rangoon of the success of Bun-

doola on the Chittagong frontier, and as it w^as greatly

exaggerated, the Burmese did not expect before this, that

the English would come to Rangoon. The town how-

ever was surprized on the 14th day of the waxing of the

moon in the month Kutzon, by the appearance of a large

ileet sailing up the river. I had been ordered to super-

intend about 160 men in throwing up a parapet of earth

on the eastern side of the town near a creek close to

which was a white washed wooden house built for Ambas-
sadors, and which has since been burnt.

The Gai-Tsikkai was the first who arrived with news

that a vast number of vessels were at the mouth of the

river supposed to be English, End duly reported the cir-

cumstance to the Gai-wons* at Rangoon, they said to him
*^ Why are you come to alarm the people of Rangoon
to no purpose, and without cause ?" and put him immedi-

ately in confinement. Tsikkai
f-
Mounglat was despatched

by them on the instant to ascertain if the Gai-Tsikkai's

story was true. Having proceeded down the river the

Tsikkai Mounglat slept at the chokey during the night,

and the next morning went in one of his boats to the firsfc

vessel. He was received on board kindly and fed, and on
his departure v/as commissioned to deliver a packet to the

authorities at Rangoon. Tsikkai Mounglat arrived at Ran-

* Oiiieei-s of the marine dep ii Lment.
t Tsikkaij dcputv or licutenaut.
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goon about sunset and delivered his packet to the Gai-

wons excusing himself from attending, on account of not

having had his dinner. The packet was broken open and
by the light of a solitary wax candle the four Gai-wons each,

chose one of the eight papers which the packet contained
'—Tsikkai Moungno took one, Gnakan Moungbai took ano-

ther. Tsaraighee Moungshoe took a third. I was all this

time close to the upper stage of the Goum where the officers

of government were collected. They commenced reading

to themselves the contents of the papers by this solitary

light, and every now and then I could observe they shook

their heads. At last Gai-won Moung Bo said " it is not

a subject to be kept secret, every body should know it.'^

The Gountsarai was called and the document read aloud.

It turned out to be a proclamation from Major Canning.

Messrs. Turner, Wade, Sarkis and Aratoon, besides many
other merchants were sent for, and asked their opinion as

to the expected result of the proclamation. They, most of

them said that the vessels were not come with any hostile

purpose but merely to negotiate on the subject of Bundoola

having committed aggressions on the Chittagong fron-

tier.

The Gai-wons would not believe this and had all the

kulas+ imprisoned in the Goum.
There was an immense crowd round the Goum. None

of the people would believe that 40 or 50 vessels had arriv-

ed for the purpose of negotiation, and expressed their opi-

nion to that effect loudly. The Gai-wons immediately set

about to call on the different Thooghees and Gaons of dis-

tricts to furnish their quota of men ; tied many of them up,

and used threats. I was employed the whole night with

the men under me throwing up a parapet; the next day

about one o'clock the ships came up the river, and then

commenced the cannonade on the town, at which all the

chiefs and their people fled from the place. I also went

off to Pusandown where my house was. There I advised

my friends to betake themselves to their boats, and fly up

the river which they did. I remained in my house to look

after my property. I had a quantity of beetle, nut, oil, to-

Foreigners.
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bacco, gnapee and fish, neepa leaves, rattan, &c. in value

about 2,500 tickals, which I could not convey away. I

slept that night in the village ; the next morning an Eng-
lish officer with some seapoys came to the village, they

were acompanied by a Burman mussulman as interpreter.

They asked me who I was and telling them I was a mer-

chant and showing my property, they asked for the women^
I said they had fled. The officer told me to go and call them,

that they had no reason to be afraid, no harm would be

done to them. When the officer went away, I got into a

small canoe with my attendants, and started up the river.

The alarm was so great amongst the people, there was no
possibility of persuading any of them to return, nor did I

return myself but left my property to the mercy of the in-

vaders. About 300 boats full of the poorer families, had
assembled at Kureenzoik about half a tides journey up the

Moyoit branch of the river. Decoits were in great number,

but by dint of watching we managed to keep our party

pretty clear of them; we staid at this place about 1.5 days.

Near it was established the stockade of Yaigoo or Gnoung-
woin, and for the building of which our party had to fur-

nish the materials; the stockade was attacked by the Eng-

lish and taken, I went to see it after the troops had return-

ed to Rangoon, and found about 300 bodies, principally

those of Setoung people in it. The English force passed

close to our position, but of course they knew not that we
were there, or they would have endeavoured to secure our

numerous families. We were called on again to rebuild the

stockade, but whilst engaged in it, many of the families

who were with me fled in their boats daily, and seeing this

I thought it prudent to decamp myself to the village of

Kobiat three doings to the east of Pegue. I had not been

there above ten days when the Oukmawon or officer of

Decoy elephants came with an army of 3,000 men from

Tounjoo, on his march to Rangoon. He commenced seiz-

ing all the boats he could lay hands on, and I therefore

concealed myself with my boats, in the neighbouring jun-

gles or long grass which was flooded sufficiently to allow

our boats about 20, or 30 in number to traverse it, and af-

forded excellent means of concealment. After being cer-
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tain that the Oiil:mawon had passed with his army, we

again returned to the village of Kobiat. We found the

place however too much in the line of march for the differ-

ent bodies of troops passing to and fro, and therefore mov-

ed off to the village of Kaloin about one doing to the east of

Kobiat, and remained there during the rest of the rainy

season.

Here our autobiographer does well to keep silence.

When the Burmese population had recovered its panic,

he was one of the first to enlist on the strongest side, and

took office under the British authorities at Rangoon, but

the deep rooted habits of the Burman came so frequently

in collision with the British exercise of justice, that he

was sometimes very unpleasantly situated. He has for

the last eight years been resident at Mculmein during

\yhich period he once visited Madras, he is considered one

of the most erudite of his class, but retains too much of his

Burmese character to hope for any employment except in

the department of literature.

IV.— Observations on the return of Halleifs Comet.—By
> T, G. Taylor, Esq. Honorable Compamfs Astronomer,

To the Editor of the Madras Journal of Lit. and Science.

Dear Sir,

The return of Halley's comet which may be expected

towards the latter end of August next, is an event to which

I apprehend every class of observers looks forward with in-

terest, under this impression I have thought that the ac-

companying sketch of the heavens for the latitude of Ma-
dras, on the 1st September, at 4 o'clock in the morning (the

time at which it will be proper to look for the comet) will

prove acceptable ; the sketch exhibits the apparent path of

the comet from the 7th August to the 2d October after

which time it will probably not be seen again till the 12th

or 13th, it having in the interim (on or about the 7th) ar-

rived at the nearest approach to the earth; (21 millions of

miles)—with regard to the probable accuracy of these pre-

clictioas it is but fair to state, that the place of the comet
may possibly differ two or three degrees from the computa-
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tion, and the dates may be two or three days too early or

too late; circumstances which arise from our almost total

want of knowledge of the constitution of this comet, and

from the long period (76 years) daring which it remains in=

visible.

The first observations which enable us to identify this

comet were made in the year 1456, since which time it

has already returned four times, viz. in 1531, 1607, 1682,

and 1759 ; from the present highly advanced and rapidly

advancing state of Astronomical Science, and the su-

perior excellence of the instruments which will on the

present occasion watch its motions ; w e may venture to ex-

pect, that the observers of the next century (in 1912 when

it will have completed another revolution) will be enabled

to predict its place with as much certainty as we now can

that of the Sun or Moon.
Very sincerely yours,

T. G. Taylor,
H. C. Astronomsf.

V.— Observations on the Planet Jupiter, ^^c.—By

T. G. Taylor, Esq. Honorable Compan/ifs Astronoim \

^ To the Editor of the Madras Journal of Lit. and Science,

My Dear Sir,

I beg to forward for insertion in the Madras Journal of

Literature and Science, the particulars of my observations

of the occultation of 50 Tauri and the planet Jupiter by
the Moon on the evening of the 6th instant: the unfre-

quency of phenomena of this nature has I hope induced

some of your correspondents to make similar observations,

in which case the favor of their communication through the

medium of your Journal or otherwise will by me be very

thankfully welcomed ; the observations made at this Obser-

vatory are as follows.

March 6, 1835.—Occultation of 50 Tauri behind the

Moon's dark limb at 9h. 19//7. 11.OG?. disappearance instan-

taneous ; observed with 5 feet Achromatic power €0,

March 6, 1835.—Occultation of Jupiter by the Moon's
dark limb.
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k. m. s. 5 The Moon's border had slightly im-
At 10 6 40 M. T, pinged upon the limb of the planet.

r The Moon's border as well as I could
\ judge had reached the centre of the Pla-

At 10 7 7 net, but the figure of the latter was so dis-

J torted that the observation cannot be de-

(. pended upon to 5 seconds.

At 10 8 17 8S ^ The Planet was totally occulted, obser-

} vation correct to one tenth of a second.

Barometer 30.118—light breeze from the S. E. air

hazy.
Thermometer 81-2

Wet bulb do 7&S

During the latter part of the observation the distortion

continued, exhibiting at 5 seconds before the total occulta-

tion a thread of light three quarters of the diameter of the

planet in length and much more obtuse at the apex than

the ordinary figure of Jupiter.

The occultation of the 4th Satellite for which I very

carefully watched, could not be observed in consequence of

its extreme faintness ; when within 1 or 2"^ of the Moon's

border it several times disappeared altogether, and after 3

or 4 seconds again became distinctly visible, the other Sa-

tellites during these intervals did not undergo the slightest

change in brilliancy, but on arriving within 2^ or 3^ of the

Moon's border the same phenomena occurred.

The attention of Astronomers has of late years been par-

ticularly directed to the observation of planetary occulta-

tions from a desire to satisfy doubts which at present exist

%vith regard to th e lunar atmosphere ; from the above ob-

servations it appears highly probable that the Moon is sur-

rounded by an atmosphere, and that its extent is not less

than that ofour Earth's : the nature of the observation how-

ever (which is prolonged only during a few seconds) leav-

ing no time for consideration or measurement, will neces-

sarily for a long time to come leave us in doubt on this

head, in the mean time

I beg to remain,

very sincerely yours,

T. G. Taylor,
H. C. Astronomer,

Madras Observatory, lith March, 1835.
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We published in a former number the prospectus of an association

v/hich had been formed at the Cape of Good Hope for exploring'

<^entral Africa, and we have now much pleasure in laying before our

readers the instructions addressed to the Director of the expedition,

which are stated to be from the pen of the celebrated Astronomer

Sir John HerschelL—ED.

VI.'—INSTRUCTIONS ADDRESSED TO THE DIRECTOR OF THt

EXPEDITION INTO CENTRAL AFRICA.

To Dr. Andrew Smith, (or tlu) Director (for the time

being) of the Expedition into Central Africa.

Sir,—In offering to you certain general instructions for the pur-

pose of elucidating their views as to the object and conduct of the

enterprise committed to your direction, the Committee of Manage-
ment take the earliest opportunity of expressing their confident re-

liance on your zeal, talents, and experience, as of themselves ena-

bling you to apprehend and provide for the proper object and most
bcneticial detail in such an undertaking, and they therefore expect

that you should not consider yourself bound by any decision of

theirs, to adopt or reject, in deference to their opinion, any measures

of which their views at present do not coincide with the judgment
you may be led to form in your progress.

They feel certain, moreover, that any measure which you may
conceive it necessary to adopt amid the unforeseen occurrences of

this enterprize, will meet with approbation from the Shareholders.

As, however, amid the incidents to be considered and provided for

as contingent, the expedition may be deprived of your services, it is

the wish of the Committee that the intention and the proper course

of proceeding, as far as such can be determined at present, should be

defined and rendered familiar to the parties composing the expedition.

It is to be hoped that this may be only the first of a series of ef-

forts prosecuted by the same means, and deriving their support from
the same sources, but the fulfilment of this expectation must evi-

dently depend in a great degree on its success. We cannot expect

that our limited Colonial Society should feel justified in supporting

any measure tending to sacrifice its valuable members and waste its

resources, for objects solely of contingent and distant benefit, should
1

it happen that the consequences of this endeavour confirm the im-

\

pression of peril attendant on the view generally taken of it. How-
ever wide and promising therefore may be the views of benefit we
entertain as about to arise from the knowledge we may gather, or the

means and sources of commercial and scientific enterprise which the
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expedition may unveil, these views must be held in subservience to

the recollection that the unimpeded progress and absolute safety of
this one is of paramount importance as a guide, model, and induce-

ment to others : this, therefore, is ever to be kept in view, and first

considered in ail its undertakings, and any m ^asure obviously unsafe,

even thoagh its advantages, supposing it successful, should seem to

be many and eminent, ought to be carefully avoided. While our fail-

ure vv'onid by its effects on society here, necessarily damp our pros-

pects of future benefit, it is to be apprehended that it would also

have a disastrous influence on the natives to be visited. Even disas-

ter from natural causes might diminish the impression of European
sskiil and power ; and acting on the excited superstition of the sa-

vage miglit quench his desire for our intercourse ; and should it

arise from th^ rapacious ferocity of the native tribes it would erect a

more serious obstacle to future progress in their gratified appetite

for plunder and their jealousy of retaliation. These views should

inspire esp:>cial caution in regard to every proceeding, or even ver-

bal enquiry anung tribes where it is to be suspected that such la-

irientable incidents have already occurred. The impression of its

safe alvance and return, and of any benefits it may confer on those

whoni it visits, will unquestionably proceed far in advance of its pre-

sence, and necessarily subdue or weaken those obstacles which may
at present restrain its proceedings within regions where the Colo-

nial influence maybe in some respects considered as overlooking its

movements and watching for its safety.

Our inquiries lead us to anticipate that the natives of the interior

districts adjoining this colony, are generally disposed to welcome
the approach of travellers, and to treat them respectfully, lest how-

ever the opportunity of easily acquiring by plunder what they ex-

ceedingly covet, should prove too tempting for their respect or cau-

tion, it is requisite that such an apprarent preparation to repel as-

sault should be preserved as may render it obviously perilous to the

assailants
;
separation of the party must therefore be avoided when

holding intercourse with them, and if a division should be unavoid-

able, the main body must be kept in suflicient strength, and held in

readiness to aid the detachments or serve as refuge for them. It will

best accord with the object of the expedition, that not only every

reasonable probability of avoiding collision should be shunned,

but that all scenes and situations offering any likelihood of its oc-

currence, should be well examined before they are approached.

It v.'ill be inconsistent with any beneficial result, that, in its pro-

gress outwards, the expedition should force its way through the

territory of any tribe disposed to resist it, if no persuasive means be

found of avail to overcome tlieir repugnance, the advance in that di-

rection must cease : it is only in case of the party being itself attack-

ed, or being beset by a force showing an obvious disposition to assail

v., and a determination to oppose its progress in any direction, or in

ca;;-e oi the defiles of a. terj-iiory being occupied and closed against its
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return, that the Committee can reckon it justifiable to exercise upon

the lives or persons of the natives those formidable means of warfare

with which the e:xpedition has been furnished. It will be proper

that each individual attached to the expedition shonid have a deter-

minate station, in which it is expected that he shall be found in cases

of emergency, and it will be well that the measures necessary to bs

adopted should be fully illustrated and im.pressed upon all by such

previous training as circumstances may admit of„

In regard to the territory the expedition is to visit, there are two

methods in which it may arrive at beneficial results : it may either

sweep rapidly over a great length of country, with the object of at«

Gaining the most distant point which the time allotted to it, or the

duration of its resources may enable it to reach ; or it may leisurely

examine in detail, throughout its length and breadth, the condition,

capabilities, and productions of a district of more manageable dimen-

sions. The Committee conceives that the former might be perhaps

the more interesting method of proceeding, on account of the greater

probability of romantic peril, adventure, or discovery, but that these

Very circumstances of greater uncertainty and danger, do, in this

case, preclude our aiming at the comparatively barren honour of ex-

citing wonder, and of throwing a partial and obscure light on an ex-

tended region ^ the Committee therefore assumes that the last-men=

tioned of the two courses is, in all respects, more accordant with the

views and interests of the Subscribers, as expressed in the Prospec-

tus ; the Committee therefore recommends that no endeavour be made
to penetrate beyond the parallel of 20"^ south latitude, and that the

attempt to reach that parallel be made, only if, in the first place,

circumstances favour it greatl}^, and, secondly, if the intervening dis-

tricts do not afford objects of sufficient interest and importance to

occupy the attention of the expedition. The territory limited by that

boundary is about four times the extent of the British Islands. It is

in truth to be afiticipated that the wide regions between the Cape Ter-

ritory and the Southern Tropic will have siiiScient extent and variety

for the time and resources to be employed in our present undertak-

ing. It will, therefore, be advisable that the expedition consider

Klaar Water (Griqua Town), or Lattakoo, as the starting point or

base of their operations, and that its first effort be the examination

of the district from which issue the northern branches of the Gariep

and the streams which fall down to the Indian Ocean, that then the

dividing ridge be traced towards the North, leaving it to the discre-

tion of the Director to determine at what parallel he should change
his course, to the north or w^est. Our present information leads us
to esteem it advisable that the eastern side of the slope be examined
first, in order that if the great desert of Challahenga should extend

far to the eastward, so as to bar the progress of the expedition to-

wards the centre of the Continent, there may remaiii the unexplored
territory along the western slope to occupy its attention in return-

ing-- Much of the ultimate importance and interest, as well as the
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security of guidance and prospect of safe return of the Expedition^

will of course depend on obtaining an exact knowledge and preserv-

ing a faithful record of its route, which can only be done by the aid

of Astronomical observations made with due regularity and precau-

tion, not only at such stations as form the most interesting features at

the moment, in the eyes of those concerned, but at every station

where the Expedition may rest long enough to permit observations

to be taken deliberately, and with due regard to safety both of the

observer and instruments. The track of a caravan on land, as of a

ship at sea, is defined as well by the less as the more remarkable
points through which it passes, and it may very easily happen that

stations of the highest interest in a commercial, political, or physical

point of view, may, by reason of that very interest, be inappropriate

for selection as principal observing stations, either from the attention

of every individual being distracted to duties of immediate necessity

or from the risk attending the exhibition of instruments in the un-

avoidable presence of a rude, curious, and suspicious population. In

all such cases it will be proper to connect by observations of a less

elaborate nature, those stations with others not far distant, which,

although less intrinsically important, may be easier of exact deter-

mination. The Committee would therefore recommend, that stations

of observation be classed as either 'primary or secondary : those to

be considered primary stations whenever the circumstances may ap-

pear particularly favourable, by reason of leisure from other occupa-

tions, expected duration of halt, and freedom from annoyance, to

afford a good determination of the longitude and latitude, such as may
serve to render them useful for Zero points, to which the secondary

stations may be referred, either by dead reckoning of time and dis-

tance or by such less elaborate observations as can be obtained at the

secondary stations themselves. Of course, hov/ever, should circum-

stances permit, the more important in other respects the point which
can be made a primary observing station the better, and the Committee
would expressly notice Griqua Town, Lattakoo, Kurrechane, and
Meletta, as points of which the Geographical position should be de-

termined with care by observations on the spot, and the observations
then made transmitted home along with the latest communications
with the Colony. Since, however, the circumstances which may ren-

der stations objectionable as primary points are mostly of a moral or

political nature, it is expected that no great difficulty will occur in fix-

ing them at positions of especial geographical interest, as at the con-

fluence of rivers, at the extreme borders or on the culminating points

of mounting ranges, on remarkable rocks, &c. or at least of determi-

nating their bearings and relative situations with respect to such

prominent features, with some degree of exactness. A combination of

circumstances of this kind of local interest will of course have its due

weight in determining (casteris paribus) the halt of the expedition.

At primary stations the Committee recommend the assiduous ap-

plication of every instrumental means for the determination of the-
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three elements of latitude, longitude, and elevation above the level

of the sea, and especially, at such stations, as many series of lunar

distances as possible should be procured in addition to the usual

sights for time, (or observations of the altitudes of heavenly bodies

near the prime vertical,) which, together with meridian observations

for the latitude, they would recommend to be practised daily as a

matter of regular duty, at every station, as well primary as seconda-

ry. At primary stations also the barometer and thermometer should

be observed at regular intervals, and the magnetic variation ascer-

tained bij taking the sun's azimuth immediate l// before and after the

observation for time, (noting the exact moments, and thus obtaining

data for interpolating to the time of observation). At such stations

likewise a careful investigation of the Index errors of Sextants should

be made, the zero points or index corrections of the Sympiesometer

should be determined by leisurely comparison with the mountain

barometer (giving time for the instruments to attain the same tem-

perature,) and the difference noted in the observation books. The
necessity of frequent comparisons of these instruments will be ap-

parent if it be considered that in the event of fracture of the barome-
ter tube, no other means will exist by which the zero point of a new
one can be determined, Occultations of stars by the moon, and, if

possible, eclipses of the satellites of Jupiter should be observed
whenever an opportunity may occur. The former especially, afford-

ing the best known method of ascertaining the longitude by a single
observation should be constantly borne in mind, and the Almanac
consulted several days in advance, so that no occultation of a large

star certainly identifiable, should be allowed to escape through inad-

vertence.

The Committee especially recommend that every observation

made should be registered in a book devoted to that purpose, and
preserved m exact terms of the readings off of the instruments

and Chronometers, and kept rigorously separate in its statement from
any calculation thereon grounded, and that the observed or presum-
ed index or zero corrections, whether of Chronometer, Sextant^

Barometer, or other instrument, should be stated separately in every

case, and on no account incorporated with observed quantities^

and, moreover, that the observations upon which such index errors

have been concluded, should also be preserved. Since however the

guidance of the expedition will necessitate the calculation of many
observations on the spot, the reiSuUs of such calculations should be

entered (as such) beside the observations from which they have
been concluded.

The Committee farther recommend, that the Chronometers with
which the expedition has been provided by the liberality of His Ma-
jesty's Government should on no account be corrected by moving
the hands, however great their errors may become, not even in

the extreme case of one or both of them having been allowed to run

down. In case of such a misfortune (which (should be most carefully
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guarded against by making it the daily duty of more than one per-

son to remind their beavers to wind them at a stated hour) it will

be most convenient in place of setting them, to differ winding them
until the hours and minutes come round, at which they may respec-

tively have stopped^ as near as may be ascertained from one to the

other or from both, to other watches of the party, and such event^

should it take place, should be conspicuously noted in the observation

book
;
and, as a further and useful precaution,, it is recommended

to keep some of the best-going watches belonging to individuals of

the expedition, to mean Greenwich time, by frequent comparison

with one of the Chrononieters. In every case where time is observ-

ed express m.ention should be made of the Chronometer or other

watch employed, designating it by the maker's name and number, sx>

that no uncertainty may ever arise as to the proper application of

the correction for error and rate.

The rates of the Chronometers should be examined at any station

w%ere the expediton may rest two or more consecutive nightSy

either by equal altitudes of a star or more simply by noticing the dis-

appearance of any large fixed star from the same exact point of view?

behind the edge of aboard fixed at some considerable distance in the

horizon, and having its edge adjusted to a vertical position

by a plumb-line ; the interval between the tw^o such disap-

pearances being an exact sideral day or 23 h. 56 m. 4 sec,

mean time. Under the head of secondary observing statioris

may be classed those in which no lunar distances can be got^

and when the sights for time and meridian altitude can only be su-

perficially and imperfectly taken, or one without the other. With a
view to the connection of these with the primary station and to the

sketching out a Chart of the Country passed through, at every pri-

mary station a series of angles should be taken with the Sextant be-

tw^een remarkable and well-defined points in the horizon, dividing

the horizon into convenient portions, and carrying the angles all

round the circle back, to the point of departure : and in the selection

of such points two ends should be kept in view^ firsts the precise

identification of the point of observation, in case of its being desir-

able to find it again ;
and, secondly, the determination from it of

geographical points. The first of these purposes will require angles

to be taken betw^een ?^e«r, the second betw^een distant objects. For

the latter of course remarkable mountain peaks will, if possible, be

chosen. Of such, when once observed, the appearances from the

place of observation should be projected by the Camera Lucida, and

their changes of aspect and form as the expedition advances should

be w^ell and carefully noticed, to avoid mistakes. The approximate

distance of any remarkable object may be had by pacing or other-

wise measuring more exactly, a base line of a few hundred paces, in

a direction perpendicular to that in which it appears, erecting a

staff at each end, and from each staff measuring the angle bftw ecu

the object and the other staff.
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In this manner the neiglibaurhood of any station may mapped
down so as to be available for many useful purposes. In all such

cases the compass bearings of the most important object in the hori-

zon should be taken, and in the absence of the sextant angles, azi-

muth compass readings of each point may be substituted, though of

course with less precision.

Indications of the progress of the expedition should be left at va-

rious points in its course by making marks on rocks or stones, &c.

^and by burying documents in bottles. In regard to the latter it will

be necessary to deposit them one foot deep at some known distance,

say 15 feet from a conspicuous surface of stone, on which there is

painted a circle containing the distfince and bearing by compass of

the bpttle, from its centre, and that the situation of such places of

deposit should also be ascertained by ex ict compass bearings of seve-

ral remarkable points in the horizon, both near and distant, as well

as by angles between them, carefully determined with a sextant, and
noted down in the journals of the expedition for their own reference

x)r that of future travellers.

In surveying the basin of a river, or in proceeding along the pre-

vailing slope of a counlry, it is very desirable to determine as many
points as possible on the same level, und form thus as it were a pa-

rallel of elevation to the level of the sea. A line pf this kind traced

at the altitude of, say 1000 feet, would determine in a considerable

degree the physical condition of extensive spaces on the map on both

sides of it. The stations of most interest will be found at the ex-^

tremities of transverse arms of the ridge, or in the central and most

retiring points of the intervening spaces. Let the general slope of

the country on both sides of such stations, be noted as to its rat«

and direction ; and in regard to the vailies which intersect the slope,

let their width, direction, and general rate of declivity, and the section

and velocity of their streams, be ascertained, and the probable course

of the rivers, as far as it can be determined by the appearance of the

. country, and the reports of the natives
;
giving them the aboriginal

names when they can be discovered. The altitude and acclivity of

remarkable peaks or ridges should also be investigated, along with

the nature of their climate and of the clouds formed upon them. It

will be requisite also to mark wdth care the nature of the- winds and

skv as well as the temperature at stations in the neighbourhood, and

to note the influence which changes of that description have upon

the barometer, and observe also the temperature of deep pools or

lakes and copious springs.

The geological structure of the country is especially worthy of

minute and extended observation, and will require that notes be

kept of all such appearances as in licate or accompany changes of

structure in the formation or of components in the soil and surface,

especially such fossil remains of plants or animals as may occur,

and metallic ores, and that proper specimens accompany these notes,

ticketed on the s^'Ot v/ith precise localities.
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The Botanical researches of the expedition will extend to the

preservation of specimens of plants not found in the colony, and es-

pecially of transportable roots and the seeds of all such as may be

found in a ripened state, noting localities and the varieties of aspect

which vegetation puts on in different situations. In regard to other

branches of natural history, as it is obvious that after a short expe-

rience of research under your direction, almost every one will be

able to recognize and preserve what is rare or novel, no further in*

struction needs to be given, except the general expression of the de-

sire of the Committee that all shall endeavour to secure for the Ex-

pedition whatever in any department they esteem valuable, it being

expressly understood that every article collected by each individual

belongs in property to the Subscribers to the Expedition collec=

tively.

In regard to the inhabitants themselves it is of paramount in-

terest to gain an exact portrait of their life as respects their condi-

tion, arts, and policy, their language, their external appearance, popu-

lation, origin, and relation to other tribes, or in general whatever

tends to elucidate their disposition or resources as sharers or agents

in commerce, or their preparation to receive Christianity.

It will be proper to ascertain their religious traditions or practices

if they have any, distinguishing what is indigenous from the glim-

mering apprehension of great religious truths which necessarily

spreads in advance of the scenes of missoniary labour.

ExamJne also the state of their intellect generally, as exemplified

in their social and political arrangements and common traditions,

songs, or amusements, and particularly in regard to their knowledge
of nature and their notions of its vast and varied proceedings, as

thunder, rain, wind, &c.

Enquiries respecting commerce and the prospect of its extension

are to be viewed as of no small importance in this undertaking.

Every means must be used to ascertain its present nature, channels,

and extent, and to determine the existing demand for foreign com-
modities, and the return which may be expected for them. Proper

enquiries may also lead to some satisfactory views of its future con-

dition, as indicated by the wants of the native population, or the ob-

jects of most importance to improve their condition, and the corres-

ponding recources for exchange which may arise from a more bene-
ficial employment of their industry.

Lastly, we may notice the propriety of making enquiries or

gathering information with respect to similar enterprises, as whether
the natives have traditions of movements of their own, or of the

arrival of strangers among them. All that can be gathered respect-

ing Dr. Cowan's expedition will be acceptable in the highest degree.

The elucidation also of an isolated effort to struggle through the

difficulties of African travelling should also be kept in view : it was
made by a missionary of the name of Martin, who has not been heard

of since he crossed the Colonial boundary in December, 1831. He is
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consequently supposed to have perished in the Gariep, or to have
been destroyed on its banks, though, as it was his intention to avoid
the establishments of Europeans or their lines of communications,
there is a lingering possibility of his still surviving.

The articles fitted for carrying on commerce with the natives have
three distinct objects :—First, by keeping up a constant appearance
of traffic, to present in their eyes an appreciable motive foi- this visit

to their territory. Second, to concilate favour, or to procure provi-
sions for the purpose of husbanding the resources of the Expedition^
And third, for the purpose of procuring any profitable articles to

carry on to the other districts for the ends abovementioned, or to sell

in the Colony at the termination of the enterprise. In regard to these
the Committee has to remark, that attention to the two first-mentioned

objects is indispensable, from its necessary connection with the safety

andefl[iciency of the Expedition, and that the third is to be contingent

on the acquisitions of the party in regard to its main object of collect-

ing information as to the country, and securing what illustrates its

natural history and resources, and on the state of its means of tran-

sport. The Committee therefore recommend that this third object

be attended to only in case that it be necessary to send waggons back
for supplies, or in case that in the homeward progress of the party

there be room for such articles without incommoding it in its other

operations.

(Signed) THOMAS WADE, Chairman.
J. HERSCHELL,
A. OLIPHANT,
JAMES ADAMSON, J). D.

T. M'LEAR,
A. J. CLOETE,
C. F. H. VON LUDWIG,
F. S. WATERMEYER,
JOHN CENTLIVRES CHASE,

Hon. Segretart,

June 23d, 1834.
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We have much pleasure in publishing the following

copy of a letter, from the Secretary to the Royal Asiatic So-

ciety of Great Britain and Ireland; and in stating that we
shall most cordially afford our assistance on the points to

which it refers.

All donations of books, or other articles will be received

by Mr. J. P. Bantleman, the Librarian of the Society, at

the College.

—

Ed.

VII.

—

Letter from the Secretary to the Boyal Asiatic

Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
14, Grafton-Streef, Bond-Street,

London, 26th Jul!/ 1834.

To John Carnac Morris, Esq.
Secretary to the Literary Society and

Asiatic Society,

Madras,
Sir,

I have the honor to acquaint you that the Council of the

Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland has

resolved to request of you to receive all donations to its

Library on the part of persons residing within the Pre-

sidency of Madras. The Council will also be particularly

obliged by your recommending for purchase on account of

the Society any work of peculiar interest or value which

may not be received for presentation.

If you will have the goodness to make over whatever

books or other articles may be selit to you for the Society

to Messrs. Binny and Co. they will take care that the same
are transmitted to England

;
and, if it is not giving you

too much trouljle I shall feel obliged by your favoring me
"with a letter of advice on all such occasions.

The Council considers it would be advisable that your

authority to receive such presentations should be made

generally known but the most preferable mode of effecting

this object the Council desires to leave with you.

I have the honor to be, &c. &c.

(Signed) H. HARKNESS,
Secretary.

Auxiliayry Royal
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VIII.—At a General Meeting of the Madras Literary Society and
Auxiliary of the Royal Asiatic Society, held at the College on {Satur-

day the 31st January, 1835.

PRESENT,
Rev. H. Harper, A. M. in the Chmi\

R. Cole, Esq.
j

J. G. MALC0LMS0?f^ Esq.
T. H. Davies, Esq.

I
Rev. P. SpRme, A. M.

and J. C. Morris, Esq. Secretary,

The meeting having been opened by the Chairman, the Secretary
laid before them a statement of the funds of the Society in both its

branches.
The following donations having been made to the Society since

the last annual general meeting, the thanks of the Society were una-
nimously voted to the donors.

Asiatic Researches, 17th vol. .... ... .Asiatic Society of Bengal,
Prinsep's Memoirs of Ameer Khan . . . J. Prinsep,. Esq.
Travels of Macarius, 3d and 4th parts.. Royal Asiatic Society^
Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Society,

vol. 3, part 2 Do„
Shea's Translation of Mirkhoud's History

of the early Kings of Persia. .... .... Do,
Tohfut-Ul-Mujahideen, translated into Eng- ^

Mshby Capt. Rowlandson Doc
Atkinson's Customs and Manners of the

women of Persia. , Do.
Appendice aux Rudimen's de la Langue

Hindoustani, par M. De Tassy The Author.
Ancient Canarese Alphabet, 20 copies . . . .Walter Elliot, Esq,
Bytal-Puchise ; or the 25 tales of By tal,

(English translation) Kalee Krishna Bahadur^
Vidvun-Moda-Taranquiee ; or Foun-

tain of pleasure to the learned,

(English translation) , , Do.
Ov7en on Spiritual Gifts = .Rev. W. Taylor,

Beke's Origines Biblicse The Author.
Hikayetlsma Yatim, a Maia,yan Romance, Lieut. J, Nevrboid.

A Flying fish and Shark sucker J.A.R.Stevenson,Esq,
A set of the Evidence taken by the Com-

mittee of House of Common* Do.

The following gentlemen have been elected members since the

last general meeting.

Malcolm Lewin, Esq. Captain Lane,
Captain Pedder,
Dr. Macleod,
Licui. E. Clutterbuck,

T. H. Davidson, Esq
R. T. Porter, Esq.
W. Douglas, Esq.
J. Thomson, Esq. I

Cn plain Poole.

A. F. Bruce, Esq. CaplaiTi Dalrymplej

Major A. Ross,
j
H. V, ConoUy, Esq,

Lieut. Col. Logan,
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3jThe following vacancies have occurredj by death or retireim

since the last general meeting.

Sir Thomas Sevestre,—Retired. E.Harding,Esq.—gone to Bengal

Captain C. B. Lindesay, do. G. P. Tyler, Esq.—Deceased.
Captain Chase, gone home. G. Moore, Esq. do.

Lieut. Col. IS apier, do. W. Bathie, Esq. do.

Hon. C. Harris, Esq. do.

Read letter from Captain T, J. Taylor, recommending the puickse

of certain standard Dictionaries, and books of reference.

With reference to the foregoing letter and to the large surplu«ia

hand in the Asiatic Department, and considering that the subscril>'

ers to the Asiatic Department are entitled to the use of the Stock

Books of the Society— I

Resolved that the sum of Rupees 2,000 be appropriated fromthei

funds of that Department for the purchase of such valuable books

in the several branches of literature and science as may be selected

by the Committee.
* Read letter from the Secretary to the Royal Asiatic Society re-

questing to receive all donations to its Library on the part of persois

residing within the Presidency of Madras, and that the authority toSj^

the same be made generally known in the most preferable mode—I
Resolved that a copy of the foregoing letter, be published in th.|

next number of the Madras Journal of Literature and Science ; ana'

that it be announced that the Secretary will receive and transmit te

England, any books or other articles that may be presented to tli

Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain. I

Read letter from M. De Tassy, presenting the Society with a ca|f

of his edition of the works of the Dukhanee poet Walli

—

Resolved that the thanks of the Society be tendered to M. b

Tassy for the foregoing work, and that a copy of the 1st vol. of lb

Madras Journal of Literature and Science, be forwarded forliii

acceptance.
Major Keighly, M. R. McDonell, Esq. and J. C. Morris, Esq. i^fc

go out by rotation, are re-elected members of the Managing d
mittee.

Lt. Col. Napier and Captain Chase,who have returned to Euro)^

having been supernumerary members of the Committee, their pkesj

are not filled up.
j|

The thanks of the meeting were voted to Mr. Harper for li^'

conduct in the chair.

J. C. MORRIS, H. HARPEK
Secretarif M. L. S. ^'c. Chaim
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IX.—METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER kept at the MADR

Dec.
1

2

4
5

6
7
8
9
10

11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
•-.0

21
-22

24
25

26
27
28
29
30

31

Mean

Inches

30-090

050
076
088
060

040
060
068
112
142

152
134
134
186

144

130
114
126
114
100

142
ISO
150
112
099

094
094
116

090
090

039

30-118

094
142
138
120

096
102
126
160
212

232
200
220
220
210

214
201
218
160
174

212
226
210
186
156

162
180
184
158
166

188

30-109 !30-l 74

^0090
062
112
100
094

056
050
080
127
182

192
180
196
190
182

186
172
184
104
130

192
200
184
172
116

130
140
154
108
116

146

30-140

30-050

012
30^050

046
040 072
058
034

30-015
29-998

^0028
058
102

100
082
166
124
100

098
110
106
034
074

094

064
040

026
014
060
076
128

120
100
162
134
116

112
122
108
056
094

160
144
110
108
072

076
072
076
058
084

082

30-078 i30'088

30-080 30-098

om .

—

-

12^:

090
096

100
050
116
132
178

148
140
196
188
152

154
172
144
089
134

186
176
142
154
112

116
114
134
104
124

120

140
104

76-5 80-1 79'5
72-0 76-0 76-7

72-2 79-0 80-0 80-3 77
72-0 76-8j78-2 79-0 76-6

69-6 75-9 77-0 80-0

74-7 77-2 77-7 78-3

75-8

75-2 77-9 78-9

76-7 79-5 81-0 81-4 78-S78-677I
75-0 78-7 79-5 80-4178-6 78-4 7^\\

I

152
156
196
188
160

132
150
104
152

202
180
150
150
120

136

146
114
132

102

76-1

:^0-l 30 130.143

77-8 79.0
^0-4

78-8 77-2 76-8 76
77-0 77-0 77-2

SO-0 79-5 77-8 76

77-^

75-5 7i^

77-7 76-2

76-0 75-0

80-0 79-0 7S

76

74-3 79-0 79-8 80-3 79-0 77*3

3 77-9 79-4 80-0| 78-8

76-0 78-2 79-0 80-2 79-0 78-3

79-4179-5 79-8 78-4 78
76-2 80-0 80-0 80-2 77*3 77'5 7(

73-5 797 80-2 80-2 77'7,77-S

73-7 79-5 80-8 80-5 78-0 77*5 7
70-2 79-7 79-8 79-8 77*0 76-9 7
71-4 78-8 78-9 80-4 76-5 77*6 7

7(

7

69.0 77-0 78-3 79*7 79-0 77-1

72-4 78-3 78-8 79*8 79-0 77-1

72-0 79-3 80-0

76-4 7B-7 80-3 80-3 78-3 78-0 7

80-0 80-6 81-0 78-8 78-5 7
73-3 78-5 80-4

77-9

70-8 78-9 79-6 80-0 77-9 78-0 7
74-0 79-5 80-0 80-4 77-3 74-1

80-3

77-0

73-3

71-5

73-2

71-0 78-5 79-4 79-8 76-7 75-5

80-2 80-1

. 7^1
77-5 7'A

7( ^

13

78-3 77-1

73-2 77-6 79-3 79-7 77*0 76-0 7

71-0 78-7 80-0 79-9 78-1

73-5 78-5 79'4|79-9|78-0 77'l\7

78-0 77-4

78-0 77-2 7

74-07
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DBSERVATORY ; for the MONTH of DECEMBER, 1834.

CD

d

.

a;

Sun

r
Noo

Sun

IS

00

1

o

4-1 A'7^ 4 4-8 4i 3-8 3-7

2 4-0 •J / 4-0 O.D 3-4 —

_

3 0-7 3-8 6-0 6-3 4-^ 3-4 3-9

4 2-2 3-2 3-8 5-2 3'6 3-5 2-7

5 5-1 7-0 A .1 2-7

6 3-4 ^ 1 2-5 U 0-8

7 1-8 J, O 4-0 2 0 2-0 1-8

8 1-2 1-2 1-9 2-8 3-0 2-5 2-6

9 0-7 2-2 3-0 3-7 3-3 2-7 2-8

10 ^ U 3-7 a o 2-9 Jo 2'6 3-5

11 1I o 4-6 M J. 4-3 o U 2-9 2-7

12 •J J 2-4 4-4 0 U 3-5 3-3

13 3-0 3-6 5-0 4-7 5-0 4-0 3-9

14 4-1 4-4 6-8 6-8 5-4 4.3 5-6

15 0 D 6-2 J o 7*2 4-6 6*2

16 0 0 8-8 7-8 7-0

17 o y 5-3 O D 8-5 0 u 5-2 5-3

18 2.0 5-7 5-8 6-2 4-9 3-9 4-0

19 1.4 5-8 4-9 6-9 4-5 5-6 i-6

20 1-0 4'0 4-3 5-0 5-0 31 3.9

21 0-4 4-7 4-0 5-8 4-0 31 2-0

22 0-2 3-9 3-6 5-6 3-9 3-0 2-6

23 2-0 7-6 6-0 6-4 5-5 2-0 1.8

24 2-2 7-4 6-0 6-5 3-8 41 3-2

25 3-2 4-8 3-4 43 3-3 •Si ij 2-4

I 26 3-0 2-2 2-9 3-4 0.9 0-5 0-3

i 27 1-3 4-7 4-7 4-0 3-6

28 0-6 3-9 6-2 6-3 4-3 3-5 4-6

1
29 2-2 3-9 6-5 7-2 4-5 4-0

30 0-8 6-2 7-4 7-8 5-5 5-5 4-1

31 1-0 6-5 6-3 5-1 5-6 2-2 10

Hoan 2.2 4-6 5-0 5-4 4-3 3-4 3-2

Rain.

0,319

0,986

0,263

0,041

2021

Wind.

N.NE
N.NE.NW
N.NE

N.NW

NW.N
N.NE
NE.E.SE

N.E

2,188 NE.E

!NW.E

!ne.e

NE.E

,
'NE

2-278 NE.N
|ne

NE.E.NE

. . . . . . NE.E.SE

{NE.E

E.NE
NE.E

2'187 N.E.NE

NE.E

i

E.NE.E.N

. . E.NE.E.N

NE.E.E.N

NE.E
'NE.N

Mostly cloudy day
& clear ni^^ht.

Heavy rain.

Mostly clear day
& night,—Dew.

Mostly flying- clouds

[day& night.

Flying clouds.

Some rain® night.

Mostly clr.—some
[rain.

2-229 NE.E
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an.

1

2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9

10

li

12
13
14

15

16

17
18

19

20

21

22
23
24
55

26
27
28
29
30

31

METEOROLOGICAL REGIST^IR kept at the MADRAS

Standard Barometer No. 3, by Gilbert.

30-064

086 30-046

100
058

126
15S
180
196
200

170

142
180

136
122
138
136
148

102
146
170
190
168

232
234
202
228
218

234

29-968

30-004
30-008

29-982

29-974 130-010

30-034 070
042 30-008

010

100 30-044

30-032 130-159

108
128
150
160

130

103

065

086
090
102
100
102

064
105
132
150
148

214
200
188
202
196

208

066
082
090
096

074

036
010

024
032

048

000
054
070
090
096

184
158
164
154
164

172

30-020
29-988

30-046
072
084
086
lOS

070
030
038
030
022

042
014
070
052
038

024
078
098
100
104

144
118
136
112
150

30-118,30-076

166

30-06S

046
001

087
126
140
132
156

120
070
068
065

077

074
048
090
086
078

078
110
136
134
150

188
156
154
152
166

186

30-012

064
052
02o

094
138

156
140
100

126

070
052
062
072

076
066
099
100
086

30-105

082
130

150
176

210
168
IdO
158
170

196

30-1 12

Standard Thermometer by
Throughton.

710
71-3
69-8

690
68-9

69-0
70-0
68-4

68-7

67-7

68-9

;
^1 <D

o
o

j

CO o

76-0
75-7

73-0
74-3

75-9
77-0
78-4
77-5

75-2

73-9

67-2

70-7

71-0
70-1

67- 8

69-8

68-4

68-8
69-0
69-4

76-0
77-3

75-3

75-8

76-8

76-7

73-3

69.7

70.9

77-6
78-0
75-2

76-0

77- 8

78-0
78-3

78-2

77-4

76-8

75-0
74-7

76-3
77-2

75-7
73-9

75-8

76-9

771
77-3
80-7

78-3

77-6

76-0

76-4

78-0 75-8

79-7

78-9

78-2

76-5

76-0
77-0

78-4
7S-3

78-0

77-5

77-8

78-2
79-0
78-5

80-7
77-8

77-3 79-5

78- 1 79-7

79-7

79-5

78-8

78-5

76-7

80-6

80-3

80-0

79-6

78.2

75-0

75-3
76-2
75-5

77-5

77-0

75-5

74-5
75-0

77-2 74-3

74-5
75-5

77-8 76-0

75-8

78-0 76-5

78-6 76-7

76-3

77-5 76-1

76-0

78-4 76-8

78-5

78-3

80-8

9-3 77

71-8 72-8

72-0 69-0

71-0
72-5

76-3

77.0
78-3

0

79-5

79-2
80-5
80-4

80-4

80.0 77-7

76-9
77-8
78-0
76-7
77-5

78-5 76-2
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Dep. of wet bulb Thermometer.

o

0-5
2-4

1-8
2-6

27

2-2

0.8

2.4

27
17

3-9

2.2
1-5

i'l

2- 1

1-8
2-S

1-4

1-6

t-0
0-4

30
8-8

3.3
3-3

27
27
2-3

31, 0-2

5.4

57
2- 1

3-6

3-9

5-3

7-8

9-5

7-0

5-9

5-3

77
3.4
5-5

5.8
5-8

7-9
8-5
9,4

7-3

2.8 2-3

2-1

3-3

6.2
4-5
2-9

4.8

4'9

5.3

51
57
3-3

5-3
6.1

3.7

5.1

5-8

5-5

5-0

51
4-4
5-6

5-0

77
9-4

8-4

7-5

5-4

3-8

2-5

5-2 4-0

6.3 6-1

6-0

'

5.5

5.8

5-2

7-0

4.5

47
2-0

7-3

37
4-6

4-3
5-2

6.6

57

5-0

4-4
5-0
4-3
5-3
4-3

7-5

4-2
6-4
5-5

54

4-1

3-8
4-2

27

37
5-0
5-5
7-5

7-5

6-3

47
3-5

3-0

1-3

3-6

47
4-8

1

4-0

43
3-8

5-4
3-5

5-0

5-3

4-0
47
5-5

6-3
I
37

5-5 4-4

2-1

2-1

1-5
2-5

1-8
4-5
3-5

27
5-8

31
2-0
1-8

1-2

0-0

3-4
27
4-0
1-8

4-3 3-2

3-4

31
2-5
5-2

3-9

5-0

37
5-4

5-1

4-4

4-2

Rain.

2-8

0-5
2-0
3-6

1-0
5-4
6-5
1-9

40

2-5
1-5
5-0

M
0-5

0-3

3-0
3-0

2- 1

20

3.3
2-9

4-0
3-5

3-3

3-8
5-3
4-0
4-0

4-0

3-2 3-0

o

0,056

Wind.

1,944

N.NE
NW.NNEE
N.NE.K
E.SE.

E.SE

2,326

1,840

NE.E
NE.E.SE

NE.E.SE

NE.E
NE.N.E

NW.NE
NE.E
NE.E

NE.E
SW.E

NE.E
E.NE
NE.E.SE

W.E.SE
N.E.SE

N.E.SE

NE.E.SE

N.NE
NE.N
NE.N

E.NE

I

NE.N
2,285 E.NE

|e.ne

NE.E

NE.E

Remarks.

Foggy.
Mostly clear,

day & night
dew

Mostly cloudy.

Mostly cloudy.

Mostly clear

and dew.

Mostly clear.

Mostly cloudy.

Mostly clear

and dew.

Mostly cloudy

Cloudy day.

Cloudy day-

Mo. cl. dav &
clear night-

Most' y clear.
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2
3
4
5

6

7
8
9
10

11

12
13
14
15

16

17
18

19
20

21

22
X\
24
25

Inches

30.184
lya
152
110
122

METEOliOLOGICAL EEGISTER kept at the MADEi

30.^52

190
192
194

116| 182
116! 190
lis
116
122

106
106
064
060
106

046
000
050
066
088

096
oso
046

30.02S
29.968

202
200

184
166
144
146

26 29.960
27i

23

Mean

29.982

30.006

106
084
122
160
188

172

30.200
188
160
164
144

140
138
156
162
168

150
108
100
106
108

060
038
078
108
138

124
098

130| 090
0861 30.038

042| 29.988

026! 29.980

30.067 30.0-20

29.996 050

30.174
1.56

102
112
100

094
104
104
096
118

100
075
062
056
077

022
006
025
074
100

30.168

146
108

104
116

090
110
110
108
lOs

100
078
070
068
052

018
032
040
088
100

070
048

090
058,
086 30.040

30.000 29.986

19.962 29.964

29.9501 29.952

29.986 29.998

30.012129.992

30.180
168
133
126
150

138
152
150
134
154

13G
110
096
087
072

050
064
088
108
136

30.194
178
148
144
156

152
176
172
152
174

150
122
112
108
086

064
084
102
138
156

092
0841

0081

30.0] 0| 30-008

29.980 29.978

094
098
080

29.973
30.050
30.016

, 30.079! 30.143 30.1071 30.Q68[ 30.067' 30.097

29.978
30.050
30.02^

30.110

75.0

71,6

67.2

64.8

67.1

70.0

72.0

73.0

73.0

79.0

75.8

76.9

76.9

80.0 80.5

79.5 79.9

78.5

78.9

78.8

68.S 77.9 79.0

70.0

68.3

67.9

69.8

76.4

71.0

65.3

68.0

69.8

68.8

69.0

66.0

68.9

69.3

77.8 80.0

79.7 SI.

0

80.1

79.3 80.3

78.7

77.1

77.8

78.8

77.0

76.1

77.3

79.8

79.0

79.0

76.3

78.9

73.0 80.2

73.1

73.3

69.0

80.8

79.3

79.3,

79.7

78.4

78.5

80.0

80.3

79.5

79.0

79.3

81.1

80.8

80.6

79.0
80.9

82.4

78.7

78.9

79.3

80.4

81.5

3o.y

80.7

80.0

80.2

80.3

79.0

80.6

80.7

80.4

78.0
80.5

81.0

81.4

81.0

80.6

81.6

83.0

83.0 85.0

82.5

81.9

81.0

77.3

76
78.0

77.0

77.3

77.9

78.0

78.

78.2

78.9

77.9

77.2

77.5

78.0

76.0

74.9

75.1

73.6

76.0

77.6

77.9

77.8

76.7

77.8

76.9

75.9

77.9

77.3

79.21 77.2

77.5

76.0

77.9

78.3

76.1

78.0

71.

72.

70.

71.

76. (

77. (

71X
76.^.

74.C

77.6

76.2

75.3

77.3

77.0

76.4

77.0 77.0

74.5

77.3
78. -^I 77.9

78.8 7^-0177.8

78.2 77.9! 74.0 il

77.9175.9 71.6

78.1

80.7

80.2

83.2, 80.7

82.6 80.8

82.2 80.2

77.01 76.9

80.0 78.8
i|

79.3 78.8

80.3

79.5

78.6;

70.0 78.3 80.1 80.8' 78.3 77.3

78.0

77.0
76.

75.9
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im

1

< 0
0

§ 12;

CO
1

0 i

2.8! 6.6 7.8

24 6.0

3.7 6X)

1.0 6.6 7.4

3.1 5.2 5.8

1.2 3.9 5.0

oJ 3.9 5.0

i.ol 4,2
0.5' 5.4 6.3

0.8 4.1 4.1

I.l
1

5.3 5.5

0.3 5.2 4.4

0.9 4.9 4.9

1 8 6.5 6.3

3.6 9.0

3.0 5.0 7.0

0.8 4.2 7.0

2.0 5.0 5.1

0.5 4.1 6.1

! 1.8 1 4.9 6.8

4.0
j

6.0 4.6

. 0.3 4.7

1 2.9 \ 4.1 7.3

[ 1.12 2.3 4.8

) 0.5 2.9 4.5

) IJ 5.5
' 1.:J 3./' .7.9

i 1.:I 6A) 6.0

1. 5 4.(5 5.9

6.5

6.7

4.7

6,9

5.6

4J
5.1

5.4

5.7

5.4

6.2

7.5

5.0

6.6

8.7

8.4

6.0

5.3

4.7

5.4

5.2

5.4

8.0

7.5

8.5

5.3

4.6

4.1

5.2

5.0

3.4

4.7

3.8

3.2

4.6

5.4'

5.1

4.5

6,2

6,2.

5.5

4.0

5.4

3.3

1.8

3.0

3.9

4.1

2.2

Rain.

4.0

2.9

3.0

3.6

4.0

2.6

2.9

3.8

3;il

4.3

4.4

3.9

4.8

5.8

5.5

5.1

4.6

4.0

3.3

3.2

3.9

2.9

3.0

2.^

1.6

1.8

2.5

0.8

h7
3.2

2.0

2.8

2.9

4,0

4.6

4.2 .

3.3 ..

,

4.8 . .

,

5.7 ..

6.4 ..

5.0

4.5

3.3

2.9

2.8

7.7 1.9 3.9

7.91 1.6 3.7

5.2| 4.2'^ 3.4

6.3I 4.2| 3.5

.3.0

1.4

2.9

1.8

1.8

2.0

4.0

2.2

o Wind.

2,049

1.875

N.E.,

E. N.E.

.

N.W.E.S.E

E.S.E.N.E

N.E.E.

N.l.

N.E.E.

E.N.E.

E.S.E.N.E,

N.E.E. S.E

N.E.E.

N.E.E.S.E.

E,N»E.S.E.

N.E.E.S.E.

2.187

Most!}- clear.

Mostly hazy daj
& clear night.

!
.12}..,...

2.083

I

S.E.E.

N.E.S.E.

EfS.E.

N.E.E.S.E

fy

N.N.E.S.E,

S.E.S.E.

S.S.E.

SW.S.E.S

E.S.E.S.

.S.E.E.

^
MIy. flying clouds.

Mostly cloudy.

Quite clear,

.

Mly.hy.day&Cr.Nt,
Mly.cy.day&Cr.Nto
Mostly clear.

,

Mostly iiyingcloudSa

Mostly hazy,

,

Ci^ar



The instrurjflents with which the foregoing obsesvations h?iYe been
anade, are placed upon a table about 4 feet above the ground in the
western verandah of the Honoraoie Company's Observatory ; which
is situated in longitude bk, 'Mm. \)s. E. latitude I3d, ^m, 9*. N.

;

at about two miles from the sea and about 2/ feet above the low wa^*

tsr mark,
T, Q> TAYLOR,
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10 A. M. 10 p. M.

13 S
CS O

2s

31

13,6

14,3

15,

16.6

16;4

15,

l:^,&

11,1

11,1

10,5

13,2

15,5

16,6

16,6

17,2

18,

18,8

19,4

19,9

19,4

18,3

17,5

18,^

18,2

17,5

13,6
16.6

16,6

18,8

17,9

18,3

16,26

9,1

6,2

6,6

5,6

^

9,7

7,8

10,8

10,5

11,7

10,4

6,4

6,7

5,9

4,4

6,7

5,

5,

4,5

5,6

6,1

6,9

7,

6,2

6,6

10,5

7,7

7,8

6,5

7,9

7,5

7,35

96,5

131,7

13,4

159,4

133,5

103,

1 1
1
,3

59,

62,

45,4

80,

140,7

148,4

156,4

177,4

152,7

188,4

195,1

205,8
189,1

165,9

155,5

168,4
169,9

158,5

?2.5

138,4
147.4

173,4

149,7

157,9

140,

189,1

126,2

137,4

119,6
175,3

210,3

160,1

216,1

209,4
233,6

217,6

134,4
145,1

126,5

96,5

160,6
112,

11.3,7

103,

128,4

13\6
153,3

160,6

138,9
144,6

221,6
169,

161,4

148,6

179,3

17!,

1

138,6

g 6
c

o,e

5,9

6,3

10,1

6,3

0,7

2,3

11,4
10,3

15,5

15,

17,2

18,3

18,3

14,4

13,3

12,7

12,2

14,6 12,7

4,8

7,4

8,6

9,7

12,4

9,1

13,7

14.4

13,8

17,2

16 6

17,7

20,

17,2

18,3

19.7

15,6 20;

13,8

10,9

9,6
11,3

11,4

10

4,

7:

8,4

11,9 ]B,f

8.7 19,4

19,7

19,6

17,5
1ft ^

17,2

14,4

15,7

19,6

18,8

9,9 17,7

17,0;

8,9

5,5

3,9

4,7

4,4

6,1

6,7

5,6

6,4

6,7

7,

3,9

5,9

5,

3,

5,3

5
4.

2,2

3,7

5,5

4,5

5,3

7,

6,2

3,7

4,2

5,

5,6

4,5

',11

115,7

145,

182,4

1^5,9

188,9

1 33.6

117,9
113,8

111,6
112,8

119,3

182,4
1 56,4
176,6
222,

168,4
1 8:^,9,

207,6
2-50,

218,6

210.4

167,5

19
168,4

124,6

144,6

210,4

196/1

188,4

189,1

181,6

169,2

193,1

114,

82,7

103,6

96,7

124,5

134,1

119,1

114,6

132,3

142,2

82,7

126,5

l09,
67,5

1'4,5

110,6

92,8

49,

67,

83,1

112,

100,1
114.5

144;5

130,5

83,1

93,1

112,

128,4

97,4

109,

3,1

8,1

1^
13.4

13,7

6,3

3,5

2,8

2,4

2,^

3,8

13,

9,7

12,3

17,3

r,3
13,

15,8

18,

16,9

16,1

11,2

14,3

11,3

4,8

16,1

14,6

13,7

13,8

12,9

11,3

106,1

138,3

158,2

167,6

161,2

118,3
114,6

86,4
86,8

78,9

99,6
161,5

152,4
166
199,7

160.5

ie5;6

201,

217,9
203,8

193,1

161,

181,

169,1

141,5

113,5

181,

172,

176,

169,4

169,7

154,3
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FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 1835.

Rain in inches.
E vaporation-Leslie's

Atmometei*.
Temperature—Fahrenheit's

Thermometer.

M.

to

10
A.

o
o Is

o

<
o

S

o
o

'o <
o

53
bJ
<u

!SS

o
<
o o

<
o

— —

,02^

,0^6

,038
,037

,030

,074
.,0o4
,05f^

,052

,070

,W2
,100
,09o

,089

,100

73
69
71

7^
76

76
69
70
73|
73

i

74|
69

70|
72|
741

,053
,041

,050
,056
,061

,117

,090
,086
,084
,082

,170

,131

,136
,!40
,143

76|
71

7H
71

72

69
68
(55

65i
67'

72|
69|
68|
68|

69|

—

— — —

,061

,030

,032
,027
,024

,098

,094

,071

,076
,070

,159
,124
,103
,103

,094

74|
7l|
74
721
7l|

69i
70
72i

73
73|

72
70|
73|
72%

721

—
—

,0M

i029
,019

,025

,074
,059
,057
,058

,062

,108
.077

;086
,077

,087

761
75
76
76
77

721

74
75
72
73

74i

li
74
75

— — ,030
,034
',036

010
;o5i

,060
.065

l068
076
',068

,090
.099

J04
I !6

,']29

77
76
78i
76'

751

74

73i
74
72;
70|

75^
74-1

76|
741
73

,030
,029

,030
,024

,034

,065

,062

,062
,050
,069

,095
,09'

,092
,074

,103

75^-

i¥

7H
74^

75
77

731

74|
74l
761
771

,030 ,066 ,096 72 751

None. M07 2,207 3,314 74i 72
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Winds—their Direction and Strength,

6 to 9 A. M,

do
N Igt breeze

do
do
do

,

do
101 do

1]

12
13
14
15

J6
17
18

19
20

21

22
23
5>4

26

26
27
28
29
30

31

uo
calm
do
airs

do
do
do
do
do

breeze
calm
airs

calm
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do

airs

do
breeze

do
do

airs

calm
do

do

axrs

9 a. m. to nooHo

calra

breeze
calm

breeze
calm

do
do

breeze
calm
calm

breeze
calm
do
do
airs

calra

do
do
do
do

do
do

Igt. breeze
do
do

wind
breeze

do
calm
do

do

Ifft, breeze

Noon to 3 P. M.

NE
do
do
do
do

do
do
sw
do
do

do
do
do

do
do
E
do
NE

do
SE
do
do
do

do

6

breeze
do
do
calra

calm

Igt. breeze
do
do
do
do

do
airs

Igt. breeze
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do

high wind
wind
do

do
breeze
do
do
do

do

Ijrt. broeze

3 P„ M. to 6 p. M

breeze
airs

do
airs

breeze

do
calm
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

airs

calm
Igt. breeze

do
do

do
do
wind
do

breeze

do
do
do
do
do

do

Ifft. breeze

6 to 9 p. M

do

To

airs

do
calm
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
airs

do
calm
do
do
do

do
airs

do
do
do

do
do
do
calm
do

do

calr

Night I
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CLOUDS.

9 to noon. noon to 3. 3 to 6. 6 to 9, night.

clear
An,

do
do
do

clear

QO
do
do
do

clear
An

do
do
do

clear
Anuu
do
do
do

clear
An0.0
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do

strati

cJear

hazy

a few cirri

cirri

do
clear

do

hazy

clear
do
Art
ClO

do
do
do
do

cumuli

do
do
do
do
ClO

j clear

do
cirri

do
do

do
do

cirri

do
do

do
cirri

clear

do
do

clear

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
do

do
do

cumuli
clear

do
do

do
do

cumuli nimbi cumuli cumuli cumuli

^do clear
do

clear

do
clear

do
clear

do

cirri

do
do

hazy

do

cirri

do
cumuli

5 cumu'i>
? stratus 5

do

cirri

do
cumuli

1

5 stratus >

1 t cumuli S

1

do
do

clear

do

do
do
do

cumuli

clear

do do
I

do do do

clear. clear. 1 clear. clear. clear.

Bay

4

6 to 0A, M.

clear

cirri

clear
do
do

do
do
do
do
do

do
hazy
cirri

clear

hazy

do
clear

cirri

do
strati

do
do

I
cirri & }

[ cumuli 5
hazy
cirri

do
do

cumuli
) cumuli >

[ stratus 5
cumuli

do

clear.

Electrical state of
f the clouds seen by
V their spr^^ditig out

y on approximating
each other.

Nith. the exception of the last six days of this month, there was dew every morning-

,a the 26tb.mU«t,th«a<ierwa. heard.
w.GILCHBIST, Auistant .Sur,co„.

3d L. i.
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SKETCH OP THE LIFE OP THE RAMOOSSY CHIEF
OOMIAH NAIK, KHOMNEY OF POORUNDUR,

Co7itinued from Nwnher 7,

I.

—

A Sketch of the History of the Ramoossies residing

in the Sattarah Territory and in the Poona and
Ahmednnggur Districts—By Captain Alexander

Mackintosh of the 21th Regt, M. I. Commanding
Ahmednvggnr Local Corps.

CHAPTER XVL
A detachment arrives from Ahmednuggur,—Troops in motioii at Aurunga-

bad, in consequence of the reports circulated by the friends of the Bund.

—

Oomiah addresses a proclamation to the natives of India, calling on them
to destroy the Europeans,—The Bund go to Pairgum : several of the Naiks

seized.—Oomiah and his adherents greatly alarmed, secret themselves in

the ravines.—They are discovered in the hills near Pinggory, and attack-

ed.—They retire by Hurgooda, wounding several of the inhabitants.—Re-

occupy their old haunts south of the Salpie ghaut.—Several parties of

Sibundies employed under Patells.—The chiefs of the Bund accuse persons

at Poona of causing the disturbance.—The greater part of the troops with-

drawn.—Government express their high approbation of the proceedings

against the Ramoossies.—The Bund occupy the part of the country where

the detachments, 8th regiment, were posted.—Many fruitless attempts

made to surprise Oomiah.—Bappoo Singh employed,—A skirmish between

the Bund and some of the inhabitants near Greem.—A detachment of the

11th regiment attacks the Ramoossies.—The Bund so harassed that they

put one of their own men to death, as he was unable to accompany them.

—

They cross to the south of the Neera river.—Kalloo and his cousins rejoin

the Bund.—They offer to destroy the chiefs, but are forbidden to do so.

On the 12th February, two hundred men under Cap-

tam Livingstone, of the 8th regiment, arrived from

Ahmednuggur ; these men were posted in the country

north and east of Jejoory, with directions to keep up a

communication with the Mamlutdars (the native collec-

tors) of the districts of the southern boundary of the
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Ahmeclmiggur collcctorate, a,nd to be guided in their

proceedings according to any information that they might

receive from them.

About this time, a body of horse and foot had shown

themselves on the boundary of the Ahmednuggur dis-

trict, adjoining the Nizam's frontier, and a considerable

detachment of Cavah'y and Infantry marched m conse-

quence from Aurungabad. Oomiah appeared to be ubi-

quity itself, for it was insisted that he was every where

at the same time—in the Satara territory, in the Kon-

hp.n, in the Nizam's districts^ and in the Nuggur col-

lectorship. Plis numerous well wishers, aware of the

advantages it would be to him to circulate such reportSj,

were most industrious in propagating them, both for the

purpose of harassing the troops and annoying the Go-

vernment. It having become known that an application

had been made to head quarters, that some of the

detachment should return to their stations to assist in

overawing, or acting against those who might show any

disposition of favouring or aiding the proceedings of the

Ramoossy Bund, a letter was written to Government,

setting forth, " that notwithstanding the threatened

disturbances at a distance, it seemed the wisest plan to

keep the troops concentrated in the Poona district, and

to strike first at the root of the evil in the Poorundur

hills, in order to eradicate it effectually.'^ Government
in reply wrote—" The detachment will not be with-

drawn : unity of action and command seems essential to

success, and these should be vested in Captain Mackin-

tosh, and our means not v^^eakened by our undertaking

enterprises distant from him."

The gang proceeded now to the banks of the Bheema,,

moving gradually down the river; on the 1 6th February,

while they were at the small village of Baboolsur, Oo-
miah, Kristnajee, and Bhojajee, with the assistance of

two or three others_, dictated to a Brahmun wliom they
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employed as a scribe, a long declaration addressed to the
Kajalis, Jageerdars, Enamdars, and all the inhabitants

of Hindoostan, written in the names of Oomiah and
Bhojajee, of the fort of Poornndur. This demoniacal
production is too long, and there is too much repetition

to give a translation of it. It sets forth, that it is by
order of Government that the proclamaiiou is published
to the whole of the inhabitants of Hindoostan. All
ra-jahs, nobles, and all other persons, are directed to

destroy the European gentlemen and soldiers, wherever
they can find them ; and that such persons as are most
active in this work of destruction, shall be presented
with Jageers, Enams, and money, by the new Govern-
ment. It is strongly recommended to all persons who
hxave been deprived of hereditary rights and emoluments,

to make themselves useful on the present occasion, that

their rights might be restored to them. The whole of

the population of Hindoostan is called upon to rise

simultaneously, and cause a general uproar and confu-

sion. The Infantry and Cavalry in the British pay are

told to withdraw their allegiance from the Europeans,

and to seize them, and that if they act contrary to this

proclamation, the new Government will punish them.

The property belonging to the Europeans to be plun-

dered and destroyed. All treasuries to be plunder-

ed, and no person is required to render any account of

what falls to his share. No revenue is to be paid

to the Europeans. Such villages as pay revenue

contrary to the orders given, shall be destroyed. Ter-

rible imprecations are called down on the heads of

all Hindoos and Mussulmans that will not conform to

the spirit of the proclamation. It further stated,

that it is declared in the Shastres that the reign of the

Europeans is at an end. That they are to be extermi-

nated, and a new and just reign is to be established.

The Naiks^ at the time they published this proclama-
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tion, must have been well aware that it would be little

attended to ; in fact, it may be considered as an act of

desperation on their part, fully indicating the helpless-

ness of their situation, for they could not expect to ac^

complish more than an attack upon some of the treasuries.

The Bund proceeded easterly v*'ith the intention of

taking some rest in the country round Perinda, but they

found themselves surrounded here by various detach-

ments, and learned that Essoo Neekary, one of the chief

ringleaders, had been seized near Baramutty, and that

Amrootah Naik, a brother of Oomiah's, (who had fled

after the skirmish at Mandurdeo,) had also been appre-

hended near Perinda. The gang therefore crossed the

country rapidly towards the hills southeast of Phultun.

Oomiah now gave his long proclamation to a Dhere

that had acted as their guide to the banks of the Neera,

with strict orders to deliver it to the Patell of his vil-

lage, who was to obey the injunctions laid down in the

document.

The Patell upon receiving the proclamation very pro-

perly carried it to the Kamavisdar of Indapoor, who
forwarded it by post, via Sassoor, to Poona. It was

long doubted whether Oomiah really had prepared and

put forth this paper, and no certain information on the

subject could be gained until he was apprehended.

When he was questioned respecting it, after he was

seized, he said, laughing, that he had kept it some days

by him, and then gave it to the Dhere^ adding that it

was nothing more than a frolic.

Oomiah having had some conversation with the Patell

of a village in Phultundesh, when he was proceeding

south, mentioned that it was his intention to go in the

direction of Vissallgur and Sawunt wary—that he could

not remain in this part of the country, while so many
detachments were in pursuit of him. This information

was in a few days made public, and without doubt pro-
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duced partly the effect which Oomiah anticipated, of

drawing the troops in the direction of Vissallgur ; how-
ever a few only of the detachments in the Satara country

moved south, and two of the light ones from the Poo-
rundur district. A detachment advanced from Kalapoor,

and another from Dapoolie, in the Konkan, towards Vis-

sallgur, to oppose the gang should they make their ap-

pearance there, or to overawe the discontented that

might be anxious to befriend them.

Shortly after this, it was confidently reported that the

gang had gone into the Bheema Shunkur and Joonere

hills, with the view of descending into the Konkan to

plunder and to incite the Kolies* to rise and to obtain

for themselves such terms as Oomiah had formerly ex-

torted from Government.

A. detachment marched from Bombay to check any

inroads from the upper country, and to preserve order in

the northern Konkan. The distribution of the reward

for the apprehension of the Naik Essoo Neekary, pro-

duced a considerable reaction in our favour. The peo-

ple did not expect that Government would have disburs-

ed this money, (although such was the terms set forth in

the proclamations,) and several had the honesty to state,

that such was the general impression, for neither did

they think that Government intended to punish Oomiah^,

as he Avas always permitted to do as he liked.

Several men now having more confidence in our pro-

ceedings, tendered their services to assist in seizing

Oomiah, provided a promise was given to them in writ-

ing that Oomiah would be punished should he be ap-

prehended. These men were assured that if Oomiah

was seized by them, he should not return amongst them,

and that no opportunity would ever be permitted to him

* The poor deluded Kolies had twice previously tried Ooiuiah's scheme,

but were forcibly put down, and learned such a lesson on tiio occusiun.

that they are not very desirous now to repeat similar attempts.
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to exercise his revenge on them ; that they would secure

to themseh es the re\vard, and that (Government would

always regard them with favour and Idndness, hut that

no paper of the description they required could he

granted.

The reward offered for the apprehension of Oomiah,

did not seem suiiiciently large to tempt persons to volun-

teer to seize him, or to give such certain information as

niigiit lead to his seizure hy the troops.

It is quite manifest that when a reward is to he held

out for the seizure of such an influential person, it is

necessary to consult the feelings of the people, and to

work on their imaginations. The amount of the sum

should he such, as to overhalance in their estimation the

chance of risk and danger in which they are likely to he

involved.

When the gang reached the Mhadeo hills, in the end

of February, the twelve Hetkurries who remained with

them, represented that they could not endure the inces-

sant work and long fasting to which they were subject-

ed, and that they must be allowed to return to their

homes. Both Oomiah and Kristnajee now told them,

that they should receive for the future double pay,

(twelve instead of six rupees a month,) and although

there might occasionally be a scarcity of food, they

hoped the Hetkurries would not despond ; that ere long

good fortune would return to them, and matters be settled

as formerly, when their great and valuable services

should be gratefully acknowledged and remembered.

On the morning of the 22d March, the gang were

discovered in the hills between Pinggory and Sakoordy.

Information was conveyed to the detachments at Dound
and Pangara. These hills are steep and covered with

prickly-pear bush. The party from Pangara although

close, unfortunately ascended a ravine too much to the

northvrard. The Dound party came up with the Ra-
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moossies, who had proceeded along a narrow and rug-
ged ravine, and by a circuitous route had taken up a posi-

tion on the face of a si^eep part of the hill fronting and
overlooking the ravine by v/hich the sepoys v*'ere ad~
vancing. The gang by rolling down stones (with which
these hills are covered,) and keeping up a fire from their

musketry, completely checked the advance of the sepoys.

One private was much hurt from blows he received froni

the stones, and two others were shghtly struck with

matchlock balls. One of the most active men of the

gang was shot through the thigh, but his friends car-

ried him off.

Oomiah repeatedly called out to the sepoys not to fol-

low him, that it was not his wish to molest them—w hy

did they not remain quiet ? that they w^ere receiving two

and half rupees additional allowance monthly, that he

was only struggling for the purpose of obtaining some-

thing for himself, and whj^ should they interfere—that

it would be much better for them to remain quiet,

Ihe inhabitants of the villages in the vicinity showed

a great desire to aid the troops on this occasion ; the

gang however retired before any reinforcements could

join the detachment, and proceeded along the hills in

the direction of the village of Hargoodah. On their

route they met some of the villagers in the hills, and

Oomiah determined at once to check this rising disposi-

tion on their part to aid the Government. Accordingly,

having overtaken a man belonging to Pureenchy, they

desperately wounded him, (he died during the night,)

and then entered the village of Hurgooclah. The greater

part of the men were absent in the hills. The Naiks

now asked the few whom they found in the village, how
they dared to act as they lately had been doing, in giv-

ing information against them^ and in giving assistance

to the Government troops. The Kamoossies said they

should punish them severely^ and fiou! abuse tliey pro-
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ceeded to blows, and wounded ten of these poor men,

several of them very severely ; they burnt their grain,

and two or three houses, then moved rapidly through

the hills towards the Neera, after wdiich no intelligence

could be obtained respecting their movements. It ap-

pears they retired to their old haunts in the deep ravines,

distant about two miles from the village of Peempoory

Thorla, (the great,) a few miles south of the Salpie ghaut.

While the Bund remained near Peempoory they pro-

cured supplies from some of their friends in the village.

Oomiah sold several gold and silver ornaments during

his stay here, to pay for the supplies. Early every morn-

ing he dispatched two Ramoossies to an adjoining hill

to watch the approach of any troops. The Ramoossies

returned in the evening, and a picket of Hetkurries took

charge of the watch during the night. Lieutenant Hart-

ley's detachment from Solesey, and Lieutenant Clark's

from Salpie, frequently passed close to them. Towards
the end of April, they came to the resolution of attack-

ing Lieutenant Clark's party posted at Salpie. Their

plans were arranged, when they began to reflect, that

the advantages likely to accrue from such an attempt

appeared uncertain, and that as the sepoys' muskets were

always loaded, some of the Ramoossies would certainly

fall, and the plan was eventually abandoned.

Several parties of Sibundies were now employed under

active intelligent Patells, a Havildar with a detachment

of sepoys being attached to each of these parties. The
light moving detachments, and these parties of Sibun-

dies, continually scoured the country in all directions,

but the severe and unfortunate example Oomiah had

made of the poor liurgoodah inhabitants, completely de-

terred the villagers from giving any intelligence of the

movements of the Bund. Some of the Ramoossy Naiks

were employed at the same time, notwithstanding their

attachment and admiration of Oomiah.
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In a public letter, written for the information of Go-
rernment, it was mentioned that various attempts had
been made by the relatives and friends af the chiefs of

the Bund, to throw all the blame of the present disturb-

ance on persons high in the public offices at Poona^ and

other influential individuals in that capital.

It was natural to expect, that these people would ex-

ert their utmost arts of cunning and intrigue, to effect

their purpose in the present instance as they had done

before. They persisted for nearly two months in mak-

ing the most insidious proposals, and asking for permis-

sion to seize the persons alluded to. To this it was re

plied, that they must give in writing the names of those

whom they declared to be the instigators of the present

insurrection, and that the information should be imme-

diately communicated to Government, that these per-

sons might be apprehended, brought to trial, and pu-

nished, if convicted; but at the same time it was careful-

ly explained to them, that Oomiah and his friends were

much mistaken, if they entertained the slightest expec-

tation at present of effecting any arrangement, as they

succeeded in accomplishing in the former Bund—for,

admitting the conviction of the persons accused in

Poona, it would not protect Oomiah and his associates

from the consequences of their misconduct whenever

they were caught ; or should they deliver themselves up,

they would be brought to trial, and would be dealt with

according to law.

The near approach of the monsoon, and the expense

and inconvenience attending the employment of so large

a force as that in the field, induced Government early

in the month of June, to determine to withdraw the

troops employed against the Ramoossy Bund, with the

exception of three hundred men, v/ho were to be disposed

of, so as to check as much as possible, any acts of de-

predation.
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Government had repeatedly expressed its high appro-

bation of the mode in which the operations had been

projected and carried on, and of the active and zealous

exertions of the troops ; whilst it was of opinion that,

from the great number of the gang that had been seized,

its strength and spirit were completely broken, and judg-

ing of Oomiah's general character, that it was not likely

he would ever be seized by the military.

On the other hand, Government were still urged to

keep the troops out, as during the rains the chances of

overtaking the gang would be greater, owing to the dif-

ficulty of their effecting the passages of rivers and nullas,

and from the circumstance of there being a greater pro-

bability of tracking them in the wet weather.

It so happened that the monsoon rains fell very scan-

tily this season, and the gang contrived to pass the

months of June, July, and August, in the part of the

district north and east of Jejoory, which had been oc-

cupied by the detachments of the 8th regiment, now re-

turned to Ahmednuggur.

The exertions of those that remained, were by no

means slackened in consequence of the seemingly dimi-

nished chance of ultimate success. Many attempts were

made during this time to surprise Oomiah, particularly

by Captain Luyken, Lieutenant Long, and two parties

of the Nuggur Police corps ; on one occasion Lieute-

nant Long made a rapid and fatiguing march, which he

continued for the greater part of two nights, and the in-

tervening day, in the expectation of coming up with the

gang ; but it had moved off some time before he reach-

ed the place, K strong detachment of Horse* and Ir-

regular infantry was sent by His Highness the Rajah

* The Rajah had long before this placed a body of Horse and Sibundies

at our disposal, to be employed within the Satara territory against the

Ramoossies ; and his Mamlutdars and other officers were ordered to lend

us every assistance, and to attend to such directions as might be sent to thena

.relative to the Bund.
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of Satara to Sassoor to co-operate with us. The Ra-

moossies, however, changed their ground constantly, and

no detachment could move or prepare to move without

their knowledge.

Early in the month of April, a man named Bappoo

Singh, of Pairgawn in the Ahmednuggur district, who
had been placed under restraint for having rendered as-

sistance to the Ramoossies, was set at liberty on giving

good security for his appearance. This man's character

being well known, hopes were entertained of his being

capable of performing some great service for us. A few

days afterwards, two Ramoossy prisoners were set at li-

berty, and directed to remain v/ith Bappoo Singh. He
had previously become acquainted with a cousin of these

Ramoossies, an active, powerful, and enterprising man,

named Kalloo, who had quitted Oomiah after the skir-

mish at Mandurdeo on the 18th January.

Bappoo Singh was strongly recommended to exert

himself in winning these men over, and to persuade them

to rejoin the Bund, and to avail themselves of some fa-

vourable opportunity for capturing Oomiah. They were

furnished with passports drawn out in Mharatta and Eng-

lish, and they promised to do their best to realize the

expectations that were entertained. The employment

of these three men was kept as secret as possible. They

had a cousin named Nana in the Bund, who had consi-

derable influence with Oomiah. By means of their wo-

men, they opened a communication with their cousin

Nana. He said in reply, that upon Kalloo and the

other two Ramoossies rejoining the gang, he would

agree to give his assistance to any reasonable plan of

theirs.

Bappoo Singh was posted at Jejoory with some Si-

bundies, and the leaders of the gang came to the deter-

mination of attacking him ; they had learned that he

had agreed to act against them^ and that it was on these
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terms he had been liberated. Nana Ramoossy, however,

remonstrated with Oomiah and the other Naiks on this

occasion, and urged that Bappoo Singh had assisted m
procuring the release of his two relations from confine-

ment, for had they been sent to Bhore, they would have

been executed ; and that he would not consent to aid to

injure a man to whom he and his relations were under

iuch obligations—if however they were determined to

attempt to surprise Bappoo Singh^ that he would remain

iu the jungles near Kotley (three miles from Jejoory)

Vintil they should return. This argument had the desir-

ed effect, and they gave up the proposed plan of march-

ing to Jejoory.

The troops were posted as follows for the rainy sea-

son ; Captain Luyken at Sewry, Captain Kingston at

Keekvy, Lieutenant Anderson at Pinggory, Lieutenant

Long at Sonoury, and Lieutenant Loyd at Soupah, with

several parties of the Ahmednuggur Police corps mov
ing about the district.

The gang moved now more to the eastward and be-

yond the range of the different detachments. Having

obtained provisions from the village of Greem, east of

Patus and about twelve miles north-east of Soupah, On

the 20th August, the Pateli of Greem communicated

this circumstance to the detachment at Soupah, and to

the Thanna of Row Peeplegawn.

The Shaikdar (one of the Mamlutdar's assistants, and

in charge of about fifteen villages) of Bheemthery imme-

diately prepared to go in search of the Bund. Lie as-

sembled about fifty of the inhabitants of the nearest vil-

lages, who armed themselves with sticks, swords, and

some matchlocks, and commenced their march. The
Bund were close to Greem, when some one of the gang

observed them, and called out that a " party"* was ap-

* The English word " party" is always made use of ; it appearing mor«

expressive to the Ramoossies aud others, of a small armed body of men,

than any term of their own.
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proaching. It was noticed that the men advancing look-

ed like villagers. Some one said they might be sepoys

in disguise. Bhojajee Naik, who is able to move at a

rapid rate on his hands and feet (all fours,) proceeded

to reconnoitre. He soon returned^ having discovered

that they were only ignorant villagers. It was proposed

that they should secret themselves in a nulla close to

them, with the intention of amusing themselves with the

Koonbies. The Shaikdar and his followers looked about

in every direction in hopes of finding Oomiah, and when
they approached the nulla, the gang unexpectedly rushed

out on them and put them to flight in a few seconds.

One of the Shaikdar's party was killed and two wound-

ed ; the Ramoossies pursued them to the village of

Greem, when some horsemen and sepoys were descried

advancing in their direction, upon Avhich the Bund retir-

ed into some strong ground. This occurred at 8 o'clock

in the morning. The detachment advancing towards

them proved to be twenty men of the 11th regiment

under Havildar Gunness Singh, and eight of the Poona

horse. The men anxious to surprise the Ramoossies,

were fatigued by their rapid march, and they did not all

come up at once. As the detachment approached the

Bund, the Ramoossies asked the sepoys why they came

after them, that the Bund had no wish to disturb them,

why therefore run the risk of being shot, for if they (the

sepoys) attack them, they must defend themselves.

Some of the sepoys told them to stop and not run

away. The sepoys were desired to keep at a distance,

and Oomiah remarked that they enjoyed good pay,

and that as there was no Officer near, why should

they expose their lives by attacking them. A sepoy

called out to Oomiah that they had come to cut

his head off ; upon which Oomiah replied that his

head rested on the palm of his hand, that any body

might have it who could take it. The Havildar was
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severely \vo\ind(Hl, and nnforlimately the clclaelnnent

was left without a leader. The gang had now made

up their minds to make a furious attack on the sepoys,

l)^^^a Ramoossy and a 1letkurry having heen hadly wound-

Tvl, thought it more advisahle again to retreat.

They retired somewhat in the form of a circle, taking

every advantage of the strong ground. The detach-

ment followed them (ill late in the afternoon. 'J'ho

horsemen do not appear to have acted with any spirit

in this affair, as the ground frequently afforded them

opportunities of charging the Ramoossies.

The detachment from Jejoory marched during the

night and proceeded in search of the gang—Oomiah

determined to cross to Fhultundesh and visit his haunts

at Peempoury.

This skirmish deranged for the time the plans of

Kalloo and Nana Ramoossies, employed by Bappoo

Singh, as their friends at the village of Jogoury had

prepared an entertainment for Oomiah on the evening

of the 21st, of which he had promised to partake ; on

which occasion it was determined if possible to seize

him.

The gang was nov/ much pressed by the troops, and

previously to their crossing to the south bank of the

Neera, they considered it necessary to sacrifice one of

their party. This man's name was Appah Kanarah.

The unfortunate victim had suffered much from the

Dracunculus'm both his legs, and had become so greatly

emaciated, that the members of the Bund had been

obliged to carry him along with them for a period of

two months. A Ramoossy of Waiedesh, and another

from a vilkge near Sassoor, were employed to terminate

his existence, and they buried his body in the jungle.

All of the gang were bound over never to divulge this

circumstance. Oomiah upon being questioned on the

subject stoutly denied the murder^ and accounted for
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the man's death in various ways, but subsequently v/heii

the particulars were described to him, he admitted that

the man had been destroyed.

It must be observed here, that Kalloo Ramoossy,
when searching on one occasion for the gang- for the

purpose of rejoining it, shortly before the skirmish at

Greem occurred, was unfortunately seized at the village

of Mandur by a party of the Nuggur Police corps, as be-

ing one of the insurgents, and when he was obliged in

consequence to shew his passport, the sepoys would not

credit his statement ; and concluded that he must have

obtained the pass by some fraudulent means ; he was

ordered to be set at liberty the same night, and no ques-

tions to be put to him. But the circumstance became

somewhat public, that Kalloo had been seized and re-

leased, and it was conjectured therefore that he must

be in the employ of the Sirkar.

Kalloo and his two cousins joined the Bund ia Phul-

tundesh, and having framed a plausible story to tell

Oomiah, they showed him sind Bhojajee their passports,

adding that the only chance left them of escaping death

or transportation, was by offering to seize the leaders of

the gang, and that they never intended, or never could

perform so perfidious an act. Again they saw tliat

their only chance of safety was by continuing with the

Bund, and as a proof of the truth of their statement they

produced their passports. A communication was kept

up v/ith them through the aid of some of their women,

and it appears that they were closely watched by Oomi-

ah and some others, and indeed that they had reason to

feel somewhat alarmed. They were pressed to hasten

the apprehension of the ringleaders ; upon this they ex-

pressed their readiness to destroy them, if orders were

given to them to that effect ; this they were peremptori-

ly forbidden, and directed to accomplish the object in

the manner that had been pointed out to them.
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ft having' boon announoed that it was intendod to

"svitlulraw the great or part of the detachments in the

field, employed against the Ramoossies, on the 8th of

October, a letter was addressed to the Government, re

questing that the detachment might he permitted to

continue for some short time longer in pursuit of the

gang, as measures were in progress by which it was

hoped that Oomiah might be taken. Accordingly an

order that had been issued for the recall of the greater

part of the detachment. Government was pleased to

suspend for the time.

It is to be noticed, that several of the prisoners had

been executed, and the impression made on the public

mind was such as so severe an example might be ex-

pected to produce. Still a portion of the well disposed,

and others of the inhabitants who had shown a dispo-

sition to aid us during the operations against the Ra-

moossies, felt a considerable degree of uneasiness and

distrust, in consequence of the reports in circulation that

the troops were to be v/ithdrawn.

The Hetkurries had been latterly pressing Oomiah

for their pay, and for permission to Cjuit the gang and

to return to their hoines, being heartily tired of the dan-

gers and privations to which they had been so long ex-

posed.*

Bhojajee proposed to Oomiah to plunder some rich

man's house, in order that he might obtain means to

satisfy the present demands of the Hetkurries, but this

counsel was declined and the gang proceeded to the

Bhore ghaut, having sent in advance two men to obtain

information respecting any treasure that might be pass-

* One of theiv nuaa.ci, who had been severely wounded and taken

prisoner, had a very narrow escape, a? th-3 Ramoossies were about to cut off

his head, (according to their usual custom on such occasions.) wiicn a Ijvo-

ther interfered (who placed him under some bushes.) and said that he would

recover sufficiently to join them in two days at the Kiiurry PiUhur. By

this means, the man'i life was saved.
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ing between Bombay and Poona. These men returned

without gaining intelligence of any remittance of money

being on the road ; they learned however that the Ra-

moossy prisoners who had been sentenced to transpor-

tation, had descended the ghaut for Bombay two days

previous to their reaching the place.

Ooomiah did not appear much disconcerted by this

unwelcome information, and remarked that the removal

of their friends to Bombay was of no importance, that

Kristnajee and Wittoo Naiks would manage to get the

prisoners brought back to Poona^ and that all of them

would ultimately be pardoned^ as had been the case on

the termination of the former disturbance.

From the vicinity of the Bhore ghaut, they proceed-

ed along the hills ; afterwards descended into the Kon-

kan and continued sometime in the neighbourhood of

Jambool Para. The Hetkurries were now more anxi-

ous than ever to obtain leave to depart, but Nana and

Kalloo urged them to remain, and to rest satisfied for

the present with Oomiah's assurances, and promised

they would exert themselves in their behalf.

These two Ramoossies had, in a cursory manner,

alluded to the purport of the Government proclamation,

in order if possible to discover what were the Hetkur-

ries' sentiments on the subject ; but the Ramoossies

did not consider it safe to confide their intentions to

them. Nana and Kalloo conceived that by pretending

to assist Oomiah in persuading the Hetkurries to con-

tinue with the gang, they might gain his confidence

and obtain more influence over him.

Towards the end of November, Oomiah quitted tlie

Konkan, and on the 27th, in the evening, entered the

village of Oulus, five miles from Moolsey. A Brah-

mun Jossy and the Patell were seized by the gang,

and roughly handled, and called upon to pay a contri-

bution of five hundred rupees. The gang entered the
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Bralimim's house; and whilst food was preparing for

them, Oomiah made the Jossy write two letters, one to

the Governor, and the other to the collector at Poona.

The letter to Mr. Giberne was not addressed in his

usual respectful manner. He wrote in a high and dic-

tatorial tone, setting forth that he had been unjustly

treated, and that he was forced to fly to save himself

;

that although troops had been employed from Ahmed
miggur to Sawunt Wary (in the southern Konkan) to

seize him, they had completely failed in all their at-

tempts. He therefore recommended that the troops

should be withdrawn, and that he would then remain

quiet ; but that there would be no peace until

a treaty was established between him and Gov^^rn-

ment. He added also, that he wished an answer

to be sent through Kristnajee Naik, &c. and that

he would allow the collector eight days, and the Gover-

nor fifteen days time, to return a reply to his com-

munication. When he and his adherents were thread-

ing the dense and solitary fastnesses of the Syadry

range of ghauts, entertaining wild ideas of liberty and

power, and had dispatched his threatening letters, little

did he contemplate the sad catastrophe that awaited

him at the expiration of the period which he had named,

for he was a prisoner in irons at Sassoor.

The Jossy had sent off to a village four miles distant,

to inform a Jemadar and some Sibundies to come to

Oulus without a moment's delay ; the messenger did not

mention that the Bund were at Oulus. The Sibundies

reached the place about 9 p. m. On approaching the

village, two of the Ramoossies who were on the watch

instantly ran to inform Oomiah that a detachment had

arrived. The gang lost no time in proceeding to an

eminence outside the village, taking the Brahmun and

the Patell with them. Jemadar Shaik Ghassy repaired

with his small party to the Brahmun's house^ and the
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gang ignorant of this, accused the villagers of endea-
vouring to frighten them by spreading false reports.

The Ramoossies now entered the village, and when they
approached close to the gateway of the Brahmun's
dwelling, it was suddenly thrown open and several

matchlocks fired by the Sibundies at the gang. This
staggered them at first ; they advanced notwithstanding
several times to rush into the building, but as the Si-

bundles kept up a fire upon them, they resolved on quit-

ting the place, uncertain what might be the strength of

the detachment. No injury was done to either party^

although the gateway was somewhat studded with balls :

but to be revenged on the inhabitants before they quit-

ted the place, the Ramoossies burned several houses

and a quantity of grain.

In a few days several detachments of the Alimednug-

gur Police corps and Sibundies searched the surround-

ing hills, and one detachment succeeded in tracing the

route of the gang to the south side of the Singhur fort

;

Cheemun Singh, a brother of Bappoo Singh's^ had been

detached with a party of Sibundies to endeavour to open

a communication with Nana* and Kalloo. It so hap-

pened, that on the night of the 13th December, these

two Ramoossies, with their two cousins, obtained leave

from Oomiah to pay a visit to their relations in the

small village of Bazarwary—Oumiah sent his friend Pan-

doo Naik with them to watch their conduct ; Cheemun

Singh had been in communication with several of the

Bazarwary Ramoossies, and upon the arrival of Nana

and Kalloo, Cheemun Singh was sent for, and notvv^ith-

standing that they were watched, they contrived to have

a short interview with him. He told them that their

conduct appeared suspicious, and that doubts were en-

* A twill brother of N ana's left Sassoor a fev/ days before thisf to comvan-

nicate with hiai, and to liagteu the capture of Ooaiialu
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tertained at Sassoor of the sincerity of their intentions.

Upon this, both Nana and Kalloo declared that they

were as determined as ever to carry their plan into exe-

cution, but, that Bhojajee and Oomiah were so vigilant,

suspicious, and intractable, that they had little influence

over them. They told Cheemun Singh to remain as

near to them as possible, and he to mention to the officer

at Sassoor that it was their determination to make an

attempt in a few days, either with his (Cheemun Singh's)

assistance or by themselves. These Ramoossies (at least

Nana) had entertained considerable doubts as to the

consequence of seizing Oomiah, but they had now just

been informed by their relations at Bazarwary, that Es-

soo Neekary and others of the gang had been executed

at Jejoory, and this gave them confidence in our pro-

ceedings. Nana, however, wished to have his wife re-

leased, (she was a prisoner in one of the Punt Suchew's

hill forts). Cheemun Singh pressed them to fulfil their

promise, and mentioned that he and his brother were

directed when at Sassoor, to explain fully to Nana and

Kalloo, that all reasonable demands on their part (of

the Ramoossies employed with them) would be complied

with. They proceeded to rejoin Oomiah, to whom and

the other members of the gang, they related the parti-

culars of the executions at Jejoory. This was a most

alarming blow to all of them, yet Oomiah, in his usuhl

style of confidence, observed that none of his relations

had been executed, which was a clear proof that it was

neither the intention nor wish of Government to punish

him, and that matters must ultimately be arranged to the

advantage of all parties, but that they (the members of

the Bund) must have patience^ and submit quietly to

his advice.

Oomiah was aware of these executions while he was
in the ghauts, and heard the reports of the intention to

withdraw the troops, but all these ciixumptances were
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communicated to him by a female, and were kept aii eji-

*ire secret and not mentioned to the rest of the gang.

On the 14th December, Nana suggested quietly to the

Hetkurries to press Oomiah for their arrears of pay. In

the evening they loaded their muskets, and accordingly

beset Oomiah, declaring that their pay must be given to

them ; they threatened that unless their demands were

otherwise complied wdth, they would shoot him and af-

terwards destroy themselves, since it was quite clear

that Government v/as fully determined on punishing all

of them that were seized. Oomiah again expostulated

with them, recommending forbearance and patience,

adding that he would give them some money in a few

days. At this time, they were in the hills about four

miles from Bhore. Oomiah consulted Nana with re-

spect to what he should do under existing circumstances.

He told Nana at the same time, that Bhyroo Koodly,*

the son-in-law of Joggoo Sinda of Ootroolly, (one mile

from Bhore,) had some property of his, worth about one

hundred and fifty or two hundred rupees. That Oonnah

should thus consult them, was precisely the object which

Nana and Kalloo had been so long endeavouring to ef-

fect, smce it would enable them to put their plan of

seizing him into execution ; and as they were well ac-

quainted with Joggoo Sinda's family, they strongly re-

commended Oomiah to demand the money from Kood-

ly, and that he could then quiet the Hetkurries.

It was known that Joggoo possessed some property,

and Oomiah said that probably he would advance them

a few hundred rupees, and it v/as settled if they did not

succeed in obtaining money at Ootroolly, that they must

plunder some rich man's house. However, Nana ob-

served that he was inclined to think that they would

* This Bliyvoo is an inhabitant of Sassoor, and was omplo} i\l by Oi^iuiah

during the lir.st Bir.i'l in d:;523osiag of the gold aud fciivcr oiii:r.;:o:it6 wluJa

Came iat'j his possession.
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get sufficient for their present wants at Ootroolly, and

it was therefore nrra iged that they should proceed to

the village that night. This was the l;)th Deceniher.

Oomiah selecting his cousin and old friend Bappoo
Soleseykur and six other Ranioossies, with Nana, Kal-

loo, and Laroo, proceeded to Ootroolly.* l^pon arriv-

ing within ahout eight hundred yards of the village,

Oomiah directed Nana and Kalloo to go to Joggoo's

house, to tell Bhyroo Koodly that he (Oomiah) was very

anxious to consult him ahout procuring some money, and

these men proceeded to the village, hut in the first in-

stance they went quickly to the Dherewary, and dis-

patched two Dheres v.ith speed to Serwell, to inform

Cheemun Singh that they had seized Oomiah and Bho-

j'ljee, and request him to join them v/ith all speed. They
now went to Joggoo Sinda's house. The door was fast-

ened, yet Joggoo and his four sons recognised Nana and

Kalloo's voice, but as they had been so long with Oomi-

ah, the family became extremely alarmed, thinking that

it was the Bund come to plunder them. They were

presently induced to open the door, finding that there

were only two Ramoossies, Nana and Kalloo, who now
told them that they had bro ight Oomiah close to the

village, and that they were determined to seize him, but

that they wished Bhyroo and Joggoo to assist in exe-

cuting their plan. The members of the family still

much alarmed and perplexed, told the two Ramoossies

that they must consult some others of the inhabitants.

Several persons being assembled, it was deliberated

whether they had not better seize N?ina and Kalloo at

once, and convey them to Bhore.f Upon which it was

* Before quitting the hills, to remove all suspicion of treachery, Kalloo's

cousin Wittoo was left with Bhojajee and the rest of the gang, sev"-;iiteen

in number.

t The villagers had previously sent the village barber to Bhore, to ask

whether they should seize Nana and Kalloo. It id to be recollected, both

these Ramaossies with many others, had been obliged to fly frosa Bhor^-
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remarked by one of the Sindas, that the Ramoossies

had passports in Mharatta and English from the officer

at Sassoor, so that it would be dangerous to seize them,

and on the contrary much more prudent to assist them
in seizing Oomiah. Bhyroo and Joggoo were afraid of

taking an active part in the affair, both being apprehen-

sive that the Bund might seize them and force them to

pay a heavy ransom. A son of Joggoo's therefore

agreed to personify the father^ and the village Koolkurny

to represent Bhyroo ; Nana and Kalloo having supplied

themselves each with a rope, accompanied by the two
men, approached a hedge a short distance from Joggoo's

house. Here the two villagers sat down, and were in-

structed to rise when Oomiah advanced near them, to

salute him, and then to resume their seats. Their faces

v/ere covered to prevent their features being seen. The
Ramoossies proceeded to inform Oomiah that they had
experienced great difficulty in persuading Bhyroo and

and Joggoo to quit their houses, as they feared that it

was the intention of the gang to extort money from them,

and that they would not come beyond the hedge close to

the village. This was about 10 p. m.

Oomiah therefore proceeded towards them, accom-

panied by Bappoo Soleseykur, Nana, and Kalloo. The
other six Ramoossies remained with Larroo, Kalloo's

brother. As Oomiah approached the two villagers, they

rose and saluted him and then sat down, and he and

Bappoo also sat down opposite to them. Oomiah held

his naked sword across his body on his lap, and as Bap-

poo was the stoutest of the two, Kalloo instantly laid

hold of him, while at the same instant Nana seized

Oomiah. They were immediately both well secured

some time before this to save their lives ; and a few months prior to Oo-

miah's capture, four of these Ramoossies were seized in a foreign village,

and the person employed to apprehend them was rewarded by the Punt

Suchew, who issued orders to have three of the Ramoossies immediately

executed, and the other to be imprittoaed in a hill foit.
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^vith ropes; during this time Oomiah shouicil and railed

loudly for assistance. A messenger was now dispatch-

ed to Bhore for some Sioundies, and Kalloo went to

ascertain how Pandoo and the other llanioossies were

en£ra<:jed. He met them advancing within about three

hundred yards with their uplifted swords: they inquired

tlir cause (.fthe noise and uproar which they heard in

the villac^p. Kalloo told them that some Gheessaries (a

descrii^tion of wandering blacksmiths) were squabbling

and fiL;htin<:r amongst themselves. The Ramoossies ob-

served to him, that they thought that Oomiah and his

friends had been caught by the Punt's people ;
Kalloo

said, Oomiah is arranging for the money with Koodly

who appears backward in advancing all that is required.

Kalloo then took these men back to the spot they had

qukted, and sat down with them seemingly quite unem-

barrassed. After having remained a considerable length

of time, he said he would go to the village and learn the

cause of the detention of the party. Kalloo now remain-

ed with some of the villagers near Oomiah, and Nana

ran towards Bhore to expedite the arrival of the Sibun-

dies. During Kalloo's absence, the villagers had ex-

pressed great alarm lest Oomiah's followers should come

and rescue him and punish them. Nana was required

to exert all his presence of mind at this time, to guard

the prisoners and prevent the villagers quitting the

place.

When the Sibundies arrived. Nana and Kalloo re-

quested them to assist in seizing Bhojajee Naik. They

replied, that it was quite sufficient to have apprehended

Oomiah, and that in seizing Bhojajee some of them

might be wounded. They accordingly took charge of

the prisoners, and moved towards Bhore, but Nana and

Kalloo remained to rescue their two cousins, who might

be murdered by the gang when they heard of Oomiah's

seizure. They with three Ramoossies went and told
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Pandoo and the five others, that Oomiah wished them to

come and partake of some food which the villagers had
prepared for the party. Having by this means enticed

them to the village, they suddenly seized them, saying

that resistance on their part was useless, as Oomiah was

a prisoner, and that there was a large body of troops at

hand. All the Ramoossies however escaped, with the

exception of one Kooshia of Kotley. Nana took charge

of him and proceeded to join the detachment on the

route to Bhore, while Kalloo and Larroo determined to

join Bhojajee before Pandoo and the others could rejoin

them ; Larroo was to communicate and give the signal

to Wittoo to quit.

These men being well acquainted with the ground,

took a short cut to the hills, and running up to the gang

told them that a party of the Punt Suchew's men had

tried to surprise them in the village, and they then inquir-

ed if any of their party had returned. The gang imme-

diately prepared to move ; Kalloo with a view of bringing

them in contact with Cheemun Singh's detachment, and to

a distance from Pandoo, suggested to Bhojajee that they

should advance towards the river. When they had

proceeded in that direction about seven or eight hundred

yards, they heard Pandoo and another Ramoossy calling

out from the spot theyhad left. " Hollo, Bhojajee, Bhoja-

jee, comeback, come back. Nana and Kalloo have seiz-

ed Oomiah—be quick, be quick." This was a sufficient

hint for Kalloa and his two cousins. They instantly

took their departure for Bhore.

On the 16th, five diiferent detachments from various

directions reached Bhore, and Oomiah with the two

other prisoners were brought to Sassoor. Bhojajee with

his party did not hear the particulars of his capture for

three days. He returned to the Poorunder hills with

his followers in great distress and consternation. Pan-

doo and his friends did not overtake Bhojajee, and wan-
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dered about by themselves till Pandoo* and another

were seized.

On the day after Oomiah's arrival at Sassoor,t one

of the Hetkurries delivered himself up. He mention-

ed that the gang were in the greatest imaginable dis-

tress, and that they had moved towards the Neera.

Several detachments were immediately set in motion

after them, but they lost all traces of them in the Sal-

pie range of hills. Bhojajee parted with the Hetkur-

ries when ascending these hills. They proceeded to

the Konkan. Only one of them who had become much

attached to this Naik, remained with him. The Bund
was now reduced to eight persons. A few days after

this, they were surprised by the inhabitants of a small

village near Nullgoond, and one of the Ramoossies was

seized.

The night of the day on which Oomiah was brought

to Sassoor, he was questioned very particularly concern-

* This Pandoo (a brother of Wittoo Naik's) was always a most notorious

character as a member of the gang during the first and last disturbance. He
is a tall well made man, extremely active and powerful, and of a wild and

savage appearance. He was rash and bold, and of a rather cruel disposi-

tion, and much dreaded by the inhabitants of the smaller villages. Ram
Singh of the Ahmednuggur Police corps, with his men, seized him, having

persuaded some of his relatives to betray him. When Pandoo was disco-

vered and surrounded by the sepoys, he attempted to destroy himself. At
Hie time he was brought to me he was quite furious, and could not be per-

suaded to give any account of himself. I remarked to him that the ball that

passed through his thigh on the 22d of March did not seem to have done him
any injury ; the scars were at the time visible. Pandoo denied having ever
been wounded, and said he knew nothing of the skirmish I alluded to. He
had a great dislike to a Brahmun taking his deposition, saying that the
Brahmuns were not to be trusted, and when it was read over to him, he
doubted much if the Karkoon had read all that he had written . After this

Pandoo became quite outrageous, and insisted on being executed in the
place where he then was sitting

;
upon being informed that he might depend

on having his case faidy inquired into, he became more tranquil. He was
tried and transported.

t Mr. Giberne, the collector, was at Sassoor when Oomiah was brought
in as a prisoner, and although he had known him well, he could scarcely re-
cognise him, so greatly was he altered in appearance,, having become dark,
thin, and emaciated.
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ing the attachment of the Hetkurries and Ramoossies

to Bhojajee. He in reply stated, that the fidelity and

honour of the Hetkurries were great, indeed proverbial,

and not to be suspected^ but that equal reliance could

not probably be placed on the Ramoossies. He fre-

quently declared that he never would have been caught,

had it not been for the deception practised on him by
Kalloo and Nana. When he afterwards was told that

one of the Hetkurries had surrendered himself, he im^

mediately remarked, " The instant the circumstance

becomes known to Bhojajee, he will separate himself

from them." This turned out to be the case.

That Oomiah was a person of very considerable abi-

lity can scarcely be doubted, for without talent and judg-

ment, he could not have secured to himself the respect

and terror of the population of the district. By his in^

fluence and conduct, he rendered himself very popular

among the men of his own tribe, and a portion of the

lower orders of the population. Many of the unemploy-

ed military admired him for his hospitality, and respect-

ed him as a successful leader, while the numerous reli-

gious mendicants, and other needy persons who visited

Sakoordy, were singing his praises in all directions for

his charitable donations to themselves ; for the Vyrag-

gies and Goossynes who visited the temple of Jejoory

paid their respects to him, and he invariably presented

something to each of them, telling them at the same

time, that he bestowed all that his means could afford.*

He has frequently been seen to take part of his own

wearing apparel or that of his wife's that might be near

him, and cast it to some poor and needy creature. Al-

though a reckless and a hardened robber, he had little

pleasure in accumulating money, and his wife often re-

monstrated with him in vain on the subject of his pro-

* To the Krahmuns at Jejoory he made an allowance of five rupees a

jBionth. which he pimctu*lly sent to them ou receiving his pay.
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digality. His character as a husband was peculiarly

correct. He set his face against all licentious conduct.

On this account, he had a serious quarrel with his elder

brother.

I may observe here, (as it is on record,) that it was

the opinion of the inhabitants of the country that Oomiah
aspired to empire, and that he kept in view the conduct

and line of proceedings pursued by Sewajee the founder

of the Mharatta state ; however, times and circum-

stances were very dilFerent. He was a man of low caste?

but he possessed much shrewdness, intelligence, and ac-

tivity, and would have proved a most useful partisan to

a native government during a period of discontent and

confusion.

He has proved, that he possessed the art of warmly

attaching his followers to him. It caused them great

anxiety and incessant watchfulness to guard against

surprise by the troops, as the prisoners always alluded to

the distress they suffered, but being naturally a hardy

race, they became reconciled to the hardships and dan-

gers that had been thus forced on them. He knew
when it was necessary to check their natural impetuosi-

ty, or to cheer their flagging spirits. He appears him-

self, amidst the perils and difficulties by which he was

surrounded during the late disturbance, to have display-

ed great patience, a steady perseverance, with unshaken

fortitude. He prided himself much on the dexterity

and address with which he always managed his gang,

and baffled our efforts to seize him. He remarked

one day, that his character in this respect was well

known at Calcutta and over all Hindoostan, as well as

in England.

Oomiah's widow resides with his mother at Bhewndy :

of nine children only two sons and a girl are alive. The
eldest boy was with his father till the latter was seized.

The second is the smartest of the two.
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As the gang during the former disturhance was in the

habit of constantly committing robberies, whilst other

parties of Ramoossies in different parts of the country

were also engaged in plundering, it may be consider-

ed extraordinary that Oomiali did not plunder more
during the late insurrection^ and that the district should

have continued so remarkably quiet as contrasted with

former times. Partly to account for this^ it is necessary

to observe, that the only three attempts the gang made
to plunder, namely, at Bazarwary, Walla, and at Oulus^

they were on each occasion immediately encountered by

some of our troops which produced great alarm among
the members of the Bund. Oomiah therefore soon learn-

ed, that if he ventured to plunder, immediate notice of the

place of his retreat would reach some of the detachments

to enable them to attack him ; and rather than incur such

risk, he considered it more prudent and safe, to restrain

his predatory habits and even to submit great privations,

and paying at times for the supplies he required. Again,

it is to be stated, that shortly after we had commenced

operations, ten of the Naiks, and about sixty of the

men of his own Bund had been seized, and that be-

tween thirty and forty other Ramoossies had been se-

cured, who were concerned in committing numerous

durrorrahs. During the time I was employed in the

district, there were only two gang robberies committed,

and the Ramooossies engaged were apprehended and

sent to Poona.

To the Brahmuns and others in the pay of Govern*

ment he was in the habit of talking in a cavalierly and

arrogant manner, neither caring for or respecting them,

and when they attempted to check his presumption, he

has observed, You are sadly mistaken ;
you certainly

don't suppose that I am to be compared to a Brahmun.

I am a different sort of person from your Streemunt

Bajee Row. I am not to be dealt with in the same
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manner. The Englisli cannot drive me from the Poo-

runder hills as they hurled Bajee Row from his throne.

They tried their strength and skill once against me and

they failed. The English are aware of the activity of

the Ramoossies^ and of the attachment and prowess of

my followers. They will gradually grant and concede,

rather than quarrel with me."

When the Mamlutdar of the district remonstrated

with him and his Naiks, on the irregularities which

they committed, and the disrespect shown to his authori-

ty, he replied— Attend to your own duties, we shall at-

tend to ours, what do you mean by reporting matters to

Poona—to goad us, and force us to take shelter in the

jungles again ?"

There have been instances of Oomiah entering the

Brahmun's houses, and they dared not offer any resistance

to this annoyance, and he was in the habit of sitting down
on the same carpet,* which to them was very offensive ;

and whilst talking and joking, he at times used to pat

them with his hand. To these prejudiced and intolerant

people, such odious familiarity was extremely distress-

ing and disagreeable. The natives high in the employ

of Government^ he occasionally visited, as well as Jageer-

dars and Enamdars, and he invariably requested them

to provide himself and his followers with some refresh^

ment.

On one occasion, when the Mamlutdar was at Jejoo»

ry, he found fault with a man of Sakoordy, for being so

backward in paying his rents, and made some allusion

to Oomiah at the same time. This man started imme-

* During the Hindoo Govern:nent a Ramoossy was never admitted inside

of the door of a Kuchery, (court) ; whatever might be his business he was

obliged to state it standing at a distance—but since Oomiah had met with so

much consideration from the English, he and other Ramoossies took advan-

tage of the circumstance, and people deemed it advisable to show him more

attention than they ever dreamed of doing before. Persons of low caste

were not allowed to approach the carpets used by Brahmuns in public offices

formerly.
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diately for his village, and mentioned to liis friend Oo-

miah what the Mamlutdar had said. He, with a large

party of his followers, proceeded to Jejoory. Upon
reaching the house in which this Brahmun lodged, the

Ramoossies were informed that he had just finished his

ablutions, and had commenced performing his accus-

tomed worship to his household gods, before he could

partake of his breakfast. Oomiah unscrupulously en-

tered the house with eight or ten of his followers, and

told them to call the Brahmun. He, somewhat agitat-

ed, made his appearance, on this rude summons. The
Naik, and those with him, asked how he dared to cast

aspersions on his character. One of the Ramoossies

also called out, " You had better take care^ or probably

your body will be found some night without its head."

Many explanations were offered, after which Oomiah
intimated his intention of quitting, but hinted that he

wanted some money. A rupee was tendered, which he

refused ; he said he must have ten, which sum was pre-

sented to him.

The wife of the Brahmun having heard of this unplea*

sant occurrence, and greatly dreading some evil in con-

sequence of the threat, went to Jejoory to obtain an in-

terview with Oomiah and spreading her sarry before him,

said " My husband is your brother, I am your sister,

and these children are your nephews and nieces, so pray

do not break the bracelets on my wrist.*" At the

expiration of a few weeks, Oomiah came to Sassoor and

paid the Brahmun a visit ; on taking his departure he

asked for a present, but the Brahmun excused himself.

Oomiah took his leave, but immediately returned and en-

tered by the rear door of the house, when he ^yas en-

countered by the host, who asked him what he wanted.

He said, " I am come to pay my respects to my sister,

* Women on the death of their husbands are obliged to disiieusc with

such ornaments.
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(tlie Bralimiinee,) that she may give me and my fol-

lowers some food."

I have mentioned the above circumstance, that it may

be seen hov/ much Oomiah was dreaded by the district

officers ; the Brahmuns aiso^ and other persons who
possessed property, and residing in unprotected villages

and in insecure houses, lived in a miserable state of

alarm, constantly expecting a nocturnal visitation from

some of his retainers. It is time to close the account of

this notorious man's career. The crisis of his destiny

was fast approaching. He was brought to trial at Poo-

na before the Judge of circuit ; on which occasion he

admitted the validity of the charges brought against

him, and consequently he was found guilty of treason

and sentenced to be hanged. He was accordingly exe-

cuted, along v/ith two of his comrades, on the 3d of

February, 1832. During the period of his incarcera-

tion at Poona, a number of persons visited the jail to

have an opportunity of seeing him.

I may be permitted to offer my opinion on the con-

duct of the troops employed in suppressing the late dis-

turbance. I must bear testimony to the very active

and indefatigable exertions of all the officers and se-

poys, which were highly creditable to them. From the

strong nature of the hilly country in which the opera-

tions were carried on, and the great difficulty, at times,

of procuring supplies in the small and poor villages

in the hills, the duty which they were called on to

perform became most harassing and fatiguing, whilst

they were frequently subject to great disappointment, in

consequence of the successful efforts made to mislead

them by the propagation of false reports ; several of the

officers, however, and a large portion of the sepoys, were

inured to such arduous service, and all of them seemed

actuated by a lively spirit of zeal and enthusiasm. A
more than ordinary degree of vigour was consequently
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exhibited in tlie measures tlia.t were pursued^ whilst a

corresponding degree of unanimity prevailed, and a pro-

portionate share of sticcess attended their labours. Mr.
Giberne, the magistmte, displayed his accustomed zeal

on the occasion, lending all his influence for the restora-

tion of tranquillity in the district, well av/are, that this

could not be accomplished while Oomiah continued, at

large.

CHAPTER XVHL

CSoverniTxeiit possesses much information respecting the state of the Police.—

-

A few remarks offered.—The bad effects of an inefficient Police,—The

people wish to have some alterations made respecting ihe punishing of

olfenders.—The charges against accused persons to be well inquired

into, before they are commii:ted for trial.—The ne\;essity of protecting

the property of the lower classes.—The efficiency of small bodies of

disciplined men.—Assembling corps in large cantonrAents ; the advan-

tages in some respects of doing so doubtfuL—The sepoys easily managed,
•—The necessity of prompt measures being adopted to disperse a Bundc

—Employing desmooks to aid the Police.—The irregular division

of Pergunnahs,—Proposals respecting the Naiks of the predatory tribes;

their pay.— Reductions not advisable; the population of hilly tracts

much oppressed.—Mamlutdars ; to attend to their characters.—The col-

lector's assistants stationed in the districts
;
advantages of the arrange-

ments. --Observations respecting the best description of troops to be em-

ployed againstthe predatory tribes.—The character of the Purdessy sepoys;

remarks respecting the unem.ployed portion of the inhabitants, recom-

mend recruiting from the Konkan and Dekhan—with some further obser-

vations.

Although Government are in possession of much valu-

able information on the subject of the Police, and it is

one that has been treated in a masterly manner, by

others better qualified for the task, still as the peace and

happiness of a country (particularly India) must greatly

depend on a good and efficient Police, I trust I shall be

excused for venturing to make a few observations rela-

tive to it. It is to be recollected that in the vicinity of

a tract of naturally strong and hilly country, wliere a
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defective and inefficient Police exists, the most uncom-
fortable feelings of alarm and insecurity are produced

among the peaceable and unprotected portion of the

community ; more especially when they see or hear of

formidable bands of plunderers bursting forth from

their lurking places, during both the day and night, car-

rying off the little property of their neighbours, while

those who have little or nothing to lose, are often oblig-

ed to propitiate the plunderers by a timely offer of a

small supply of food to save themselves from cruel treat-

ment. This state of things becomes eventually highly

detrimental to the commercial interests of the country,

and it is to be borne in mind, that it tends to alienate the

attachment and respect of the population from the Bri-

tish Government ; for when weighing the advantages

and disadvantages of living under our rule, the chief credit

the mass of the population are willing to grant us is, that

we protect them more effectually from robbers and plun-

derers, than their own Kings and Governors formerly

did, and that in our dealings with them we exact no more

rent or tax, than at the time of settlement was stipulat-

ed for ; and if necessary we even lessen* our demands,

* It is much to be regretted, that the benevolent intentions of our

liberal and fostering Government to alleviate the distressed conditiou

of the poor farmers, hy granting them remissions when there has

been a failure of the harvest, is, however, too frequently defeated by

the intrigues of Mamlutdars, -Shaikdars, and Koolkurnies, and sometimes

of the Patells of villages
;
many of these poor people rarely benefit,

at least to the full extent of the indulgence that was solely intended

to be conferred on them. It is to be hoped the spread of education

among the lower orders, and showing more consideration to the higher classes,

wi]l gradually put a stop to this and many other evils. That it will induce

a higher tone of moral feeling among all, and that consequently they M'illbe-

come moi'e spirited and independent; for there is such a disposition to cringe to

the will of their superiors, that it is almost inconceivable lo what extortion the

majority ofthe poorer description of farmers will submit to, rather than runtiie

risk of displeasing the native revenue officers and Koolkurnies ; who pos-

sess extensive means of distressing persons who will not bend to their views.

To those unacquainted with the character of the Brahuiuns, it would seem
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whereas the demands of the native Governments were

imcertain^ and most commonly increased, although levied

generally with some consideration to their circum-

stances.

When we reflect on the wonderful revolution that has pla-

ced us as rulers over this extensive country ; and not-

withstanding the ready and constant desire of the British

government to improve the condition of the inhabitants,

it would be unreasonable not to expect to hear the cla-

morous voice of discontent frequently breaking forth

from among those classes that feel most depressed from

being in a state of subjection to foreigners. We there-

fore hear many of the inhabitants complain loudly of the

slow and uncertain manner in which criminal justice is

administered under our Government, and that the pu-

nishment awarded to robbers and murderers is in gene-

ral much too lenient. There are some grounds for com-

plaint, but the delay principally arises from the exten-

sive duties which our magistrates and judges have to

perform, and the difficulty of obtaining the necessary

evidence ; perjury and forgery prevails to a very great

extent, and delays must occur in passing sentence when

the trial apparently has been brought to a close.

With the former Government, the criminal law in ge-

neral was administered in a summary manner ; as of-

fenders were seized, they were after a slight investiga-

tion often put to death, or one or both hands or feet, or

probably their nose or fingers, were chopped off ; much

depending on the caste and connexions of the prisoner,

and the influence of his friends, and the means he pos-

sessed of bribing his judges. In those days. Sirdars

and Jageerdars had also the power of dispensing justice

quite surprising to see with what tact many of them manai!:G their intrigues,

and the effrontery and boldness with which they carry thoni on, especially

in the Mahratta territory, although in appearance they generally look all

gentleness, simplicity, timidity, and innocence.
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to their o^vn followers. The natives in the exercise of

this power, were always very desirous of hearing the cri-

minal confess his guilt of the crime laid to his charge.

To liie judge it commonly mattered little, under what
circumstances the unfortunate man uttered the words

guilty/' whether the confession was voluntary, or whe-

ther extorted from him ; but his admission of guilt

seemed to operate as a salve to the conscience of his

judge, and sentence was unhesitatingly passed upon

him. It is also a subject of complaint, that persons of

desperate and bad character are set at liberty, after hav-

ing undergone punishment, (probably of hard labour,)

without having previously exacted security from them

for their future good behaviour. Their object in requir-

ing security here, is chiefly with the view of checking

the spirit of revenge in which they are knovN'n to indulge.

This mode of proceeding w ould, I believe, be in confor-

mity with the principles of our laws, and being conso-

nant with the ideas of the native community, it seems

worthy of more attention ; the committing magistrate

might always announce it to persons sentenced to im-

prisonment. i\gain, they say, that owing to the nature

of the evidence required by our iVdaulut or courts of jus-

tice, it is next to an impossibility to convict a robber of

crime. They are told, that it is necessary to sei?.e the

man in the act, or with the stolen property in his pos-

session ; but how seldom this can be effected. They
are anxious that collateral proof should be more attend-

ed to, and add, that if they have recourse to violent

measures in protecting their property, or in securing the

plunderers, they are liable to unmerited censure. They
also complain much of being frequently and unnecessari-

ly summoned to attend the Adaulut from their families

and homes, as witnesses, and that they are detained for

a long time on such occasions, and that the expense and

inconvenience they are put to is often ruinous.
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The charges against persons accused of felonious acts,

should be well investigated before they are handed up
before the session judge for trial, as the trial of any of

these desperate characters, if not convicted, is attended
with bad consequences, exclusive of the reasons before

alluded to about witnesses being summoned from a dis-

tance. I am sure it would prove highly beneficial to the

public interests, vvere a public prosecutor employed, or

some one deputed from the magistrate's office to attend

the Adaulut daring criminal trials.

It may be stated that Government has, for some
years past, shown a most anxious wish to attend to all

measures connected with the Police, with the view of

rendering it as efficient as possible. As it is by the

hard labour of the cultivators and lower orders, that

the Government exchequer is chiefly filled, it is but just,

that every effort should be made to render their little

property secure from robbers and plunderers. These

men state, that it is with the utmost difficulty, and such

as entails much distress both mental and bodily on

themselves, that they can pay the demands of the Sir-

kar, for that gold and silver has gradually been disap-

pearing from among them for some years past ;* the

consequence is, that in the small villages at a distance

from our cantonments, and not near any large commer-

cial towns, they experience the greatest difficulty in rea-

lizing the money for which they may have sold the pro-

duce of their fields, for the purpose of paying their dues

to Government, During the period of the native Go-
vernment, large bodies of irregular horse and foot were

dispersed over the country ; this tended much to circu-

* It is well known to them, that much of the valunhle currency of India

has been abstracted within these twenty years past from cii-cubition, to be

remitted to Europe by commercial men, as well as some of those retiring

from the Company's service, who have accumulated private property.
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late considerable sums of money in the most distant vil-

lages, which ensured to the cultivators a much readier

market than at present, and enabled them to pay their

rents with greater facility.

Shortly after the country came into our possession, a

few horsemen and Sib undies were stationed in the

small villages in the hills three and six miles distant from

each other ; this checked the proceedings of plunderers,

while they assisted in rendering the condition of the poor

villagers easier, by disbursing their pay amongst them.

But unfortunately for all parties, the call for economiz-

ing, or some pressing necessity, has caused these small

parties to be withdrawn, under the impression that the

country was perfectly quiet, and would continue so ; in

fact, that it w-as quite useless to keep them in places

where their services were not required. This has too

frequently proved to be a fallacy, for when the parties

of horse and foot, whose presence only was the means

of preserving tranquillity, were withdrawn, outrages

were perpetrated : and the robbers by degrees became

more audacious in their conduct, until the Police of the

district required in time to be increased ; and frequent-

ly the services of detachments of the regular Infantry

were required to restore order. A number of persons

who had held hereditary and other appointments in the

Police of the hilly districts, under the old Government,

used to avail themselves of such opportunities to press

their claims on the notice of the Government. As con-

nected with this subject in a slight degree, I may ob-

serve, that the system of discipline established in the na-

tive army in the British pay, has rendered the men so

efficient, that a small party of men now perform duties,

which large bodies of irregular troops under the native

Princes were required to execute. This has thrown a

large portion of the inhabitants out of employ, it may be

said, for in the existing state of the country there is
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scarcely any employment for the redundant part of the

population^ principally composed of the discharged mili-

tary : these^ and many other discontented persons, have

been reduced to extreme distress,, and driven often to

plunder to support themselves.

iVlthough it was partly with the view of reducing the

heavy expenditure of Government, and partly for the

purpose of bringing the army into a higher state of dis-

cipline and military order^ that the various corps and

detachments stationed in different parts of the country

were withdrawn, and assembled in large cantonments

far distant from each other, yet there is reason to sup-

pose, that the true interests of the state, in some re-

spects, have by no means benefited by the change. By
withdrawing all the troops that were detached over the

country, the certain circulation of considerable sums of

money was discontinued in those particular places, while

the evil disposed were overawed by their presence, and

no measures could be devised to remedy the conse-

quence.

The continued system of drill and strict discipline has

in a great measure become habitual to the sepoys, yet

chiefly owing to the unceasing and severe duties they

have to discharge, especially since their numbers have

lately been reduced, many of them consider the life of a

sepoy a very irksome one. On ordinary detached duty,

or (m field service, the officers have then opportunities

of seeing the native officers and sepoys at all times ;

and from the freedom of intercourse that takes place be-

tween them, each party becomes familiarly acquainted

with the other. This good understanding produces the

best feelings ; the sepoy finds that his little wants

and wishes are more readily attended to and com-

plied with (obtaining slight pecuniary aid occasion-

ally from his officers, or leave of absence from pa-

rade if any of his family are unwell, or obtaining em-
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ploynient for a brother or relative, either in the public

service or in that of an individual, &c). Again, an ofFi-

cer possessing the requisite knowledge and confidence

of his men, is more capable of performing his duty, how-

ever, arduous it may be ; while by his conduct he ensures

the fidelity of the sepoys to the British government.

It is well known, that wdiile there are few men more

acutely alive to a sense of severe and harsh usage than

the sepoys, at the same time, there are few more sensible

of kind and indulgent treatment. Their faith and at-

tachment is great, and they show an anxiety to antici-

pate the wishes of such officers as are popular with them,

and there is no difficult or dangerous service which they

would not cheerfully perform under their guidance ; but

for the present I must resume my subject; therefore

when a Bund is formed, or in other words, a body of in-

surgents, composed chiefly of the predatory tribes, and

head^ed by some notorious leader, who becomes on the

occasion a nucleus for the evil disposed to rally round

;

and they appear in open rebellion by setting the local

Police of the district at defiance^ either for the sake of

realizing money, or for the purpose of forcing Govern-

ment to comply with certain claims which they may have

thought proper to put forth, and they commence plun-

dering in all directions, both policy and humanity de-

mand, that immediate and most decided measures should

be adopted to seize and disperse them. To effect this,

a sufficient number of troops under experienced officers

ought to be em.ployed at once, to insure success to their

operations. By the rapidity of such arrangements, the

discontented at a distance are overawed, and prevented

joining the insurgents. Every encouragement should be

held out to the inhabitants, to communicate freely to

the troops such information as they may be in search of

;

at the same time, they ought to be urged to co-operate

with the various detachments^ or to act independently
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by themselves. For this reason, permission should be

granted to reward in the most liberal manner, those who
performed any service of importance, whether sepoys or

villagers ; for the chances are, that the greatest efforts

on the part of the troops v/iil prove unavailing, unless

they secure the cordial assistance of some of the most

active and intelligent of the inhabitants, who are well

acquainted with the characters of the most notorious

persons amongst the population, and those who are like-

ly to support the gang with food, money, or advice, when

they are hard pressed by the troops, and will be able to

point out the persons who are in the habit of receiving

charge ofplundered property, and disposing of it. When
the gang has been harassed and compelled to disperse

—

continuing to follow up the same steps, will insure the

capture of the majority of those who composed it.

It is evident, that unless the most prompt steps are

taken to crush such proceedings at the commencement,

it is to be feared that before the offenders can be brought

to justice, much misery and distress will be caused to the

inhabitants by the Bund ; and that many of these in the

small villages, will unavoidably experience much vexation

from the sepoys and persons employed in the intelli-

gence department, notwithstanding all the precautions

that may be adopted to prevent such irregularities. The
probability is, that in consequence of unnecessary delay,

it will cost much harassing labour, much time and money,

ere peace and order are re-established. It is presumed

that active operations on such occasions, with a timely

example of just and severe punishment, would be ex-

tending mercy to many a misguided man, who might be

induced to join the insurgents from seeing the Police

of the district remain unsupported. With the view of

rendering some efficient local aid to the Police of dis-

tricts, I some years ago (with some other proposals) sug-

gested the advantage of employing the Desmooks of
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towns and small districts for the purpose. These men

continue to enjoy all the rights and perquisites to which

they formerly were entitled, but owing to the influence

they possessed, end having become deeply involved in

the system of corruption and embezzlement, their ser-

vices have been dispensed with in the fiscal department;

however, i am disposed to think, that their influence

might prove extremely useful, either in supporting the

Patell's* authority when he needed such aid, or in

communicating to the Government district agents, in-

formation respecting any outrages which may have been

committed, or which may apparently be in contempla-

tion ; for Desmooks being in general persons of consi-

derable intelligence, have the means of gaining informa-

tion, respecting the conduct and habits of the inhabitants

of the various villages with which they are connected.

It would be necessary to grant these men but very^ limited

authority, for there is the greatest risk of authority in-

trusted to natives being abused, unless they are aware

that their proceedings are closely watched by an indepen-

dent and vigilant superior authority.

The very irregular and singular manner in which the

boundary line of the various pergunnahs (districts) of a

coilectorship are defined, is very objectionable and in-

convenient on account of revenue, as well as police du-

ties ; it only requires to inspect the map of any of the

* Unfortunately the Patellship is not such an enviable ciHce as it used to

tte ; the Koolkuinies supported by the Mamlutdars and Shaikdars have, in

many instances, contrived to deprive the Patells of a great share of their in-

fu-nce ard authority, particularly in the small villages, and as their respon-
sibility in raany respects remains the same, and they do not experience the
same consideration, it renders them rather discontented. The interests of
the Ryuts are much safer in the hands of the Patells than in those of the
Koolkurny. The former AviU ocGafjionally impose on them, but in general
his feelings and interests arc too cloocly linked with theirs, to injure them

;
be is one of themselves, v.hile the Brahmun Koolkurny is quite distinct'
aHf' poGse^sos less syirpathv of fpe];ri<x ^yilh them.
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collectorates in the Dekhan to be satisfied of this. I

know many deep and large ravines, hilly and jungly parts

of districts, well known as being celebrated lurking places

for robbers, which are distant from eighteen to twenty-

five and thirty miles from the Thanna of the district

within the boundaries of which they are situated^, while

the same places are not above six to twelve miles distant

from another or nearer Thanna. These circumstances

may appear of little importance to many persons, but

they are inconveniences which should be remedied to

render the Police efficient ; they greatly interrupt a zea-

lous officer in discharging his duties, while to the rob-

bers they too frequently afford opportunities of evading

the Police. In the letter before alluded to, some obser-

vations were made respecting the necessity of employing

a greater portion of the predatory tribes as local police of

districts, whilst it was suggested, that they should be

posted in small parties where their services might be re-

quired ; and that the Naiks should not possess any great

extent of authority, but that they should be liberally paid^

and kept independent of each other, and only to be con-

trolled by the Mamlutdars, whose duty it would be to

watch their conduct closely, to prevent them exacting

improper dues from travellers, or entering into a com-

promise with robbers.

The duties of many of the Naiks, Bheels, and Kolies,

(and formerly of the Ramoossies,) from the arrangements

which it has latterly been found necessary to make,

in reducing the number of Mamlutdars (native collectors

of revenue) extends at present over tracts of country in-

cluding at times a portion of several pergunnahs, so that

they are liable to be called upon, by two or probably

three Mamlutdars at the same time. This is of course

objectionable for very obvious reasons, it enables the

.Naiks to show too great a spirit of independence, which

must prove detrimental to the public interests, should
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the country be of a naturally strong description. The
pay of these people upon the occasion of a robbery taking

place, was liable to be stopped for an unlimited period of

three, six, or twelve months, or till the stolen property

was recovered. As the men employed under these

Naiks were in general adventurers 3 and persons in very

distressed circumstances, when deprived of their pay, it

is well known that many of them were driven at times to

commit the crimes which it was their duty to prevent,

A different mode of paym.ent was proposed, by making

a small deduction from their pay monthly, and coming to

a settlement by discharging the arrears once in every si%

months, according to the ancient usage of the country.

From the balance thus to be retained in hand, deducti-

ons were made to meet the losses sustained by gro&s

neglect of duty on the part of the PoHce | much villany

continues to be practised by many of these Naiks and

their followers, but should it at any future period be con-

sidered advisable to limit the extent of their duties, I

would by no means lessen their pay, to defray the ex-

pense of establishing any number of additional Naiks.

This is too common a practice under our Government in

almost all departments, and it seldom proves economical^

It renders the persons whose pay is reduced, discontent-

ed, and makes them exert their wits to make up the loss

from some other often unlawful source. As these Naiks

receive some perquisites, (ballotah, &c.) which of course

they forfeit all claim to, in certahi villages, when they

act as guardians no longer to these places—it would be

most advisable and just, to increase their pay ra-

ther than diminish it, notwithstanding their duties

have decreased. Although it is necessary to lessen

the expenditure, still it is necessary to be particular in

the inquiries set on foot, to ascertain in what par-

ticular department, and from whose pay the deductione

are to be made. The character of the persons, the situ-
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ations tliey hold^ the influence tbey possess^ as v/ell 63

the nature of the country in which they reside^ should

be taken into consideration. All the natives are fond

of show, rank, and titles. The Naiks of the predatory

classes who were employed in the police of districts

tinder the former Government, had certain perquisites

presented to them at particular periods by the inhabi-

tants, as before explained, and which are continued in

many instances, and ought to be allov/ed to die a natu-

ral death. This added to their dignity, and it was a

consequence highly prized. It was only a few years

ago, that an active and most useful police officer who
was prohibited levying the accustomed perquisites of

his office, was driven into rebellion. He was a man of

considerable influence from his character, and had esta-

blished his name as a most notorious plunderer many years

before that period. He considered that his dignity, as

well as his pocket, had suffered from the order that had

been issued, and after fruitless endeavours to obtain an

increase to his pay, he with one or two friends soon ap-

peared among his native mountains at the head of a body

of nearly four hundred men ; and had not the most ac-

tive steps been taken to apprehend him, he would have

been immediately joined by hundreds of discontented

persons, many of whom were in our pay, but on curtail-

ed allowances.

In hilly districts where the predatory tribes form the

chief part of the population, and are the cultivators

of the soil, it would seem good policy to reduce the as-

sessment ;
many of these are notoriously bad charac-

ters, while others of them are hard working and indus-

trious ; yet living in the greatest misery, chiefly owing

to the influence of * Koolkurnies,' ^ Bunneahs,' and ^ Sa-

hookars' (agents,) who too frequently, with the conni-

vance of the Government agents, have regulated nearly

all their dealings in the most arbitrary and oppressive
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manner, the consequence of whicli is, that they are over-

whelmed with debts. From the complex manner in

which the accounts of the most usurious interest and

principal with other items,* are mixed up, they become

completely ruined, and often obliged to fly from their

houses to escape these troublesome creditors, or to raise

the money by any means.

The peace and tranquillity of a district depends much

on the character of the Mamlutclar, (the native collector

and magistrate) that presides over it ; many of the men
employed as Mamlutdars are persons of talent and well

acquainted with all matters connected with the collec-

tion of the revenue, consequently it might be supposed

highly qualified for discharging the duties of the fiscal

department, but most unfortunately they are with very

* Many a Koonby has to apply to a Bunneah (Waany) or merchant for

a sufficient quantity of grain to sow his fields, as few of them are in such

circumstances as to admit of their preserving any good seed grain from their

n stock of the preceding season. It is very usual for the Bunneah to de*

mand from 50 to 100 per cent, remuneration at harvest time, or a certain

portion of clarified butter (ghee,) if the Koonby keeps a herd of buffaloes.

When grain is cheap and there is no prospect of its rising in price, the

Bunneah keeps quiet, but when there is a demand for both, and it is certain

that the farmer has a supply of neither on hand, he is called on to discharge

the debt, or he must submit to have it converted into money at the highest

bazar rate, and it is then placed to his debit. The mode of collecting the

revenue, and the high rate of assessment, forces the farmers to have exten-

sive dealings with these Biraneahs. In the account explained to the Koon-

by of his affairs, there is a statement of accumulated arrears (termed

balances) due for a series of years, and which very probably had been part-

ly or v/holly cancelled by order of Government; then his share of cash taken

up as a loan, or of that in the name of the village community, aiid disbursed

in paying the various public and private demands against him; afterwards

follows the Tukkavie account, (money advanced by Government during

periods of distress,) for which some of the farmers are unjustly charged

interest, and it is well known that the Koolkurnies avail themselves of such

opportunities to settle their own private accounts with the Koonbies. In
fact it would require a person of no ordinary intelligence to comprehend
their dealings, and to detect the rogueries of the Koolkurnies and money
doaJers.-
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few exceptions^ extremely deceitful, being iDconceivably.

corrupt and dishonest. And in many instances, they

have a mildness of manner and there is such a want of

these bold^ active, and enterprising qualifications, neces-

sary for a superintendent of police to possess, that they

are not always calculated for holding the appointment,

in parts of the country where the predatory trihes are

both numerous and troublesome.

In selecting a Mamlutdar for an unsettled tract of

country, his character and capability for regulating the

police duties, should be most particularly attended to.

It is gf course necessary that he should not only prevent

persons in the employ of Government, but all others,

from conniving at irregularities, or in any manner bene-

fiting by one portion of the people plundering the other

;

for oppressive acts are very apt to drive persons of un-

settled habits from their homes, and too frequently force

them to subsist by robbery.

One of the most judicious measures lately adopted by

the Bombay government, and one which promises to

afford great protection to the interests of the inhabitants

as well as to those of the state, is that of permanently

stationing the collector's assistants in the districts, in

charge of two or three pergunnahs or talooks of each col-

lectorate. These gentlemen have the power of effecting

much practical good, by establishing a free and confiden-

tial intercourse with the people, which can only be done

successfully by divesting themselves of the trammels of

office, and watching vigilantly the conduct of clever and

influential persons of their own departments ; (for there

is scarcely a native who has been employed for any length

of time under the same European officer, and secured such

gentleman's favourable opinion, and entire confidence,

that will not avail himself of his situation to commit the

meanest and most oppressive acts, his avarice urging him

to seek every opportunity of advancing his own pecuiiia-
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ry interests and those of his relations). These gentle-

men will then have opportunities of checking such acts

of interference and injustice as before alluded to, and
preventing in a great measure the system of embezzle-'

ment and speculation which exists to such a very great

extent in the fiscal department all over the country, and

to the extinction of which very pernicious system, many
of the collectors have for years directed their most able

and zealous exertions.

This arrangement will also affect the local Police of

districts ; it will tend greatly to render it much more

active and efficient, for all parties will see the necessity

of being more circumspect in their conduct, from their

proceedings being more closely watched by their supe-

riors.

There can be little doubt, that if matters could be so

arranged as to preclude the necessity of removing col-

lectors and their assistants so frequently from one ap-

pointment to another, as exists at present, it w-ould af-

ford very general satisfaction, for the ryuts say that it

often happens a collector or his assistant is removed

from among them, just as they have succeeded in becom-

ing acquainted with him. Although they have the ut-

most confidence in the justice and integrity of the Euro-

pean character, they dread communicating freely with

the gentleman placed over them on a subject of im-

portance, unless they are personally acquainted with

him, or he is famed for being of easy access, and

being kind to those who approach him. A Koonby

misht wish to commnnicate some nefarious trans-

action, but he holds back, being uncertain whether

the subject of his representation would be enquired into,

and that he might afterv/ards be left at the mercy of

some native in authority, who would contrive to be re-

venged on him. for they have numerous opportunities of

doing so.
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Some observations respecting the description of troops

supposed to be best adopted for being employed in the

pursuit of the diifferent predatory tribes, when they form

Bunds (gangs) of insurgents, are offered here with all

due deference.

A very large portion of the Bombay army consists of

Hindoostan men. It must be admitted that these men
termed Purdessies (foreigners), more especially the

Rajpoots, from their size and figure, with their indepen-

dent and military gait, have a most imposing appear-

ance. Among the numerous Purdessies that enlist in

the Bombay regiments, although we find a few Kanou-

jiah Brahmuns, still many of them are of inferior and

some of the most degraded classes, persons who may
be considered mere adventurers, respecting whose

character, name, or village, nothing is known. Many
of the Purdessies are frequently found extremely

turbulent and discontented, and particularly over-

bearing in their behaviour to their superior non-

commissioned and commissioned officers, should the

latter be natives of the Konkan or Dekhan, more espe-

cially when on detached duty without a European offi-

cer. It therefore seems desirable that the Hindoostan

men should have native officers of their own caste with

them on such occasions, although there are instances

of native officers of the Purwarry caste^ retaining them

in high order.

The Purdessy sepoy is in general a well formed man,

good looking, active, intelligent, very cheerful and high

spirited, and well dressed when otf duty ; as water is

one of the greatest luxuries in India, the Purdessy is in

great distress if there happens to be a scarcity of this

necessary of life where he is stationed. In physical

force he is superior, but he has more prejudices than the

natives of the Dekhan and Konkan, and will not so

readily submit to privations and hardships as the Bom-
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bay sepoy^ therefore he is not so well calculated as the

more hardy, active and patient man of this presidency

to be engaged in operations against the predatory tribes,

when these take refuge in their hills and jungles. The

Purdessy is more liable to sickness, when traversing the

wilds into which his duty leads him on these occasions,

and it is a very great disadvantage to him, that he is un-

acquainted with the Mharatta language, at least, seldom

understands it sufficiently well, to enable him to com-

municate freely with the inhabitants, for in such irregu-

lar warfare, the services of intelligent individuals, and

those of conciliating manners, are often put in requisi-

tion ; yet I have seen some of the Purdessies, extreme-

ly active and zealous, while engaged in the most haras

sing and disheartening of duties. It is worthy of notice

that the offspring (frequently in the first instance illegi-

timate) of the Hindoostan Rajpoots, who have settled

in the Dekhan, are generally a very superior race of

men, very active and intelligent, possessing considerable

energy of character, and a high degree of ancestral pride.

Allusion has already been made to the large propor-

tion of the population within the Bombay territory that

remain unemployed, and who are consequently involved

in much distress ; and as it is desirable to ameliorate

their condition as much as possible, it may be observed^

that no measure would tend more effectually to accom-

plish this, than by restricting the recruiting for the army
to the limits of this establishment. By adopting such

an arrangement, greater tranquillity might be insured

to the country, and at the same time no additional ex-

pense would be entailed on Government
; indeed, it

might prove highly advantageous in a financial point of

view, by retaining and circulating more money in the

interior of the country, than is at present to be found
there. For several years past, large remittances in gold

have been annually made to Hindoostan, and when we
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know that there v/ere upwards of twelve thousand Pur-

dessies lately in the Bombay army, it may be truly said,

that the inhabitants of the Konkan, and the Dekhan,

have not for some length of time been treated with

that degree of consideration and regard, that their

claims and merits demanded. It ought not to be forgotten,

that it was those parts of the country that furnished the

active, hardy, and faithful sepoys that first established,

and have maintained the high character, and distin-

guished reputation of the native army of this Presi-

dency.

Although it may be considered advisable to employ a

few Purdessies in the different regiments, with the view

of increasing the number of mixed castes in each corps,

still from five to eight men a company, would be quite

sufficient for all purposes. A much larger or unlimited

number, might be sanctioned for the service of the Caval-

ry if deemed necessary^ but both justice and policy require

that a more liberal and ample provision should be made
for such men of our own provinces as feel disposed to

seek employment by entering the ranks of our army.

The firm footing we have established in India, is main-

ly to be ascribed to the admirable management, and ar-

rangements, connected with the constitution of our na-

tive army. The wise and judicious system of recruit-

ing, invaliding, and pensioning, with all the attendant

comforts, has hitherto insured the devoted attachment

of the men ; but our situation in many respects is much
altered; the spirit of rivalship and enmity that existed

for such a length of time among the natives, and which

led to our being often brought forward as the mediators

in their quarrels, is nearly extinct. Our open enemies are

now comparatively few, while our secret foes have in-

creased in number. We have become the supreme

rulers of a most extensive onpire, and the advantages

and rewards we confer on the natives of the country,
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should consequently be on principles of the most liberal,

just, and benevolent policy. A very great improvement

has lately taken place, respecting the employment of

natives in the civil branch of the administration, by

employing them more extensively in responsible situa-

tions, and on higher salaries. It is generally admitted

that an improvement is much required in the mode of

remunerating a few of the old and meritorious native

officers of the army. With the British government it

is a characteristic feature, to make a marked distinction

between the pay of civil and military classes, but setting

aside the justice of the claims of these men, to be remu-

nerated in a proportionate degree with their civil bre-

thren, policy points out the absolute necessity of it. I

shall conclude these remarks by adding that great care

should be taken that no measures are adopted, or any

orders issued, calculated in any manner to affect the

prejudices of the sepoys, or make them suppose for a

moment, that any alterations in the least degree disad-

vantageous to them, of a pecuniary nature, were in con-

templation. Let us avoid doing that which might shake

the unbounded confidence they have reposed in our

honour, our faith, and our generosity.

The observations embraced in this concluding chapter,

may be considered of too general and irrelevant a nature,

and therefore uncalled for ; but in touching on such

matters, my object is twofold, the hope of private, as

%vell as the public interests being benefited however

slightly, by my having done so ; for every suggestion

that leads to the adoption of measures that contribute

to alleviate distress among a poor people, will naturally

tend to check and prevent irregularities and acts of vio-

lence ; and where there is security of property, and peace

reigns, there will be little need for the services of a

hired and expensive Police establishment. The people

are v/ell avrare^ that the v.-atchful and fostering solici-
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tude of the British local government is such, that
many oppressive acts of the natives in subordinate
authority placed over them, only require to be fairly re-

presented to insure a speedy remedy.

APPENDIX.
In the account of the Poorundur Ramoossies it ought

to have been mentioned, that the Ramoossies of the

small village of Korralla, on the north bank of the

Neera river, and east of Jejoory, possess some land in

that village on the Meerassy tenure ; this they obtain-

ed as being the descendants of one of the Patells of the

place, in whose family, at one period, a female of the

Ramoossy tribe resided.

The Ramoossies of Jejoory are Khomneys, and the

Patells of that town bear the same surname. It is said

that the Ramoossies claim rights and dues in conse-

quence, which the Patells do not acknowledge. I am
aware that an unfriendly feeling exists between the

parties, for the Patells declined going security for the

Ramoossies, when I called on them on one occasion to

do so. The Patells usually go security for the watch-

men, unless they are persons of notoriously bad charac-

ter.

The Ramoossies of Roherry, near Bhore, enjoy fifty

begahs of enam land near Ootrooily, (the village at

which Oomiah was seized). This ground was bestow-

ed on them as a reward for services rendered by theiu

many years ago to the desmook of Amboorah. One of

the members of the junior branch of this family, having

quarrelled with the representative of the elder branch,

the latter was assassinated, and the younger branch

usurped the rights of the elder ; but the widow of the

deceased being far advanced in a state of pvognancy,
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effected her escape and secretly took refuge in the house

of the Ramoossy Naik
;
every possible attention and

comfort, having been rendered to her, she was in the

course of a short time safely delivered of a boy : when
he attained the age of maturity, he was, with the assist-

ance of the Ramoossy Naik, reinstated in his rights.

TRANSLATION
Of a Copy of IVhat loas said to be inscribed on the Cop-

perplates belonging to the Kolies of the Fort of
Poorundur.
" Freehold grants to Essoo Naik, son of Kristnajee

Naik Chooha, and Hybut Naik the son of Venket Naik,

and Duttoojee Naik the son of Ramjee Naik, andBhyr-

jee Naik the son of Sone Naik, from the King of Be-

dur, in the Arab year 587 ; on a copperplate it is writ-

ten, that in the fort of Poorundur at the Sendry Bastion,

they had been going on with the building, but that it

was unfinished at this time : the King saw in a vision,

that if the eldest son and his wife were given (viz. to be

buried in the foundation) the work would prosper—such

was the King's dream. The Prince awoke, and getting

up, sent for Essoojee Naik Chooha, and explained to

him the nature of his dream ;
upon which Essoojee Naik

said, that he would (try to) effect the desired object, and

although difficult, that he would accomplish it. Hav-
ing stated this much, he sent for Bhyre Naik, and relat-

ed all the particulars (of the dream) ; hearing which,

Bhyre Naik answered, ^ I will give my eldest son Nath
Naik and my daughter-in-law' (for this purpose).

When he said this, Essoojee Naik represented to the

King that he (Bhyre Naik) was willing to give his son

and daughter-in-law ; all was arranged on the 8th of the

dark half of asswin; on the right hand side of the Sen-

dry Bastion. Nath Naik and Deowukaie (his vnfe) were
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both buried (alive), after which the works of the bastion

were finished ; and the King came from Bedur to Poo-

rundur to see the fort, and having inspected the Sendry

bastion, His Majesty expressed much satisfaction. He
granted the fort of Poorundur entirely to Essoojee Naik,

and Bhyrjee Naik, the King gave from the fort of Poo-

rundur (205) two hundred and five boons (money of the

time a boon worth about four rupees) and from the tv/o

villages of Nhavie and Bhonggoly (705) seven hundred

and five boons, after which the King returned to Bedur,

Essoojee Naik accompanied His Majesty. After this

Essoojee Naik and Venkut Naik were both detached

against Abdul Shaw ;
having punished the enemy and

obtained victory, they returned to Bedur. The mon-

arch being extremely pleased, he granted to them at

Poorundur, money, the Sir Naiky and Enam land (free-

hold) in different villages as follows :

—

The Sir Naiky of Rajgur for Rupees 5,000

The Sir Naiky of Torna fort for 4,800

Total Rupees, 9,800

Land in the following 17 villages :

—

In Sewry, 71 Chours In Belsur, 2 Chours

Kherebary, 10 do. Sa§soorj 5 do.

Peemply, 1 do, Koldury, 2 do.

Chambly, 4| do. Pandy, 4| do.

Keekvy, 1 do. Singhur hill, 2 do.

Mhour, \\ do. Mandur, \h do.

Pareenchy, 3i do. Wagoly, 3 do.

Narrain, 1| do. Khullud, 1| do.

Soopah, 2 do.

Total, 50i Chours.

(equal to 6,030 Begahs) and the (9,800) nine thousand

eight hundred rupees were granted in freehold, and a

deed bestowed about a year afterwards. The King went

on a hunting excursion. On this occasion Essoojee
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Naik Chooha killed a royal tiger, which he placed before

the King ; His Majesty being greatly pleased, directed

the Naik to ask what present he wanted. Having res-

pectfully saluted the King, after a short silence, he re-

presented, that the fort of Poorunclur and the Sir Naiky,

and freehold lands of different villages and Nhavy, and

Bhonggoly, both these villages, and money, were former-

ly bestowed ;
* and all I ask for now, is that the grant

above alluded to, should be written out on a copperplate

;

that the tribe of Kolies may alone continue entitled to

it, and that no other may interfere with it, according to

this representation a copperplate should be prepared/

The King being well pleased^ called both Dummul Punt

and Beerbul, and gave them to understand that he had

previously given up the fort of Poorundur and all its

stores, &c. to Essoojee Naik Chooha ; they were there-

fore to deliver over all to him, and Beerbul got all the

old Deeds from Essoojee Naik, and from these prepared

that written on the copperplate—therefore you and your

offspring are to enjoy this grant from generation to ge-

neration, and he who shall deprive you of the same must

be born of a hog."
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IL

—

A brief notice of some of the Persian poets.—By
Ensign Newbold, 23d Regiment M. N. I.

Awhad Uddin Khdwari.

Awhad Uddin Khawari, was a native of Khav/ar,

and cotemporary with Sanjar, a Sultan of the Seljiikiaii

dynasty, whose exploits he celebrated. Sanjar is said

to have flourished in the sixth century of the Hejira«

From some lines, of this poet's composition, in the Ta-

rikh i GuzidaJi, it appears that he was acquainted with

the sciences of natural philosophy, logic_, music, astrono-

my and astrology.

Towards the close of his life he retired from the Sul-

tan's Court, and from the world altogether ; and although

repeatedly solicited by Sanjar to return, steadily per-

sisted in passing the remainder of his days in the qui-

et of retirement ; saying that, " he had selected the

patched robe (the khirkah) of the Sufis, in preference

to a thousand garments of satin ; and that the cup of

patience, filled with the prayers of contentment, was, in

his eyes, a goblet overflowing with wine.'^

Afzal Uddin Azraki.

This poet was cotemporary with Sultan Ibrahim

Ghaznavi, and was born at Herat, a town of Khorassan

in the fifth century of the Hejira. He was patronized

by Thogrul Shah ; and many anecdotes are related, prov-

ing the favor in which he was held by this monarch.

He ^vas the author of the poem entitled the Alfiijeh

Salfiyeh a work abounding in warm and

amorous descriptions, the perusal of which restored his

patron to his former vigour and health. Herbelot thus

notices ilzraki; Surnom d'un Auteur qui est qualifie
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Hakim et Schaer, Philosophe et Poete. II a compose im

poeme intitule, Alfiali u Maschg aliah, pour le Sultan,

Thogrul le Selgincide, qui etait devenu impuissant avec

les femmes, ou il a mele plusieurs histoires lascives, et

beaucoup des figures impudigues." One day when Tho-

grul Shah was amusing himself at JVerd, a sort of

game played with dice, three ace came up instead of

three sice ; this annoyed the Sultan, on which Azraki

uttered the following impromptu :

—

h^J^ CLJj^S' [^^JL^^ ei^AMj^f
»
c;^"?"

Quatrain.
" Although your majesty desired three sice, three ace have turn-

ed up,

Do not however imagine that the dice have done you injustice;

Oh King when sice caught a ghmce of your eye,

From very fear of your majesty it prostrated its face ou the dust.'*

Adih Sdbir

Adib Sabir flourished in the reign of Sultan Sanjar

Seljuki by whom he was dispatched on an embassy to

tiie ruler of Khorassan, Altezi'z. He was treacherously

drowned by order of this chief, one night, in the river

Jyhun (the Oxus). The author of the TarikJi i Guzidah

does not give any information regarding the composi-

tions of this poet, contenting himself simply by citing a

few lines from one of them, by no means remarkable for

their beauty.

Assir Uddin Admdni.

This poet derives his distinguishing appellation from
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Adman a place in Hamadan. He was the encomiast of

SuUan Suliman Shah, Hakim of Kurdiston ; he died in

the time of Hulako Khan, who flourished in the seventh

year of the Hejira. His death was occasioned by a sa-

tire, he composed on Mujid Uddin Tawil, the aged
Cazi of Hamadan^ of which the following is a stanza

^LJij<\jCs^ J^\d^\j\d,)

It was not on account of this, death spared him so long-,

That he was exempt from the common lot of mortals ;

But so deeply sunk was he in the abyss of vice,

That it was a hundred years before the angel of death could

reach him."

So nettled was the Cazi at this pungent satire, that he

recited the Surat al ikhlds forty times standing, ut-

tering imprecations on the unfortunate poet ; who,

our Persian author gravely asserts, languished and died

from its effects. The Surat al ikhlds ^\;^V<'ij*^ is ths

last chapter but tw^o of the Koran much venerated

by Mahometans and declared in the Hadis to be equi-

valent in efficacy to one third of the whole Koran. It

contains the declaration of the unity and essence of

God. And, when recited as above, under certain condi-

tions, is supposed to act as a most powerful spell.

Regarding this chapter we find in the Miscchat ul 31a-'

sdbih, that, " Abu Dardar reported that his Highness

said, ^ Is not one of you able to repeat a third part of

the Koran in one night?' The companion said, ' How
can any one repeat a third in one night ? for it is not

without difficulty.' Mohammed said, ' The chapter
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commencing with these words, ' say, God is one God,^

is equal to a third part of the Koran in rewards."

Assir Uddin Akhsanji.

Akhsanjf was an inhabitant of the town of Fargha-

nah in Transoxania, and was much esteemed as a poet

;

though it docs not appear that any of his compositions,

beyond a few lines quoted by the author of the Tazh'i-

rat Us Shoara, are extant.

Aballah Mahomed Bin Abubekr Osman Imdmt.

This poet was the panegyrist of the Sultan and Vi-

zier of Kerman ; his works are esteemed. He resided

at Herat and died in the time of Abaka Khan, son of

Hulako Khan^, in the seventh century of the Hejira.

Anseri.

Anseri flourished in the reign of Mahmud Ghaznavi,

during part of the 4th and 5th centuries of the Hejira.

When Firdousi came from Toos into Persia, Anseri

together with Furrokhi and Asjadi, two celebrated

poets were seated on the bank of a river and seeing

Firdousi approach, in a mean garb, agreed among them-

selves to recite the three first lines of a stanza, a line

each ; the fourth and last ;vas to be demanded from

Firdousi in order to put his talent as a poet to the test,

and moreover in case of his failure to rid themselves

ofhis company.

Anseri was the first to address his future master in

the art, which he did in the following uncourteous man-
ner ;

" Friend, it is not customary for any but poets to

associate with poets." Firdoudsi modestly replied^
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I too know a little of poetry." Anseri then rose from

his seat and recited the first line of the stanza agreed on

" The moon is not so brilHant as the cheeks of thee (my mis-
tress").

Asjadi continued

—

" Nor can the rose of the parterre vie with thee in bloom."

Furrokhi then said

—

" Thine eyelashes pierce through a cuirass;"

The trio of poets, exulting in their fancied triumph,

and imagining that the Persian language did not contain

any word to rhyme with the three just repeated, de-

manded from Firdousi the line wanting. Firdousi

without the slightest hesitation completed the stanza,

and put an end to their premature victory, by the fol-

lowing line, which both rhymed with, and preserved

the sense of those of his three rivals

Like the arrows of Gul in the combat with Foshan."

The rudeness and contempt of the three poets were

now converted into delight and admiration ; particu-

larly after Firdousi had recited to them several parts

of his celebrated epic the Shah Nameh ; the commence-

ment of which, versified from the ancient Chronicles

of the Persian empire, from the time of the Kaioomers

down to the end of the Sossanian dynasty, he was then

conveying to the Court of Sultan Mahmud Sahuk-

taghi'n who however had previously entrusted this great

undertaking to Ansari, who had been chosen from among

seven competitors.

The following anecdote of Anseri is related by Dou-

let Shah. " When Sultan Mahmud defeated and took

prisoner Abu Ali; Sejestani. a poet of considerable
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celebrity and formerly preceptor to Anseri, fell into his

hands, and was about to be put to death, as a punish-

ment for some lampoon he had written against the

Sultan ; when Anseri who was in great favor with the

monarch generously interceded and saved his life : and
moreover shared with him a magnificent present be-

stowed on him by the Sultan. Anseri's disinterested

and warm patronage of his great rival Firdousi reflects

the highest credit on him.

Abu al Ferek Runi UstdcL

This poet is also known under the title of

son of fire, he was cotemporary with Sultan Malek
Shah Seljuki and was a native of Khorassan^ he died

A. H. 482.

Anwari.

Hukim Anwari was a native of AbiCird in Khorassan,

and studied poetry under Abu al Fereh Runi, who, on
account of his celebrity as a teacher, obtained the title of

UstdcL Anwari however soon surpassed his preceptor.

Herbelot relates the following anecdote of Anwari :

—

" During the time he was pursuing his studies at the

Mansuriah college in the city of Toos, Sultan Sanjar

passed by with a numerous retinue. Anwari was seated at

the door, and on seeing a person well mounted and equip-

ped, whose appearance particularly struck him, he en-

quired who he was. On finding him to be one of the

Sultan's poets, he felt convinced that poetry must be

held in high estimation at the Court of this prince, in

order to enable a poet to maintain such a costly appear-

ance ; and that it might prove advantageous to himself

to apply to the culture of so profitable an art. This

idea made so lively an impression on hi.i mind^ as to
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induce him to compose a poem in praise of Sanjar the

same night ; which he presented to that prince^ the fol-

lowing day.

The Sultfin, who was no bad judge of the merits of

poetical compositions, deemed the production excellent ;

and perceiving it to be the offspring of an extraordinary

genius, asked Anwari whether he would prefer being-

attached to the Court, or, simply, a pecuniary gratinca-

tion. Fie immediately answered, in verse, that he had

no other ambition than that of being in the service of

so great a prince.

The Sultan, from that time, retained Anwari near

his person and transferred him from the college to the

Court."

The Tears of Khorassan, a poetical address to Sanjar,

is among the best of his productions.

He excelled in odes and medahs ; his style is elegant

and chaste and greatly admired by Persian Savans. It

is said also that he was a proficient in astronomy.

Aidhad IJddin,

Was a native »f the province of Kerman, and hence

sometimes styled Kermani. He was accounted a good

poet. The following is a stanza to the mole on his mis-

tress's forehead, the pupil of her eye, and the amber co-

loured mole on her cheek :

—

" The ravisher of ni}^ heart inscribed a musky characlcr on llic

moon

Whilst consuming fire preyed on tlic hearts ofmankiml :
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The pupil of her eye keeps her eyelashes continually moist with
the blood (of those pierced by her glances).

An amber-coloured mole was imprinted on the fresh rose-leai"

(of her cheek)."

Assedi.

^^^\

This poet was a native of Toos in Khorassan, and had

the honor of being Firdousi's teacher. He is called Toosi

from his native country and flourished in the reign of

Sidtan Mahmud Ghaznavi.

It is said that^ when importuned to versify the Shah-

Nameh, he excused himself from this arduous and labo-

rious undertaking, under the plea of weakness and ad-

vanced age.

Assedi composed a poem containing an argumenta-

tive dispute between Day and Nighty in which he makes

the latter come olf victorious.

His death took place A. H. 409, and his remains were

interred in the burial ground of Tabriz.'

Ahmed Kermani.

x^hmed v/as the author of an epic poem, celebrating

the exploits of Timur-lang (Tamerlane). He translated

theMercatal loghat ^j^^Uyli^^ an Arabic dictionary,

also translated into Turkish, into Persian verse.

Ahli Kliorassani,

This poet flourished towards the middle of the tenth

century of the Hejira. His compositions are in high

estimation. Among them are the
J^I^

^(^hr i

heldl ; the ^^^i. Shems loa Perivaneh ; the

>Si\St(^\S Kitdb i lassdyed and the c:j\AysL^\j.^

Kildb i Ghazliydt,
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III.

—

Some account of the P^hansigdrs, or Gang-
robbers, and of the SJiudgarshids, or Tribe of Jug-

glers, by James Arthur Robert Stevenson, Esq^

of the Madras Civil Service.—f Communicated by

the Bombay Branch Royal Asiatic Society.)

Read 1st of February, 1834.

(Extractedfrom the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Soci-

ety, Vol. 1. page 280.)

The P'hansigdrs^ are a tribe of, perhaps, the most deli-

berate and decided villains that stain the face of the earth,

I hardly know whether the)^ should be called a tribe, for

they have no distinct religion or prejudices : they admit

into their fraternity persons of all castes and persuasions
;

and the gangs which are found in different parts of the

country appear to have no general knowledge of, or con-

nexion with, each other, further than the diabolical com-

pact existing among a few of the members who may at

any period have acted in concert in their trade of villany.

The following few particulars I gathered from the exa-

mination of part of a large gang which inhabited a vil-

lage on the western frontier of the Nizams country, not

very far from Bijapur.

The number of males in this troop amounted to about

sixty, almost all of whom had families and houses in

Dudgi, which they considered as their head-quarters.

They were subject to two ndiks, or chiefs, who planned

their expeditions, and regulated the division of booty,

being themselves entitled to a double share : they were

also responsible to the pattel, or head of the village, for

the payment of a regular tribute, the price of his protec-

tion and silence. The greatest proportion of this gang

were Muhammedans ; but there were among them Ra-

japuts, and other castes. Their ostensible employment

was agriculture and daily labour ; but their only actual

means of subsistence was the plunder obtained by the

* From the Hindustani word Phdm'i, a uoc^e,
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murder of their fellow-creatures. When their means of

debauchery and indulgence became limited by the ex-

penditure and waste of their ill-gotten wealth, fresh ex-

peditions were ordered, and parlies sent to make cir-

cuits in different directions, all the plunder being brought

to their head-quarters to be shared. They were sworn

to a fair division, to secrecy, and to inviolable fidelity to

each other. Their standing rules were never to rob

without first depriving tbeir victim of life, never to at-

tack by open force, and never to leave the smallest traces

of their crimes ; the bodies of the murdered being en-

tirely defaced or deeply buried, and the property sent to

a distant market. As all their murders are perpetrated

by means of strangulation, no marks of blood are left on

the spot ; and so well have they generally kept their re-

solves and contrived their crimes, and so faithful have

they generally proved to each other, that there are but

few instances of P'hanslgdrs being convicted in a court

of justice, although they have been repeatedly appre-

hended. A departure from their rules (the commission

of a daring robbery which was quite out of their line)

led to the seizure of the gang to which I have alluded.

Their methods of proceeding in their own horrid trade

are various ; but the chief object in view is to lull their

victim into a sense of security before they proceed to de -

prive him of life, which is, as before remarked, always

effected by strangulation. When a favourable opportu-

nity presents itself, one of the party throws a noose,

which is made with a tightly twisted handkerchief,*

round the destined sufferer's neck ; an accomplice imme-
diately strikes the person on the inside of his knees, so

as to knock him off his legs, and thus throw the whole

* This cloth, or handkercJiief, is stated to be always of a white or a yellow
colour, those being the favourite colours of their tutelary deity Makiatta,
the goddess of suiall-pox in M,:ilabar,
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weight of his body on the noose ; and a very few. se-
conds puts an end to the unfortunate man's struggles.
The plan generally adopted by the P'hansigdrs is to pre-
tend to travellers, or to Company's sipahis proceeding
to their homes on leave of absence, to have met them
by chance, and to agree to pursue their journey together.

They likewise fall into conversation with travellers whom
they may meet on the road, or in the choultries and
halting-places, and frequently share their provisions

with them, proposing, at last, that, as they are all tra-

velling the same road, they should, for the sake of com-
panionship and mutual security, travel together. The
first favourable opportunity that offers itself on the road
is seized to murder the deluded traveller ; but so cau-

tious and wary is the P'hansigdr, that he will often ac-

company his victim several days' march before he can

find a place and an opportunity sufficiently safe for hia

purpose.

Another mode of luring the traveller to his destruc-

tion is by the assistance of a woman. They select a

pretty-looking girl of their tribe, and place her near

some retired road, where she watches until she observes

an object of prey fit for her purpose. She has a pitiful

story ready to explain the cause of her having been left

thus alone in the jungles, and seldom fails to interest

the unfortunate listener, who almost always falls into

the snare that is laid for him. The girl sometimes ex-

cites his passions, and having seduced him into a fa-

vourable spot, herself fastens the fatal noose, her com-

panions being always near enough to afford timely aid.

The traveller, if mounted, \n\\ perhaps oiler to take the

girl up on his horse, to assist her in overtaking the par-

ty she says she has lost ; but before he has advanced

many paces, the murderess casts tlic snare round his

neck^ and^ throwing her.^elf from tlic liovse, drags hov
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protector to the ground, where he is speedily despatched

by the ever ready accomplices.*

One of the P^hansigdrs to whom I have alluded in

the commencement of this paper turned king's evidence,

and was very particular in his details. He said, that

during their last tour of a fortnight they had murdered

sixteen individuals ; and he also mentioned a circum-

stance which will tend to shew the barbarity with which

they carry on their terrible system. The party of P^han-

sigdrs had retired to rest in a pagoda, in which a Las-

1,'arf had also taken up his quarters for the night, dur-

ing the course of which he was murdered. The assas-

sins dug a hole in the sanctum of the pagoda, in which

fo bury the corpse, but they found that it was too small

to admit the body ; they consequently dismembered it,

and then succeeded in thrusting the mangled pieces in-

to the hole.

The booty for v/hich these horrid murders are com-

mitted is often so trifling—sometimes not exceeding

one rupee, or the clothes on the person's body— that it

appears as if the P^hansigdrs found a delight and a

pastime in such deeds of blood. This seems more pro-

bable, as I found from their cant phrases (of which I

collected a few examples, since lost), that they had ludi-

crous names for the convulsive struggles of their expir-

ing victims, as well as for murder, the noose, and the

different acts attending their diabolical trade. Aw old

woman, one of the tribe, repeated them to me with a

great deal of glee. She, as well as most of the other fe-

males, made no secret of their vocation, and appeared

to think that there v/as nothing wrong in it. When

- Females, and persons of some particular castes and occupalious, are con-

sidered by the P'hansigdrs as exempted from their attacks, being, as they

imagine, in some way connected witli their goddess.

f A camp servuut, \vhose general business is to attend to the pitching of
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asked of what cast they were ? they answered P'haji-

sigdrs. How do you get your livelihood ? By f/ffansi-

gdring. Are you not ashamed of your way of life ?

have you never followed any other trade ? No, this is

the same trade that our fathers followed ; if we don't

p''ha7isigd7\ how are we to live ?

I fear that many gangs of these miscreants still exist
;

they have been for the most part hunted out of the Bri-

tish territory, but they are said to carry on an uninter-

rupted career in the JMzdms country, and in other inde-

pendent provinces. The forms of law have allowed ma-
ny to escape, or have obliged the magistrates to let

loose on their fellow-creatures beings who are a dis-

grace to the lowest order of the human race—in fact,

they are a race of vampires undeserving of the name of

man.*

The Shiidgdrsldd is a tribe of jugglers and fortune-

tellers, who wander about the Dekkan, and, probably,

other parts of the country, where, however, they are

not known by this name, but generally, I believe, by

that of Gdrodi (juggler), which is the denomination of

the caste in the Vijndnesiodra Sdstra. The Karnataka

term of Shuigdrshld is derived from Skudgdr (a burn-

ing or burial-ground) and shid (proficient, ready) it be-

ing their habit to prowl about these places to collect cer-

tain pieces of human bone, with which they are suppos-

ed to work charms and incantations. The tribe is look-

ed upon with much awe and detestation, and the fear of

exciting the wrath of any of its members, generally se-

cures a ready compliance with their demands for charity.

On this, however, they do not place their only reliance,

*In the Asiai'ic Researches, vol. xiii. p. 230, will bt) fo\ui;l an nm[)U- au I

detailed account of the P' hansigdrs, Thegs, Budfiel'S, &c. nil diilcreat

classes of gang robbers in India, furnished by Di'. Slieru-ood, Mr. J. Shake-

spear, &c. The former gentleman gives several siun ini.Mis of tho cant phra-

ses of the P'hansipdrs ; a sort of language teriued by tUciu P/:erascri-^-ib-df,

" the languao-e of despatch."
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they are notorious for kidnapping children, and mImo for

an ahoniinahk^ tvafFic^ consisting in the sale of sinews

extracted from the breasts^ the wrists, and the ankles

of females ; these are supposed to be preservative charms

from all evil : but, in order that they may possess this

virtue to the full extent, they must be taken from the

person of a woman who has been very lately delivered.

An instance of this practice occurred at Sholapiir a few

years ago ;—a rich merchant named Deyel^vt had a

married daughter (Lakshmi) who resided in his hoiise^

and who had been confined of her first child about ten

days, when she was suddenly missed. The infant was

found in its cradle, but no search was successful in dis -

covering the unfortunate mother. It was at last remem-

bered by some member of the family, that on the morn-
mg of the day on which the girl was missed a female

Shudgdrshid had been at the house, and had told the

fortunes of several of the inmates. Knowing the lia«

bits of these people, apprehensions and anxiety regard-

ing the fate of the lost Lakshmi were excited to their

height, as it was deemed beyond doubt that she had

been enticed away, and had fallen a victim to the Shud-

gdrsJdd, w^ho was immediately seized ; but nothing

could be learnt from her, for she denied ever having

seen the girl. In the course, however, of the inquiries

and cross -questioning of the friends—probably not con-

ducted in the mildest manner—some words dropped

from the juggler regarding a neighbouring tank. This

induced the parties to proceed there and to examine its

waters, in which the body of the unfortunate girl was

quickly found ; the sinews from the breast, ankles, and

wrists, had been extracted, but no further marks of vio-

lence w^ere visible. The event was now made know^n

to the civil authorities, but the Shudgdrshid continued

firm in her denial of all knowledge of the affair, nor was

any other information regarding the fate of the unhappy
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Lakshmi ever obtained. The caste of Sldidgarshid is

said to have sprung from the union of a woman of the

Pdtrdivat (stone-cutter) tribe, and of a Kiihi or Kahir

(boat-man). Kah'ir Rlshi, the author or compiler of

one of the Fedas, taught the art of magic to some of

the first of this race, who have now lost the greater part

of their original skill. The deity which they conceive

chiefly entitled to their worship is the goddess CffowDi,

whose principal shrine is in Malabar, where, I under-

stand, the caste is most numerous. North of the

Krhlina they worship Kamakshika^ a goddess whose

chief pagoda is in Kandahar.

The descendants of a Mahd purushci named Maf si-

DATA, a Jangam of Parvati Malkdrgin on the Krishna,

are still looked upon by the Skudgarshids as their guru^.

It is related that two Shids Ling shid and Musem shid

used to sit in the burial-grounds at Delhi up to their

necks in the earth ; and that at night, by the power of

their incantations, they caused the dead to rise and to

wander as evil spirits through the . city. The Mahd
jmrushd, Malsidaya, famed for the strict observance of

all his religious and moral duties, and for the severity

of his penances, visited Delhi, and by the divine aid ac-

corded to him in reward of his piety, counteracted the

deeds of the Shudgdrshidfi, and finally cast out the evil

spirits. The Skids fell at his feet, acknowledged his

superior power, and bound themselves and their poste-

rity to consider and to obey him and his descendants as

their gurus. Up to this day, i\\Q SJiudgdrshi(h <iY& said,

once a year, to visit the descendants of jMat^sidaya at

their Matts in Parvati Malkdrgin, to make their ofier-

ings to the Jangams, and to recieve from them the small

bags in which they carry their charms. There is also

in Miritch, in the southern Mahratta country, a shrine

much visited by the SJrudgdrshids. It is the tomb of a

Muhaminedan saint called Siieinna Mir YaiuambaKj
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who, tradition says, was endovv'ed with supernatural

powers to enable him to overcome a washerman named
Ganga Dhobi, who was deeply skilled in the art of

magic, and exerted it to oppress and torment the Shud-

gdrshids and all the minor professors of the art.

(Signed)

J. A. R. Stevenson.

IV.

—

Biographical Sketch of the Literary Career

of the late Colonel Colin Mackenzie, Surveyor-Gene^

ral of India. ; comprisiMg some particulars of hii

Collection of Manuscripts, Plants, Coins, Drawivgs^

Sculptures, 8^'c. illvstrative of tJie Antiquities, His-

tory, Geography, Laics, Institiitiojis , and Manners^

of the Ancient Hindus ; contained in a, letter ad-

dressed by him to the Right Hon. Sir Alexander

Johnston, V.P.R.A.S. &c. &c.

{Extracted from the Journal of the Royal Asiatic So-

ciety, Vol. 1. page 333.)

[The Catalogue of the Mackenzie Collection puhHsh-

€d at Calcutta by professor Wilson, in the year 1828,

being with difficulty procurable in England, it has been

thought that the following account of that Collection

might not be unacceptable to those persons who feel an

interest in the subjects which it was intended to illus-

trate, and who may not be aware of its nature and ex-

tent.

This sketch was communicated by Colonel Macken-
zie himself in the year 1817, to Sir Alexander John-
ston, whom he had known from his earliest youth, with

a view to its publication in the event of Col. Mackenzie's

decease before any accurate and complete catalogue of

the Collection should be prepared ; and it is the docu-

ment alluded to by Sir Alexander, in the evidence

given by him before the Committee of the House of

Commons, in the year 1832 ; on which occasion he pro-

posed that the government should take the necessary
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measures for authenticating and completing the collec-

tion^ in all its different departments of science and lite-

rature.

As this subject was also referred to at the anniversary

meeting of the Royal Asiatic Society, held in May last,*

it may be proper to state, that the Council transmitted

an appKcation, through the Right Hon. the President

of the Society, to the Hon. Court of Directors of the

East India Company, soliciting it to avail itself of the

ready means now in its power, of laying open and bring-

ing into use the whole of this valuable collection.]

My dear Sill Alexander,

1. No one can have a fairer claim than yourself to ex-

pect some account, however concise, of the nature of

those inquiries in which, you are aware, my curiosity,

if not my attachment to useful research, has induced me
to embark, for a great part of the term of a residence in

India which has now extended to several years. The

chief predisposing causes of a course so foreign to the

general habits of military men, and so little prepared for

by early instruction, it were unnecessary to enlarge up-

on on the present occasion ; I must, however, attribute

some part of them to the early seeds of passion for dis-

covery and acquisition of knowledge, and to ideas first

implanted in my native isle ; to these I may add a fur-

ther stimulus, in the contemplation of the opportunities

too often neglected or passed over in doubt, for want

of a conviction of the utility of those efforts, that, if

steadily directed, could, in many instances, acquire and

preserve a body of information, available for those more

regular processes of investigation which may be con-

ducted on more permanent principles.

2. That in the midst of camps and the bustle of war,

and of travel and voyages, the human mind may be

* See Journal of the Royal Asiatic Socicly, No. I. p. loo.
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exercised to advantage has been long known and ac-

knowledged ; and although all " that a C^sar wrote,

or a Camoens sung," may not he reached by every mi-

litary adventurer, it is nevertheless universally admitted,

what a celebrated sage of antiquity writes, " that the

human mind can expand to the occasion^ f That sci-

ence may derive assistance, and knowledge be diffused,

in the leisure moments of camps and voyages, is no new

discovery
;
but, in complying Y/ith your wish, I am also

desirous of proving that, in the vacant moments of an

Indian sojourn and campaign in particular (for what is

the life of an Indian adventurer but one continued cam-

paign on a more extensive scale), such collected observa-

tions may be found useful, at least in directing the oh'

servation of those more highly gifted to matters of uti-

lity, if not to record facts of importance to philosophy

and science.

3. The first thirteen years of my life in India, from

1783 to 1796, may be fairly considered as of little mo-

ment with regard to the objects pursued latterly, as col-

lecting observations and notices of Hindii manners, of

geography, and history; for, with every attachment to

this pursuit, to which my attention was turned before I

left England, and though not devoid of opportunities,

5'et the circumscribed means of a subaltern officer, my
limited knowledge of men in power or office, and the

necessity of prompt attention to military and professi-

onal duties, did not admit of that undeviating attention

t\^hich is so necessary at all times to the success of any

pursuit ; much more so to what must be extracted from
the various languages, dialects, and characters, of the

peninsula of India.

4. A knowledge of the native languages in particular,

which is so essentially requisite, could never be assidu-

t This sentiment is in Tagitus, I think (from recollection), in a speech
ofTiBiiKlUS.
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ously cultivated, in consequence of the frequent changed
and removals from province to province, from garrison

to camp, and from one desultory duty to another. Of-
ficial encouragements to study the languages of the vast

countries that have come under our domination since my
arrival in India, were reserved for more happy times,

and for those who are more fortunate in having leisure

for the purpose. From the evils of famine, penury, and
war, the land was then slowly emerging ; and it strug-

gled long under the miseries of bad management, before

the immediate administration of the south came under
the benign influence of the British government.

5. On the whole of this period, in which I have

marched or wandered over most of the provinces south

of the Kistna, I look back with regret ; for objects are

now known to exist that could have been then examin-

ed ; and also traits of customs and of institutions that

could have been explained, had time or means admitted

of the inquiry.

6. It was only after my return from the expedition to

Ceylon in 1796, that accident, rather than design

(though ever searching for lights that were denied to my
situation), threw in my way those means that I have

since unceasingly employed, not, I hope, without some

success, of penetrating beyond the surface of the anti-

quities, the history, and the institutions, of the south of

India.

7. The connexion I then formed with one person, a

native and a Brahman,* was the first step of my intro-

* The lamented Kavelli Venkata Bouia, a Brahman, then ahuost a

youth, of the quickest genius and disposition, possessing that conciliatory

turn of mind that soon reconciled all sects and all tribes to the course of imiui-

ry followed with these surveys. After seven years' service he was suddouly

taken off from these labours, but not bei'oro he had formed his younger bro-

thers and several other useful p(M\s;)us nl' all ca^li -, lM\ihmar.v; Jainas, "and

Makbars, tethe iuveitigatious lliiif h;u o s;rc<, hQ-j:\k\) satisfactorily ^.ui^uca".
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duct ion into the portal of Indian knowledge. Devoid

of any knowledge of the language myself, I owe to the

happy genius of this individual the encouragement to

pursue, and the means of obtaining, what I had so long

sought ; for which purpose an acquaintance with no less

than fifteen dilferent dialects, and twenty-one characters,

^vas necessary. On the reduction of Seringapatam, in

1799, not one of our people could translate from the Ka-

narese alone ; at present we have translations made not

only from the modern characters, but the more obscure

and almost obsolete characters of the Sassanams (or in-

scriptions) in Kanarese and in Tamil ; besides what

have been done from the Sanscrit, of which, in my first

years in India, I could scarcely obtain any information :

but from the moment the talents of the lamented BoriA

were applied, a new avenue to Hindu, knowledge was

opened ; and though I was deprived of him at an early

age, his example and instructions were so happily follow-

ed up by his brethren and disciples, that an establish-

ment w^as gradually formed, through which the whole

of our provinces might be gradually analysed by the

method thus fortuitously begun and successfully followed

so far. Of the claims of these individuals, and the su-

perior merits of some, a special representation has been

made to this government.

8. For these thirteen years, therefore, there is little

to shew beyond the journals and notes of an officer em-

ployed in all the campaigns of the time : first, towards

the close of the war of 1783, in the provinces of Koim-

batore and of Dindigul ; afterv/ards on professional du-

ties in the provinces of Madras, Neilore, and Guntore ;

throughout the whole of the war, from 1790 to 1792, in

Mysore, and in the countries ceded to the Nizam by the

peace of 1792; and from that period engaged in the

first attempt to methodise and eml^ody the geography

of the Dekkan, attempts that were unfortunately thwart-
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ed or impeded by measures which it is unnecessary here

to detail : the voyage and campaign in Ceylon may be
noticed as introductory to part of what followed on my
return to resume the examination of the geography of

Dekkan.

9. Some voluntary efForts for these purposes had at

last excited the notice of a few friends in the field, in

the campaigns in Mysore, too partial, perhaps, to my
slender talents, and my ardour for the pursuit; and in

1 792, after the peace of Seringapatam, I was sent from
the army in Mysore, by the desire of the late revered

Lord CoRNWALLis, with the small detachment at first

employed in the Nizam's dominions, for the purpose of

acquiring some information of the geography of these

countries, and of the relative boundaries of the several

states then assuming a new form and new limits.

10. It would be tedious to relate the difficulties, the

accidents, and the discouragements that impeded the

progress of this design from 1792 to 1799,—the slender

means allotted, from the necessity of a rigid (no doubt,

a just) economy ; the doubts and the hinderances ever

attendant on new attempts ; ditFiculties arising from the

nature of the climate, of the country, and of the go-

vernment—from conflicting interests, and passions, and

prejudices, both difficult to contend with and unplea-

sant to recollect.

11. In the year 1796, a general map of the Nizam's

dominions was submitted to government for the first

time, compiled and digested from different materials of

various authorities, described in a memoir that accom-

panied it, and designed rather as a specimen for future

correction, and to shew what was wanting, than to prove

what was done. It had, however, the use of bringing

the subject into one point of view ; further inquiry in

1798 and 1799 improved its supplements, and some en-

couragement was then held forth that inthiced persevcr-
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ance in the design, though but little elFectual assistance

was given ; and my removal from any share in the di-

rection of the Dekkan surveys in 1806, put a stop to the

further prosecution of this map. It has not, however,

been neglected, and it is hoped it may yet be resumed
by the revisal of the materials since collected, though

on a more circumscribed scale than was once intended.

12. On my return to Haiderabad in 1798, for thQ

third time, to resume the investigations of Dekkan geO"

graphij, measures were proposed, and in part methodis-

ed, for describing the whole of that territory; and be-

fore 1799 considerable assistance was obtained from a

copy of the regular official dafter of the Dekkan, in its

provincial and even more minute divisions. This has

been since translated from the Persian, as well as cer-

tain MSS. of authority, which were proposed as the ba-

sis of the plan to be followed in the inquiry and de-

scription. The Dekkan was in fact then a terra incog-

nita, of which no authentic account existed, excepting

in some uncertain notices and mutilated sketches of the

marches of Bussy, and in the travels of Tavernier, and

Thevenot, which by no means possess that philosophi-

cal accuracy demanded in modern times.*

13. This plan w^as nearly overset at the commence-

ment by the new war with Tipu in the year 1799; it

may be satisfactory, however, to know, that the at-

tempts then made were not without their use both in

a military light (as described more fully in official re-

ports,) and in anticipating measures that have since

been, or may still be, advantageously followed in arrang-

ing the history, antiquities, and statistics of that inter-

esting country.

14. After the reduction of Mysore in 1799, and in

the arrangements that follov/ed, I was employed in fur-

See Gexxille's Opiiiiou on the Geography of India. Vuyagcs awx
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nisliing the commissioners with geographical informa-

tion^ to assist in the arrangement of the limits of the

siihject of partition. On my return to Madras, the go-

vernor-general (the Earl of Mornington) being justly

of opinion that a more complete knowledge of thes©

countries was indispensably necessary for the informa-

tion of government, was pleased, in the most handsome

manner, without solicitation or any personal knowledge

to appoint me to survey Mysore, with an establishment

suited rather to an economical scale of expenditure than

to so extensive an undertaking, intended to be carried

through a country so little known, that the position of

some of the provinces ceded by the treaty of partition

could not be ascertained* till this survey w^as carried for-

ward, and that under peculiar circumstances of embar-

rassment.

15. In conformity with my original ideas, I consider-

ed this opportunity favourable for arranging a scheme of

survey embracing the statistics and history of the coun-

try, as well as its geography ; and therefore submitted a

plan for this purpose, which was approved of by the go-

vernment. Threef assistants and a naturalist were then

for the first time attached to me ;
yet this moderate es-

tablishment was immediately afterwards disapproved of

in England, and a design that originated in the most

enlightened principles was nearly crushed by the rigor-

ous application of orders too hastily issued, which were

received in India in the end of 1801, when I had, at

very considerable hazard of my health, just completed

the survey of the northern and eastern frontier of My-

sore.

*- For instance, Hollollkaira, ceded to the Mahrattas ;
Gildikatta, on the

N.W. of Chittlednif)-, mistaken for a small part north of Kolar, in the east

of TMvsore ; and many otlier instances, Avhence some knowlodge of th«

country rendered a survey indispensable.

f Mr. Matiiei!, Li. uionaul Wai;i:i n. and Lieutenant A«tiu k, assistant

survcvors; and Dr. liKVM;,. Hirgeon and uaturaliiit.
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16. How far the idea suggested was fulfilled, it is not

for me to say ; from adverse circumstances, one part was

nearly defeated^ and the natural history was never an-

alysed in the manner I proposed and expected in concert

with the survey. The suspense I was placed in from the

reduction of the slender stipend allotted to myself, both
for my salary and to provide for increasing contingencies,

was in itself sufficiently mortifying ; and the overthrow
of the establishment first arranged for the v/ork, while

other* branches were favoured in the application of the

orders of the court, the effects of these measures on the

public mind, and even of my assistants, all contributed

to deaden and to paralyse every effort for its completion.

Notwithstanding these difficulties, however, the success

attending the early researches, and a conviction of its

utility, induced me to persevere till 1807 ; the geography

of the provinces of Mysore was actually completed to

the minutest degree of 40,000 square miles of territory

considerable materials were acquired for the illustration

of its statistics and its history, and the basis laid for ob-

taining those of the peninsula at large, on a plan which

has been undeviatingly followed ever since (see the opi-

nion of the Court of Directors on the completion of the

work, letter B, annexed).

17. Much of the materials collected on this occasion

were transmitted home in seven folio volumes, with ge-

neral and provincial maps ; but it is proper to observe,

that still more considerable materials for the history of

the south are in reserve, not literally belonging to the

Mysore survey, though springing from it. Notices of

some of these are in the accompanying sheets.

* In the regulations of survey of 9th October, 1810, no less than twenty

military officers were attached to the quarter-master-general, exclusive of

the military institution and the establishment of native surveyors under the

revenue department. The results arising from those departments, compared

with that of the Mysore survey, would afford the most just means of judging*'

of the utility cf either of the works.
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18. It is also proper to observe, that in the course of

these investigations, and notwithstanding the embarrass-

ments in the way of this work, the first lights were

thrown on the history of the countrij below the Glials,

which have been since enlarged by other materials con-

stantly increasing, and confirming the information ac-

quired in the upper country. Among various interest-

ing (Subjects may be mentioned,

L The discovery of the Jaina religion and philo-

sophy, and its distinction from that of Budd'ha.

2. The different ancient sects of religion in this

country, and their subdivisions—the Lingavan--

ta, the Saivam and Pandaram Matts, &c. &c.

3. The nature and use of the Sassanams, and in-

scriptions on stone and copper, and their utility

in throwing light on the important subject of

Hindu tenures ; confirmed by upwards of 3000

authentic inscriptions collected since 1800^ hi-

therto always overlooked.

4. The design and nature of the monumental stones

and trophies found in various parts of the coun-

try from Cape Comerin to Delhi, called Virakcd

and Maastikal, which illustrate the ancient cus-

toms of the early inhabitants, and» perhaps, of

the early western nations.

5. The sepulchral tumuli, mounds, and barrows of

the early tribes, similar to those found through-

out the continent of Asia and of Europe, illus-

trated by drawings, and various other notices of

antiquities and institutions.

19. On the conclusion of the field duties of the My-

sore survey, the compilations resulting from it have since

at different times occupied much attention. An office

was conferred on me in Mysore, which was afterwards

confirmed by the Court of Directors, for the purpose of

following up the investigations, and digesting- and im-
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proving the materials in some tranquillity ; but on a re-

form of some branches of the military establishment in

1810, that department was entirely new-modelled, and

my appointment ceased, without any compensation, in

salary or otherwise, for what I then lost. The Honour-

able Court in that order had signified their approbation

of what had been done, and even sent out other orders

encouraging the further pursuit of my inquiries, which

have been hitherto but partially attended to, and, from

the present aspect of things at this presidency, do not

appear likely to be soon fulfilled, either to my satisfac-

tion, or according to the intentions of the Court.

20. At the end of 1810, the government of Madras^

on a view of the sudden increase of the expense of sur-

veys in the preceding five years, and the unconnected and

confused manner in which these works were executed^,

without being founded on any general or fixed system

^

found it necessary to create the office of surveyor-gene-

ral, similar to one already established at the other pre-

sidencies, and was pleased to appoint me (without any

previous communication) to this charge, for reasons the

propriety of which I had in vain attempted to shew for

fourteen years previously. In consequence of the little

countenance given to these propositions in Europe,* I

had, on the completion of the Mysore survey, relin-

quished all idea of conducting what would have been

gratifying to early habits, and more appropriate to the

state of my health and my time of life some years be-

fore ; and I only undertook the charge at this time in

hopes of being useful in assisting to give shape and or-

der to what 1 had long considered important to the pub-

lic, and beneficial in an economical point of view to the

East India Company.

21. I was employed in arranging this office, for car-

* And of th(' iiicusuve:-; adopted ;i! r^IailiTis ill 1 SOG, th;it I considered ad-

^•eise and co).rii„iili.;tiii >, {,> tl),.,- ii ij^j.v. h .dn. i;ul to \ue fur } (!aio bj.ck.
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Tying on these daties in ftitiire^ and for combining tlie

execution and results of the several works on one gene-

ral systematic plan, together with measures for preserv-

ing and digesting the various materials resulting from

the labours of several years, in connexion with a very

considerable reduction* of expense
; when, from the exi-

gencies of the military service, my professional attend-

ance on the expedition to Java was required by the con-

curring authorities of government; and I had only time

to deposit the materials then collected in the olhce, and

to propose apian for its administration during my ab-

sence, when my attention was necessarily called to the

duties of the expedition. Of that service on which I

embarked, v^ith all alacrity, in obedience to the wishes

and orders of my superiors, several detailed reports v/ere

submitted to government in India, to which my friends

need have no scruple in referring.

22. It may not be improper here to observe, that the

plan proposed for the surveyor -general's department in

1810, besides a very considerable reduction of the ex-

pense previously incurred for different unconnected, and,

I may add, inefficient establishments of survey, einbrac-

€d (at the same time with a gradual extension on one

regular system of the usual objects of geographical de-

lineation) the formation of a body of statistical and his-

torical materials, in addition to the mass of geographi-

t;al and military surveys then collected and deposited by

me in one office, for the first time, before my departure.

Among these is a copy of the memoirs of the statistical

and geographical survey of the Mysore country, with

the original sections, charts, and maps constructed from

them, on various scales from one to twenty-four miles,

* la the very first year, on liiig 1st D.^'onibor I8J0, the uuiuml oxponso

was reduced from 85,000 or r;s(li -r l(K),!i(!;) {-.loodas per auuuni, to 55.UK)

pagodas, by the oporatiou of t'a(> pUui Minmiil nl, and this with more etViH't

than in the former unconnected stcnu—as ai)i)oars from a table uf live \ cars'

expense, presented to govcrumoutou oUth Aiini lb!G.
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-which were among the first of the official documents de-

livered into the office of the surveyor-general, under the

inspection of a special committee, early in 1811.

23. Of the Mysore survey, the detailed reports stand

on the records of Government at Fort St. George, and

copies were sent home to England. For the opinions

of the authorities at home on the close of that work, the

annexed extract is referred to (Letter B). On its final

completion in March 1809, the remaining establishment

of native surveyors was sent, on my special representa-

tion, to the ceded districts, the examination of which has

been since effected
;
thereby almost completing* an en-

tire survey of all the dominions of the late sovereignty

of Mysore, as it existed a few years ago in the plenitude

of its pov/er and territory. This work adds 30,000

square miles to the 40,000 formerly reported on (men-

tioned in B), altogether 70,000 square miles, minutely-

analysed. The direction of this survey of the ceded

districts was voluntarily conducted without any specific

compensation, until it fell into the general superinten-

dence of the surveyor-general's office, which is now
again reversed and transferred to the surveyor-general

of India.

24. While these works were in progress, the collec-

tion of m.aterials on the history, antiquities, and statis-

tics of the country, was going on throughout the whole

of the provinces, under the presidency of Fort St.

George, on the basis of the information originally ob-

tained on the Mysore survey, by natives trained and in-

structed by me for this purpose, and with the only charge

to government of the postage being fyanked, and the aid

of some of the native writers : but all the purchases have

been entirely at my private expense, as well as the col-

lection of MSS. throughout the Karnatik Malabar, the

The survey of Diu'Iigul i,eceiitTy fuiishcd, and materials of v> liich are about

to te sent komS; cojuplete.^ it, Uialoi BariamahiJieing done several years ago.
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southern provinces, the Cirhars, and the Dekkan. The
papers annexed explain the progress of this branch dur-

ing the period of my absence in Java: I regret that I

cannot at present recur to other documents more fully

explanatory of the extent and nature of these researches

into the ancient history and present state of the south

of India, as the greatest part of the collection has been

sent on to Calcutta to wait my arrival at that presidency.

25, A detailed view of the origin and progress of that

branch alone (the historical investigations) would more

properly be the subject of a separate memoir : a concise

view of a similar attempt made in Java is annexed (in

No. A). This was effected under limitations of time

and means required by local circumstances ; but under

a liberal degree of encouragement and protection, both

from the local government there, and from two succes-

sive governors -general of British India, which heightens

the contrast in other cases, and without any expense to

government on that account, the success of these inves-

tigations justifies the hope, that considerable advantage

may be derived from following up the same plan of re-

search wherever the influence of the British government

affords the same facihties^ in the intervals of military oc-

cupation.

26. On my return to this presidency in 1815,1 found

the office of surveyor-general at Madras was ordered to

be abolished, and before I could well go into the revisal

and completion of the reviev/ of the survey departn\ent

commenced in 1811, and which had been discouiiiuuMl

in consequence of my being sent on foreign service, I

was honoured v/ith the appointment of the office of sur-

veyor-general of India, on a new system which required

my residence at Calcutta or Fort William. My atten-

tion has in consequence been chiefly turned to that ob-

ject ever since, with the view of fuhilling the Honoura-

ble CoLirt',-^ intciitioiis in confcrviug an appointment
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Tihic'h I must ever consider an lioiiourable mark of dis-

tinction, jiisdy demanding efforts that I had no longer

in contenipliition,

27. I will only further notice the effect of this remo-

val on the inquiries and collection here described. The

people trained by me for several years being natives of

the coast or tlie southern provinces, and almost as great

strangers to E^engal and Hindustan as Europeans, their

removal to Calcutta is either impracticable, or where a

few, from personal and long attachment (as my head

Bralirtian, Jaina translator, and others), are willing to

give this last proof of their fidelity, yet still it is att.end-

ed with considerable expense ; and without that assis-

tance, most of what I had proposed to condense and

ranslatefrom the originals in the languages of this coun-

try, could not be conveniently, if at all, effected at Cal-

cutta.

28. I mean, however, to attempt it, and hope in this

last stage, preparatory to my return to Europe, to drav/

up a succinct view of the v>^hole collection, and prepare a

catalogue raisonne of the native manuscripts, books, &c.,

and also to give the translated materials such form as

may facilitate the production of some parts, should they

ever appear to the public, at least by persons better qua-

lified, if the grateful task be not permitted to my years,

or to my state of health.

I regret exceedingly that the pressure of business at

this moment will not permit of my adding further to

this hasty sketch ; but it would require an actual in-

spection and reference to the originals them.selves, to

give you any tolerable idea of tlieir nature, and of the

interest my partiality may attach to them. I hope, how-

ever, that it will appear to all considerate men that some

leisure for tranquil and exclusive application to their ar-

rangement would be at least necessary to one who has

no'N resided thirty-four years in this climate, without
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the benefit of once going to Europe, or even to any other

presidency, on account of health or private business.

I remain, my clearest Alexander,

&c. &c. &c.

(Signed) Colin Mackenzie.
Madras, February 1, 1817.

The Collection of Notes, Observations, Journals, and
Collections of MSS., Inscriptions, Drawings, &c.

made by Colonel Mackenzie, in India, may be arrano--

ed under the following heads :

—

-

1. Journals, Azotes, Observations, and Memoirs, for

thirty-four years, kept at iMervals on sarcr^^ire

Journeys and Campaigns, through all th:' jnnr^hces

noiD subject to Fort St. George fexcc])ling .1'a/abar

and the Cirkars north of the Kist?iaJ, from 1783

to 1790.

These remarks were afterwards extended tlirouo-h the

whole of Lord Coknwallis's campaigns in Mysore, from

1790 to 1792, with particular journals of all the opera-

tions, elucidated by maps, plans, and drawings of the

battles, sieges, &c. Of the several journeys into the

newly ceded districts of the Nizam, Kuddapa, Kanoul,

the wild mountains of Yerraulla and Nuimulla, &c.

bounding the Karnatik as far as the Kistna at Purwut-

tum, till 1794 : also four diflerent journeys into the

Dekkan, as often relinquished for other expeditions ; the

campaign of the Nizam against the Mahrattas in 1795 ;

the battle of Kurdla ; the expedition to Ceylon ; reduc-

tion of Kokimbo, and return ; a journey to Haiderabad
;

thence to KuVnurga, with description and dra\> ings of

that ancient capital of the Dekkan ; return to ]\ladras ;

preparation and materials collected for the designed ex-

pedition to Manilla ; return to Haiderabad, and arrange-

ment made for a regular analysis of the Dekkan, and of

the Nizam's dominions ; suspended finally for the last

campaign and war against Mysore ; the n\arch from
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Haiderabnd for tliai purpose
; during these military

movements, measures proposed and information obtain-

ed for the future investigation of the history of Bijana-

gar, and the ancient Kanara and Telhnga empires

;

journal of the campaign, siege, and capture of Seringa-

patam
; journals through the whole of the survey of My-

sore from ISOO to 1807, including observations ; and va-

rious memoh's on different subjects, customs of the in-

habitants, climate, soil, institutions, &c, (exclusive of

the official memoirs sent to Europe), several of them

particularly mentioned under their respective heads.

After a residence of three years and a half at Madras,

under the constant expectation of removal, then follows

the expedition to Java ; journals of the voyages, an(J

campaigns, and the interesting journeys through, and a

residence in that island for two years ; afterwards on a

journey from Calcutta by Benares to Lucknow, x^gra,

and Delhi, to the mountains dividing Thibet, whence

the Jumna and Ganges issue into Hindustan ; back from

Hurdwar on the Ganges through Rohilkund, and again

to the Ganges; on this journey of nine months the same

method was observed of preserving notes, memoranda,

memoirs, and journals ] and the collection of ancient

coins, MSS., inscriptions, and sculptures, considerably

increased.

From the frequent and sudden changes of place that

Colonel Mackenzie's course of service, for thirty-four

years, was always subject to, these journals, &c. are

not all fairly transcribed or arranged from their origina

notes, and, in several instances, are restricted to short

cursory notices intended to be extended afterwards, ac-

companied by plans, views, sketches by himself, or by

friends. It is supposed that if the whole were condens-

ed, they would form six folio volumes, accompanied by

authentic charts^ drawings, &c. geographical, mili-

tary, &c. &c.
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2. Memoirs of the Survey of Mysore^ Geographical,

Statistical, and HistoricaL

The original copies, in seven volumes folio, were sent

to England to the Court of Directors in 1808, accompa-

nied by general maps, exhibiting the country in detail

on a scale of four miles to an inch, where all its features^,

rivers, mountains, and every place, are laid down ; late-

ly introduced into Arrowsmith's general map of India,

by permission of the Court of Directors. A series of

provincial maps, on a scale of one mile, descriptive of

the several provinces, were also compiled from the ori-

ginal sections ofsurvey deposited in the office at Madras.

3. Memoirs of the Ceded Districts.

On the same plan with that of Mysore; including the

geography, statistics, and history of these provinces, ac-

companied by maps from scales of one to four, twelve,

and twenty-four miles to an inch. Two volumes sent to

England, and more than two more still in preparation,

to be transmitted to the Court of Directors.

4. Materials for a General Vieiv of the South of the

Peninsula.

The above have been executed under the immediate

direction of Colonel Mackenzie, and the same plan is

now under execution for the remaining districts under

Fort St. George, so far as the measures adopted by this

government may admit. The completion of the whole

being designed by Colonel Mackenzie to furnish a bo-

dy of materials for a complete view, geographical, statis-

tical, and historical, of the whole British possessions in

the south of the Peninsula, accompanied by maps, under

the immediate protection of the East India Company, at.

whose expense the surveys have been executed ; but the

historical and literary materials have been hitherto chief-

ly obtained at Colonel Mackenzie's private expense.

5. Materials for a complete view of tlie geography, sta-

tistics^ and history, ancient and modern, of Java, and
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the Dutch dependencies in the eastern islands. In the

journals, memoirs, and drawings of Colonel Mackenzie
(entirely exclusive of the materials furnished by the

committee of tenures, of which he was president in Ja-

va), several native MSS. have been, or are now translat-

ing, from the Javanese and Malay languages, by natives

and others employed for that purpose, and considerable

extracts and translations from Dutch and French

books and MSS. Notices of some of these are subjoin-

ed (see letter A. annexed). From the matter contained

in these documents much light is thrown on the early

colonization of these islands, and perhaps of the long

doubtful subject of the peopling of America, at least of

the intercourse and communication of the Continent of

Asia with the numerous islands of the Oriental and

South Seas, and of the laws, institutions, manners, and

customs of the more eastern parts of iVsia, so widely

different from those of the western Peninsula of India.

6. A great object has been, under these inquiries, de-

rived from the latter occupation (but chiefly at Colonel

Mackenzie's private expense, excepting the single arti-

cle of postage*), to collect and to obtain translations of

materials of various descriptions illustrative of the his-

tory, antiquities, and institutions, &c. of India. This

was originally directed to those of the Karnatik or Bi-

janagar and its dependencies exclusively, and afterwards

extended, as circumstances admitted, to that of the seve-

ral dynasties that were successively brought to light;

to materials illustrative of the history and antiquities of

Hindustan and of all parts of India, but more particularly

to that of the south or Peninsula ;
and, ultimately, by

the sudden direction of his services in 1811, (arising from

* This correspondence on literary subjects has been exempted from post-

age in India, by order of Governmeut^ and approved of by the Court of

Diicctors, since 1808.
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the exigencies of the public service), to the Oriental is-

lands and coasts of Asia,

7. Materials, memoirs, and historical pieces translat-

ed, illustrative of the history of the several Muhamme-
dan dynasties that were successively established in the

Dekkan or the south of India, from the thirteenth to the

eighteenth century, under their respective heads ; illus-

trated by descriptions, plans, and drawings of the cities,

forts, buildings (civil or religious), remaining, by coins,

inscriptions, &c. These include

I. The earlier Muhammedan governments in Dek-
kan^ of

1. Biejapore. 4. AhmednaggaXo

2. Golkonda. 5: Dov/latabad.

3. Beder.

II. The Mogul government in the Dekkan.

8. Materials collected and translated, illustrative of

the geography and political arrangements and provincial

divisions of the Dekkan, in its six si^bas or viceroyalties,

from the earliest times till the arrangement made by
AsAF Jah (the celebrated Nizam-ul-Mulk), in the be-

ginning of the eighteenth century. This is of more im-

portance, as by this arrangement most of the political,

dhdsions of territory among the present existing powers,

the Nizam, the Mahrattas, &c. are thereby regulated
;

and some knowledge of it is a necessary prelude to that

of the present state of the south of India. This object,

which has constantly been in view since Colonel Mac-
kenzie was sent with the Dekkan subsidiary force in

1792, by Lord Cornwallis, till he v/as removed from

it in 1806, has never been lost sight of in the intervals

of other professional and public engagements. The
Daftar of the Dekkan, the HaJdkat Hindustan, and t])e

history of Khafi Khan* (an author of credit, little

* The history of Khafi Kuan iuchules the auuals of the celebrated Au-
rungzib's reign, hith:ito a desideratum iu ludiaii history, excepting the

first ten years.
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known hitherto), with other authentic MSS., have been

translated from the Persian, Mahratta, and other native

languages, and now form a body of materials designed

to assist a work descriptive of the geography, history^

and statistics of the Dekkan, which has been in its pro-

gress communicated to several respectable authorities

well qualified to estimate its design, and approved of by

them.

These were also designed to be accompanied by a se-

ries of maps, charts, and drawings^

9. The history and antiquities of the earlier dynasties,

of which notices are daily occurring, are more uncon-

nected and obscure; yet sufficient matter appears in in-

scriptions, ancient buildings, sculptures, and coins, in

addition to traditions, poems, &c. to furnish materials

for a sketch of the early dynasties and sovereigns of

these countries previous to the Christian era and era of

Sallivahana, such as, viz, :

1. The kings of Banawassi* in the N.W. whose

ancient inscriptions and characters confirm the po-

pular tradition of the country of a great kingdom

having once been established there.

2. The kings whose capital was Amraumlly on

the Kistna, where the singular fragments and re-

mains lately discovered exhibit specimens of beauty

and taste in design and execution, seldom found in

Hindu sculpture. Drawings of these were taken.

3. The ancient Kuramber kings, and the pasto-

ral, hunting, or nomadic tribes, who occupied this

country, previous to the introduction of the doctrine

of the Vedas by the Chola kings, and to whom se-

veral antiquities, buildings, sculptures, establish-

ments, and coins, of late brought into notice, are

supposed to belong.

'^ Tlio position of Banawassi is laid down in Ftoleiny's Tables^
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10. Drawings, maps, plans, and sketches; these are
arranged as under :

—

/. Maps and Charts.

1. Atlases.

2. Portfolios.

3. Folio and quarto volumes.

4. Miscellaneous rolls, &c. containing

1. Geographical, general, and provincial maps.

2. Political and statistical maps and plans.

3. Mineralogical and orological maps ; to which is

proposed to be added,

4. A philological map descriptive of the extent of

the various languages spoken in the fifty-,«ix Desams
or Hindu divisions of the Bharata Kandam, or India.

//. Draivings.

1. Views and sketches of remarkable places.

2. Plans of cities, fortresses, battles, sieges, &c.

3. Ditto of ancient cities and temples, &c. as Bijana-

gar, Halla, Bede, and other ancient capitals.

4. Elevations and sections of ditto.

5. Collection of drawings illustrative of the state and

progress of the arts of design, of sculpture, &c. &c.

among the Hindus, 2 vols, large folio.

6. Ditto of ditto of various plants, trees, flowers, ex-

ecuted during the surveys, 4 vols, folio.

7. Ditto of ditto of the costume of the various classes

of inhabitants of India, the different sects of religion,

&c. &c. 3 vols, folio.

The collections (which are gradually increasing, from

the constant accession of original materials of late years,)

are bound and arranged in volumes chiefly folio, cither

provincially or according to language, &c. in the follow-

ing order, viz. :

1. Southern Provinces^ containing Historif, Antiqui-

ties, Listitiitions, ^c.—Ancient Chola Mandalam, and
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Pa?}dya-Mandalam, or Tiniievelly, Madura, Tanjortv

Koimbatore, &c.

2. Western Provh/ces.—Ancient Kerala and CAe'ra

Mandalam, or Travankore, Malabar, Kanara, Konkan,

Bednore, Sunda, &c. &c.

3. Central Provinces.— Karnataka, Mysore,

Chittledrug, Raidrug, Nawabship of Serah, Harponelly:.

Pennakonda, Baramahl, &c. &c.

4. Eastern Provinces.—Ancient Tonda Mandalam,

Modern Arkot Siiba, Payen Ghat or lower Karnatik

(erroneously), Nellore, Ongole, Palnad, &c.

5. Ceded. Districts.—Kanda-Mandalam, comprehend-

ing Kanoul, Kuddapa, Kummum, &c. and extending to

the Kistna.

6. Norther?! Districts.—Comprehending the Andora,^

Mats^ya and Kallinga Desams, the modern Cirkars of

Guntore, Masulipatam, Kondapilly, Chikakole, ^c. and

the Odia Desam, or modern Orissa, or Ganjam, Cirkar,

and Kuttack.

7. Muhammedan History.—Comprehending the his-

tory of the several states or sovereigns of this religion

since the thirteenth century.

8. Mahratta History.—Comprehending materials ei-

ther relating to this nation or its sovereigns, of modern

origin, under Sivaji, Sambaji, Ramraja, &c. &c. till

the permanent establishment of the present or modern
Mahratta state under a Peshwa.

9. Karnatik and B'ljanagar.—Translations of origi-

nal works illustrative of the history of that empire un-

der its severed dynasties of Karnatik, Tellinga, and Ku-
ramber sovereigns, with reference to their grants, in-

scriptions, &c.

10. Tellinga and Oria, or JVorthem Cirkars.—Com-
prehending the Materials of the history of Warungole,

and the several dynasties of these languages or nations
;
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the Kuttak Ballails, the Rajas of Kallinga, of Rajaman-

dri^ of Bezoada, &c.

11. Chola and Panclya,—Comprehend the materials

translated of these ancient dynasties confirmed and com-

pared by their inscriptions still remaining, by books, po-

ems, and various works of their ancient sages.

12. Sassanams^or Hijidu Inscriptions, Grants, Edicts,

^c,—These are of three kinds

:

1. Comprehends copies of the original sassanams

transcribed in all parts of the comitry, from stones gene-

rally, more rarely from copperplates : it is supposed that

above 3000 at least have been collected by intelligent

natives trained and formed for this purpose.

2. Fac-similes and drawings of the most ancient and

curious of the above, being those that are in antique

characters—some now obsolete—some read with dnTi-

culty—-others entirely unknown : it was thought right

to preserve fac-similes of them^ to authenticate the

materials.

3. Translations of the most interesting and curious of

the inscriptions fi'om the different languages ; besides a

great portion still untranslated on Kajan leaves, c^u'i ^

try paper, &c.

N.B. The materials from which the above are taken

are in fifteen different languages and twenty-one differ-

ent alphabetical characters ; and it was necessary to

employ persons conversant in each, sometimes with great

difficulty, to extract them from those languages, as fol-

lows :

—

Languages, Characters.

]. Sanscrit. 1. Obsolete.

2. D^vanagari or Baulobund.

3. Grundum.

3. Teilinga. 1. Ancient Tellinga, very old, ob-

solete.

2. Ditto.

3. Modern Tellinga.
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LtDigiiages.

3. Kanara.

4. Mahratta.

5. Ellakannum,
6. Modern Tamil
7. Maliiallum.

8. Tulva.

9. Wodia,

10. Bengali.

11. Hindv/i, Hindus-
tani or Moors.

Characters.

1. Ancient Kanara undeciphered,

from Banawassi and from Ma-
habalipuram.

2 . Purwad-Hall a-Kan ara

.

3. Halla, or Ancient Kanara.

4. Modern Kanara.

1. Mo'd'hi ;— no inscriptions on

stone in this, but there are se-

veral grants on paper.

^ 1. Ancient Tamil.

> 2. Modern Tamil.

^ 3. Tamul of the Malabar coast.

1. Tulva language and cha-

racter of Lower Kanara.

L Wodia;—language and cha-

racter of Wodia or Orissa^

or Ganjam and Kuttack.

1. Bengali.

No peculiar character.

12. Persian. I. The grants and edicts of the

Mogul emperors and vice-

roys are on paper and in Per-

sian. These belong to the

period since the 17 th century.

1. Arabic.

1. Ancient Javanese from in-

scriptions.

2. Modern ditto.

N. B. There are also fac-similes of several inscrip-

tions in characters still undeciphered, some daily arriving

—such as the inscriptions at Delhi, at Allahhabad,

from Java, from Ceylofl^, from Mahabalipuram^ from
Banawassi, &c. Sec.

13. Arabic.

14. Malays.

15. Javanese.
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13. Stallainahdtmams, or Stallapurdnams. — Tliese

compreliend the legendfe, purdjiams, or traditions—ac-

counts of tlie several stallatus, or holy places of Hindu
worship ; as every temple has or ought to have its pic-

rd?i^f7i, those of the present establishments are evidently

founded on the legends of the follov^^ers of the V^das ;

the purdnams of the principal stallams are procured as

Kanchii, Trinamala, TripeUff, Srira7igam, Rdmiseram,

Sec. &c. ; a few are translated^ and more are proposed

to be so as specimens. Two vols, translated, bound ;

four ditto originals, bound, folio.

14. Laics, Institutions, ^c.—These parts embrace the

several codes of laws received among the Hindus.

15. Sects of Religion.—Account of the origin, his-

tory, and opinions, of the different sects of religion

among the Hindus :—the followers of the Vedas ; the

Jaina, Samanal or Sravaks ; the Buddhists ; the Saiva-

mattam, &c. &c. &c.

16. miscellaneous.

17. Extractsfrom ForeignEuropeanAuthors.—Trans-

lated regarding Indian history, antiquities, literature,

and geography, ancient and modern.

The collection already transmitted to Calcutta, and

bound in folio volumes, upwards of forty may be classed

under the following heads :

1. History, Antiquities, and Institutions of the em-

pire of the Karnatic or Karnata (called Narsinga er-

roneously by early European writers), under its several

dynasties of Ballalls, fVodiars, Kuramhers, Tellangas,

&c. princes and extracted from authentic documents

from about 1600 up to about 500 a. d., and more ob-

scurely still further to near 80, a. d. when the eras or

mode of reckoning used in inscriptions in these countries

were changed and are lost sight of, corroborated also by

collation with European and Muhammedan authorities
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2. Ditto, ditto, for the dynasties that reigned in tlie

south with more or less extent of power and territory pre-

vious to the former, under the several names of Chola,

Pa7ichja, &c. confirmed by actually existing inscrip-

tions and records.

3. Ditto of the more ohscurely known dynasties of

Tellinga and Wodia kings, of Warankole, Anakonda,

Bezoada, Rajamandiri, Kuttak, &c. illustrated by in-

scriptions, plans, drawings, andMSS. terminating in the

14th century.

4. Ditto of the empire of Kanara, whose capital was

at Kalliani, till its decline by a schism of religion, and

£nally by the first Muhammedan invasion of Alla-ad-

BIN, in the early part of the 14th century.

5. Ditto, ditto, of the kings of Deogiri or Devagiri

(now Doulatabad), terminating at the same time ; less

is known yet of this dynasty, though it is hoped consi-

derable materials may be obtained to illustrate this

chasm in Hindu history, which involves in obscurity the

origin of the celebrated sculptured caves of Ellora,

v/hich, it is to be noticed, are close to the cite of the

ancient capital of Devagiri.

6. The history of the remains of the Bijanagar em-

,pire, from the fatal battle wherein Ram-raj fell, a. d.

1536, till the fall of Chandragiri, the establishment of

the Muhammedans in the Karnatik, the conquests of the

states of Bijaprre and Golkonda by the Moguls, and the

establishment of the European factories and settlements

on the coast, in the commencement of the 17th century,

the origin and history of the families of the usurpers of

Mysore, Bednore, Chiteldrug, Madura, Raidrug, Har-

ponelly, Ginji, Tanjore, the Northern Vemlavar petty

chiefs, &c. ; for which considerable materials in original

family books, records, histories, inscriptions, grants, &c.

are collected, translated, and arranged, forming a neces-

sary prelude to the development of the distracted stat^*
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of tlie country about, or soon after, the period of the
settlement of the European nations in India, a clear un-
derstanding of which is perhaps necessary at this day.

7. The ancient history of Malabar or Kerala, and its

singular institutions from materials, MSS., and inscrip-^

tions collected in that country.

8. The history of the Dekkan under the Muhamme -

dan governments since the 13th century, and a com-
mencement made in opening avenues to its earlier

history under the Hindu princes. The present state

©f these countries is still unfavourable to minute inves-

tigation,.

9. The ancient geography of India derives conside-

rable light from these progressive inquiries ; and seve-

ral explanations are derived of the connextion and ex^

tent of commercial relations between the eastern and

western continents ; from ancient traditions, remains of

establishments,MSS., sculptures, coins,* and the remains

of antiquity scattered in different parts of the country.

10. The institutions, laivs, and peculiar customs of

the various tribes that inhabit India ; the early pas-

toral, or nomadic tribes ; the agricultural race ; the in-^

troduction of arts, sciences, and letters ; the colonies

of Brahmans and other tribes successively arriving from

the north, from the same unquestionable authority.

11. These are more particularly explained by what

has been hitherto unavoidably overlooked

—

collection of

the ancient sassananis or inscriptions, on stone, copper,

and other metals, still existing in all parts of the coun-

try, which prove, by dates and regular formuLne, the

early existence of established tenures, and all the regu-

lations of a civilized and cultivated state of society.

12. Collection of coins, chiefly Flindu, in different parts

of the country ; the most remarkable of these are Ko-

111 the ruiucd city of Mahabraipuvaui in tliis vicmiiy, spiX'iuKMVs ol' the

Roman and China coinage arc foviiul at i^vcscnt, togelhci- v.ithothcr auei^

CM ULi;n&\vn lands.
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man^ Chinese, and a singular square kind of silver coins,

specimens of which have been found in Hindustan, as

well as in the south.

13. Collection oi an cie7}t sculptures illustrative of the

state and cultivation of the arts and sciences, aided

by drawings from ancient remains, hitherto unnoticed

throughout the peninsula ; and in the oriental islands

of Java, Bali, &c.

14. Drawings and views of hv 'ddings, explaining the

style and various kinds of architecture.

15. Drawings of the costume of the inhabitants of In-

dia, and of the Islands ; illustrative of descriptions of

the several tribes and castes, their peculiar manners,

customs, &c. &c.

16. The population and subdivisions of castes ascer-

tained and illustrated by enumeration, by houses, and by
families, through the late dominions of Mysore, and in

the island of Java; the authenticated tab'es of which

are annexed to the descriptive memoirs of provinces.

f To be continued.J

y.—On the velocity of light.—By Astronomicus.

To the Editor of the Madras Journal of Lit. Science.

Sir,

The attainment of a knowledge of the higher branch-

es of Mathematics so necessary to the study of Astro-
nomy is a difficulty which I apprehend deters many of

the otherwise well informed and clever from even a su-

perficial knowledge of this science, wdth this in view it

has of late years been the habit of writers to divest their

essays as much as possible if not altogether of any

thing like analytical investigation, or in other words

popular treatises upon the various branches of science

have taken the place of more elaborate productions : at

first sight it might appear objectionable to allow a loose

or taken for granted sort of information to supply the

place of a more solid and erudite investigation^ but in
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practice the contrary has in several instances come un-
der the notice of the present writer j a superficial know-
ledge has given rise to curiosity and enquiry, and en-
quiry has led to study, and thus has led to a knowledge,
which but for the curiosity and enquiry excited would
never have been attained ; with this position by way of
apology, I propose in the following pages (without any
attempt at the analytical investigation) to offer some re-

marks upon the method employed by Astronomers for

discovering the velocity of hght. There are few or none
of your readers perhaps who have not noticed that a sen-

sible interval of time elapses between the flash of a gun as

seen from a distance and the report; or betv/een a flash

of lightning and the consequent peal of thunder v/hich

follows; but few there are I apprehend who are ei'iiio

that an interval (a comparatively small one it i.;; true)

occurs between the time when the gun actually did flash

and when the flash teas seen by an observer situated at

a distance : it is true that for any distance on the sur-

face of our Planet the interval is quite inappreciable since

it occupies only the twenty-fifth part of a second of time

to pass over a distance equal to the Earth's diameter

;

hence were our observations confined to terrestrial ob-

jects only, the question of the velocity of light Avould

probably never have occupied the attention of the learn-

ed, since it never would have been conjectured or even

admitted without a proof, that on looking at the sun or

any other heavenly body we do not see it in the situa-

tion it actually occupies at the moment we see it—sup-

pose for example that a rocket was fired on the surface

of the Moon, or that a volcano were to burst out—the

phenomena would not be seen by a spectator on the sur-

face of the earth till one second and six tenths after the

actual time of bursting, and were the same to occur up-

on the surface of the sun, the time at which it would bo

observed on the earth would not be till S minutes and 1:^
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seconds after the actual time of its occurrence. But to

proceed—The fact of the progressive motion of light was

first brought to our knowledge by Roemer who found that

the eclipses of the satellites of Jupiter happened sooner

or later in the exact proportion of the distance of the sa-

tellite from the earth ; and at a later date the observa-

tions of Bradley upon the fixed stars (which l)y reason

of the earth's motion in her orbit causes their places to

appear advanced in the direction in which the earth

travels) has confirmed not only the fact, but the numeri-

cal accuracy of the determination ; the exact determina-

tion of the velocity of light it must be recollected is not

our present enquiry, since it v.'ili lead to formula and fi-

gures which are foreign to our present purpose ; to sup-

ply however in an imperfect way the want of these ; we

will now proceed to enuuierate some of the most impor-

tant disturbing causes vvhich affect our enquiry. As far

back as 1600 Kepler had discovered that the motion of

the earth and other planets were not performed in cir-

cular orbits, but ellipses ; and that the area passed over

by a line joining the sun and planet was always propor-

tional to the time, or in other words that the motion was

more rapid in the orbit the nearer the planet was situat-

ed to the sun—what observation had pointed out to

Kepler as the phenomena of nature, the theory of New-
ton and subsequent Geometers has proved to be the con-

sequences of the laws of universal gravitation—It must

be noticed however, that this unequal m.otion of the pla-

nets in their orbits undergoes its changes in the time of

one complete revolution of the planet ; or to be more

particular, if the planet Jupiter (which now more imm^e-

diately concerns us) in his circuit round the sun per-

forms a certain space in any one day, on the 10th

June, 1820 for ei' ample it will perform very nearly an

equal space on the IGth April, 1832 when it has complet-

ed one revoliiiion or come io the same point in its orbit.
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it having in the interim gone through all ils varieties of

rapid and slow movement. N07/ the effect of a dimi-

7iished moticsn of Jupiter is to expedite the occurrence,

and diminish the duration of the eclipses of his sfi-

tellites^ and an increased motion, to retard the same.
The next cause of inequahty in the interval be-

tween the consecutive eclipses of the satellites

of Jupiter arises from the elliptical form of their or-

bits, v/liich, with the secondaries as with the primarief?^

causes their motions to be unequal; and the interval is

further rendered unequal by reason of the elliptical

figure of Jupiter and consequently of his shadow, and by
the orbits of the satellites being inclined to the plane of

Jupiter's orbit ; these being the only serious causes of

inequality we will now see how far their effects can be

avoided in obtaining an approximate value for the ve-

locity of light.

Consulting the Madras observations, we find the ob-

servation of two consecutive eclipses of the first satellite

as follows :

—

Madras M. Time d, li. m. s.

Emers.of Jupiter's 1st Sat. 1821 Nov. 20 14-46-58-47.— 22 9-15-38-91.

Taking the difference we obtain the in-

terval between the eclipses of the

first satellite M8*28'40-44.

this result from the various causes above noticed, and

the uncertainty of a single observation, is probably

several seconds in error, it is however of some use as a

counter in obtaining a more exact value ;
thus, from the

above source we obtain the following observations :

—

d. h. m. s.

1822 March... 3* 6-48' 1-9. Immer. of Jupiter's 1st Sat.

1834 January.15-10-28-35 0.

the interval 433Gd. 3h. 40m. 33'ls. being divided by the

above Id. 18h. 2Sm. 40s. 44 shews that between the ob-

servatian of March 1822 and that of January 1834 there
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had occurred 24o0 cclipiises—^diicli gives for the mean

interval between the echpses of Jupiter's first satellite,

Id. 18h, 28m. 35s. 77 a result which is probably very

accurate, for in selecting the above observations care W'as

taken to obtain two which should be made when Jupiter

was at very nearly the same part of his orbit, by which

means the eflt^ct of Jupiter's unequal motion in his orbit is

totally avoided—for the remaining causes (of which we

will speak presently,) it must be recollected that our result

is only alfected by l-2450ths of its amount, so that an

uncertainty of one hour v/ould only affect our interval by

a little more than one second of time, but since in the

end it wall appear that 5 or 6 minutes is the extent to

which we are liable, we may state that the mean inter-

val between the consecutive eclipses of Jupiter's first

satellite, or speaking in Astronomical language, the Sy-

7iodic revolution is performed in Id. 18h. 28m. 35s. 77.

In selecting the first satellite we are led to give it the

preference in the first instance in consequence of the ra-

pidity of its motion, which enables us to observe the

phenomena to much greater accuracy than can be at-

tained with the other more distant satellites, but more

particularly does the first satellite suit our present pur-

pose from the fact that the plane of its orbit is very

nearly accordant with the plane of Jupiter's orbit, and

further, that the deviation of the orbit of Jupiter's first

satellite from a circle is so small as not materially to af-

fect a result like the present one,wl)ich lays claim to but

a very limited degree of accuracy : under these circum-

stances the above result may safely be assumed as the

mean time of the Synodic revolution ; (an interval which

we ought to obtain from any two observations made when

Jupiter v/as situated at his mean distance from the Sun.)

Now it is plain that in the period of a Synodic revoluti-

on, the satellite has performed more than one complete,

or a Sidereal revolution ; to compute the time of a Side-
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real revolution we have the daily motion of Jupiter in his

orbit 4m. 59.26s.* consequently in a Synodic revolution

the satellite performs 360d. 4m. 59s. 26 and by the rule

of thn-e we find that as 360d. 4m. 59s. 26 : Id. I8h. 28m.

3.5s. 77 : :"360d. : the time of a sidereal revolution or Id,

I8h. 27m. 33s. 32; or it appears that when Jupiter moves
with his mean velocity or at the rate of 4m. 59s. 26 in a

day, the satellite after quitting the shadov/ of Jupiter has

to move through a complete revolution and for Im. 2s. 45

more^ until it will again leave the shadow—were the mo=
tion of Jupiter in his orbit double of this amount the sa-

tellite after completing one revolution would have to tra,-

vel for 2m. 4s. 90 until it would arrive at the edge of the

shadow &c.—thus much being premised we will now
consult observation ; for this purpose some observations

made at the Madras Observatory are available as fol-

lows :—
h. m. s.

1834 October 16 Immersion of 1st Sat. 16'21-4L

1835 March,. 30 Emersion 9- 7'24".— April..,. 15 7-28- K
in selecting the above out of a great many, care wa«

taken that the circumstances with regard, to distance

from the Earth should be as near to the extremes as

p<?ssible, thus at the first observation the distance

of Jupiter from the earth was, miles. . . .387/700,000

at the second, .520,500,000

. third . . ..... « 54o.,000,00a-

the above, however, are not the best observai ions adapted

to our purpose, inasmuch as, the first is an oliscrviition of

the Immersion of the satellite into the shiulow of Jupi-

ter or the beginning of the eclipsCj whereas the second

and third are the observation of the E/ner-sio?/ or the end

of the eclipse, hence it becomes necessary to reduce the

* Jupiter performs his Sidereal revolution in -lo-'Ji uH) tf 11 luairs which,

gives 4' 59" 2B for his daily motion.
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former to the tenor of the latter or vice versa, to do which

we require to know the interval occupied by the satellite to

pass over the shadow of Jupiter, for this purpose we must

again consult observation ; from the best authorities we
find that the first satellite arrives at its greatest elonga-

tion from the planet at a distance of 3,034 equatoreal

diameters of the planet, or the circumference of the or-

bit= 19,000 35 diameters, which is performed as we have

found above in \d. 18/?. 27w. 335. 32; hence 1 diame-

ter is performed in 2Ji. \^m. 5s. which from the proxi-

mity of the satellite to the planet may be assumed as the

duration of the eclipses of this satellite—if we now apply

this number to the observation of 1834, October^ 16 we
obtain the time of Emersion, I8h. 35m. 46s—Subtract-

ing the first from the third observation we determine that

a certain number of complete synodic revolutions had tak-

en place in ]80d. I2h. 52m. 1 5s. 0 which being divid™

ed by the time of one revolution shews the number to be

102 ; pursuing the same course with the second and

third observations it appears that 9 complete synodic

revolutions were performed in I5d. 22h. 20m. 37s.

Now the times of performing 102 and 9 sidereal

revolutions are 180^/. lOh. 50m. 38^. 64, and
I5d. 22h. 7/?2. 59c>\ 88 respectively, in which periods (see

the Nautical Almanac) Jupiter has advanced in his or-

bit 14° 27' and 1° 23' respectively, and the times neces-

sary for the satellite to perform these angles are

Ih. ^2?n. \5s. 3, and 9?n. 47s. 3, which added to the

above times of performing the sidereal revolutions gives

I80d. \2h. 32m. 53s. 9 and I5d. 22h. 17m. 47s. 18

for the true interval betv/een the eclipses which were ob-

served as above, whereas on account of the progressive

motion of light the observations in each case were ob-

served later by 19m. 2\s. I and 27n. 49s. 82. Now iu

the interval between the first and third observation Ju-

piterhad increased his distance from the earth 1 58;3CO,OO0
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Hiiles and between the second and third 19,500,000 miles ;

the former giving the time for light to pass over 95 million*

of miles (the distance from the sun to the earth)

\hn. 36?. 8 and the latter 13m. 47.?. 4 : the discordance

between these results appears to arise mainly from an er-

ror of about 40 seconds in the third observation, but this

in no way interferes with the intentions of this sketch

which aims at merely a rude description of the modus

operandi, (and a very rude one it is too !) and not

to determine from three observations the value of an

element which is already known from the result of

thousands.

ASTRONOMICUS.

VI.

—

Calculation of all the occultatiom visible at

Madras during the present year.—By Goday
Vencat Jucgarow.

To the Editor of the Madras Journal

of Literature and Science,

Sir,

The handsome reception which you gave my tables oft

a former occasion has encouraged me to make a further

attempt—accordingly in the following pages I have given

the result of my calculation of all the occultations which

will be visible at Madras during the present year, and

beg you will kindly give them insertion in your excellent

Journal.

As the accuracy of calculation depends upon the me-

thod employed, I here annex the formula and an explana-

tion to enable the enquirer to ascertain the correctness

attained.

The assumption made is, that the motions of the Moon
in right ascension and declination combined with the

elFects of parallax is equable for the interval of an hour,

and thig is not very far from being the case, thus—
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h. m. Moon's a. r. h„ m. Moon's a.

On 9th Jimeat 11.35 15 57.46.05andat 12.35 16. 0.19.64,

Apply the Parallax 0.52.15 — . 1.56.15.

Apparent A. R,.. .15.56.53.90 15.58.23.49.

Apparent horary motion 1.29.59.

On9th Juneat 14. 3 16, 4. 0.97andatl5. 316. 6.35.6L

Apply the Parallax —1.13.61 —.2.12.64.

Apparent A. R... .16. 2.47.36 16. 4.22.97.

Apparent horary motion 1.35.61.

Hence we find that in an interval of nearly three

hours the variation of the hourly motion is only 6s. ^ 02

or 2s. an hour and | of this or Os., 25 is the greatest cor-

rection for second differences; hut the Moon's apparent

horary motion in right ascension heing ahout l|m. an

error of even one second will not alter the predicted

time of occultation more than a minute.

Now to find the times of Immersion and Emersion it

only remains for us to determine the apparent place of

the Moon and its horary motions, from which, we may
compute the two instants when the distance of the cen-

tre of the -Moon and star is equal to the semi-diameter

of the Moon, thus—
Find from the Nautical Almanac or any other Ephe-

merides the time when the Moon is in conjunction in

right ascension with any proposed star together with

the difference of declination of the Moon and star at

that moment, then compute the corresponding siderial

time, the moon's right ascension and declination, and

the hourly variation ; then the siderial time—the

Moon's right ascension will be = the Moon's hour

angle, which will either be + or — as the situation of

the Moon is to the west or east of the meridian.

It is evident that to a spectator on the surface of the

Earth the apparent conjunction in right ascension hap-

pens sooner than the true as seen from the centre of the
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Earth when the hour angle is -/-and later when +, there-

fore to determine the apparent hourly motions at appa-

rent conjunction assume two instants ; first the time of

true conjunction in right ascension and the 2d + or —
one hour from the first according to the sign of the hour

angle ;
compute the Parallax in right ascension and

declination at these two instants.

Then making

A=the Moon's right ascension at 1st instant.

D=the Moon's declination at 1st instant.

a=the true hourly motion in right ascension.

d=the true hourly motion in declination,

a' the apparent hourly motion in right ascension,

d' „ in declination,

—when proceeding to the north and 4- when to the south.

A==the difference of declinations at conjunction.

apparent difference of declinations at apparent con-

junction -h when the Moon is N and—when south of

the star.

p'=:the parallax in right ascension at the 1st instant.

p"= at the 2d instant.

P in declination at the 1st instant.

P'= at the 2d instant,

trrrthetime from the true to the apparent conjunction.

A + p'=^the apparent right ascension at the 1st instant.

A 4- a -f p" 2d instant.

a'=^a + p''—p* —apparent hourly motion in right ascen-

sion similarly.

d'—d-fP'—P'—apparent hourly motion in declination;

The difference of the apparent right ascensions of

the Moon and star at the 1st instant will be p', and t the

time of the Moon describing this space will be t=i^-i::r

a

a + p'—
p'
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Now 1st instant . . +t^-f or—according to the sign of

the hour angle)—time of apparent conjunction in right

ascension. Eut in the interval t, the Moon's declina-

tion will he altered by (d + P —P') t.

Therefore

A + P^
-I-

f-P'— py—apparentdifFerence of declin-

ations at apparent conjunction in ris;ht ascension.

Let us now suppose the Moon to be stationary and the

star to be relatively in motion.

Let N. w. y represent the Moon's surface; c the cen-

tre ; a b and b e the star's apparent horary motion in

right ascension and declination ; a e the portion of the

orbit described in one hour ; c x the difference of appa-

rent declinations at apparent in right ascension, and

c n the nearest approach of the centres.

Now c n X and x d a being right angles,

the angle d a x=90—d x a.

=.90—c X n.

:=90—(90—X c n).

=x c n.
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the ans^le d a x (which we will call O) being the incliria-

tion of the star's apparent orbit to the circle of declinii-

ticij ; to compute it, we have

tau O — eh
a b

d

a cos D
© X being given ~ A'

X c n = O
© n or n the neareast approach will be := ^ cos O

And t the time describing • x n will be ^ — ^

a cos ^

for in the triangle c x n

X n = c X sin X c n

= A sin O
a e : 1 :

: A' sin O : t

'

t ' = A' sin O

But a e = a ' cos D '

cos O

therefore t ' = A' cos O sin O n sin C)

a cos D a cos D

Nov/ the time of apparent cT in right ascension -|- t

'

(-j- when A ' and d ' are of like signs and — when con-

trary) = time of nearest approach, or the middle of the

occultation.

If y represent the place of Immersion, the time of the

star describing n y will be the semi-duration, to deter-

mine which we have c y = S the Moon's semi-diameter

c n = n the nearest approach and l)y the 471 h of the Isb

Book of Euclid v^'s^ — = y
I

s + n 1 .
!
s — n

i A
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h

a ' cos D : I : :
1
s -f u

[
.

|
s — n

| J : a- the snnii-

~^03 O ^
[duration

\- cr =
1
s -f n

I

.
I

s — cos O
a cos D

rp- f. ^ 1 ^ + cr ~ 'he time oFEmersion.

I
— c- i he hnieoi iiiiinersion.

The following exanipio will snsiicioutly illustrate these

observations

—

1 find from the nautical Almanac tliat on the 9th June

N' - -^rpii v\dll be occulted ; the Ibilowing are the ele-

meuts.

li m s

11. 35. 14. Madras Mean Time of d
Right Ascension.

16. 44. 47. 93 — Siderial Time of

+ 0, 47. 1. 'si

h m 8

A 15.

0

57. 46.
II

05

D 19. 50. 45. 6

L — 0. 34.

m
17,

s

0

a 2,
OQ

II

59

d + 10.

m
56.

s

9

P' 0 52. 15.

P" 1. 56.
II

15

P'
oo

4. I

+ 31. 29. T
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m s

= + 1. 29. 59

'd=: d -{- P' — P' = iO. 56. 9 + 31. 29. 7 33. 4. 1

= + 9. 22. 5 = + 9, 375

log p' = 1,717251

A. C. log a' = 8,047740
h m =

-f 0,582 = 34. 9 log t -f = 9,764994

log d' :=:= + 0,971971

+ 5,457 = 5, 27,4 d'.t + 0,736965

^ = — 34,17,0

F = + 33, 4,1

d\t = + 5. 27.4

A' == -f 4. 14.5 = + 4,242

log d- = 0,971971

A. C. a' cos D log = 8,664840

15
~~

^ '
"

O-tan log = 9,646411 =^ 23. 55. 10

A' log = 0,627366

cos Qlog = 9,961011 >

n log = 0,588377 3, 876 3 52,6

Sine O log = 9,607892

A. C. a^ cos D log 8,674840
~~

15 m.

— t' log ^ 8,871109 ^ ^ ,074= ^4.4
s = 16. 62

n= 3. 88

s + n=: 20. 50 log . . 1.311754

s— n=i2.741og 1.105169

1 2.416923

1.208461
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cos O log = O.OGlOll

A. C. a' cas D log = 8.G74S40

15 m.
cr log . . 9.844312 = ,699 = 41.9

Hence h m
11. 35, 2

+ t 34, 9

12. 10, 1 = time of apparent + in A.

— t' — 4, 4

12. 5, 7 == time of nearest approach.

— 41, 9

11. 23, 8 = time of Immersion.

12. 47, 6 = time of Emersion.

Proceeding in this manner the following have beeH

ei^mputecL
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Emmersion.

Sideri- al time.

h

m

17

10.9

'
17

57.3

18

39.5

*
22

16.6

!
20

29.1

19

26.4

0

39.S

S ^
1CO ^

^ ^
1

I

h

m

12

1,5

12

47.6

15

29,6

*
16

34.6

13

21.0

10

36.2'

j
15

33.5

Immersion.

Sideri- al time.
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YIL—METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER kept at the MADRAiSfc

'Standard Barometer No. 3, by Gilbert.

Days.
}

l/2

Mar.
]

2
3
4
5

6
7
&

9
10

]]

12
13

14
15 30,028

inches
29,99:

,98{)

,97b

,99!)

:0,030

,030
.0-6

29,98.^

30 00^

30,050

10,078

30,091

30,0 6
30,0-12

,016
,002
,0M
,0^\

29,986

,95^

,948

,972

,982

,976

,982
30,022

,043
,040

,052

30,04(

,068
,lOt,'

,102

,118

,092

.0^6

JO

,150
,^68

J'O
,118

,100

,094

,072
,104

,082

,046

,108

^0,0'

2

.:!9.99(,)

30.0 0
,070

,072

.074

.040

,03i)

,034

,072

,'02
,'12

,060
,078

,016

,036
,028

29,9^1

,956

,972

:50,0 2

,02^

,032

29,992
,98-;)

,996

30,04(J

,060
,02>

,0 0
,024

,000

29,9?6
,9^8

,068
,0b0

,070

,077

,136
,148

,116

,'3&

:iO,oi2l3o. 00

,072 30,022
028 29,982

29,982 ,940

30,064
29,928

30,016
,0.36

,022

,034

,106

,104

,100

,072

,102

m049

,926
,938

,974

,992

,968

29,961
,996

.957

30.0 (»

,0^4

,032

29,9^0
,976

30,020
,036

,078

,008
,010
,024

,012

29,958

,982
10,0'

4

29,980

29,9^6
,972

,91)6

.10,05 :

,068

,070
,036

.04

,050

,1 16

,052

,042

,03b

29,972
10,012

,070
,018

948 29,266 29,980

,926

,926

,968

,974
,96t

,984 10,000
30,060 .02

,060 .032

,040 ,0 6
024 ,014

,050

30,(X>2

,056

^9.997

,952

,970

,966

30,(X)0

,00c

,004

,046

,084
,052
,058

,108

10.029 i

30,004
29,992
10,{KM

,078

,078

,081

,040
,050

,006

,130

,066

,090

,082

,050

,0'0

,036

,080

,040

Standard Therm, by Troughton.

74,0!

72,0178,5
7i,0|78,9
68,6178.-5

71,0 8',0 82,2

7 ',5

72,'

70,5

74,5

76,0

81

83,0

80, 1
! 83,2

78,1.82,^

,986

,990
10,018

29,990
30,042

,070
,090
,0«4

.992

,088

,122

30.049

77,5

79,(

77,£

77,2

79,0

79, P

77,9

72,9

82,6
83,'

82,8

81,(

SO,f:

H(),(,

80,6

82,0

82,4

82,0

82,0

82,8

82,2

81,5

b0,6

80,5

80,0
80,3

SI,4 80,0

82,9 80,5

81.3
bl,0

82,7

82,9

83,5

84,4 85,0

^4,2 84,4

^^4,3 85,0
8/4,0

81,9

81,7 «4.6

81,9 85,0

84,7

84,0
82,2

71,5 83,1

73,

75,

74,0

75,5

78,0
73,0

75,2

77,9

76,6

79,2

75,2

8 ',9

81,9

^5,0

84,4

84,9

78,0
78,3

79,8
79,.

H

79,9

»u,o 80,0

79,8; 80,2

80,9
8l

81,2

82,4

81

83,0
82,4

^5,4^ 83.2

85,3 81,1

85,2
85,4
85.0

84,0j84,8

' 4,0 84,0
83,3 84,3

82,3 83,0
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81,8

82,5

83,7

84,2

82.3

83,7

83,0

81,8

83,0
84,3

84,0

85,0

85,3

84,9

64,4

84,0

84.3

84,0

85,0
85,(;

85,4

83,2

83,7
83,2

81,3

SO. 6

81,0

82,9

81,0

82,9

82 9
^1.2

82,8
82,7

77,0

77,9

78,2

78,4
7P,0

79,4

77,0

79,9

*8i)'8

81,0
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8o,R

80,8
8L2

81,3 81,2

83,0 80,2

83,2 8!,0

82,0

81,3
a],9

82,3
82,'

82,8

83,5
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87,0 82,9

83,4 84,1 1 82,0

80,9
81,7

SI,'

8',9

80,0

81,7

82,7

82,2

82,2

82,0

80.9

79,3

79,9

80,0
S0,0

78,7

89,9

81„0

79,5
81,3

81,5

81,7

81,0 81,6

81,l|8.)'i

I

I
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Dep. of wet bulb Therm. Eain.

Winds Remarks.

4,5

2 2,5

3

0,7 4,7

1,0 5,5 4,7

6 0,5

,2

2,5

2,6

-!7,6
i 5!6,

4,9 6,1

4,4

15 2,5 4,8 5,3

J6!2,2 5,7 5 6 4,912,9 3,3 2,7

5,0 5,2|3,4 ?>,2 2,7

5,0 5,4 ;-^,7 3,5 2,6
6,a 7,0 3,3 4,a "

~

20 0,9 5,9 6,0 6,3 5,0 4,7

1712,4 5,4
18 3.0 4,6
19 2,0 6,2

23 3,9 6,0

5,1

i^7

28
29 2,9

2,8

\7 4,

i,y
'

i,3

4,9

4,0 5,6

3.9 4,3

3,5

4,9 5,9 5,9 4,1

4,0 4,4 3,1

4,0 4,0

4,9 4,2

4,8 4,5 3,0 3,0

6,0M 4,

5,4 5,3

6.0 6,0 5,0 4,

6 2,4

26 0,8 5,ll5,a

7,28 6,^

1,3 5,9 7,0 7,0 4,2 3,0 3,9

6,1

2,2 5.0 5,6

6,7

6,9 6,]

7,9

6,2 6,6 6,4 4,7

4,0 3,

11

5,9 4,2

^,0

3,0
... 4,4

2,5 --',6

4,^ 3,2

1,1

6,3 5,6 5,5

4,2 4
\1

3,6 3,0

3,7

3,5

Inches.

2,330

3,^67

2,245

2,368

SE,S

SE,E,S

S,SE

SE.E.S

E,SE,S
SE,E,S

SE,E
E,SE

SE.E

5>

SE,E,S

SE,S

S,SiE,,S

SW,S,SE
S,SE..E,SE

5:,SE,S

Sli;,E

S,SE,S

SW,E,S,SE
SE,,S

SE,E,S

E,SE,NE
N,NE,E,&E
E,SE
S,E,SE

^- Clear—foggT

s
Clear—dew

Mostly clear—dew
Mosily clou(iy—do
Mostly clear—do
Mostly flying clouds
Mostly do.

Mestly cloudy

^
Mostly flying clouds

Mostly clear
Mostly clear-—dew

lAlostly flying clouds

\ Mostly clear

Do.
Mostly hazy day & clear

i [night.

V Mostly clear

Do.
Mostly flying clouds

/ Do. clear & few drops
t of rain at night.

Do.
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Days.

,040

,0b2

,080

,0 8

,m
,OSb

,066

,045

,036

,026

,040
.050

,046

,022
,0-6

,006
29,99C

,970:

30,004

,0 0
,062

29,9a4

.99^'

30,000

29,992

,980
,954

,

,!30

,'38

,'5L'

,122

,106

,124

,084

,102
,100

,078
,054

,062

,040

,027

,060

,092

,090
,066

,066

,062

,044
,Oia

<
o

Noc a
3

Oh

.I'K

.(ill I

,078
,'00

,08

,

,110

,078

,062

,070

,062

,050

,062
.060

,050
,0'6

,060

,020

29,990

,984

30,016

,052,

,050

,022

010
,030

,020
,000

29,992

Mea n. 30,030 30,022 30,049 30,00l! 30,000 30,030 30,05

30,050
,01^2

,052

,031

,040

,0-i4

,060

,080
,054
,ol8

,o26

,o22
,olo

,ol4

,ol6

,oo2

29,96

A

,978

,982

,966

,94o

,966

,994

,988

,958

,966

,958
,95o

,947

,942

!o54

,o68

,o68

,o54

,o5()

.(,68

,o22

,oo6

,ol6

,ol8

,oI2

,o'2

,olo

,000

29,978
,976

,972

,964

,968
,98o

,996

,972

,942

,95o

,954
,95o

,942

,924

3o.(,f

,<'hi)

,()76

,lo2

,!o2

,o94

,U,8
,o9(,

,ol6

,o32

,o5o
,0^8

,o36
,o4o

,o46

,o22
,oo2

,o1

0

jOo2

29,96e

3o,o44
,o24
,o6o

,oo6

29,964

,956
,996
,98>

,966
,95o

7i),6

78,5

77,7

79,4

3o,.i9!i

,148
,l()0

,<;56

,<j5z

,o62

,o76

,o58

,o6()

,o6o

,o5o

,o3o

,o36

, o28
29,982

3o,o28
,o6'l

.o36

29,992

3o,oI4
,olS

8 J, 3
.S'-5,()

77,7
81,0

81,9

78,! 8!,

3

78,8 82,0

8o,2 93,5
8o,3

8),

3

8.), 9
|8o,8

I 79,0
8o,4
79,8

8o,6

78,8

8s5
8o,3

81,3

83,8
83,0

84,0

81,7

85,0
P4,l

84,3
84,7

85,7

^:6,5

8',4 87,2

8^9 84,7

8o,9

77,0

79,8

79,5
8!,o
8 ',5

78,1

78,

'

79,9

86,

8',

9

85,0

87,7
R7,8

85,9
86 o

8!,

2

81,6

8 1,4

i^o,o

82,2

S7,6

81,

o

79,3

78.2

^o,7

79, o

81,5 8(),6

8o,2

81,1

78, o

82,9 8-},(, 8o,2 bo,o

82,3

84,0
85,6

85,0

J^5,o

^•5,c

^5,5

P2,5

83,?"

84,9
85,6

86,o

85,<.

85,6
i%5,7

^4,81 85,o

85,0 85,^,

^5,6 85,6
*-6,o

85,2

85,3

87,2

87,6
§6.7

86;o

84,4
t6,6

85,9
f6,o

85,7

8', 8 81,4

82,3 81,8
K3,i

83 1

83,9

81,5
84, (,

8^,3
84.0

82,0

8',o

83,2

83,5

82,8
^2,7

8o,9

78 3
8 ''3

f-o,i>

82,b
81,8

8.

82,a
Hi,

4

8^,3i 8 ,8

81,5 81

83,9 82,0

84,2

83,5

84,9

87. 4
j

85,0

87,3 85,0

87,4 1 84,6
^6,6, 85,0
K5.3 83,7

87.5 85,3

88,0 89,0,

88,8 ^-9,9

88,2 88,3
^ 6,1 1 86,1

86,7 87,0

85,2 85,6

86,0

85,5

84,3

84,8 82,^

82,9

8
83:

84,8

84,9

84,3
e5,o

83,3

82,3

83,.'.

85,2

84,9

4,8

3,5 82,6

81,4

82,

!

82,0

8:;;,6

83,

83,7

83,6

83,C
82,'.

82,9

84,0

8,21
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Dep. of wet bub Therm.

IN

1

2 2,6

6,4 4,1

4 0,7 1
2,'?

! «9l2 4

5,3 2,8

3,2

9 2,2 5,5 4,4 5,0 3,

4,7 6,4 3,2

0,8 2,0

2,2 2,5

,3 3,]

,0 3,

,8 -

1,0

2,5 5,1

5 "
'

20 2,4

21

22 3;7
23
25
25

C!
Oh*

00 o

Rain.

62,2
2,4

,4|!,5

2,5

V 2,5

3,3 3,5 2,8

3,6

4,4

1,5 4,4 4,6 5,0 3,9 3.2

4.2 4,0

4.3 5,2

4,9 5,5(4,7
'

3,8 4,0 3,5

3,9 3,8 5,8 4,0 3

7,0 5,8 5,6 4,9 3,9

7,5 5,0 4,5 3,9 3

6,5

7,0 5,2

2,6 8,9
5,

2,9
3,-

3.2

0.5

1,1

1,5

4,8 5.t)

3

6,3 4,6 5,0

6.6

a6 5,7

1,9 6,2

6,2

1|7,8

7,2

5,4

6,2

1,9 5,2

3,8 3,7

6,6

6,6,

6 4,7

^,9 2,7

2,5

2,9

3,7 "',6

3,0

^,5

5,3 3,3 3,4

4,3

4.4 4
4,0

5,7

6,7
F,5

6,3

5,1

6,6 4,313,6
'

~

4,012,4

4,3 2,9 2X
3.7 3,4

3.8 4,8

4,8:4,9 ^,513,0 2,4

0,076

0,54
1,3 ]

Wind.

0,375
0,305
0,571
0,!6-:!

0,243

2,3 2

.333

NE,E,N
E,NE
N,NE,SE
N-,E,SE,S

E.SE

SE,E
SE,S

S,SE

S.SE.E

^,083

2,4^7

Remarks,

SE,SW,S

S,SE,W,SW
SW,S,SE
SW,SE,S
SjSWjSE
SWjSjSE

Mostly cloudy—rain
Cldy.—rn. thdr.& lighting
Do. heavy rain & do
Do rain and lightning
Mostly cloudy—rn. thdr,
and lightning

Mostly cloudy.'

Mostly clear

Mostly thick haze—Itng

Day clr. cloudy at ngt. d©
Mostly clear—-dew

SE,E
S,SE

sw,s

Mostly cloudy—do
Mostly thick haze—d»

S,SVV

S,SE

s,sw
^Clear—dew

SW,SE,S

J>

S,SE Mly. clr. thdr. & iightniag

SWjS

,5

SEjSjSW

Day clr. cdy, ngt. thdr. da
Mostly cloudy—iightningf
Mly, cdy. loud thdr. vivid
Do. do. Itg. [Itg, rn.

Mostly clr, & lightning'

Clear and lightning
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Mav.
"

1

Standard Barometer No. 3, by Gilbert.

Inch
30,080 30,140

.032

29,982

,928

,970

096
-^9,9^6

,9S8
30,022

.001 ,010

,924

,970 30,001

,980

,908
,'^38

,8'6

,870

,8P6

,842
,K56

,900

,886

,856

,846

,844

,&48

,860

,970

26 ,92o

27 i
,926

i^8| ,9oo
29 ,686
30 ,92S

31 ,928

29,998

,940

,858
,S72

,S4o

.9o6

;«72

,9

,938
,9oo

,9?o

,9o8

;878

,958

,952

,924

,972

.963

,95o

Heap. 29,9:6 1 29,95

3o^oo
,o2u

29,95>*

,964
3o,oo2

3(),o36

29,976

,936

,912

,972

3o,o26

29,961
,9! 6

,938
i

,97o

3o,n4

29,9^4

,928

,912
30,oo4

,o3o

,oo8

29.958
.938

,9c8

,992
,9'y'.

,93-

,924

,961

,98^

,95 u

,9! 2

,928

,9/0

,o26

29,9/1'

,914

,918

,9> 8

,9&.
.9^5
,'8^8

,686
,9o4

.5^62

,828

,85 i

,89o

,911

,79.
,b!2

.,8^5

,9'^8

,64o

,800

,8.4

'9I0

,914
,SS7

,P6o

84'

',8^3

,885

,860

,f2o
8'>2

,8^0
,884
,832

,«3
,82^

,Wo
,8^-8

,856

,69o

,S^o

,660
,&S8
,&9o

,85o

,834
,^64

,858

,84o

,842
,8:^8

,84V

,860

,864

,851
,^54

,846

,904

,911

,936

,916

,912

,958

,912
,9o^

,894
,9'4

,93o

,9o2

,898
,874
,9o2

,916

,936

,908
,'9o

,924
,912

,9'G ,89o ,876 ,89o

29,931 29,9o6 29,891, 29,9o>

3n,o6()

1^9, 99 J

.9341

:974,

3o.0oo

Standard Barometer by Troughton

^
1

82,5

83,0

«3,0
84,4
b2,8

87,0

89,0

9 ,5

91,3
89,0

,o44:|8.l,0 89,«

87,7
8>^.7

90,2
9o,9

c9.9''2| 1^4,0

,9^61 S3,5

,96.

,9iC),

,^62,

,800
,K3b

,6^4

,8.31

,66,

,9o8

,884
,b5o

,87o

,8^'o

,8.3^

,91o

,938
,9\z

,92^

Mi.O

34,9
b4,6

85,2
-6,3

8,7

92,8
9(>.o

95,0

,2 91,2

68,6

89.9

87,7

65,4

87,0

^9,0

8^,0 96,o

^6,5 96

^4,5 '93;o

*4,6

91,2

95,0

95,5

97,0

94,7

94,7

85,0

^4,9

86,0
<^4,3

84,4

a5,2

93,0

93,3

95,0 [

92,9

88,5

9o, *

9o, <

93,.

69,9

6 9,0
P8,7

9<),o

9o,6

9o,3

9o,2

99,2
9^,7

98,9

96,5

98,rj

97,'

lo ,(

1 00,7

98,5

9^^,o

97,8

98,3

96,3

97,3

97,0

99,3

97,8

9s,o
96,;

93,9 96,7

68,8
9',2

69, b

9^(1

9o,7

85,4
•-7,2

86,2
'7,0

6.6,2 85,

81,5

86,4

85,(;

86, <

86,2
87.3

87,2

89,2
89,^

9o,7

9o,2

9o,4 87,4 86,4

85,2
r5,2

86,8
86,2

91,0 87,7

89, o

89,9
9o 0

98,o

0 ,3

96,8

1 o2,9 92,

96, o

98,o
! o4,o

!o2,2 9l

99,8

97,0

93,5

85,8
s7,o

89,0

89,7

92.0 9o,o

,0

89,5

93,3

89,9

4

89,0

89,8
6'8.,

9;3,8I91,8

92,7|88,o

9.2,8187,8

95,0187,4
9-^,o|s8.8

^ 9,4 86,5
99,i|9o,2

y4v

97,8 9o,6

89,8

88,0

86,7
.-8,0

9o,2

^^6,2

1

88,4
9o,9

^3,9

84,9
"5,0

84,7

b4,7

84,4'

66,2

85,6

i=!6,6

88,0

88,0

88,1

68,2

9o,9

89,2

87,2

87,7

88,6

85,3i

89,7

89,4

^^,2 87,0

.'-6,4

-5,3
"^7,5

85,2

86,0

86,0

85,4

85,6

87,5 —

^

88,7 87,4f 8



( ^EBTATORYj pok the MONTH of MAY 1835.
SIS

Dep. of wet bub. Therm. Rain.

un

"Rise.

10

A.M.

.

.1

C3

o
o

<
^

1 §h o

HQ

pi

<u

Uj

ss

m
Eyapo

ratio Winds. Remarks,

2,4

•i

5,4
9 5,3

10 3,1

2,0

13 5,0

16 4,5 ]],4

19 6,9
20 4,

7,0

10,0

7,9

4,9

5,8

1 (,1

8,1

6,8

5,^

8,2

7,5

9,4

10,2

1,126
27
28
29 42

9,1

!2,4

9,0

6,3

6,7

5,4

't'
13,3

5,4

7,2

12,5

7,8.

' 5.3

6,1

'

7,4

1 0,6
lo,S

I i,o

'0,9

l',8

9,0

12,0

14,6

7,8

6,7

5,3

7,2

6,2

5.5

8,9

7,0

8,0

6,0

5,0
lo,'

6,7

6,^

6,7

3,92,9
^6 2,9
3.5 2,7

4:0

^,2

5,3 4,5
6,7

4,3

6,7 4,2

11,8 5^

13,8 6,4

2,9

4,7

3,1

19
2,4 J

I

30|4,5

i an.
1 3.5 1 8,0

lo,o

l',7

12,4

io,o

i2,o

8,8

7,7

12,2

II

9,3

6 6.

5,4 2,8

5,8

5,0

7,2

9 2

5.0

2,9 2,2

2,613,2

2,8 4,!

0,7 2,0

1,3 2,0

7,3i—
8.2 3,0

lo;8j 8,4 o,9l4,5
'

1 ',4 2,4|-.

6,5j5,9

8,o!4,5

3,8

Inches.

2,6r

2,549

S.SE.S,

S.SVV.SE,

SW.S.SE.

Bo.
swse.se.

E.SE.SW,
W.NW.E.SE
S.SW.

S.SE.

SW.S.SE.

_ 1,215

3,4 3,4

0,538

3,417

^,139

Do,
S.SW.S.

W.N.S.

W.SW.SE.S
W.SE.NW.

E.SE,SW
SE.S.SW
S W.W.NW
W.NW.SE
W.NW.ESES

S.SE.W
SW.SE.S

S.SE.W
S.ES

SE.S,SW

S,SW

SW.S.NW.SE
W.NW.SE.S
NVV.W.ESES
W.SW.SE.E

W.SW.SE.E

Mostly crl. day & cdy. ngt.

I
Mostly ciear—lightning

> Mostly clr. day & cdy.

5 night—lightning

^
Mly. thick haze do

Mly. cdy. vivid lightning

^
Mostly clear—lightning

Cloudy
Clear—^lightning'

Mly. cdy= day & clr. night
—thunder and lightning

Mostly clr.—lightning

Mly fig, cds, thdr. Hgtg. s^t

^ [aight

VClr. &ligtg. at night

^ [ligtg. at ngt.
Haze day & cdy., thdr. &
^ Mostly cloudy, tkunder,

^ lightning, and heavy
^ rain.



The instruments with which the foregoing ohsenatioiis baTe
been made, are placed upon a table about 4 feet above the ground
in the western verandah of the Honorable Company's Observa*

tory; which is situated in longitude 5//. 2lm. ^s. E. latitude

I3d.4m. 9.9. N. ; at about two miles from the sea and about 27

feet above the low water mark,
T. G. TAYLOR,

C, A^iironomer.



MADRAS JOURNAL
OF

LITERATURE AND SCIENCE.

No. 9.—October, 1835.

I.— Observations on the Origin and Cere7no7iies of the

Mohurrum. By Mahomed Tjppoo, Persian Inter-

preter of the Supreme Court*

-Thinking that a few particulars respecting the Anni-

versary of Mohurrum in the Carnatic, improperly called

the Mohurrum festival, with a short account of what led

to the celebration of it, may not be wholly uninteresting,

I have drawn up the following observations on the sub-

ject.

The history of the successors of Mahomed, recorded

by various writers both Oriental and European, com-

prises a detail of misfortunes that pursued his descend-

ants, and terminated in the death of his grandson Imam
Hoosien, in the celebrated field of Kurbula situated in

Arabia deserta, and the consequent transfer of his do-

minions to a foreign branch. Imam Hoosien was one

of the grandsons of Mahomed by his beloved daughter

Fatima, and his cousin Alee. It is to commemorate

the massacre and sufferings of Imam Hoosein and his

unfortunate companions, (who are all considered as mar-

tyrs) that the anniversary, which is the subject of this

paper, is celebrated.

* We have much pleasure in giving insertion to this well writ-

ten and instructive paper, which although it bears internal evi-

dence of European revision, is highly creditable to the talents of

Mahomed Tippoo, the able and intelligent Interpreter of the Su-

preme Court. The paper as might be ei^i^ected savours not a little

of sectarian prejudiccs.---ED.
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I ^"Mahomedan histary, relates that, after the death of

Mahomfed the choice of his successor fell upon Aboo

Bukr,notwithst^nding the high pretensions of Ale^i found-

ed on his conspicuous merit, and the closeness of his af*

fioifyVbothily^y hlood and marriage, with the Prophet;

iior was it till after the successive reigns of Aboo Bukr,

Gmur, and Oosman, that the Khilafut (the sapreme au-

thority pontifical and civil) reverted to the line of Ma

«

homex:! in the person of Alee—it was this order of suct

cession that occasioned the existing schisms and dissen-

tions among, the Mah^medans ;—schisms which gave

ris^ to two distinct, and, with respect to each other, into-

lerant classes, called the ^ Sheeah ('^) and ^^-^ Soonnee

sects ; C^J the former considering the three successors be-

fprementioned, as usurpers to theprcjudice of the right:?

of Alee, and carrying their veneration for him so far that

they transgress all bounds of reason and decency ; and

the latter maintaining the superior title of those three

Khalee^as (caliphs,) both as princes and pontiffs.—It

is therefore among the Sheeahs on'y that the misfortunes

of Alee and ^^is offspring are universally commemorated

and with a degree of bigotry bordering upon fanaticism;

: The feeble administration of Oosman which termi^

nat^ in his assassination, had encouraged numerous in-

surrections, which his successor Alee was employed, iix

quelling, when his attention and his arms v/ere attracted

by a naore formidable adversary, Maveeah, the gover-

Sheeah, an Arabic word,— it is used to denote a folio

c-r of the sect of Alee, a Sectary—vide Sale's Koran, Preliin. dise*

^'
" . -

- - ^ ^{lito.-: --'^1 hm Yiimdi ?M
. (^) ^^^--J Soonnee, an Arabic word,—among other meanuig.s it is

to denote an orthodox Mahomedan who reveres equally the four

successors of Mahomed- -vide Sulc'i Koran, Prehm. ii:ic. sect,



1835,] Ohngin mid Ceremonies of the M^thutrn'M. M ^

mor of Syria^ who liad a suspicion, either real or affected,

that Alee was deeply, iniplicated in the murder of the

third of the caliphs, and who had in consequence assunj^

^d the.i title of the Commander of the faithful

(caliph) in opposition to the lawful and unquestionable

authority of x\lee; Between these parties there was

a long and obstinate contest, in which it is said

Alee was engaged in seventy-two battles, and the cause ia

which he fought, obtained him the appellation of ^iVVjk^UH

i! w-Asudoollahool ghalib (the powerful lion of God)';

and contributed^ equally with his illustrious descent, to

the veneration in which he is held by his modern vota-

ries.—Their dispute indeed ceased with the murder of

Alee ; and the voluntary abdication of his eldest son,

Hasun, elevated Maveeah to the throne. His son and
successor Yazeed, jealous of the superior title of Hsisnn

wlio had retired to Medina, instructed the Oo^ernor^ of

that place to put him to death ; and he was laccsjrdingly

carried off by poison through the treachery of hig^ wife.

The remaihing son of Alee, Hoosien, eneoumged to as-

sert his title by information secretly conveyed to him;

that a numerous body of Mussulmans at Cufa were pre^

pared to support his cause, and would join him on his

approach, unadvisedly repaired with i^uch followers aSL

lie could collect to that city. But this was a mere stra-

tagem on the part of Yazeed for the destruction of his

rival, who, after reaching the plain of Kurbula in Arabia

deserta, was sorrounded and attacked by the troops'of

the usurper ; but with the enthusiastic feelings of self

devoted martyrs, Hoosien and his escort, consisting of

his family and relations, amounting to seventy-two per •

sons in number maintained an unequal cOmbat with the

enemy's superior force, until every individual^ (otie of

his sons excepted) perished by the sword. This event

occurred on Friday the lOlh of the month of Mohurruin
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in the year of Hijery 61 or the Olh of Octoher, A. D.

680. Hoosien fell at the age of nfty seven years and

four months. His familiar appellation was aIU

Ahoo Abdoollah, and he is occasionally entitled

Syedoosh-Shohda, the prince of martyrs.

Such, consistently with the limits of a letter, are the

preliminary observations I would make respecting this

anniversary. For further particulars of this tragical event,

I take the liberty to refer to the first volume of Major

Price's Mahomedan History, published in London, in

1811.—In that volume from page 391 to page 41 1, parti-

culars of this occurrence are clearly and distinctly men-

tioned.

Having thus given a short account of what led to the

celebration of the anniversary of M')huram, I shall next

proceed to state some particulars of the anniversary

itself.

The anniversary of Mohurrum begins in the evening' of

the last day of the month preceding that of Mohurrum
immediately after the appearance of the new moon ; if

she be observed by the circumstances of the weather, the

anniversary commences on the evening of the 30th day

from the appearance of the preceding new moon, or from

the first day of the preceding month, the lunar months

Jbaving been expressly adopted by the Mahomedans for

no other purpose than that of religion.

There are some ceremonies which are performed^

not only by the Sheeahs but also by the generality of

the Indian Soonnees, and there are other ceremonie_s

which are exclusively performed by the Sheeahs.

I shall begin with such ceremonies as are performed

by both these sects as shortly as I can.

When the anniversary begins, as has been before stat-
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edj^i-^ Alum (c) or --^^-J Punje (d) which are generally

made of metallic substances in the form of a hand with

five fingers extended, are exhibited in different places

that are previously furnished and ornamented according

to the circumstances of the parties concerned. A place of

this kind is called Ashoor Khana (or a house for the

celebration of the anniversary ending on the lOth of

Mohurrum). The Alums or Punje, in my humble opi-

nion, have reference to nothing but ornaments affixed

to the upper part of the colours of the warriors who fell

with their gallant leader, Hoosien, on the lO^h of Mo-
hurrum. These are fixed on sticks, covered Vvilh diffe-

rent kinds of cloths, and, I think I mav, for the purpose

of further illustration, say, that these Alums are some-

thing like the Roman's Eagle or their Military Ensign,

and not unlike the Eagle at the top of Buonaparte's tri-

coloured flag ; with this only difference, that one is in

the shape of a bird, and the other in the form of a hand
with five fingers extended. They are adorned with

flowers; and a quantity of frankincense is burnt and

offerings of sugar, &c. are made before these sacred

emblems.

There are different kinds of Alums v/hieh are dedi-

Ccited to divers saints and martyrs, and their processions

take place on different nights and days during the Mo^
hurrum anniversary, I shall here enumerate the principal

Alums.

\st. ^c-^jS^s>- Hyderee Alum ('Hyder's colours) is de-

dicated to Mahomed's cousin and son-indav/. Alee. Its

(c) ^l^ Alum, an Arabic word—among other meanings it

signifies standards, ensigns, colours, flags and banners.

(ci) ^^si^-J Punje, a Hindoostanee word with a plural termina-

tion—a'mong other meanings it signifies hands with five fuigcrs

extended.
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procession takes place on tlie lOtli night of the aimiver-

sary. A ,'m\\\ ^fi emuiA

2i'/. Barah Imam (litci-ally twelve saitits) "is

dedicated to Alee, and eleven descendants of McihonHrd

])y his daughter Ffiiima. (^?) The procession of thiis

Alura also lakes place on the 10th night of the anniver-

sary. •

- '
'

•

3^. '^Ji^-i^^^ii^i'AisJ^'Hoosienee Alum (HoosienV colours) is

dedicated to thrat saint. Its procession takes plac^ oil'

the 9th night of the anniversary, \ '

\th. 5,L-« J.V> NaleMooharuk^the sacred hofse-shoe)

is dedica<^ed to the shoe of Iloosien's war-horse. Its

procession takes place on the 10th night of the anniverr

sary.

^tli^^^'^^^^' Abhasee Alum (Ahbas's colours) is der

dicated to Abbas, half-brother of Hoos^iri. Its j)roces-

sion takes place on the same night. - ';"

'
f '

'

^
^ jf fRYf grrl Dnnoi rfiob

6^A. '^^ Alum-e-imam Qasim (Qasim's co^

lours) is dedicated to the martyr Qasim, paternal nephew

of Hoosien. Its procession takes place. on the 7th day of

the anniversary at noon. I

There are other Alums nearly of the same character^

which have no particular denomination, they having

been universally dedicated to Hoosein. Their proce^/y,

sions take place on the 10th night of the anniversary,,

It is on this night that a grand procession of these,

Alums and other pageants with portable tombs or coffins,^

richly ornamented with gilding and with various stands,

ards, drums, trumpets, &c. indicating the field of battle,,^

takes place in different detached parties, and a like pror^

cession also takes place the next day which is the lOth^

or the last day of the Mohurrum anniversary, from morn-,

ing till evening; when these Alums, tombs, coffins, &c^.

are carried to some spot at a distance, where, in imita-^

(e) Yide Major Price's Mahomedan History, vol. 1, page 370.
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tion of the sepulture of these saints or martyrs, these

Alums are washed, and flowers from fhe cofims, &c. are

deposited in the ground. I'his closes the mourning.

I see no reason why these diiferent processions take

place :pn different nights and days unless Ihey do so for

tj^ conYe^ience of the parties engaged in the ceremonies.

So much for the Alums. I shall now observe upaa

the. Mohurrum Fakeers. They are, cts I humbly con-

ceive^ no more than persons disguised as in a masque-

rade. They put cn Falleers' habits as emblems of

mourning, and consider themselves as recluses daring

the anniversary. But the fact is, that they are no more

recluses than the spirited masqueraders in the Madras

Pantheon. The principal Fakeers are,

\st. J«j V Baniva (a Hindoostanee word—a kind of

dervise so called) his dress, generally speaking, con-

sist's of a kind of high stiff cap, a shirt and a piece of

cloth round his waist. He is adorned with beads, &c.

Has sword or stiek and sometimes a fan, in his hand.

He walks in a very stately manner v/iih all the gravity

of a monk. He sMutes every one he meet^3 and wishes

him prosperity. He frequently recites verses in honor

of the Imams. He is generally quiet and inoffensive.

He often treats people with all the Mahomedau
meekness and shews great humility. I'his religious per-

sonage declines taking any active part in the bustle of

the anniversary ; and his attention is apprtreutly engros-

sed by divine contemplation and particularly by the"

mournful adventures of the Imams or martyrs, though,

^t' the time of his regular meal, he gives practical proof

of his adherence to the Arabian custom, that, one who
eats in company is to eat to the last, and is not to

off before othoia" a custom that the Friars and r>Ion^s

in Europe religiously observe according to the Cruholic

Canon " oportet vivere." _ J



alimS ofServ^e)/ He r a^hes of eovv-ditrig over

body, has a^^iece of cloth' round his waist aild ' iinotlrei*

iffi sliOiilJeVsr He has a kind of head dress orna-

iiiehted^vith pieces of 'glass, &c. and has latge metalli(S'

^fi'gi' tjfj'te'irih/'aTr'd w^iists.^'' He often d^Tiee^ recitii^gi

^i^f^s-in^i6ii^r WHK^ ffiiatfris;' He;i^ father 4i^rsh'-^iid

W|\Mljer^'' •* '"^'- ^ ^H ..*>•»:>« X'i</u« iiio^i ffliw 'hs

3d. Muinopjx (an Arabic word siffmfyinnr

jn6|n§Jj^^_;His dress consists oi a kind or trowsers, and

haodliefcliref
s

'
^tiecl " round ' his' arms—he has a kind of

gap niade -of papei; [ or a handkerchief covers his head—

-

.i^mali bells.are i led round his ankles—he has a sword or

3irwh3p"in lii,s^baud.' This is "a kind of military character.

l3old, often \
presuniptaoua —he dances repeating with'

greut veKenibnce Aiee, Alee.
^ ,

,5;,,, 4^/^. |;>-"
.
jiflM Arabic word signifying di-

vine; a .person who wortjlvips the more terrible attributed

oi the cltity). .He is a man of repulsive appearance—he

paiiits. ills body y;ith a kind of white clay ; has no clotH

ahpiU-his person, except a piece of rag round his waistv

He has generally a^roU of goat-skin in his hand. He some'^

times paints bis face half black and half white. He run's

and jumps with a very awkward motion of the body anj
strange gestures,—^often terrifies the spectators. He joke;!,

and keeps the company m a roar 01 laughter.
-

5th. t

—

^^j'-i B'lirung (a Hindoostanee word nie^n-,

ing, I think, a jocose fellow). He paints his body v/ith

Lvvhite clay— a cap or handkerchief covers his head—he
generally sileii.t and jumps and throws Idm^elf abpuC

0ry awkwardly having, in fact, no other Q^QV^aiipj^^}^^^

-X^^TJ^idicuIo^
^

; ^ i

i^^k.t:i^J^^{UrJ\\^' (n-, Hindoostanee;-

M^wer-: oi Nanulp, rthe, fmn^m^M ito
sect of Sik'h) he has a piece of cloth round his ])ody,
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and is sdorDed with beads—he hns a piece of wood in

each of his hands which he strikes together when he

sings elegies in honor of the Imams.

7th. ^ to Mr G^hu^'hree-Walla—Ca Hiadoostanee

word—a giogle-rcan^ he is generally a young man—he

has a fine head dress rnd a shirt, with a red cloth fas-

tened round his waist— 1 is dress is generally ornament-

ed with gold and sih er lace. He has a kind of «:ingle in

his hand. He is always one of a band of smart young

men. In honor of the heroes of the anniversary^ they ^o

about together, singing mournful songs, acconapani^d

with agreeable motions of their hands made to corres-

pond with the sound of the instrument, and of the voice.

These bands, generally speaking, occasion quarrels ; and

frequently have contests with other bands of the same or

other character. At Madras, there are two parties v^'ho

become G'hug'hree-Wallas and Eyrag-ees (Hindoo de-

votee s) during the anniversary.—One party are called

the followers of Rungeen (enthusiast?) and the other,

adherents of Be'budul, (^incomparable or iiiatchless) lam
not particular about the history of these individuals, nor

do I think their history is worthy of attention. One of

the h^ad of these parties is now dead and gone ; and the

Other is now at Saint Thome quite retired ; but their

follower's, as I understand, often occasion riots and tu-

mults during the Mohurruni anniversary.

8th. .^y V->? -Byrag-ee— Flind^ostanee word, mean-

ing austere rsclase, a Hindoo devotee) he rubs ashss of

co .v-dimg oyer his ho ly. A kind of hempen covering

painted red is pi iced round his head. He alwa^^s goes

about with his party consisting, more or lesSj of 10 or 12

persons. They play on Indian musical instruments, and

sing eltigies and hymns in honor of the Imams—they ge-

nerally sing well, and play a number of the most select

pieces, in their best style— they attract the paxticuiar at-



kiff!t)K af spectstors, as the hest pl-oficients irt'irnasicif

few kt the same time, they generally show their disposii

tion to quarrel. They are no less quarrelsonie ifi^^eed,

fhail the G'hug'hree-Wallas hefore mentioned. - - ^ r*i

s 'Wfeeft I say, lhat the G'hug'hree-WalEs and Byrag.

~ge§ are quarrelsome individuals, I beg to he distinctly

understood/ that I do not mean to say, as a sweeping

'assertion, that they are universally so, for, sdnie of thein

so far, as I understand, from co-operating with the par-

ties^ or factions before mentioned, are perfeQyy^nnc^(je,u'^

and harmless;: sdl—isjojBTRfh ^f^^rrjol ?,rrrt p n «if fit

^ '^th. i/-^^ Siddee, fa oaiTree, a negro, a West In-

dian, an Ethiopian or Abyssinian) bands of robust and

athletic men of hideous figures, called Siddee?, go about

dancing and striking sticks together, keeping proper

time; They are quite naked in every part except the waist

-—%hey rub their bodies with a composition of soot and'

lamp-oil. In appearance, they are extremely dirty.

- Wtk. (J-**- ^(^T^^ Hajee Ahmuk and u-iJ

Kajee 'Be'Waquoof--(Persian words signifying pilgrim*

simpleton and v/anderer-harmless) they are dressed in

long robes of sackcloth. Very high and round turban^,

cover their heads. They have formidable false beards.

They entertain the eorspany with strange stories of their

supposed adventures. In their demeanour they are very

civil. '
'

'

-
'

'
' ' ': ' '

' • '
-

. :
•.
• -

.. V I

'

11/^. ^^ S^f Bobd'ha and 'i^i Bood'hee{Hihdoo-

stanee words meaning old man and old woman) they sit

iogether upon scaffolds erected for that purpose during^

the Mohufrum anniversary. The old man appears in hig

^own arid turban—his grey beard is extremely interest^^

ing. The old lady provokes the hy-standers to mirtM

by the starched gravity of a withered female, surcharged^

•With wrinkles added to her antiquated grimace. This

happy couple treat each -other with complacency. The
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least offence given to her worthy: c'onsort on tiie score of

his age or infirmity is immediately reaented by the lady

or Met with a suitable remonstrance. , The. old inan, oa
the other hand, remains always silant.—'He maintains

a^citnrnity as profound^ as if he had been denied the

lilMwer of utterance ; though if I am not greatly mistake

frj, he is master of more languages than are taught at tlie

College of Fort Saint George.

\ \2th. lb Shou-bala. (Ayoungbride?): A hand-

it)me boy, or a beautiful girl is selected for this char®j4

ter—this is a true female character—the female in this

case is rosy and sprightly—she isi attired in at most #6-

gant dress, happily fancied and gracefully displayedrr-rj

she sits swinging upon an elevated situation, such a

Baicony or a pundal. During the exhibition, she: i|

grave. The spectators joke, and the Mohurrgm fa-

keers using strange and uncouth gestures, dance; and.

-

jump around her^ and relate laughable stories, in order

to elicit- a- smile, if tkey cannot persuade her to laugh o

'

But her compbsnre is not to be disturbed : no attempt

then c succeeds . with her, though, at other times, her

Itiee "i^ arTayed in smiles and covered with dimples.

The 'whofe iscene around this lovely object exhibits:

marks of playfulness^ gaiet y, harmony and good feii^

lpQUT:i' ::j„.,.: ; ,

- ..

I cannot close this part of my observations, without

slafingy-that at the Mohurrum anniv.ersary^ there is not

-

pgly a representation of character irx almost every pro-"

fession known, whether in this country or elsew here^

but that numbers, some distinguished by their elegance

and grace and others by their terrific acc0mpaniinent,s,

and by their hideousness and deformity, appear in" thil

:

mimic scene dancing, jumping and running about the

streets,—-considered merely as a masquerade, I "mky

reiijark^ that in point of number, diversitv. and excel?
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p(ri*nai^s^?t>€n surpaBsed in the capitals of Europo^and

that from the manner in which the characters ai^

vbroiu^ht forward, the spirit . with which they are si:s>

tainc'd, and tlw^,.eela^ and ;§itcce?s with which, :the festi-

val is bro^^ight to a close, j^reat credit is due to thos'e

^iritg(^s;|A%^ioijfl[€d^a§ to wjiom ,
such res^jlts are atlri-

j,'Sen^dble of the dimculty, avy to speak more jcorrectly,

.tj^ impc-Rpibility. ©f .conveying ;by verbal ..description,

frjiy; adeciur.te idea^ of this part of the Mohurmrrt festi,-

v.al, as it is conimooly termed, I beg to be diatinctij

understood, that the best account I am enabled to give

a^j. IP to no rnoie than topouitpTy d mere oulLne of

i^i pi. licip'l and dcct-3"ory paits. To con-N^y imj Idei«

of t'. < < rnbination ^jJ -i^ec^, i \ .Jn^i the pro^bice

or.l.*.'. of H!i -a.ile writer. .-

To Tfi^urn i-othe Mohurrum ;
fakeers., Parties -.o?, Ih^^

f,-^ -^o-^ Ifth Sornnees and ?^l>erVas, ppiaJe tho^IxeeU ^

apri ^c' ^u- i^ra}S ^en'^Vcu'^ j ta.Kc phre between (hcn^,

he r ^abi cii inPam xl, either by the ic^ tr.ljon of

the riprij.Jn.TQ of the Laan.s, or ]jy the wojtLujg of

tbe r own iirrii,in 'tior^. hi. i with th*^ nu ^KHitic dc-

n trtti'^ps /i^iicf, "I'l'^iid wi h iho >unmmpB, vfhoi^

tp^y ranside . ^ pe. jn coin >> , the sect ih'il roiv

tiibuted to tb- cf pl-j- Xh^ Soon^ie^s on the

o^her V-^uO, cc i^ci^ .i^^ oi i af cl a^^ns^ liiO fhx\' \

ao heretic^^ aio* not le v» 1 to ^J^e vA'ca.->iG,i {')

li^cac'^ . diO peace. f mei -.lO iiid<^ed q "^nJ^

;take «
^ ue^i the same -ec'i, foe, i 'ji:r^

advan^?~3 of the x ^ » t anl ccrf - 3 Jv^ohui-

ruPi, ti.e} 1/1 'i ^ .avDpo "
^li <)^r^>cp

(^ey suppose, they h^m received in tlitir worldb, affairs.

As . 3 a e i,.nc/- 1 . 1. lou^



iremyj 'ihvrmg the tu?niilt: o^cagi^iiecl liy file "Myhmmtn
.ar^tiiversary. : Resp6GtaI>le ' Soonnees ' ^ntl Siieeahs: -arB

cl?>theti iii green as mournirfg, during' the anniversary,

^-per^oiis 'called ^ Ua» '%j Murs^ru KK^vfin (sili.f^-ers -of

elfegies) in honor of tlie martyrs, are always ready lb

iib \vhaf tliey cad in the way of their profession/

• I shall now endeavour to explain the origin of the

exhibition of the Alums and their piocessionSj togotheir

^wiih' that of the Mohurrum fakeers before " mentioin^d.

u^nd l shall next exert myself to show, how far tint}

'Cib-:tom is authorized by the Mahomedan laws, as- tlf<ef

ol/tain among the Soonnees and" Shee'alm. '

;
- As to the origin of -this custom {whe-n I say custooi

T do' not mean to take the- word ih- the ' feriguage of tbfe

''Engliijh law • for, I knov?' cusfom' implies time out oi

mind, and several other things such as reasonable com -

mencement, certainty and uninterrupted continuance,

^c.) it is teiated, i^and how far one may depend upon

«tich a relation I ara rid£ now prepared to assert,) that^

when FKo>ien, togsther with seventy-two pefrsons of the

Frophet's famiiy and his own were slain x>n the plains of

Kurhula, as i mentioned before, the only surviving soh of

'B oosien nahied Zain-tiol -abideen was sent to Medina with

^ij^whois of the surviving family' where, in " Mohurruiii

liext following, he fixed the Alnm/of his- lam'ented'fa-

ifier's' little' army in the court y^vd oi'his^d^elhbg

house, in honoi' of his memory. This ceremony lie foK

lowed up by prayers which he repeated every year until

lii^ dcaih. H is adherents, up to the piresent tiine, though

With many changes and alterations, have continued \t6

cdebrste the annivergary. Another account is this,

that Tamerfane/cluring his warfare in Arabia, found aii

Aluiii in the sandy desert iabout the spot where Hoosieii

wSs slain by the hands of his enemies. He took it to

he the ornament at tho top of the colours of the little
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troop of Moosien killed soitie centuries t)efore ; atid, as

a sacred relic, began to exhibit it in public in honoi' of

the memory of that saint, during the first ten dsiys of

Mohurrum. In process of time the exhibition with all

its above named superstitious accompaniments tecaiiie

sreneral. . . .
,

With respect to flie origin of the Mohurrum ia-

keers t think,/ that, originally, they were' nothing btlte

parties of mourners ; but that by degrees fanaticism

exerted its pernicious influence over their minds to such^

an unpardonable extent as to convert them into the full-

and complete masqueraders we now behold them. "^^ '

"
1

In regard to the Mahomedan law on the subject/'ai^ It;

obtains among the Soonnees, I think I may venture tp^

say, th^t these things are wholly unknown to it, except!

praying and fasting during the anniversary. .'
.^.^

The basis of Mahomedan law, religious, civil' and
criminal as it prevails among the Soonnees, is the Ko*
ran. If the matter in dispute is not determined by th^'

ordinances ofw (Kitabj the (sacred) book, ^'^m^-

(Soonnut) or rule of conduct, deduced from the oral

precepts, actions, and decisions, of the prophet ; .or in

other words^ the authentic traditions which have beep^

preserved in numerous compilations of dicla^ factaqy.^ ;

'

institutavitee -exempla ; constitute a second authority of^

Mahomedan law. These were not committed to. writ-

ing by Mahomed; but were collected after his death, by

tradition^ from his companions and their contemporaries.

When neither the written nor oral law prescribes

rule of decision, the concurrence of the cpmpanions of'

Mahomed (^ji^J^a) is received by the Soonnees,.

as a third source of legal authority: and if this also-"

fails, they allow the validity of reason, restricted by ana-j

iogy L/^ V- (Qias; in applying, by inference, the generi^^

principles of law and justice, to the various transactions
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and iciixiimstanoes of the changefnl scene of buman life.

But I humbly conceive the scenes and actions durini;^

^e Mohurrum anniversary, as I have mentioned before,

are nat to be found in any of the first three authorities

^boye alluded to, much less in the last one which is

founded on reason ; for, I see no reason in those spec.-

ta_Gles^ to which the preceding remarks refer. I say, I

see no reason in them, because assimilation of madness

to which these fanatics have recourse, produces in them

^

for the time, a real phrenzy and thereby altogether de-

jsrives them of their reason. Hence no reason can be

expected from those who are not in their right senses^

In short the Soonnee law always rejects the exhibition

jpf the Alums and pageants and their processions as

idolatrous ; and the above masquerade as a completely

idle and intolerable farce.

- 3yith. jespect to the Mahornedan law as it obtains'

amongst the Sheeah sect on the same subject, I think

X may safely say, that nothing but the exhibition of the

Alums, saying prayers, &c. are allowed by it.

So much, for the ceremonies performed by both these

sects with a few exceptions. x\s to the ce^''emomes ob-

served by the sect of the Sheeahs exclusively, I shall

also proceed to state the facts as shortly as I cati.

It may be/ collected from the foregoing pages that

Imam Hoosien and his relations, being killed on th.^;;

loth day of the month of MohurrUn^, the first ten days:

of that month have, through the enthusiasm of the sec-

taries of Alee, been universally devoted to plaints and

tamentations for the martyrdom of his son and others.

Rooms are well furnished and ornamented for the

purpose of observing the necessary ceremonies in thein^^

7'hese rooms are called ^Ij*-"^ Fazeeah Khane (oT^

houses where the mournful histories of the Imams ard;

recited). Persons well a:?cu&tomed ta public speaking/
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and men of cultivated taste, and retentive memory,having

a thorough knowledge of all that is necessary to he done

in the public assemblies in these rooms, are (if persons

of these qualifications can be had) appointed *>

Waqeeah Khv/an (narrators) /' by different bodies of

the Sheeahs. At these places most of the Sheeahs,

clothed in green or black, as mourning, assemble the

first ten nights of the month of Mohurrum, to bear read

from the pulpit, the trajrical history of the martyrdom

of Hoosien, to vhich is added that of the other sn'nts.

When the people are assembled in a room of this kmd,

a portable pulpit, covered with black, is placed in a con-

spicuous part of the room. The narrator then chooses

^ V a; b Pa6 Mimbaree (a chorus) who are not unliLe

those that are engaged in dramatic and tragical perform-

ances in Europe or those who sing in European churches.

The chorus consist more or less of eight or ten persons

/. The above Persian word liberally signifies *' reader of the

event," that is to say, a narrator of the memorable event of Imam
Hoosien's death. It may also be trandated " a preacher," but

that is indeed in a ve'-y limited sense. There are three sorts of

sermons preached among the Mahomedans : 1st. Expositions of

Scripture, 2:1. Comments on the traditions of the i^rophet, 3d. Pane,
gyrical discourses upon God, prophets, saints and mertyrs. Our
Waqee^lh Khwan is the preacher of the last meniioned sermons
only, and even that but occo-sionailv during his relation of the
mournful history of Hoosien, &c. The Sheeahs very properly
call him a narrator and not a preacher ; and I have followed
their example thrcughout these pages, 1st. because, he is not'

Waiz who preaches all the sorts of sermons before mentioned, and
v/ho takes for his text a verse from the Koran, or from one of the
books of traditions, *ind expounds its meaning to the people, 2dly.

because, he is rot a Khaleeb or one that delivers a pious dis-

course on Fridays, &c., in which he praises God and blesses
Jind praises Mahom.'d his successors, &c. and the rej^rning
sovereign, and 3dly. because, the Sheeahs do not call him b
preacher*
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§45^<M^.J-pd hora amonsr the con^rej^ation and possessed of

tl ^ L'^it ?^ i»! m"'^ Inrioonio-i" \ -^'ce ^li" ''^i r^^r

thsn 1 ^.r. a cl^^'l'vlio i^; toke the 1 m the

clioius . he ^'-^ns ri'^w «ii in a circle ahou*- ^hp n^ii- ,

pit Liii the nurrtitor imnipd'a+flly standiofr h''" ,ri« to

siag oV^^y rV.^Tl ^5"d ^-^r m«^iiru%l ^c;;, irt Per-

siaii^ COP -idling of v eral coupl'^-t^j tho HioL llns?

blood ui e u ei r { ^o'A
"

The abo^p i i lUe cb 't ai r le end of

e\cry olhoi cod^^h t ' i , . y e nau.ttor.

• Ikis done, the- cn»>riis now slog another nioiirnful

song;, the first hue of which id Ah is :

. .\ . ' rb.. ^ h.TA, -^-^ jw^rii

llic c:i:h ov ivokk^ a ^-c: riJ hr^e. with the

Mo'jJ of the mirtyr5 ; an 1 ll 3 ""-feavens

I
' f !'o ; iho ai/-p^e^ nf fhv^ir ^ 1 le iri \v\\ rs^)

1 :ei ]] neni inio moui.-h.j oy behi^ dotaeJ in

v^f Xho naiTL'^or then ascend, the .Vst s*ep of the pulp^fc

ia:>J staiivi^ oa ^in ;inqf an el^^)/ (-^'Vd •'^ 'ij
5

"Vv MPa-e-r^oo'']] ("u! nj iis tragical hi ^017) in Pei\vdft

;

^.4;he first .oou'plet of it is as fohows : .

1'

^ The new moon of' the^rinonfk iof "i^lohiirmm; ^has =

h now nicidehicr appearance : and the-trouble of Ahjh's
' - son h^s hc-ah#tfirMy^:*^^^^ 1^^^ ^

The chorus join at intervals as above.
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The narrator then takes his seat on the pulpit and

delivers a i^^^- Khotba (a sermon or oration) in Ara*

bic thus

:

*^ Praise be to God who hath filled the hearts

of the friends of Hoosien with grief."

The chorus sing at intervals the words ^-m^^-V.^ " O !

Hoosien" with proper tune. This is continued for a

length of time.

When this is finished the narrator sings /»AArsn^

Bunde Mohtushum (Mohtushum's verses) consisting oi

several distichs^ the first being as follows :

" When Zainub (sister of Hoosien) saw the unhappy-

condition of the martyrs on the desert, she turned

her face towards Medina (alluding to the Prophet's

tomb) and exclaimed, behold our helpless

situation."

The chorus at intervals sing the words

O Prince the martyr !"

This done, the narrator delivers from the pulpit s

tragical history of Hoosien called Reewayet

written in good Persian prose ; it runs thus :

^I'jAiwJ JU Us- tuJ*
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*^ It is related by a historian, that when his holiness,

the prince Hoosien, the martyr, suffered martyrdom,

the son of Ziad (commander of the enemy's forces)

issued orders, that an account of the victory obtained

by Yazeed should be published to the world."

Such narrative in prose is always embellished with

©ccasional verses such as :

When the king of martyrs was slain in a distant

country, the female part of his family shed tears

like dew."

The chorus join him at intervals and repeat the above

couplet and the like.

I cannot help remarking here, that the recitation of

the martyrdom of the Imams in verse and prose is heigh*

tened by circumstances of language, gesture and deli-

very, that are calculated to excite emotion in the hearts

of the hearers, but it seems frequently to inspire them

with fury and indignation, rather than sorrow, and

prompts them to a spirit of revenge, which not unfre-

quently finds its object in the votaries of another per-

suasion, and particularly in the followers of Soonnee doc-

trines. As the recitation of this mournful history is in-

tended to give the chorus a breathing time ; so, at in-

tervals of the relation by the narrator, who is something

like the dramatic boryphaeus, the chorus is sung. This

is indeed not unlike the singing dithyrambics or hymns

jn honor of Bacchus in tragedy or in dramatic poems.

The narrator, if he is a man of acquirements, displays

like the king's story-tellers in Persia so extraordinary a

skill, and such varied powers, that we can hardly believe,

while we look upon his altered countenance, and listen

to his changed toneSj that it is the same^personj who at
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orte m^mpnt relates, in his natural voice, a plain narra-

tive of Poosien's adventures, then speaks, in tlie harsh

and angry trne of offended authority as His Holiness

Hoosien addressed the men of Cufa Vvho hetrayed him,

and next excises the sorrow of his he.u'rrs in the most

'bitter and heart-rending lamentations hy sounds of fe-

m^'nine tenderness as soft as those uttered hy the sister

of Hoossien, Vv'hen she consoled her heloved hrother on

his going to the f.eld of battle. These indeed require

considerable talent and great study, fgj

To return to the narrR<or in the pulpit. After finish-

ing the Reewayet, he suddenly gets up fr<'m the pulpitj

and striking into a mournful song, such as

Grandson of the holy Prophet ; and the son of the

saint Alee ; (was slain)

snd beating his breast, the whole congregation, includ-

ing *he chorus then;selves johi him, the more enthusi-

(gj Speaking of . the Persian story-tellers, *' Derish Suffer, of

Shiraz," says Sir John Male Im in bis history of Persia (vol. 11,

pay 553 N) "is one of the best narrators of stories, as well as re-

citers >f verses, that I have known in Persia. In 1800, when he

Wao one day on th point of commencing a tale, two gentlemen

rose to go away. On seeing him look disappointed, I observed to

hira, that the canse of tineir wishing to c^epart was owing to their

inability to enioy his story, from being una'^-quainted with the lan-

guage in which it was to be told, ' I beg they will stay' he ex-

clahne'l, ' and you shall see my power will reach them, in spite of

their want of knowl -Jge of Persian.' They remained, and the

chan<?es of his countenance, and the different tones in which he

spoke, had the effect expected. They were delighted with the hu-

morous part of his narrative, and moved by the pathetic."
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sstic of the assembly beating tlieir breasts with violence,
' calling at every blow alternately upon the names of fla=

sun and Hoosien, to which blows they keep very good

time v/ith the voice; while others content themsel-es

with the mere motion and repetition of the names.

They do so for a length of time, and with the concluding

prayers the assembly is dismissed.

It is to be observed, that a sin,£^Ie narrator as has

been already stated, undertakes the v/hole process be»

"fore mentioned, if he is a man of parts. If not, differ-

ent persons are allowed to officiate at diiTerent parts of

the relation. Sometimes the assembly contents itself

with a single part of the relation. This h for vmnt of

good and able narrators. The mournful history ©f

Hoosien is composed by different authors in verse and

prose. Therefore the verse and prose before mentioned

are not of course the only compositions made use of dur-

ing the anniversary.

Such are the ceremonies, observed by the Sheeahs

alone. They are authorized to do so by their own laws.

The Soonnees reject the doctrine in toto. They, how-

ever, admit, that good Mussulmans are to weep for the

loss of Hoosien. This is founded on an alleged prophetic

saying of the Prophet, that one that weeps for the loss

of Hoosien will undoubtedly go to Heaven."

Madras, 1th JVovember 1829.

II.

—

-On the bdfit position of a prop or support ' svy,?-

tain a superincumbent Load on an inclined plojie.

By a Miner.

To the Editor of the Madras Journal of Science, 8^c,

SrR,

•

The best position of a prop, or support, to sustain a

superincumbent load on an Inclined Plane, (such as a

descending mine galleryj is so different to what I niy-
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self once conceived, and so foreign to the ideas of com-

mon reasoners,that I venture to hope the following solu-

tions will he acceptable to your widely scattered readers.

That the props should not he * upright/ or perpendicu-

lar to the horizon, is a startling assertion, and I have

seldom met the man who did not at first consider the

proposition altogether absurd and erroneous. I am not

aware that these proofs are in print, and for the know-

ledge of them, I am indebted to a highly talented officer

of Artillery on the Bombay establishment, Capt. Jacob.

The first and simplest demonstration is by the Rev.

G. Marker;—the author of the latter we do not know;

my own was founded on the former reasoning. With

every good wish for the success of the ' Journal/ be-

lieve me,

It is required to determine the best position for the

supports of a gallery, on an inclined plane.

Solution 1st. Let AB be the direction of the gal-

lery, AC perpendicular to the horizon, draw BC per-

pendicular to AB ; BC is the best position for the prop
or support.

Yours sincerely,

A Miner.
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For, by meclianics, the power exerted is to the weight

sustained, as the perpendicular distances upon the di-

rections in which the forces act, inversely.

: Hence P:W::BC:AC orPx AC=Wx BC, and since

AC and W are constant, P will be the greatest whea
B C is the least, that is when perpendicular to the line

AB, the plane of descent.

For if not, let CD be the position of the prop, andbe*

cause DEC is a right angle, BC is manifestly less than

DC, (being the hypothenuse) and the same may be

shown of any other direction whatever.

The construction may be as follov/s, upon AC de-

scribe the semicircle ABC cutting AB in B, join BG
which is the position of the prop for the gallery on a de-

scent or an ascent.

It is required to determine the position of a pro^ ED
to support a body ACB that shall be least liable to break.

(By the Rev. G. Barker.)

Solution 2d. —Conceive the whole mass to be con-

centrated into the centre of gravity g, then since every

body tends towards the Earth's centre, the whole weight

is acting in direction g D. Let this be resolved into two

GH perpendicular to A B and D H

parallel to A B
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Let s and c represent the sine and cosine of the angle

QDM=BAM ; and ^=sine of angle AED; AJ' = a;

AC= b; ?/;=weight of the body ; then cw =force of the

body in the direction g II; also letF denote the force sus-

taining the body at E in the direction of the prop DE;
then by proposition of the lever AG ; cw—FyXytiYL ; or

bciv=aFx;
Fhcw . .= = minimum.

a X

which will evidently be so, when ^is a maximum or sine

of 90"
; therefore the prop DE must be placed at right

angles to AB. Q. E. D.

in.

—

Remarks on the method of es^ima. ing the distinice

at Sea, from objects of known height.—By C.

To the Editor of the Madras Journal of

Lileratiire and Science.

Sir,

Allow me to trouble you with a few remarks on the

method of estimating the distance at sea, from objects of

known height.

It appears to be of some consequence that a sailor

when approaching land, should be able to estimate his

distance from objects with the height of which he may
be acquainted, such as a Light House, buildings on
high ground, or mountains.

This problem appears for some reason to have been
neglected, for I am not aware of any remarks on the

subject being published except by Lt. Raper, R. N. in

the United Service Journal for 1829, vol. 2d; the for-

mula he gives is this.

Distance in nautical miles = 90° — « — <p where

sin 0 =r .^.j^r X cos a
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a = the observed elevation less the true dip for the

height h

h = the height of the eye above the sea„

H = the height of the motintain.

which is equal to the cosine of the true dip for the

height H.

The value of the sin 0 will therefore be

== cos true dip for H x cos a

which is Lt. Raper's formula ; it is however slightly in-

correct, from the elevation of the horizon by refraction,

being supposed equal to the elevation of the top of the

mountain from the same cause, which is not the case,

the mountain being more distant and the refraction there-

fore greater. The correct value of « then is = (e —
apparent dip — dist.) e being the observed elevation.

For an example suppose

H = 3000 feet

h = 20 feet

6 = 20 4' 25"

True dip for H = 58^ 16'^

True dip for h = 4^ 45"

App\ dip do. = 4' 25": thenbyLt. Raper's formula

6 = 2° 4' 25''

True dip = 4' 45'^ 9.9999376=cosine 5816"

lo59'40" cosine=9.9997369

87° 46' 54" sine = 9.9996745

890 46' 34"

r 21" To 0" 13^26" the approximate distance,

the quantity
li 4- H

may be taken equal to
R -f H
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Again 2« 4' 25^'

4' 25" = the apparent dip.

2° 0' 0"

r2r' = dist. 9.9999376

lo58'39" cosine == 9.9997413

870 47' 49" sine = 9.9996789

89° 46' 28"

Qo 13' 32" the true distance.

In the computation by this formula, it is absolutely

necessary to use logarithms to 7 places of decimals, in

consequence of the cosines of small arcs and the sines

of arcs little less than 9C being made use of, and the

smallest error in the computation will cause a formidable

error in the result. But a more accurate and conveni-

ent formula may be found, for in the well known for-

mula for finding the height of a hill from its apparent

elevation and distance, i»n which

. ? (l-2r)
Height = Tang E X dist. + dist. X 2 Ft

E being = the corrected elevation,

r = the co-efficient of the terrestrial refraction = t«

nearly.

R = the Radius of the earth.

By transposition we get

2 I — R
Dist.= cotang. E X (Height — Dist. 2 it

'

Here as in the former example.

6 = 2M' 25" 3000.

4' 25"=apparent dip 141.

cotang 20 0' 0" ^ 11.45692 2859 =3,45621
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3000. t= 3.47712 == 11.45692

4,93404 4.91313
2 2

9.86808 9.82626

, i-2r 2.28195 2.28195^ns log •

2 K '
„

141. feet = 2.15003 2.10821= 128ft

3000. 3000.

128. 129.

2872 = 3.45818 2871 ^ 3.45803

11.45692 11.45692

4.91510 4.91495
9 9

9.83020 9.82990

2.28195 2.28195

129. = 2.11215 2.11185 ==129,

the result then is log. 4.91495 = 82210 feet to turn

which into nautical miles,

4.91495

7.99453

2.90948 = 812" = 13' 32" which is the same

result as in the last example. In computing by this for-

mula logarithmxS to 5 places are sufficient, and the result

will always come out correct, even if errors may have

been committed. From this last formula a very conve-

nient one may be derived. <

Let the distance sought be == x

the height of the mountain — «
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the co-efficient = LnAl == 7 then as before

:

2 11

X = cot E. (rt — 7) in this for .r^ substitute the

last found vakie of and we shall have

_3 _3
X = cot E. a — cot E, a2 cot E. X ^ 7''' +

_3
+ cot E, 2, a:2, ryS, cc

the third and fourth terms may be neglected, and it is

unnecessary to carry the substitution further, as it would

only involve terms with the fifth power of the cotangent.

Then as before

3000. = 3.47712

cot 2« = 11.45692

4.93404 = 85910. feet 1st Term,

3000. = 3.47712

2

3 6.95424

cot 2° = 4.37076

7 = 2.28195

3.60695 = 4045. feet 2d Term,

81865. log. = 4.913098

7.994535

13' 28" = 808" :== 2.907633

here the result is too small by 4", equal to about 404 feet,

a quantity insensible in practice, so that this formula is

sufficiently accurate and far more convenient than any

given before,

C.

23c^ Jpril 1835,
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IV.

—

Description and draivimgs of a self-performing

barrel organ.

To the Editor of the Madras Journal of Science.

I have the pleasure to send you a description and

drawings of a self-performing barrel organ which I con-

structed about 3 years ago for my own amusement.—It

was made up entirely at Madras in all its parts, no

assistance of any kind whatever having been obtained

from Europe. The plan, design, contrivance of the

clock movements and mechanism, as well as the calcu-

lation of the trains of wheel work, and the execution of

the same are entirely my own, so that whatever the de-

fects, or the merits of the instruments, they centre in

myself. The only part I had made by another person

was the outward casing, which constitutes a handsome

piece of furniture made up by a Cabinet-maker.

2.—I shall first describe the internal structure gene-

rally, and then enter into details of the various move-

ments ; afterwards, I will describe the apparatus I con-

trived for the purpose of setting music on the organ

barrels.

3.—Figures 1 and 2 represent the skeleton framing

and general arrangement of the instrument. The frame

is 6 feet high : 3 ft. 9 in. broad, and the lower part

15 inches deep. A and B show the places where the

handle for winding up the weights is introduced : the

handle at A winding up the weight E by means of pul-

lies and the line G which passes round a barrel in the

clock movement C, giving motion to the organ barrel M.

The letter D represents the mechanism acted on by

the handle B, winding up the weight F, by means of the

line H, and from D by means of the rod I, working the

double bellows K, which throw wind into the reservoir

L, whence it passes into the wind chest to supply the

pipes ; but these, to avoid confusion, are not here
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shown. The open space below the bellows K is appro-

priated to receive the barrels of which it is capable of

holding eight.—As the weights E F cannot of course

be seen when the outward case is put on, and as over-

winding the weights might break the lines, two bells O,

P, are struck when the weights have risen to the proper

height, giving notice to cease winding.—N, N, is the

key frame, but as it is the same as in other organs, and

as my intention is not to describe the whole instrument

in all its parts, but only those portions and particular

movements which are not generally understood, or

which possess some ingenuity or novelty, I shall now

proceed to details.

4.—Figure 3 represents the chief train of wheel work

of C, figure 1, working the organ barrel, drawn to a scale

of J of the real size. No. 1 is the barrel on which the

line G in figure 1 is wound ;—2 is the ratchet wheel with

its stop X attached to this barrel ; 3 is a wheel of 100

teeth being the first of the train ; it works into No. 4 a

wheel of 23 teeth ; on the axis of No. 4 there are two

other wheels, one of the same size as No. 4, and another

No. 8 of 72 teeth ; the one of the same size as No. 4

works into No. 5 a wheel of 100 teeth which drives the

organ barrel M, figure 1 as hereafter shown; on the axis

of No. 5 the wheel No. 6 is fixed working into No. 7

both of which are of the same size having 60 teeth each-;

they work a snail wheel for moving the barrel horizon-

tally, as will presently be explained.—The wheel No. 8

of 72 teeth works into No. 9 of 14 teeth, to the axis of

which is attached No. 10, a wheel of 24 teeth working

into the worm of a clock fly, for the purpose of regula-

ting the time.—The fly has wings moveable on centres,

in order to oppose a larger or smaller surface to the air

:

and it makes .532 revolutions^ for one revolution of the

barrel.
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5.—Figure 4 represents the plan of the wheel work of

figure 3 ; the figures 1 to 8 in this plan, correspond with

the figures in figure No. 3.—Thus 1 is the barrel, 2 the

ratchet wheel, &c. 18 is the pin of the barrel by which

it is v/ound up by the handle A in figure 1. The wheel
4* is the wheel spoken of in the last paragraph as work-

ing into the wheel 5, This wheel 5 carries a pin 15

which enters a hole in the end of the organ barrel. The
axis of the wheel 5 is hollow, being bored cylindrically

throughout as shown by the dotted lines from 17 to 16.

The spindle or axle of the organ barrel rests in this

cavity being entered into it at \1 , while the pin 15

enters a cavity or hole at the end of the barrel, as just

mentioned. It is clear therefore that the axle of the

barrel, and the axis of the wheel 5 are concentric, and

that when the wheel turns, the barrel must turn with it.

The wheel 6 is fixed on the axis of 5 giving motion to 7,

on the axle of which is a pinion 10 having 8 teeth. This

pinion gives motion to the wheel 1 1 at right angles to it

consisting of 80 teeth, and on the axle of this wheel is

attached the snail wheel 12. The object of this last

train of wheel-work is to give the barrel a horizontal

motion, at the same time it is turning on its o wn axis,

by which means long pieces of music are adaptable to

the Instrument, whereas without a simultaneous horizon-

tal and circular motion of the barrel they would not be.

6.—Figure 5 represents, in section, the manner in

which a communication is effected between the barrel

and the snail wheel. I, have just described the man-

ner in which the snail is worked, which I may here ob-

serve makes one revolution while the barrel makes ten,

being governed by the pinion 10, of 8 teeth, and the

wheel 11 of 80 teeth. The pinion 10, makes one revo-

lution to one of the barrel, but working into a wheel 10

times its number of teeth, of course it has to travel ten
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times round to complete one revolution of the snail

which is fixed on the same axis as the SO teeth wheel.

But to describe the section figure 5.—M represents a

part of the organ barrel : 1.5 is the pin fixed to the

wheel 5 ;
a, is the axle of the barrel entering the hollow-

axle of the wheel 5; b, is a polished circular rod of

steel moving freely in the bore of the axle, one end

touching the axle of the organ barrel, and the other end

bearing on the face edge of the snail wheel. This end

however is filed flat, and moves through a flat crevice or

guide attached to the frame work to prevent the rod from

turning round as the axle revolves. The upper side of

this flat part is in a line with the centre of the axle, and

of the snail, so that when the snail has made a complete

revolution the rod slips from the point c, to d, being pro-

pelled by the spring, e, at the left hand end of the organ

barrel, which consequently has a horizontal movement to

and ffo equal to the distance from c, to d, on the snail,

which distance is dependent upon and equal to the dis-

tance from one key to the next key on the key frame.

As the axle of the wheel 5 has to carry the weight of

the organ barrel, which is 2 ft. 10 in. long and 5 inches

in diameter, it (the axis) runs on a friction roller at f,

but it is not shown. This friction roller occasions the

axis to work smoothly and freely, which as it is made

of brass, and works in brass bearings, it would not

otherwise do. The point c, of the snail 12 is tipped

with hard steel to prevent it from wearing away.

7.—From the foregoing description it is evident that

the barrel, while it revolves on its own axis will have a

continual slow horizontal motion towards the left hand

or spring end, and that when the snail has made a full

revolution, the barrel will suddenly shift to the right

hand by the flat end of the cylindrical rod, b, slipping

over the point c, of the snail wheel. Now the keys of
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the key frame N in figure 1, nearly touch the surface of

the barrel, and if the key frame was to remain in the same
position as it does while the music is playing, the keys

would stick among the pins and staples on the organ

barrel, and prevent its horizontal motion. To give the

barrel a clear and free movement it is necessary there-

fore that the key frame should be lifted up and sustain-

ed while the barrel is shifting, and that it should be re-

stored to its proper position as soon as the barrel has

effected its horizontal movement :—This is done as fol-

lows:

8.—In figure 6 let, a, represent the left hand end of

the organ barrel and N the key frame ;—b, is a piece of

iron projecting from the key frame downwards level with

the top of the barrel ; c, is another piece fixed on the

surface of the barrel and acting as an inclined plane ;

these two pieces are so adjusted that when the barrel

has nearly completed the 10th revolution, and is on the

point of shifting, the inclined plane c, comes into con-

tact with b, and lifts the key frame clear of the pins on

the organ barrel. At the same time in order to sustain

the key frame in this position, a spring at the right hand

end of the barrel comes into play thus :—d, represents

this spring carrying on it the brass, e, and the screw, f,

when the key frame N, N* has been lifted as just ex-

plained, the iron elbow, h, [of which the elbow is at the

bottom and projects in front like the letter L] is lifted

above the top of the spring, d, so that the spring moves

towards, g, but is prevented from going too far by the

projection of the brass, e, striking against part of the

frame work, i,—Suppose now the key frame N* to be

lifted and sustained by the elbow, h, resting on the top

of the spring, d, and supposing the spring to be under-

neath, h, at g ; the projecting piece, m, will not then rest

on the brass, n, as shown in the figure, nor will the

brass, n, or the barrel, M, be in the position represented.
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but more to the left ; and thrrc uill be a space between

the end of the screw, f, and the brass, n, about equal to

the distance of c, d, in figure .3. In this supposed po-

sition then, the key frame N, N* is lifted up and sus-

tained while the barrel INI (figures 1, 5, or 0) is

shifting. But as soon as it shifts, the piece of brass, n,

comes in contact with the screw, f, and drives away the

top of the spring, d, from underneath, h, and places it in

the position represented in the sketch.—At the same

instant the projecting piece, m, is received by and rests

upon the brass, n, which is an incbned plane fixed on

the end of the barrel ]\I,as shown in the end section."

This projecting piece, m, slides down the inclined plane,

n, and lets the key frame down easily to its proper bear-

ing and prevents its falling with a jerk, which might in-

jure it, and which would be bad and inconvenient in prac-

tice. Observe, the piece, M, projects downwards below

the top of the barrel when the key frame is down; and just

level with the surface of the barrel when the key frame

is up;—The sketch supposes the barrel to have shifted,

and the key frame to be down, and that the lower por-

tion of, m, has slidden down the inclined plane, n, and is

concealed behind it. The barrel now commences play-

ing, finishes the piece of music, the key frame rises, the

barrel shifts, commences playing again, and so continues

to act until the weight F figure 1, descends to the

bottom.

9.—All self-performing organs which I have seen, and

that act in the foregoing manner, have been so con-

structed that they could not play and repeat single tunes,

as songs, airs, waltzes, quadrilles, &c. unless indeed the

tune was set as many times over on the barrel, as the

barrel made revolutions before it shifted. But they

played one long, or 3 or 4 shorter pieces, and then re-

peated them. It occurred to me that by a very simple

contrivance, single tunes, dances^ songs, waltzes, &c.
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iBight be played and repeated with as great facility as
longer pieces; the end to be accomplished was effected
thus :

10.—In plan figure 4 at the left hand bottom corner,

13, represents a small steel slide, or inclined plane,
against which the axis of the wheels 11, 12, works, one
shoulder of the axis being pressed against the slide by
the spring 14. If this slide is drawn out, the spring
presses the axis and the wheels on it towards 19, by
which means the teeth of the wheel 11 escape from the
teeth of the pinion 10 (technically, the wheel 11 is

thrown out of geer) so that the snail 12 is left at liberty,

and is no longer acted on by the machinery. At 19 the

axis carries a hand, or pointer, and there is a dial plate

(not shown) divided into 10 divisions, so that a barrel

being used with 10 short tunes on it, the setting of the

pointer to any number on the dial, will play a corres-

ponding tune on the barrel; for although the wheels 10

and 11 are separated, and the snail has been moved a

little, sideways, yet being made wide on the edge it

still regulates the barrel, by means of the cylindrical

steel rod, b, in figure 5, the end of which is seen pro-

jecting at 16 in figure 4, and touching the face edge of

the snail wheel. This rod always touches the snail, so

that the snail is a regulator to the barrel, whether the

snail is set by the hand and afterwards remains inac-

tive, or whether it has a continual movement by. the in-

tervention of the wheel work :—Whenever a barrel is put

in the organ having 10 short tunes on it, this slide 13

must be pulled out, and the snail set to some division on

the dial plate, but when a barrel containing a long piece

of music, or 3 or 4 shorter pieces playing consecutively

is used, then the slide must be thrust in so that the snail

may be moved by the machinery.—This however is not

done at random, the pointer must point to, o, on the
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dial plate^ and the barrel must be in a particular po-

sition.

1 1 .—I now proceed to describe the mechanism for

working the bellows.

12.—Figure 7, shows the arrangement drawn to ^

scale of one fourth of the real size.— 1, is the barrel

upon which the line H figure 1 is wound ; 2 is the

wheel attached to the barrel, working into the wheel 3,

on the axis of which, 4, is placed working into 5 ; on

the axis of 5 a wheel 6 is fixed, and this wheel carries

the rod I [figures 1. 2.] that works the bellows, which

of course close and open, once, for every revolution of

the wheel. But as the motion would be irregular if the

train of wheel work stopped here, the wheel 6 works the

wheel 7, which gives motion to a fly wheel 8 six inches

in diameter with a rim of J an inch deep, and ^^^th of

an inch thick. This fly wheel makes the motion

smooth, and answers besides another useful purpose,

which will be presently explained. Figure 8, which is a

plan of the foregoing, will further show the positions of

the wheels, the digits answering to figure 7. Observe

that in figure 8, the small wheel 7 in figure 7, is under-

neath the wheel 6, and cannot therefore be shown in fi-

gure 8, but the axle of 7 runs parallel to and under the

axis of 5, 6, and at the extremity is fixed the fly wheel 8.

13.—In every organ that I have seen there is a valve

fixed in the reservior L figure 1, so that when it rises

to a proper height, i. e. when it is filled with air, the

valve opens and lets the surplus air escape : otherwise,

if the bellows K figure 1, were overworked, the reser-

voir L would burst. And in the case of clock organs

although the reservoir might not be burst, [the machi-

nery not possessing suflicient power] yet the pipes

would be overblown, and be immediately put out of

tune. Now this escape of the surplus air is an evil in
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respect to small machine organs, because, it is so much
of the moving power and of the air generated expended
to no useful purpose. And as the same piece of mecha-

nism usually performs both the office of blowing the

bellows, and turning the barrel, it occurs in many cases

that the music is of necessity played faster than it

ought to be, especially in songs, because the bellows

do not generate air fast enough : and the slower the

music the greater the quantity of air consumed.

Now one piece of mechanism v»dth only one first moving

power cannot effect two opposite motions at the same

time, namely, a slow movement for the music, and a

rapid movement for the bellows.—This involved what I

thought to be a defect in design which I obviated by

employing a separate piece of clock-work for working

the bellows ; and in order that the air generated might

not escape and be wasted, I made the reservoir without

a safety valve, and provided that the apparatus should

regulate itself, never generating more air than the music

required, yet generating sufficient for a full supply, how-

ever slow the music might be, or however crowded with

chords, and counterpoint.—Had not some expedient of

this kind been resorted to, the weight F in figure 1,

would have descended quicker than the weight E, and

probably before the weight E had descended two thirds,

the weight F would have sunk to the bottom, and have

left the barrel movement and music without air : but by

the contrivance adopted, the descent of the two weights

are now as equable and perfect, as the nature of the in-

strument admits of.

14.—Figure 9 shows the arrangement ; but it is

drawn to no scale, and exhibits only ihQ principle of the

jnanner in which the bellows movement is regulated.

Let L represent the reservoir ; a, a, small rollers or pul-

lies over which the line b, b, passes, one end being fast-
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ened to the top board of the resei-voir L, and the other

end being attached to the weight, c. From this weight

another line passes over the pully, d, and the end of it is

fixed to the rod, e, which has a stop piece, f, at the bot-

tom, working against the edge of the fly wlieel, 8, [also

8 in figures 7, 8,]. Now it is evident that as the reser-

voir L rises, the weight, c, descends, and as the weight

descends, it pulls up the rod stop e, f, which working

against a part of the frame work of the organ, g, jams
or impinges against the edge of the fly, 8, and immedi-

ately stops it. It is also evident that as the reservoir L
sinks, the weight, c, rises, and the rod stop, e, f, being

left free, falls down by its own gravity, and releasing the

fly wheel 8, the machinery commences working; and is

thus made a perfect regulator of its own movements and

never permits the bellows to be overblown. The reser-

voir in fact, if I may speak figuratively, takes care of

itself, setting the bellows to work as soon as it requires a

supply of air, and stopping them as soon as it has

obtained it.

15.—As it is necessary in an organ of this nature to

be able to stop it at pleasure when playing, and as this

Instrument has two separate pieces of machinery distant

and distinct from each other, it was requisite to contrive

some easy means of stopping both motions at once ; and

this was effected in the following manner.

16.—Let the upper portion of figure 9, represent a

part of the mechanism of C in figure 1, i. e. of the organ

barrel movement~x, y, represent the fly [which carries

wings and is not like the fly wheel for the bellows] the

line,x; being a circular disk of thin brass:— w^, is a spring

with a rubber of leather at the end, pressing, when the

spring is released, on the diskxs.—u,is a rod attached to

the spring, which is lifted or depressed by means of the

excentric wheel t. Now the action of this arrangement

is, that when the excentric wheel, t, is turned in the
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direction of the dart (which is done by a thumb -screw

fixed on the end of its axle) the spring, is let down on

the disk, x, and stops the motion of the fly, and conse-

quently of the barrel movement.—At the same time the

lever, s, which is fixed on the axis of the excentric, is

lifted up, and the line, k, having one end fastened to the

lever, s, and the other end to the stop rod, e, f, and pass-

ing over the puliies, r, q, being also lifted or pulled up by

the lever, the stop rod, e, f, is raised, and acts on the fly

wheel 8, stopping both movements simultaneously.

17.—I proceed in the last place to describe the method

of striking the bell, or giving notice when the weights E,

F, figure l,have been wound up high enough. Let, h, in

figure 10, represent a pin fixed on one of the weights so

as to come in contact with the end of the square elbow

e, d, f.—Now as the elbow moves on a centre at, e, the

effect is that the point, f, is lifted up as the weight rises,

and the hammer, b, is thrown into the position, b*, shown

by the dotted line : but when the weight has risen as

high as, f *, the pin, h, is clear of the elbow, which being

suddenly left free falls back by the pressure of the spring

s, into the situation shown in the sketch, and causes the

hammer, b, to strike a single blow on the bell, a, indicat-

ing that the weight has risen high enough, and that the

winding should cease:—But as the movement is for the

weight as it ascends, and is not required as it descends,

and as the projecting point, f, would, as the weight sinks,

be in the way; f, is made moveable on a centre at, g,

shown by a dot ; so that acted on from above the small

piece, g, f, moves on its own centre, which is different

from the centre, e, of the elbow piece : but it is

fixed upon the elbow, and causes the whole appa-

ratus to move when acted on from below as the

pin or weight ascends. Thus being moveable on its

own centre, g, when the weight goes down, it of

course allows the pin to slide down quietly without act-
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ing on the elbow, or causing any motion so as to occa-

sion an unnecessary blow upon the bell.

18.— I shall reserve the manner of putting the music

on the barrels for the next number of the Journal.

J. Braddock.
\Oth Spptember 1835.

( Conclialed from Ab. S.)

V.— BiograpJncal Sketch of the Literary Career of
the late Colonel Colin Mackenzie, Surveyor-Gene-

ral (f India; comprising some particidars of his

Collection of Majiuscripts, Plans, Coins, Drawings^

ScidptKres, S^'c. illustrative of the Antiquities, IliS'

torII, Geography, Laws, Listitutions, and Manners

,

of the Ancient Hindus ; contained in a letter ad-

dressed by him, to the Right Hon. Sir Alexander
JoHxNSTON, V.P.R.A.S. &c. &c.

fExtracted from the Journal of the Royal Asiatic So-

ciety, Vol. 1. Page 333.y

A.

A General View of the Results of Investigations into

Geography
J
History, Antiquities, and Literature^

in the Island of Java.

I. CHARTS, GEOGRAPHICAL AND HYDROGRAPHICAL.

In the geographical and hydrographical branches,

complete registers have been taken of the numerous

atlases, plans, charts, and memoirs belonging to the

Dutch government, since its establishment from 1612

till the year 1811. Among these are to be found detailed

regular surveys of several of the eastern provinces, on a

plan which I have recommended to our government in

Java to be gradually carried on at no great expense.

This will be the subject of a particular report, which I

propose to accompany with a detailed * register of these

This register v/as presented to the government at Fort Wil-

liam of the 18th February, 1 815.
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documents^ and charts of different descriptions, suppos-

ed to be in depot with the present government.

ir. MILITARY.

Of military plans numerous pieces exist still, though
some of them, particularly connected with the views of

the late government, are unattainable, and supposed to

be lost in the confusion attending the victory and re-

treat of CoRNELis ; those remaining appear in the regis =

ter. There is reason to think that much of the con-

tents of the depots at the Bureau de Genie, and that

of military movements, were lost at the period referred

iOj or carried off.

in. TERRITORIAL.

Of the resources and revenues of the island, the

whole, it is believed, are saved of the numerous me-
moirs, reports, and productions arising from the dis-

cussions and plans of reform of late years, where the

opinions and sentiments of the most intelligent and ex-

perienced men in India and Holland are to be found

—

the result of their reasoning, with a vast body of infor-

mation in memoirs^ reports, and documents,* in the

depots of archives which, previous to the late government

of Marshal Daendels, were preserved on a regular sys-

tematic plan : the indexes, or rather abstracts of the

proceedings and resolutions of the government from its

first establishment, were particularly curious ; under the

heads Realia, Secret Realia, Personalia, and Miscel-

* The whole of the voluminous minutes, correspondence, and

proceedings of the commission sent from Holland in 1793, of

which Mr. Medenburg was president, and which terminated in

1800, are deposited in a great almyra or cabinet. Mr. Medenburg

afterwards returned to Holland, and was one of the leading mem-
bers of the Secret Committee on India affairs that sat at the

Hague, whose final report in 1807 seems to have been the basis

on which the plans adopted by the late government of Holland

for their oriental colonies were founded»
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la?) pa, referoncf^ TTd'rrht be made with ease to any sub-

ject that had ever ocv-'iiried the dehberations and or-

ders of governn^.ent. 1 here is reason to believe the

Miscella7?ea, consisting of eiglit volumes, were lost ; at

least they could not be found on inquiry since the re-

duction of Java.

2. The reports of the committee of archives, trans-

lations of which, it is believed, have been sent to India,

will fully explain the number and description. Colonel

Mackenzie, confining himself more particularly to the

geographical and hydrographical parts, has only brought

copies of the reports relating to them, and of the regis-

ter of reports and memoirs from the dependencies, par-

ticularly as regards India.

3. Memoirs or Reports i?i succession of the Gover-

nors and Directors of the Dependencies in India.—It

may be proper here to notice, that in the course of in-

spection of the archives and library of the late govern-

ment, he casually lighted on a series of memoirs or re-

ports of the Dutch governors and directors in Koroman-

del from 1612 to 1771, carried regularly on from one

governor or director to another. One of the most ma-

terial to us is a collection or register of all treaties, con-

tracts, parvjdnas, and grants between the Dutch go-

vernment and the native powers of the south of India

;

a copy* of this volume was taken, as it was conceived

to be useful in fixing dates, facts, privileges, and claims.

The other volumes, besides the instructions of the first

governors, give a view of the nature of the commerce,

and concise views of the political state of the different

countries at the time, though not all equally interesting
;

—as the memoirs or reports of the governors or direc-

* This is one of the works translated at Serampore since Janu-
ary last, and sent to government April 1816.
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tors of Ceylon, Surat, and Hoogly in Bengal, and of tli«

Spice Islands, &c. &c.

4. In the same deposits are a complete series of the

despatches and letters of the government of Batavia to

Europe, consisting of many volumes, which undoubted-

ly contain many interesting facts and documents regard-

ing the policy and history of these once opulent esta-

blishments. As these volumes are in the Bibliothe-

que, and it is doubtful whether they are included in the

report of the committee of archives, they are particular-

ly adverted to here. It was a peculiar trait of the Dutch

government that complete memoirs, or memoires, were

usually given in by the governors-general, and those of the

dependencies, to their successors on being relieved ; and

as the whole of them were furnished with very complete

indexes, reference was ready and easy to any particular

subject or fact before the archives were thrown into con-

fusion and many lost on their removal from the Castle

of Batavia in 1808, and afterwards from the events at-

tending the reduction of Java. To restore them to

some order would be desirable to the future historian

of oriental commerce and possessions, if not in a politi-

cal point of view, to the British supreme government of

India.

IV. HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES.

Of the history and antiquities of the island of Java

considerable materials have been obtained by Lieute-

nant-Colonel Mackenzie's immediate exertions. Lit-

tle, indeed, had been done in Java by Europeans in re-

gard to such inquiries since the time that Valentyn pub-

lished his useful but voluminous work on the Dutch

East India Company's settlements, in six folio volumes,

in 1724 ; and although a Society of Sciences had been

established a few years previous to ours in 1 780, but

little progress had been made in developing the histo-
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ry of the eastern islands, and the Society itself had fall-

en into dedine (although not ahsolutely extinct) since

the commencement of the revolution. Of the laudable

efforts to revive it since the 15ritish government was esta-

blished this may not be the appropriate place to speak.

Under the patronage of the supreme government, should

Java remain a Briti.sh colony, it may be hoped still to

contribute essentially to the general culture of science,

and of commercial economy, and of useful knowledge in

these parts.

2. Lieutenant-Colonel Mackenzie's first efforts

were particularly directed to this object of investigation,

the progress and actual state of knowledge, and of the

history and antiquities of the island ; and it is due, in

justice to several respectable individuals in Java, Bri-

tish and Dutch, to say that much ready and cordial aid

was furnished in the prosecution of these researches.

3. Some of the colonists who had paid an attention

to these subjects, which were not very popular in Java,

very readily communicated the aid of their knowledge

and experience in directing the pursuit and pointing

out the sources and individuals that could farther assist.

To conciliate the minds of men, and remove difficulties

arising from prejudice of education and religion, and

from the variety of languages, the experience acquired

in India was found of great advantage ; but the pow-

erful aid of the penetrating acute genius of the Brah-

mans v/hich had been of such importance in India, was

here wanting, and the languages presented obstacles of

no common degree ; it was necessary not only to employ

translators from the Dutch, French, and Malay, but it

v/as extremely rare to find persons capable of rendering

tTavanese MSS.* into either of these languages previous

* An ingenious native of Java has since this accompanied Co-

lonel Mackenzie to India, and has already made some progress

in translating from the Javanese.
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to ah English version. The difficulty of procuring any

of the colonists capable of acting as interpreters was

cQnsiderable, from the rarity of tnese necespary

qualifications, and from a repugnance to travelling

and fatigue, arising from indolence, and from

habits widely dissimilar to ours. In the interior the

Malay language was of little use, and the. Javanese,

in its several dialects, had been little studied by the

European colonists of Java ; these few were in the service

of government, and there were but few on the island

capable of rendering a word from the Javanese into

Dutch.

4. Notwithstanding these obstacles, and the dis-

couraging prospect held out by those who had the best

pretensions, from long residence, to know the native

character, and their literary attainments, it is satisfac-

tory to observe, that the conclusion of this journey

produced an accession of knowledge and of lights that

had been by no means hoped for, even by the most

sanguine.

5. The colonists were found willing to assist and

produce their stores, and the natives were soon recon-

ciled, even the class whose interests might be presumed

to traverse, if not oppose these inquiries. The regents

and their dependants were, though at first shy, ultimate-

ly cordial in assisting the objects of investigation; and

on the eve of leaving the eastern districts, and to the

last moment of stay at Batavia, (18th July, 1813) ma-

terials, MSS. and memoirs, in copy or original, with

letters in reply to the questions circulated, were trans-

mitted from the most distant parts. In fact, as in My-

sore, and other parts of India, the same causes had the

same effects. Inquiries before little known, and at first

held in suspicion, were found to have no other object

than a laudable research into history, laws, customs, and

literature^ to assist the rulers to protect the subjects and
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ameliorate their condition. By ^ more porl'ect know-

ledge of their own institutions, all ranks appeared to

concur in supporting what they found attended by no

deviation from good faith, and tending to conciliate

their feelings and prejudices.

To conclude, what is intended is a general view of

the results of these inquiri(;s : until the arrangement of

the materials permits of a more detailed report being

made up, the following may be considered an abstract of

a collection of materials formed for illustrating the his-

tory, antiquities, and institutions of Java.

MANUSCRIPTS.

One hundred and seventy-one* sections rather than

volumes of paper MSS. written in the characters of Java

and of the Malay ; but all in the Javanese language.

Catalogues of them are made out, but difficulties occur

in getting them translated, which can only be removed

by the interposition of government. Most of them are

on paper : some were saved from the wreck of the Sul-

tan's library at the storm of the Craten of Jokjakarta,

by permission of the prize agents and the concurrence,

indeed, of all the military present. Others were pur-

chased and collected on the tour through that island

:

some were presented by Dutch colonists and by regents,

and others are transcripts by Javanese writers employ-

ed by Colonel Mackenzie to copy them from the origi-

nals, in the hands of regents, and with their permission.

Several of these are historical. A few of the smaller

and more curious tracts have been translated into the

European languages during his stay in Java. A consi-

* Several of these here enumerated are in paper sections,

quarto, and octavo, and Colonel Mackenzie has got them bound

up at Calcutta into portable volumes for their better preservation;

probably the whole may amount to forty volumes.
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durable number of papers, containing a series oivoyangs,

or Javanese dramas^ which are still a popular and ex-

pensive subject of exhibition with the native chiefs of

Java.

Twenty-four MSS. written on Kajan leaves in the

Hindu manner, most of them in the Javanese character,

and some in a character yet undeciphered. From ex-

planations of the titles of some they appear to belong to

the ancient (or Dewa) religion of these islands ; but

though a native of superior intelligence was found capa-

ble of reading them, the prejudices of religion prevented

any further information of the contents of books suppos-

ed to be adverse to the Muhammedan tenets. This

difficulty might, however, have been got over. These

MSS. are apparently ancient, and were brought by the

civility of a regent from a long deserted house in the

distant forests, where they had lain neglected for years.

Thirty-fxve volumes of Dutch MSS. in folio, quarto,

and octavo, consisting of historical works^ memoirs, re-^

ports, some translated from the Javanese into Dutch

;

some of these are original, others were copied by per-

mission from MSS. in the hands of private individuals^

and a few of the most valuable were purchased ;* some

of the most remarkable of them are :

1. A complete history of Java, in three quarto

volumes, translated into Dutch, giving its history

from the first supposed colonization to the year

1807; the original apparently written by a native.

This is now nearly translated into English.

* It is necessary to observe, that all these are exclusive of the

memoirs and reports belonging to the Committee of Tenures,

which are official and belong to government, though every liberal

indulgence was granted by the governor, Mr., afterwards vSir

Stamford Raffles, and access given to official records. The
collection here specified is wholly distinct from these, and entire-

ly private property.
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2. Ancient history of Java : containing its fobulons

history, in two (|iuirlo vohini(\s, in l^utch : this

appears to he compiled from tho nn(;iont my-

thological poems and roi/angs-, or dramas,

of Java, and communicated hy the liberality of a

Dutch gentleman, hy Avhose desire they were

translated.

3. A dictionary* of llio Javanese language in Dutch,

communicated by its author, still living at Sa-

marang.

4. Several other abridged memoirs and historical

materials relating to Java ; descriptions and re-

ports relating to Batavia, and to the island in ge-

neral and its climate, with memoirs on commer-

cial and political subjects.

5. Copyofagrammar of the ancientTamil6^m?z^7/r/??2

character written in India, with copies of some

ancient inscriptions transcribed from the original

in the library of the Literary Society of Batavia ;

and a variety of memoirs illustrative of the statis-

tics and geography of Java, composed at Colonel

Mackenzie's request.

6. Extracts and copies of some memoirs and abridge- ,

ments addressed to the Honourable the Lieut.-.

Governor, Mr. Raffles, who liberally communi-

cated them; they are in answer to queries and

suggestions recommended to particular persons

more coaversant in the customs and history of

the country, by Colonel Mackenzie.

Ancient Inscriptions, Coins, and Sculptures, in every

country, assist materially in developing the ancient his-

* Attempts are making to form a Javanese and English Dictio-

nary from this, but for want of assistants the work is delayed ;

,

Colonel Mackenzie has brought a Javanese with him, who assists

to render it, by means of the Malay, into the English language.
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tory and origin of nations, of institutions, and of the arts

and sciences. In India the pursuit has been so success-

ful that it could scarcely be omitted in Java.

Inscriptions.—Setting modern inscriptions out of the

question, about twenty inscriptions or sassanams in an-

cient characters have been discovered in Java only, one

of which had been noticed, and that slightly, by Euro-

pean authors (the Batu Talis).'* Fac-similes have been

taken of them, and copies are intended to be communi-

cated to the Society at Calcutta, and to any others de-

sirous of the communication. Three different characters

are used in them, all yet undeciphered. One alone in

the Deva-nagari character was found on the visit to

Urambana.

Ancient Coins.—A small collection has been made, a

few are Chinese and Japanese, most of them of a kind

hitherto unnoticed by any European collector, perforat--

ed in the centre by a square opening, and bearing a

variety of figures resembling those of the voyangs, or

Javanese plays. None of these coins are to be found

even in the collection of the Batavian Society ; they are

usually dug up with other vestiges of antiquities near

places that have been destroyed by volcanic eruptions^

\% is singular, that a few coins of the same Chinese kind

were found some years ago in a distant part of the My-
sore country; and one also among the ancient coins re-

cently discovered at Mahabalipuram near Madras, a,

circumstance that points at early commercial communi-

cation between the oriental islands and continents with

India.

Ancient Sculptures and Images are frequently met in

Java, some indicating the existence of Hindu mythology

at a certain period ; most of them relate to the Budd'hist

and Jaina doctrines ; some few specimens of the small

copper images dug up were obtained, and drawings have

* Thunberg's Voyages,
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been taken of a'l the remnins of architecture and sculp-

ture that were discovered in the tract of this tour. Se-

veral of these drawings relate to the interesting remains

of Pramhana, said to he a very early and the most an-

cient capital of the dominion, arts, and literature of Java.

A particular memoir of its present state was communi-
cated to the Society of Batavia, and has been published

in the seventh volume of their Transact}or) but without

the drawings of curious sculptures, as no engraver was

to be found at Batavia.

Colonol Mackenzie has thus attempted to convey a

hasty, but, he trusts, correct idea of some of the objects

that have occupied nmch of his time in Java; for, be-

sides tho.^e observations in a military and political view

that might be expected from his professional situation on

the late expedition, it was also necessary to pay attention

to the inquiries and objects of the comrriission on tenures

and lands, &c. in Java, to which he was appointed in

January 1812, when on the journey to the eastward.

In conclusion, he apprehends that ample materials are

collected to give a pretty clear view of the present state

of Java, to which if the materials now considerably in-

creased can assist in adding any illustration of the an-

cient history and the geography of that island, it will be

gratifying to him if his exertions can in the least degree

have contributed to stir up a spirit of inquiry that may-

be usefully applied to fill up the outlines he has ventur-

ed to trace.

Fort William, lOth ofNovember, 1813.

B.

Extract of a general Letterfrom England in the pvh^

lie Department, dated Feb. ^, 1810, tJie Govern*

ment of Fort St. George.

2o In our despatch of the 11th January, 1809; written
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in tlie regular course of reply to letters from you in this

department, we were prevented by the pressure of other

aiFairs from entering into the consideration of the sub-

ject which occupied your letter of the 14th March,

3,807, namely, the services of Lieutenant- Colonel Colin

Mactkenzie in the survey of Mysore, and certain pro-

vinces adjacent to it.

3. Having now reviewed with attention the whole of

that subject, as it is detailed in the letter just mentioned,

and the papers which accompanied it, and in the various

documents which are referred to in your subsequent ad-

vices of the 29th February, 21st, 24th, and 26th Octo^

ber, 1808, we feel it to be due to Lieut. -Colonel Mac»

kenzie; and it is a great pleasure tons to bestow our

unqualified and warm commendation upon his long-con-

tinued, indefatigable, and zealous exertions in the ardu-

ous pursuits in which he was employed, and upon the

works which those exertions have produced. He has

not confined his labours to the leading object of his ori-

ginal appointment, and in itself a very difficult one, the

obtaining of an accurate geographical knowledge of the

extensive territories which came under the dominion or

protection of the company, in consequence of the fail of

Tipu Sultan in 1799, but has carried his researches in-

to two other very important branches,, the statistics

and the history of those countries ; and in all of them he

has succeeded to an extent which could not have been

contemplated at the commencement of his undertaking.

4. The actual survey, upon geometrical principles, of

a region containing above 40,000* square miles, gene-

rally of an extremely difiicult surface, fail of hills and

* In addition to this the ceded districts have since been com-

pleted on the same plan, containing about 30,000 S(iuare miies, .

with maps, &c. without any consideration for Colonel Mackenzie's}

direction of that work, and sent home toEDghiad in January Ij^iG..
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wildernesses. presenting few facilities or accommodations

for such a work, and never before explored by European

science, in a climate very insalubrious, is itself no corn-

mon performance ; and the minute divisions and details

of places of every description given in the memoirs of

the survey, with the masterly execution, upon a large

scale, of the general map, and its striking discrimination

of diflerent objects, rarely equalled by any thing of the

same nature that has come under our observation,—form

altogether an achi(>vement of extraordinary merit, ad-

ding most materially to the stores of Indian geography,

and of information useful for military, financial, and com-

mercial purposes. For such purposes, we shall wish the

many materials furnished by Lieutenant-C'olonel Mac-

kenzie to be used by our government ; and a set of his

memoirs ought, with that view, to be lodged in some of

the public departments, particularly that of the revenue

board, together with the sections of his map which he

purposes to form into an atlas. But desirous as we are

that the public at large should have the gratification,

and himself the credit, which would result from a gene-

ral knowledge of his work, we entertain considerable

doubts of the propriety * of publishing it at this time,

and would wish no measure to that end to be taken with-

out oux farther consideration and authority ; therefore

no copy of his map, or of the division of it, further than

for the public offices just mentioned, ought to be per-

mitted to be taken.

5. On a full review of these labours, and of otliers

which were not so immediately within the scope of

* Colonel Mackexzie does not intend such a publication with-

out some prospect of cncooragement to 80 cxten.sive a v/ork ; Lat

materials have been since added that will nearly complete the

peninsula. He conceives, however, that the publication of the

work would be uliiinaloly economical to the East India Company,

•e5dia.sive of its advantage to the public and to science.
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Lieutenant-Colonel Mackenzie's commission, we must

admit that his merits have not been merely confined to

the duty of a geographical surveyor; and finding that

his representations on the subject of the inadequacy of

iiis allowances are seconded by very strong recommenda-

tions from you, we direct that you present him with the

sum of 90G0 pagodas, as full remuneration for his past

labours, and as a mark of our approbation of his work.

6. We next proceed to notice the statistical researches

In which also Lieut.-Colonel Mackenzie employed him-

self. These are nearly allied to inquiries of a geogra-

phical kind, and answer the same end in an improved

degree ; they have, too, the merit of being in India

much more uncommon ; and though they were adverted

to in the original instructions given to Lieuto-Colonel

Mackenzie, the ample and successful manner in which

he has pursued them, in the midst of other arduous la-

bours, proves the zeal by v/hich he has been actuated,

and adds to the value of his services and his discoveries.

7. This observation applies with at least equal propri-

ety to his superadded inquiries into the history^ the re-

ligion, and the antiquities of the country; objects

pointed out indeed in our general instructions to India,

but to which, if he had not been prompted by his own

and public spirit, his other fatiguing avocations might

have been pleaded as an excuse for not attending.

8. Real history and chronology have hitherto been

desiderata in the literature of India, and from the ge-

nius of the people and their past government, as well as

the little success of the inquiries hitherto made by Eu-

ropeans, there has been a disposition to believe that

the Hindus possess few authentic records. Lieut.-Co-

lonel Mackenzie has certainly taken the most effectual

way, though one of excessive labour, to explore any

evidences which may yet exist ofremote eras and events,

by recurring to remaining m.onmnent-'i, inscrvpfions, and
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<^ranfs, preserved either on metals, or on paper ; and
his success in this way is far heyond what coukl have

been expected. The numerous collections* of materials

he has made under the different heads ahove notedr,

must be highly interestinsf and curious; and the specie

mens he has adduced in the nianuscri[)t volumes he has

sent us abundantly answer tins character, whether the

grants, which are generally of lands, to Brahmans, are

all authenticf (which we mention, not to assert a doubt,,

but to suggest a reasonable point of inquiry), or whe-

ther the whole of the materials shall be found to form a

connected series of historical facts respecting a country

which seems to have been always subject to commotions

and changes, and unfavourable to the preservation of

political records. Still, it must be allowed, that this ef-

fort promises the fairest of any w^hich has yet been made
to bring from obscurity any scattered fragments of true

history which exist, and undoubtedly encourages the

expectation of ultimately obtaining both considerable in-

sight into the state of the country and its governments

in more modern periods, and some satisfactory indicati-

ons of its original institutions and earlier revolutions.

We are therefore very desirous that Lieut.-ColoneL

Mackenzie should himself digest and improve the ma-

terials he has collected ; and we hope the office which

you have conferred on him in Mysore will afford him

leisure for this work. After he has accomplished it,

* This collection has been augmented in a quadruple proporti-

on since 180S, both in the peninsuk in Hindustan, and ultimate-

ly extended to a new field, the oriental islands, seas, and coasts

©f Asia.

t There can be no doubt of their authenticity; not an instance

of forgery has been discovered or even suspected, save one, (and

that rather assists history). As they are all before 1620, there is

no inducement to fraud; anxl no one has yet add,uced any claims,

upon them.
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the original materials are to be transmitted to us, to be

deposited in our Oriental museum. In the meantime,

we wish to indemnify him for the disbursements he has

made in procuring this collection of materials, trusting

that it will not amount to any large sum ; and we de-

sire that he will state to us an account of it, which, from

his character, we are persuaded will be correctly done ;

but not to suspend all payment till the arrival of such

an account, we permit you, on receipt of the present let-

t^rj to make him a reasonable advance on this score.

(Signed) D. HILL,
Head Assistant to Chief Secretary.

Jan. 27, 1817.

VI.

—

Observations on the value of the cipher and on

the mode of computing the time of the Moon^s rising

and setting.—By Goday Vencat Juggarow.

To the Editor of the Madras Journal of

Literature and Science,

Sir,

I am not fond of writing ; but being on the eve of my
return to Vizagapatam, my native country, I am unwil-

ling to leave Madras without once more occupying a few

pages of your Journal. I am far from attaching any

importance to my former contributions; I must not

therefore be suspected of mistaking your motive in dis-

tinguishing them as you have done ; I am contrariwise

well aware, that they are indebted for the honor which

has been conferred upon them, to your disposition to

encourage such attempts in your Hindoo fellow subjects,

rather than to any merit which they can pretend to. In

the present state of letters in this part of India, any

literary production from a Hindoo will be considered a

curiosity, and must as such at least be acceptable to the

conductors of periodicals like yours ; to which, from the
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novelty of its cliaracter, it cnnnot Init give an additional

degree of interest ; and emboldened by this considera-

tion, I flatter myself that I can hardly fail of success in

niy present attempt, so great is my confidence in the

polite indulgence which I may expect at your hands.

If then the fate of this attempt be equally auspicious

with that of my former essays, this will be my third

article in your journal, in reference to each of which 1

am almost painfully sensible, that the nature of my sub-

ject on each of these occasions, will gain me but little

credit as an utilitarian.

I can assign no satisfactory reason for my choice in

this respect; but this is certain, that it should be other-

vrise if I could help it : this however is not the case at

present, and hence my present subject of nothing, the

most unpromising perhaps in the world.

According to arithmeticians a cipher is an arithmeti-

cal symbol, used for denoting the value of nothing, and

is denominated insignificant to distinguish it from other

figures. Hence a cipher added to, or subtracted from,

any number does not increase or diminish its value, so

that any multiple of the cipher is still nothing; but

there are cases, in which it acquires other properties ;

for example :

Sine 900= 1. Cosine 90^ = 0 Tan 90'^ = infinity.

By the relation of trigonometrical lines,

sin X ~ tan x cos x

therefore sin 90« = tan 90^ x cos 90^

or 1 = infinity x 0

We will now examine the value of the quotient ofthe

cipher. Any number divided by an unit does not change

its value, but when it is divided by a number greater or

less than one the value is decreased or augmented

;

therefore any number divided by a cipher increases its

value infinitely. Let x represent any number then
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= infinity, divide both sides of the equation by 0 and
, X iunnity

but Ox 0 0 infinity = '""^^ or 0 = 1

multiplying the equation by ^r, 0 = x.

thus from the foregoing instances we see that a cipher,

or nothing has after all some particular value of itself^

and is therefore far from being quite so insignificant as

it is generally considered.

No. II.-—On computing the time of the Moon's

rising and setting.

It was not my intention to have presented you with

more than one article this time, but after I had dis-

posed of my subject of the cipher I felt as if I had
rather have devoted my time to a more congenial sub-

ject^ and so without further ado I set about preparing

the following observations :

It invariably happens that all echpses of the Moon
are visible in some part of the earth when the Sun and

Moon are both above the horizon ; hence the uninitiated

observer v/ould at first sight be led to consider the hypo-

thesis of eclipses as erroneous, yet if he should extend

his enquiries into the laws of refraction and other cir-

cumstances connected with this phenomenon^ he will be

convinced that his suspicions are groundless.

There will be an eclipse of the Moon on the 24th

October, 1836, which we may expect to be visible here

immediately before sun-set : as this cannot but be an

interesting phenomenon to many, I have endeavoured

for their convenience to investigate a formula for com-

puting the times of the Moon's rising and setting, which,

I believe, will be acceptable to such as may need its

assistance on the occasion.

The mean time of the transit of any heavenly body is

expressed by the difference between the right ascensions
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of that body, and that of the mean Sun at the monient^f

its tra?isit.—The astronomical tables furnish us with the

light ascensions of the true Sun at apparent noon, which

with the aid of the equation of time can be reduced to

that of the mean Sun at mean Noon. Thediflerence of

tjtie right ascensions of the mean Sun and the Moon at

any time is the angle at the pole which the two objects

subtend—on the succeeding noon by a similar process,

we determine another angle, and by applying a propor-

tional part of the difference of these angles, we find the

angle corresponding to the time of the Moon's culmina-

tion whielx is-th« mean time of the transit of the

Moon.

^ -Lgt^^ pTepresejit the A. R. of the true Sun at apparent

noon.

tbe-Equation of time

S' the A. R. of the mean Sun at mean ndbn "'^"^j^

When thie' true Sun is on the meridian (e) is the hour

angle- of the mean Sun, but the interval of time in which

the mean Sun performs one revolution round the earth

(for such is the natural appearance of the diurnal phe-

nomenon) is 24h. 3m. 56.555 therefore the time of

the mean Sun describing e will be.

or c 4- acceleration due to e =
being the siderial interval between the transits of the

true and mean Sun, the right ascension of the mean
' «lm S' =: S +

Here the mean Sun is considered to be advanced in

right ascension, - which makes e" a positive quantity, but

all the Ephemerides have the equatipn of time with, the

sign minus when the mean Sun has a greater right as-

cension than the true, therefore to compute S' from an

almanack,.the formula will be S'^r: S — e'

Although it is 9, slight deviation from my present sub-

ject, yet as it occurs in the course of enquiry, it may not
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i)e amiss to observe, that the Astronomer emplbyfed in
Interpol atiDQ" *v-o place of the Sun computed to another
merio.^

. that of his own, may ascertaiii the
curac

. s calculations in the following manner :

—

Hetaini ' the former notation
~

Let S,' denote the A. R. of the mean Sun > on the sue
tiie A. R. of the true Sun V ceediag.

e, the equation of time 5 day. -

Then we have as before r

S' = S — (e -J- acc. e.) . .

^nd S; = S, -- (e, + acc. e.)

S/—S' = S, —S—(e, 4- ace. e.) + (e + acc. e)

_ S.^—S

—

(e,—e) 4- acc. (e,

—

e)

but S/—S' is the daily variation of the mean Sun=s 3m.

56.555s.

Hence 3m, 56,555 == —S—(e,

—

e) acc. (e,—e)

if the interpolated values of S,—S—&c. satisfythe equa-

tion the computer may rely on the accuracy of his cal-

culation. ^ ^
I

But to proceed on with the inv^tigation r : ;

Let|^M be the A. R. of the. planet or Moon
M' the same on the succeeding day .-

ja the difference of the A. R. of the
at mean Noon < ^^^^ pj^^^^

Moon
a' the same on the following day

d the variation of the difference of

the A. R. of the mean Sun arid

the planet or Moon
t the mean time of transit

then M —S' =a and

M'—S.'=:a'—a z=d

Now if (a) is equal to (a') (t) must also be equal to (a)

h^i as this is not the case;, in the time t, a will be alter-
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etl by {d t), tlierefore (a -f- d t) is tho difference of

lin-ht ascensions or the moan time of (ransit.
s

Hence t = a -\~ d t

t — (It ~ a

^ l-c/

In the case of the Moon the vahie of (/) thus (Irduc-

ed is only approximate, if further accuracy is required

we must repeat the operation and compute the difference

of the right ascensions of the Moon and the mean Sun,

and should this difference be equsl to (t) it will be the

exact time of culmination

Let c represent the difference of A. R*. of the Moon& Sun

Mhe correction to be applied to t

m the Moon's hourly variation of A. R.

{€) being the hour angle of mean Sun and o the dif-

ference of right ascensions,

I—t~h the hour angle of the Moon.

Now in one hour of mean solar time a meridian would

revolve Ih. Om. 9,86s. from west to east, in that time

the Mocn moves m seconds in the same direction, there-

fore the Moon at one hour's interval either before oi'

after the transit will be distant from the meridian by

(1—0—9,96

—

m) hence the time of the Moon describ-

ing A will be, as (1^0—9,86— : 1 : \ h f

Therefore ^' = ^

i—0—9,86—

m

and ? 4- = T the true time of transit

Having nov7 determined the meantime of the Moon's

transit, the next step to find the time of rising and set-

ting will be, to compute the true declination of the Moon

at the instant of risingand setting : from the declination and

latitude of the place to determine the semidiurnal arc,

and then to find the time when the Moon's angle from

the meridian is equal to this quantity. This would at the

first sight appear to be easily effected, but a moments

reflection will present the intricacy of the operation ;
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-it k here required to find the Moon's declination at the

moment of her rising without knowing when this hap-^

pens ; if we adhere to direct calculation this problem

would remain unsolved, but by trial and approximation

we may gradually arrive at the truth.

By inspecting an ephemeris of the Moon^we can easily

guess the declination of the Moon within a degree^ from

v/hich we can find the semidiurnal arc by the trigono-

metrical expression

COS. hour angle — — cot Pol. Dis. x cot. lat.

the Moon in one hour moves from the meridian of any

place by (1 0 9.86

—

?n) therefore x- the time of describ-

ing this quantity will be

^ _— sem. di. arc

T— X ~ T' the approximate time of rising

If it wore required to ascertain the time of Moon ris-

ing to 5 or 6 minutes only, this first approximation would

be sufficient, but our object being to enter into the de-

tails of the calculation we will proceed.

. . . C Let a represent the A. R. of the Moon.
At approxi-S , the sidereal time,
mate rism^.

^ jj ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^
A the Moon's hourly motion in polar

distance.

p the horizontal Paralax.

r the refraction in the horizon,

we have

= S' -h T' + acc. of

When the Moon's apparent zenith distance is 90° the

true zenith distance (which we will call z) == 90^ —
• r

4- ^ sin (90 — ?•) and to compute 0 the hour angle of

the moon corresponding to this zenith distance, we have

in a spherical triangle, given the three sides z the zenith

distance, p the polar distance^ and c the co -latitude of
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the place, to find the angle 0 opposite to ~. By trigo-

nometry

cos^ — = sm \—--~^) sin [—-^~- z
)

sin P. sin c.

when 0 H T' is the true time of rising.—Let y de-

note the time from the approximate to the true time of

rising: now the variation of the Moon's polar distance

in the time y causes an alteration in the angle 0, there-

fore the ^loon does not rise when the hour angle is

equal to 0 hut when it becomes 6 ^ d. O. hence we

have to determine from the variation of P. the change

in 6 or the value d. 0. d representing the dill"erential.

From Trigonometry cos 0. sin c. sin P = cos z —
cos c. cos P. differentiating this expression we get

— d 0. sin 0. sin c. sinP d. P. cos. P. cos. 0. sin c =
P sin P. cos c.

^ d e. sin 0 ^ d P. cot P. cos 0 = d.F. cot c-

^ sin 0 = P cot P cos ^ — dF cot c.

'.' d 0 = V. cot P. cot 0 — P. cot c. cose c 0, As-

suming dV = V. Make g ~ d 0.

Now in the interval y, the Moon's polar distance will

be altered by A y, and the corresponding change in the

angle is. : as P : g : Ai/ : : g A ?/; but the Moon ap-

proaches the meridian in this space by (Ih. Om. 9s,

86 — ^) 2/ therefore

H — (1 0 9.86—m) y = 0 + g. a, y
U — 0=g. Ay-i-(l — 0 — 9.86 — m) y

U--0
Hence y =

g A -f (1. 0. 9.86 •— m)

T' -f ?/ =^ R the exact time of rising.

An example wull sufficiently exemplify this method.

Required time of Moon rising on 24th October, 1836, at

Madras.
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-'-y^rr \r ^ '
'

- -

"

h. m.- ' ^.

On the 24th S = 13 55 3.60
e = — 0 15 41.13

I — acceleration of e 2.5S - ^

V'f r-'^,
:

- :i

"

=si9.ril On the 251

9r>n^d
^^^^^^^^^^^^

M=
14 10 47.31

25 44 41.80

a == 11 33 54.49

S' = 13~.58~^.T2
0 15 48.15

2.57

s,' =
M' =

14 14 43.86

26 32 33.89

a' == 12 17 50.03
i&u aw -

u< — 1^ 1,

^ h. m. s.

a' — a = d= + 0 43 55.54
t computed

in fractions of a day a= /48188 r= log. 9. 6829389
1 — d = , 96950 = log, 9. 9865478

t = ,49704 = log. 9. 6963911
h. m. s.

in time = 11 55 45 approximate time
-

, — of transit.

f computed
. . Ji., m. s.

At 11 55 45 h. m. s. h. m. s.

Moon A. R. 2 8 21.55 m = 0 1 58.96

Mean Sun's A. R. 14 12 44.89 1 0 9.86

a = 11 55 36.66 0 58 10.90

t = 11 55 45.00

A = 8.34— 8.34' s.

f = = — ,00235 or in time = — 8,60''

0. 58. 10.90

h. m. s.

i = 11 55 45.00

f=—0 0 8.60 ^
T = 1 1 55 36.40 true time of transit.
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On consulting the ophonioris of the Moon; I find that

the M&oh^ polar distance is about 79o at? the time of

her rising. ' .
.

^ ,

cot. col. Ty> 50 = 9.3H566
cot. P. D. = 79 0 9.28a6.'

OTCh

COS. liour angle = 92,-^^^ ff^
h. ni. s.

in time G 10 20
semid. arc. h. m. s.

X = = (3 10 20 h. m. s.

«'>Bq<l. 0. 9.80 — m) = 6.2750 6 10 ?,0

0 5S 10 T ^ U 55 37

approximate time of rising T' 5 39 7

iftppa. Z. D. 90 0 0.0

refraction ^ + 32 10.3

Bar. 30'^ t. 80
90 32 10.3

—0 56 20.6

para = 3.529019 56 20.8
sin =: 9.999980

Z = 89 35 49.7

P= 79 7 21.2 cosec =
c = 76 .55 .50.8 cosec =

3.528999

0.0078740
0.0113974

sum.

if"
3
z

245 39 1.7

122 49 30.8

29 35 49.7

sm 9.9241500

33 13 414 Hm sin = 9.7387591

.^= 46 4 3.2

6^ := 92 8 6.4

h. m. s.

in time 6 8 32,43

^^•^^ ^ 19.6824805

^ 9.8412402
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h. m. s.

• S' 14 10 47.31 cot P = 4- 9.28891

T' 5 39 7.00 cot e — 8.57114

acceln. 55.71 — 0.00716 = — 7.85505

= 19 50 50.02 cot c = -f- 9.36566

a 1 55 52.85 cosec ^ = -f 0.00070

H 6 5 2.83 + 0.23172 = 9.36636

e 6 8 32.43 — 0.23888 in minutes of space

— 3 29.60 — ' in seconds of time

g — 0.95552= log — 9.080239

from the Naut. Aim. A = — 13.970 = — 1.135-196

s

+ 13. 05 g ^ ^ 1.115435

a. 0. 9,86 —m)=.5S 10. 87

h.

sum 0 58 23 92 in fr of 1 = -f- 9.988259

H _ ^ _ 209,60 = — 2.321391

Y = — 3. 35. 34 =: — 2.333132

T' = 4- 5 39. 7. 00

RK 'an S the true time of

Beginning of the eclipse ( 5 59. 24. 00 ^
^ismgatMadras.

form N. A. \ —
difF. 23. 52. Hence this eclipse

is not seen here before sun-set.

A similar operation repeated gives the time of the

Moon setting.

In conclusion T beg to apologize for intruding to so

great a length on your valuable time and beg to remaia

Your most obedient servant,

GODAY VeNCAT JUGGAROW.
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^VII.

—

Observations on the riora of Conrltilliim.—By
Robert Wight, m. n. Sifr<j;i'on, S.y/ /\r<rt. ./V. /.

The following dcb^ullory ()l)S(M-va(ioiis on (ho climate

and flora of an interesting tract of country, nre dj:»|\vu

up from occasional memoranda made during two buriji^ci

vi.?its, and arc imperfect in many points, but stiH,

such as will, I trust, be co^nsiderod worthy of a place iix

the r^>Iadras Journal ; if not for any value they rnay

thera.selves possess, at least as an inducement to others,

to come forward with similar remarks made in circum-

stances more favourable to the attainment of minute

""apcuracy.

' ^ In offering remarks on the vegetation of a country, it

IS customary to premise some account of its soil and

<)liniate generally, to enable those wdio take an interest

in such enquiries, but who have not had an opportunity

of examining these particulars, to judge from analogy of

the acclaracy of the details submitted, as well as to form

analogies fpr other localities.

In compliance with this custom, I shall devote this

paper to a general account of the soil and climate of

Courtallumi and of , the causes by which the latter is so

much modified, as to make it differ from that of every

.other part of the Indian peninsula, perhaps even of the
•J - .

•world ; and in my next, enter more at large on the exa-

^rinination of its vegetable products, combining such re-

-marks as occasion offers, on its capability both in a hor-

ticultural and as^ricultural point of view.

The plain of Courtallum is situated in a small recess,

formed by the retiring of a portion of thatgrc at range of

mountains which divide the southern extremity of the

'^'peninsula into two unequal parts, and is consequently

surrounded on three sides by hills. At this place the

mountain range sustains a considerable diminution both

in its height and breadth, and is besides, divided
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tlirough its whole thickness by a n-arrow pass leadiiig

directly across to the Malabar Coast. The effect of this

arrrangement is, as might be expected, that a portion of"

the south west monsoon passes over, modifying in a re-

markable degree the climate and vegetable products of

^ this spot. Owing to this cause, early in June, Courtal-

lum is visited by strong westerly winds, -bringing with

them dense clouds, frequent, often heavy falls of rain,

which extend over nearly the whole of the recess, and

•covering the mountain tops with thick mist. While

this state of things continues, the rays of the siin are

intercepted by thick clouds, rapid evaporation is

kept up by frequent showers and strong winds,

and by the capacity of the air for moisture, being at the

game time increased, owing to its passing from a lower-

to a higher temperature..

The conjoint operation of these causes, produces a re-

'cluction in the temperature of from 10 to 15 degrees be-

low that of the adjoining plain and of the Carnatic gene-

rally, averaging about 75^^ while that of the plains is

^"from 85 to 90 degrees.

^ This great diminution of heat, combined with the re*

niarkable dryness of the air, even during rainy weather,

has most deservedly acquired for this spot a character

for salubrity, during the prevalence of the south west

monsoon, iinequalled perhaps by any other at a si-

milar elevation on the Coromandel coast.. Here, though

barely 700 feet above the level of the sea, one may often

' for weeks together be in the open air, at any hour bf

the day, being protected from the direct rays of the sun

by a thick canopy of clouds, and cooled by strong and.

'dry winds. This peculiar dryness which has been long

remarked, but never so far as I have been able to leara

been accounted for, is I think satisfactorily explained on

the principle already mentioned, the change of capacity

iov moisture- which the air undergoes in passing' frohi a
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colder and more condensed state, to fi warmer and

more raritied condition : a principle which prol)ahly in-

creases the intense dryness of our hot land winds, and

perhaps assists in some degree in explaining their origin.

7'hese local pecnliarities prove very advantageoiis tp

invalids, as well as to those whose systems have been

innervated by a residence on the plains durin^^ the hot

Hionths of March, April and May, jill of whom ought,

in my opinion, as far as circumstances will j^ermit, to he

allowed to spend s^onie portion of the season there;

coolness uncomhinod with ahnospherical humidity, be-

ing of all others, the cliuiate best adapted for the resto-

ration of tone to the system, when much debilitated by

previous great atmospherical heat. It is certainly much

to be regretted that the Ccurtallum season does not

commence two months sooner, for in that case this part

of India might almost consider itself independent of the

Neilgherry hills ; as it is, it possesses a climate, ia which

invalids may be prepared for tht) much greater change

of the bills, and be better fitted to derive full advantage

from a shorter residence on them, than might otherwise

be necessary. To those whose hea'ih requires change

of climate, Courtallum holds out. other inducements de-

serving some further (Jonsideration :—here durin^g the

months of June, July", and August, when other parts of

the country, not irrigated, are dry and burned up, all is

green and lively, the scenery is rich and varied, and the

whole enlivened with a series of beautiful Vato:>falls

forming a tout en.^cmhle the contemplation of which is

highly grateful to the eye, and soothing to the feelings.

The lowest and most conspjicuous of the series of water-

Jcills is nearly 200 feet in height, the water of which be-

ing much broken in its descent, forms a favourite bath-

ing place,where the bathers enjoy the benefit of a showei'

bath on the grandest scale.

I have already hinted at the beauty of the scenery.
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and as to pass over this feature without remark, would^

to. leave my paper incomplete, I shall attempt to por-

Jtray.s.ome afr the leading points, though well aware

that to do. justice to such a landscape far exceeds my
powers of descriptipn. The hills forming the bound-

M^ios of thisj reees% vary considerably in height ; that

forming the south -east point, appears to be highest on the

.SQ'uth: side, and rises about 4,300 feet above the sea: the

otlier peaks which I ascended, I had not an opportunity

of measuring, in consequence of my Barometer being

broken on that occasion, but those to the west are cer-

tainly lower. Those on the north east face judging

from appearances, are higher than either. They belong

io the division of rocks denominated Trap, and present,

Mrongly marked, the peculiar features characteristic of

jfcfeat class, such as sharp broken ridges, high peaks with

a^ery steep, often nearly perpendicular sides, numerous

deep glens and chasms forming channels for the moun-

tain torrents, which rush with noisy impetuosity down
^^ese:precipices.

3. iThe shelving flats and less precipitous sides of the

afnountains where soil can accumulate, are covered with

a loose dark redish and very fertile sdil, in some places

c*d;a great depth, partly formed of disintegrated rock,

^ipmtiy oi decomposed vegetable matter ; which in some

|jlfes/iis Exceedingly abundant, whole trees of great size

being reduced to a state of decay, so complete that they

have merely tenuity enough left to retain their form,

and crumble to pieces on the slightest pressure. The
sheltered slopes on either side of these deep narrow

glens, are generally covered with a vegetation highly

varied and of truly topical luxuriance, extending along

the foot of, and concealing the bases of many ahnost

perpendicular masses of black nearly riaked rocks, ris*

ing high above the tallest trees ; while a few spots in

more exposed situations where the soil appears of more
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recent forinntion, are only covered ^ ith rnnk £3;rass and Ti

small date palin of a light lively green colour. This

mixture of black nal'cd rock, dark forest and delicate

verdure form together a condiinnlion of beauty and

grandeur laiely to be met -with ev(ni in mounlain scf;-

nery.

The glens between tlie dillerent mountain masses

composing this part of the range, are usually very nar-

row, with steep sides, having a stream in the bottom?

the banks of which as well as the sides of the glens, are

clothed with an exceedingly luxuriant and varied vegeta-

tion, con^sisting of large forest trees, abundance of un-

derwood, bound together with numerous creepers, af-

fording shelter to a great variety of herbaceous plants

and ferns which seek the shade in preference to the full

light of day. At some places, these glens widen, form-

ing as it were small amphitheatres. These spots are

nov/ nearly all occupied by what are called the spice

gardens.

The principal of these are found on the banks of the

stream forming the falls of Courtallum, on account of

the greater length and comparative gentleness of the

slope of its glen, as well as the greater number of its

openings fitted for sites of gardens. In these gardens

the most esteemed vegetable products of the east are

produced, such as nutmegs, cloves, cinnamon, mango-

steens and coffee, v/hile cocoa and all spice from the west,

are found to thrive in them. Nutmegs and coffee, how-

ever occupy the most prominent station, from the quan-

tity and value of their produce. The sides of the glen

are covered with forests of the largest trees I ever re-

collect to have seen, and Vvhich might without much
difficulty be turned to the best account. Among these

are found tv/o, perhaps more, species of wild nutmeg ;

some kinds of the cinnarrion tribe (laurwa;)^ one of

which, closely resembling the true plant, possesses strong
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•^iromatic properties ; one or two wild mangosteens, hav-

ing little resemblance, however, to the true^ either in the

form or properties of their fruit.

: The jack or Indian breadfruit tree is not uncommon
on these hills^ and attains the most magnificent dimen-

sions.

Among the vines the most important in a commercial

point of view and the best known, by name at least, is

the Cocculus Indicus, a most powerful twiner ascending

to the tops of the highest trees ; a great variety of wild

grape vines, several pepper vines, besides many erect

-herbaceous forms of this family, one of which, the Piper

-latifolium, has round leaves, sometimes exceeding a foot

and half in diamater. Among the monocotyledonous

iherbaceous plants, the Scitaminias or ginger tribe occupy

^by far the most distinguished place, not less remarkable

cfor the curious structure of their parts of fructification,

-than for the useful products with which their roots

abound. Of these a great variety is found in all the jun-

'gles covering these hills, the wild plantain, cardamoms

:and arrow root plant, being the most conspicuous; the

last rising not unfrequently in favourable situations, to

c the height of from 20 to 25 feet, terminated by a slender

iTery diffuse panicle bearing its comparatively small flow-

ers and fruit. A few palms only are found. The date

already mentioned, which prefers the most exposed

parts of the hills ; three species of rattan, one a very

fine one, (juite erect, nearly 5 inches in circumference

with a naked smooth stem, not like the others covered

with the very thorny sheaths of the leaves. The Gary-

ota urens, or, as it is called in this country, sago palm, is

widely distributed over the hills, but only attains a con-

siderable size in the most sheltered places ; the Ben-

tinckia condapanna, on the other hand, is equally diffus-

ed, and seems to thrive as well on the most exposed as

ill the most sheltered situations, produced and ripening
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in the midst of hurricanes its lart^e panicles of bright shin-

ins^ black berries, most enticing; in appearance, b lit in re-

allity most austere to the taste. Of the Gramincie two

deserve to be noticed here, one a species of bamboo, th6

other the ginger grass, as it is usually called, on account of

its aromatic properties. The former a tall straight

reed like plant, rarely exceeding an inch in diameter,

with long lanceolate leaves and few branches, covers the

tops of all the hills so thickly that it is almost impossi-

ble to make ones way among them, otherwise than by

cutting them down. The appearance of this bamboo iis

so like a gigantic reed, that tlioy have here got the name

of reeds, and, in exposed situations wdiere their growth is

stunted, the resemblance is very perfect. It is, I believe, a

iion-descript species which, with Roxburghs B. baccifera,

will form a new genus. The size and form of its leaves

indicates a near relationship to the plant, the leaves of

which the Chinese employ for packing tea. The ginger

grass is a vei'y rank species of Andropagon, every part

of it abounding with an aromatic essential oil, equalling

in pungency and possessing in an eminent degree the

properties of cajaputy oil, on which account it might at

some future period become valuable in a commercial

point of view, as the oil is easily separated by distillation.

In this enumeration I have mentioned only some of the

tribes generally known on account of the uses to which

some of their species are applied, but did I, by confining

my observations to such_,lead to th e supposition that there

were not innumerable others,many of them perhaps e'qual-

iy valuable but less known, I would certainly do the

forests of Courtallum a vast injustice,as they abound 'With

trees of the most majestic dimensions, as 'well as with

plants of a more humble growth, but vying in the beauty

of their flowers with the choisest productions of the

flower garden, and with some presenting the most strik-

ing peculiarities met v/ith in the vegetable kin^dolti. To
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dwell on these now would be premature, but to make a

fe>v observations on them en passant may not be out of

place. Of the lar^^er arborious forms it is not easy to

individualize species/from the difhculty^or Lmay almost

say the impossibility of getting specimens on other terms

than that of felling the trees. Two very large ones , how-

ever, which had recently fallen 1 did examine ; one of them

proved a species of x^rdisia, the other is new to me, and I

have not yet had leisure to examine it with sufficient

' care for its final determination, but I think it belongs to

the nutmeg family (myrist(cea'')Ai it be not actually a

myristica. Another spacious and interesting tree, on

account of its products, is found in these forests, namely,

the Dammer tree. Its place in the system of plants I

E.m at present unable to determine, not having seen

either flowers or fruits, nor have I seen Buchanan Fla-

niilton's description of it. He calls it Chloroxylon du-

pada, but it certainly is not the Chloroxylon of De Can-

;<Jolle, nor does it seem to belong to the genus Dammera
of Hamilton, which is a Dipterocarpus, as the Dammer
tree has large pinnate leaves, while the Dipterocarpus

has simple ones. It may however be one of the Meli-

acese, with the general form of which family it seems to

agree, but differs from all the other members of it in its

c abundant resinous juice. Among the plants remarkable

for the beauty of their flowers may be mentioned 9 or

;
10 species of Balsams, about one half of which are new,

and one of them exceedingly curious. Handsome flow-

ered Rubiacese and Aporyneas, both shrubby and herba-

ceous, are very common on the hills. To the list of beau-

, tiful flowering plants may be added 4 or 5 species of Be-

,,gonias, one of them new, and an astonishing variety of

Orchideoug and liliaceous plants : and among the curiosi-

ties of Flora may be mentioned a great variety of arums

and aroideous plants. But of all the families yet mention-

«d the Urticess and Euphorbiacess seem to occupy the
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most proniinont place: specips of these families nro to hft

met with every w here, presenting every variety of form,

from the humble nettle and minute euphorbia, up to the

majestic Ficus, l.)0 feet in lieiiTht, and the umbra/;ious

Aleuretes and Microekis ai*Grdii)g an almost impenetra-

ble shade. The last family I shall name, the ferns,

estimable alike on account of the variety and delicacy of

their forms, their beautiful deep careen colour, their mo-

dest retiring disposition, always preferring the shade, and

lastly on account of the early associations which they call

to mind, are especially abundant in the dark forests

which clothe these glens.

Having extended these rather desultory remarks on

the vegetation of those hills far beyond what I original-

ly intended, with the view of adapting this introductory

paper to the perusal of the general reader, who might

feel but little interested in the more minute details, which

are to follow in my next, I shall now conclude with a

a few words on the pr obable extent of the Flora of thi,*

part of India.

I have already mentioned that, on account of its

coolness and the sidubrity of its climate, Courtal-

lum is, at this season, the favorite resort of invalid.?.

Some of my patients having gone there, my presence

was twice required, and in the absence of pressing

business here my stay was each time extended to about

10 days. On both occasions I made several excursions,

,n all about 12, most of them occupying the whole day.

^Such only were the slender opportunities I enjoyed of

examining this Flora, which I mention to prevent more

importance being attached to my conclusions, than the

facts from which they are deduced may warrant. The

parts explored, were, with one exception, merely the

northern slopes of the hills, or those facing the plain,

which, the exception taught me, were the least rich irt

forms new to rne. My last excursion extended to a hiU
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projecting from the south west face of those I had
hitherto traversed, and on that day I found many more
new plants than on any former occasion, proving that

far the most interesting portion of the hills is still un-

touched, and I feel assured never has been explored by

any naturalist. Notwithstanding this comparative limi-

tation of my range, T collected I believe nearly 600 spe-

cies of plants, exclusive of many which were rejected as

common and easily procurable elsewhere, exclusive also,

of nearly all the large trees of which I could not get

specimens. Calculating from such data, and bearing

in mind that all the collections were made in July and

August, when a vast number of plants havenot come into

flower, fnone were taken that were not either in flower

orfruit), T infer that I have not yet above ^d of the whole

jPlora of the ground examined. If this estimate is near

the truth, it follows, that a few miles of these hills pro-

duces a greater number of flowering plants than the

whole of the British Islands by nearly 300, (1,500 is the

amount of indigenous British flowering plants), or in

the proportion of Hie ferns are perhaps nearly equal,

but my collection of them is very incomplete. From
this calculation, added to the con taction, that the part

of the hills most abounding in distinct vegetable forms

is still unexplored, I feel quite assured, that I do not

exceed, in estimating the number of flowering plants, on

an area of 20 square miles of these hills at 2,000 species,

or in the proportion of ^ of the British flora. The
cryptogamece, or non-flowering plants,would of course be

found to fall greatly short of that standard, but exclud-

ing the aquatic cryptogamese, if equally well examined,

perhaps not so much as we might a priori be led to

expect.

The fact of so vast a number of distinct vegetable

forms being congregated within so small a space, speaks

volumes for the riches of the Indian Flora^ and show3
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hou- miuli wo have still to learn liofdre we can arrive at

anv correct estimate of its extent. Humbold and Browti

have atlcn^pted to form such an estimate. ])ut from very-

imperfect materials, as they malce the IHora of India,

and its islands amount to only species, a nundxn-

already proved by the Linnran Society's Indian Her-

barium, presented by the Company, to fall short of the

truth by at least a half. Viewing this fact in conjunc-

tion V ilh the re5«ult of my own collections during the

few days I was at Courtallum, and with the additional

one, that in a small collection received from the Malabar

coast, (made by a native collector who 1 know never

Vv ent far into the jungles) I found a considerable number

of new plants ; and further, bearing in mind that no part

of the vast range of mountains, .000 miles in length,

which traverses India from north to south has yet been

adequately explored, I think we may, without exaggera-

tion, add a half to what is known, for what is unknown.

If such an addition is allowable, it wili raise the Indian

Flora to about 14,0C0 species of Phanoganeous, or flow-

ering plants, which is about double that of Europe ; and

exceeding by 1,000 that of Equinoctial America, esti-

mated at 13,000 by Humbold, the best of all authorities.

In a vegeto-statistical point of view, these inquiries

are exceedingly interesting, and as this is a science yet

in its infancy, it is impossible to conjecture from our

present knowledge, to what useful results they may lead;

and as the only way to arrive at that knowledge, is by

the accumulation of facts bearing on it, it appears desira-

ble that it should be prosecuted to the utmost possible

extent. Perhaps it would add still further to the interest

of such an enquiry, to take a limited tract of country, the

superf cial extent of which is known, and have it well

examined as a point of comparison, not only with the

rest of Tndip, but with every part of the globe. The

country lying between the latitudes of the Arangall pass
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and Cape Comorin, appears to me a fit spot for sucH an
examination, not only on account of its semi-insular situ-

ation, but because its limits are so well defined by nature.

It is true the examination ofsuch a wild tract of country

must be attended with many and great difiiculties from

physical causes, but still such as might be overcome by

skill and preservance, and will certainly reward the en-

terprising individual who accomplishes it with a rich har-

vest of valuable discoveries. There are three other points

of the peninsula, the Floras ofwhich in a statistical point

of view, I think it desirable to have carefully examined

and compared with each other. I mean the Shevaroy^

Pulney, and Neilgherry hills, all of great height, each

possessing individual peculiarities of climate, and all so

close to each other, that marked differences of products

might lead to important results in determining the effect

of climate and soil in modifying the vegetable products

of a country, an inquiry likely to prove both curious and

useful, and one in the prosecution of which, much assist-

ance might be derived from simply comparing with each

other the vegetables covering the eastern and western

slopes of the Neilgherries.

Palamcottah, 3d September 1835.
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6,0

9,6

7/
5,/

7,8

P,4

7,8

5,7

8,6

5,^

5,3
b,2

9,5

9J

10,9

0,2

6,8

6,0
6.^

9,j

8, !

8,2

8,1

4,u

b,ij

9,9

9, ^

9 5,4 10,3

50 7,8 9,5

9,4 !
',0

/',9l 8,6

9,9 12,9

10,4

!6 5,3

5,5

4,4
7,'

7
lb-

19

;a4.

4,S

7,0

5,0

9,7

7,4

7,^

7,0

5,7

!0,

iO,9

7,8

12,0

2,9

7,

6,01

8,3
j

9,0j

9,8'

7,0

7,2
'2,5

1,2

8,8
13,0

12,6

7,6

7,0

9,0

^,5

8,0
I

7,2

8,0

9,6

9,0
10,^-

3,6

9,2

3,4
'>7

0,9

9,5

6,8

6,6

9,9

8,7

8,4

10,5

9,2

,9 7,3 6,2

4,2

5,8

5,6

5,3 3,5

2,8

5,6

4,2
5,'

5,7

6,0

4,4

,2

9,2

4,8 4,9 4,4

4,2

3,2

5,2 5,9

3,9

5,5

7,9 4,2

4,0 3,9

5,'

4,0
3,9

4,8 2,7

3,9

2.7

9 3,0

0,8

9,8

3,2

3

10,3 5

4,5

5,7

3,6

5,7 4,4 5,!

OU-3

0,257

0,069

0,007
3,00rt

0,003

2,965

0,035

0,226

2,771

2,957

0,094

2,771

W.SW.SE.
VV.NW.SW.
W.N,AV.

W.iWV.

W.E.SE S.

W.E.NW.SE
SWNVVSE.E,
SWWNWSE
SW.W.NW.
SWWN VVNE

s.w.w
w.s.w.s.
s.w.w.
w.s.w.
w.s.w.

s w.w.
S.WVv'.N W
S.W.V.-.NWS

WNWS W.S,

S.W.W.

SNWSWW
S. S.W.W,
S.W.W.
W.s.w.s.
w.s.w.

w.s.w.
s.w.w.
W.S W.S.
WSW.NE.E.
SW.W.NWE

Mo. cdy. day and dr. nL
Itng. few drops of rain.

Miy. cdy.ltng. at night

[der at night.

Mly,flyingcids.ltng.tliuu-

Mostly clear do do.

Miy. clr. cdy. at night 8s

[lightning.

Some rain.

Miy.cdy.ltg.at night

Some rain.

Clear at night.

[night.

Miy. hazy at day & cdy.

^ [at night.

V Miy. cdy. Igt. thunder
3 Some rain.

Mostly hazy day & clear

1 at night.

L Miy. cdy. lightning at

3 [night with some rain.

'i [cloudy night.

C Mostly clear day and
S Some rain.



3d4 METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER kept at the MADRAS

Standard Barometer No. 3, by Gilbert.

Days.
Sun

rise

10
A.

M.

Noon.

Sun

set.

1

8
P,

M.

pJ

o

standard Barometer by Troughton

<1)

tn

a
Su 00 o

Inciies

29,868

,894

,894

,862

,904

,904
,916

,900

,908

,902

,882

,906

,940

,894

,882

,864
,882
,90s*,

,934

,900

,946

,932

,944

,970
,920

,«.96'

,920
,924

,904

,916

,950

29,926
,952

,926

,908

,946

,938

,930
,946

,942

,924

,950

,920
,894

,892

,916

,946
,9S3

,946

^0,000

29,980

,994

,980
,950

,968

,940

,918

,940

,976

29,902

,924 ,882

,8881 ,850

,884 ,866

,896 ,860

,920
,902

,900

,928
,912

,698

,926
,918

,898

,880
,^88

,926

,960

,952

,946

,968
,952

,924

,910

,940
,918
,90S

,932

29,866 29,854
,862

,834

,870
,856

,888
,872
,880

,900

,894

,868

,882

,878
,854

,872

,860

,860
,900
,922

,918

,910
,918

,932

,910

,892

,884
,902

,896

,884
,908

,916

,876

,884

,862

,874

,874

,856
,872

,860
,852
,862

,849
,852
,901

,916

,9!4

,914
,908

,906

,890
,868

,889
,899
,886
,872

,908

,906

29,868

,880
,854

,932

,854

,890
,9'6

,880
,892

,876

,892

,871

,880

,860

,912

,860
,870
,910
,932
,926

,938

,9 6
,950

,916

,890

,904

,9<6

,894

,882

,916

,918

29,906

,846

,889

,878

,9'0

S2,5 1^9,2

82,4 90,9

,S76

,924

,976

,932

,950

,926

,924
,8^6

,910

,924

,904
,898

,938

^3,3

81,4

83,2

81,6
8'

6

84,2

82,0

81,0 83,2
f-2,3

83,2

83,6
^5,0

85,0

82,7

80,3

79,0

79,9

81,9

^2,0

81,3

SI,

3

89,4

89,9

85,3
i'5,7

86,9

88,3

84,^

84,3

8',5

83,5

84,0

93,0

92,0

90, b

9 ,b

b6,6

85,7

85,9

34,8

^8,6
i8,0

89,1

89,5

91,5

86,4
b6,0

83,7

5,3

87,0

9!,

4

9,0
89,6

90,0
86,4

86,4
)-,7 P

90^5

90,8
9i,0

9',

4

90,2

92,0

87,0
87,4

84,6

86,6

88,0
^8,0

^6,0

87,8
t6,0

87,0

86,8 83,2

29,909 29,944 29,919 29,888129,878 29,897 29,912, 81,5 85,1 87,5 88,5 85,5 84,0 83,5

8',0 85,7

80,3 81,3

77,9 180,5

78,! 84,2

80,6

80,1

80,5

80,3

80,7

80,4

85,2 ^9,7

85,2 87,0 89,0

86,2 88,2

86,4
83.

83,0

87,0

84,3
b6.0

86,2

84,1

82,2

88,1

86,0

87,6

89,0

87,0

85,0

92,6

87,6

85,0
8i,8

87,3

88,9

87,0

87,0

88,0

89,2

86,8

84,2

84,0

85,7

8^8
86,7

87,7

88,6
b5,7

85,3

83,2

83,7

86,0
86.7

85,6
fa 6, f

86
85,8
8H,2

'^2,0

84,1

84,6

84,2

84,8
84',^

86,0

84,0

84,8 ^^5,5

85,9

85,4

84,5

82.

79,0

85,1

86,3

86,!

85,0

81,7

84,

86,0 -

—

86,2 86,0

86,0!

85,01

82,0i

84.8 83,5

83.9 «3,6

8r8 84,2

84,3 83,5

&4,5 84,0

84/2 ai,o

82,0 81

83,0 82,4

83,3

83,3
^3,5'

83,6:

81,5

6

^^3,2

83,0

82,9

83,0

84,6 84,0

82,8



BSERVATORYj for the MONTH of JULY, 1835.

Dep. of wet bulb. Therm. "Rain.

1 4,2

2 2,4

3 7,3

414,4

5 2,2

1,6

3,6

4,9

9 5,3
1

1:17

I: ]8

16 5,0
" 2,9

5,91

19 4,?'

20 3,3

11,3

iO,5

12,1

10,S

21

22 2,5

31

2,2

2,0

5,4

7,3

9,3

8,9

9,6

4,7

5,!

2,9

5,7

7,7

2,4

26rl,7

27 2,3

28 3,4

29 2,3

30 4,3

l],2

11,4

4,6

3,3

6,3

6,2

10,2

9,7

9,1

9,5

4,7

6,9

9,2

7,0 11,7

6,7 7,0

5,011,4
10,0 7,0 5,8

9,6

8,0 5,0

4,4

4,2 3,s^

5,9

4,0 4,6

,6

6,4 2,7

2,34,4 3,1

7,8 4, i

1 1,5 3,9 4,8

12,8 9,9 5,6

11,5 5,8 5,7

11,7

10,

7,1

6,?

12,2 5,5 4,^

5,6 4,9 4,1

7,8

!0,2

6,9

2,9

2,4

6,4

7,2

8,2

6,6 3,4

4,6 —16,6
6;9 5,9 5,3

9,0 6,2 13,4.

9,0

3,5 0,014

3,0

,4

2 '5

6,5

6,3

0,451

0,003

Winds. Rjgmarks.

1,056

0,076

0,014

0,295
0,132

4,5

2,8

5,6 4,8 !3,9

0,243

0,080

2,^20

2,500

0,306

9,0 3,4 3,3 3,5

0,2 10,6

2,2 2,7

im. 3,8 6,8

12,0 5,7

6,6

3,6i2,2
3,2 2,0

6,33,2

3,2

4;3 2,4

!,8

2,0

2,3

8,9!4,0 3,0

9,0

7,8

7,2 3,9 2,7

9,2 3,7

4,8 2,4

7,3 8,1 4,7,3,8 2,9

0,524

2,035

2,934

0,024

0,056

2,722

2,233

w.

W.NW
SW.W.NWES
NW.E.SE
W.NW.SW

W.NW

W.SW.NW.E
W.SW.E.SE
w.sw.s
W.SE.E.S
W.SE.SW

w.sw
w.sw
W.NW.SW
W.NW
W.NW.SW

W.NV/.SW
W.NW.SW
W.NW
W.NW.SW
W.SW

NW.W.SW
VV.NW.S.SW

W NW.S
W.NW.N
NW.W.S

W.NW
W.NW
5. W.SW
W NW.SW
W.NW

Mostly clr. day &; cdy. ngf

} [ligtg.'rain„

> Mostly haze iigtg. thuu-
5 dei: rain.

Cldy & heavy rain iigtg.

Rain.
Raia.

Rain,

Mostly cloudy lightning
and rain.

Do,
Do.

Do.

Mostly and lightning

Heavy rain.

5 Mostly clear & lightning
Mostly flying clouds.
Hazy day & clear night.

^ Mly. cdy. Iigtg. thdr. ,

f Rain.

3 Rain.
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Standard Barometer No. 3, by Gilbert.

luciies

29,92b

.94U

,921

,92

:9,990

,95

,95b

9iO ,914

,9'

,881

,87{

,868

,8ub

,835

,83b

,830
,9'2

,902

,867

,924

,969

,920

,903

,933

,936
,m
,846

,m
,922

,99-

,944

,9^0

29,9'J3

,926
.90^

,S-J

,88-

,860

,m
,860

,938

,939

,924

,97 i

^0,0 5
i.'9,95o

,950

,9&4

,8^6

,852

,9'^0

,964
964 30,021

,0U

^9,94(

29,9-!5

:9.95-!

,912
.942

,934

,920

,908

,^90
,f6^

,^70

,b72

,?54

,^3b

,^48
,90-

,934

,^90

,904
,962

30,008
^9,9^8

,922

,954

,922
,S80

,808

,^98i

,950'

29,93^ 29,921

,920
,9'6

,902

,902

,864
,8!-.0

,858
,^62

,ebO

,852
,82^

,834
,^76

,898

,&6^

,900
,934

,952
,i-92

,^92
,92si

,862

,770

,844

,908

30,008] ,946
29,972

,922

,930-

,868

932 ,9C0

29,914!2a^e6

91-
,<)0:

,9 '4

,899

,81

,864

,^^5i;

,^49

,836
,830
,f-40

,?74

,882

,^58

,^74

,9^2
,9 '5

,880

,902
,88f
,<'42

,fc0J

,5=58

,^96
,92^

,944

,^8o

,^8.

29,^79

^9,910

,9!

,91

,91

,9 1

,^76

,874
,^50

,^61

,846

,H4
,832

,854
,872

,904

,858
,VS6

,9%
,9^0

,900

,900

,933
,^89
,Mo
,&'2

,9o8

,922
,96o

,936
,898

,«76

29,952

,928

,916

,^71
- 7

,^52
,86^

,846

,892

,902

,870

Standard Therm, by Trouyliton.

.934

,890

,942

,892

,952
,9^4

7^,8
^!

82,1

82

8i,9

8

«-?,8

/9,

0,6

8.i,o

81,9
81,1

79,5

79,4

81,

^6,0

3,8
8"/, I,

87,

bo,

88, .

b4,5

89,'^

"0,/

87.3

8,0

8s;',

94-!

87,4

85,5
86,2' 8/,8

82,0
>• ,3

84,0

84,8
fr5,0

,9M

9,*^-9o 29 ,9" 5

79,5 80,6
79,8

79,8
tO,o

80,6

80,9
b4,0

>o,^ 82,3
80,8' ?,2,9
8',4'

82,5

60,9

82,9

84,0

8 ,5
79,'-^

8a,2

85.1

%,6
^4,8

84,0

84,2

82,4

82,0

88,5
•7,0

86,5

87,6

81,2
8 ',9

83,0
!"6,9

84,5

85.9

88;5

>6,0

^7,4

89,5

86,8

87,0 84.0

'hV2 ^5,,
^' ,0 85,;

8^,0 8u,4

^8,3 S6,5

85,4

f5,8

8
',2 84,91 87,0

^','1^4,41 86,5.

9,5

S9„9

>^8,b

ft3,3

82,7

90,6

89,0

87

90,2

8 ,5

S2>
S57
^9,0

86,

9,9

90,2

88,0

90,9

91,3

87,7

•2,0

8-i,/

b4,3

85,2 -

85,5 819

81,9

8-1,9,

5,2

0,D

8t>,8

' ,^ ""2,3

;s->,5 81,0
Ho,-i 64,2

1^3,7 8-!,0

8 8 ,0

86,0 S7,0
^7,1

85,7

87,2

87,6

85,

84,9
5,-

86,0
H!,4
82
t3
f5,0

82,5

6,0

9,3

86,1
br,2

87, T

' 3,K

^3,3

82,6

85,2

86,9

8i,!J

8i,(j

84,0

83,6
8 ,0

8i,0

83,0

84,2

8^,0

82,5

86,0

85,0

85,4

85,0

5,3

81,9

83,6

8j,0

82,3

83, f,

83,0

82,8

82,0

82,0
85,0

84,9

83,0 82,9
8
8-2,7

83,4

84,9

85,0 8.3,8

82,5

83,2

83,2



i! ;SERV^TORY ; for the MONTH op AUGUST 1835. 39T

Dsp. of wet bulb Therm.

1 12,8

2 1,7

3
4 2,6

6
,7

8

lo3,

16 3,0

20 4,9

25
24 6,?

4,9

26 5,0

7^

5,3

5,6

4,

4,9

0,3

4,4

5,0

4,4

2.5

7,5

6,8 3,3

6,9 9,0

5,3 /,5

1,8

2,b

6,2

3,9

4,5

5,6
7,'

8,6

4,6

i,'

3,9

31 5,0

^rki

2.6

3,6

^9

6,'

7,1
'0,9

6,5

^,7

9,5

6,8

6,0

5,4

7,8

6,0

5,3

j,5

6, .

4,0

7,6

8,6

5.5

2,
-/

9,6

7,5

7, ^

12,2

1,6

3, ^

7,3

4,9 I
3,6

2,0 2,

2,? —
2.7 2,1

3.8 2,0

^,2 4,0

1,^ 2,0

4,4 4,

1

10,0 5,0 2,7

7,1 4,5

0,4 4,5

',9

9,0 8,0

11,

7,1 M

5,3
5,01-

^5 6,'

2,9

,5

4,7

(,8

1,^

6,9' 3,5 2,4

5,7 4,312,8

4,0 3,5
",8

3,^

8,4 5,6

2.7

4.5

5,2 4,5

4,3

5,0! 6,5| 7,1

7,4 5,1 2,9 !,6

4,0i3,0 2,3

Rain.

0,569

0,104
0,264
0,007

0,0'

7

0,6081,3

1,5
0,52'— 0,^30

Wind,

0,069

0,017

0,097

0,125

0,028

0,257

sw. w. s

SW. E. SE.S

SW, E. SE
NW E. SE

2,253 NW, SW. SE

2,045

,632

SW. SE. E.

W. N. NW
W. NW. SE
W. SE
SW. W. NW

W NW. N
NE.SW,SEN
W. NW. N
W.SW NW S

W. SW. NW

SW. NW
SW. W
S. SW. w
S. NW
W. NW

W. NW
W. NW
NW. W
W. SW. NW
SW. W

2,774 SW. w
W. SW. s

SW. SE
W. SW
SW. NW. W

SW. W, NW

Remarks,

Mo, clo. d. dr. nt. thr. Itg.

Mo. clr. day clo. night.
iVlo. clr. th. Itg.

Mo. thick haze & Itg. at nt.

Mostly clear lightning.

Mo. flying clouds Itg.

^ Mo, clo, Itg. thr. rain.

Mo. flg. clouds Itg.

Mo. cio. thr. itg,

^
Clo. da. th. & Itg.

ram.
do.

do.

Mo. clo. & Itg, rain.

do.

do.

do,

do.



The instruments with which the foregoing observa-

tions have been made, are placed upon a table about

4 feet above the ground in the western verandah of

the Honorable Company's Observatory ; which is si-

tuated in the longitude 5h. 21m. 9-^. E. latitude l3/«.

4???. 9s': N. at about two miles from the sea and about

27 feet above the low water mark.

T. G. TAYLOR,
' H. Astronomer,

11th September, 1835,














